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Abstract

The subject of this thesis is online services of experimentation in the human sciences.
Within, an online experimentation tool is described that can be used to design and imple-
ment experiments and publish them on the web. The system enables researchers to create
experiments which are automatically delivered on the web, enabling people from locations
across the globe to participate in the experiments. In addition, the system manages the
results data, enabling experimenters to view the results online or down-load them for fur-
ther analysis. The functionality of this tool, as well as development issues are discussed.
In addition, the use of the role of the Internet in research is examined. This work also
describes some recent studies, in which the online tool was used to carry out experiments,
including some research into counterfactual conditionals and the temporal order effect.
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1.1 An Online Experimentation Tool

This work follows the development of a research tool for conducting experiments. It is
a continuation of previous work by Buckley (2003), Hourihane (2002), Ryan (2001), Mc-
Gowan (1999) and Kenny (1998). The tool is a web-based system intended to be used by
researchers to carry out experiments online. It brings the researcher through the various
stages involved in carrying out such experiments, from designing and testing an experi-
ment, facilitating subjects to participate in the experiment, right through to analyzing the
results of the experiment. In addition all the results of the experiments are available in
an SPSS-friendly format, for research that requires the results data to be analyzed by a
recognized software tool. Since the tool is available to use on the web, researchers can
conduct and track the results of their experiments with ease from anywhere in the world,
and more importantly, perhaps, the system enables people from all over the world to take
part in these experiments. The tool can be used by anyone who knows how to use the
Internet and requires no knowledge of programming. Its user interface is extremely user-
friendly and very little instruction is needed prior to use. In addition to this, the creation
of an experiment using the system is a quick process. All of these features make it an
attractive choice of software to use and this has been proven to date by the numerous
requests from various researchers to use the system, providing invaluable feedback, such
as system flaws and possible ways to make the system more user-friendly, resulting in a
secure, reliable and easy to use piece of software. The system can be used to implement a
wide variety of experiments, allowing graphical images to be included on experiment slide,
as well as passages of text, and of course various question types. In addition to conven-
tional experiments and surveys, the system has potential to be used for other purposes, for
example, online test centers, or for exams in a classroom situation. It could even be used
as a means for teachers to set homework for students, enabling, those students with access
to the Internet, to answer their homework online. In this thesis, I give a detailed account
of the experimentation system as it exists today, as well as a critique of the inherited
system, which provides much of the motivation for design concerns, in addition to various
case studies, in which the system was used to conduct research, and finally I detail some
research into counterfactual conditionals. In the section that follows I will give an account
of the content of this thesis by chapter.

1.2 Thesis Guide by Chapter

1.2.1 The Internet and Research

Chapter two discusses the issues relevant to the use of the Internet in conducting research.
Firstly, general issues that need to be looked at when carrying out any form of research
using this medium are examined, followed by issues relating to computer-mediated commu-
nication. Next, some relevant information needed prior to conducting online experiments
is detailed, in which issues relating to the type of samples achieved are discussed, as well as
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different tools that are currently available that can be used to aid the creation and results
analysis process.

1.2.2 System Functionality

This chapter details the overall system functionality. It gives descriptions of the different
users of the system, including the access levels each user-type, as well as what functionality
is available to each user type. In addition to this, various terminology is described, and an
explanation of the intended experiment structure is given, as well as what type of questions
and information can be displayed.

1.2.3 Inherited System Critique

In this chapter, a critique of the online experimentation tool as it existed at the beginning
of my work with it is detailed. Firstly, the functionality of the system is examined, and
the areas, in which additional or alternative functionality is needed, are identified. This is
followed by an account of how the necessary data was stored in the inherited system, and
the changes that were made. Next, some useful programming practices that have since
been adhered to in my work with the system are detailed, followed by a critique of the
design and effectiveness of the various algorithms used in the inherited code. An important
part of this chapter follows, in which the user interface design is examined, and motivation
for change is given, which has since improved usability. Finally, some system performance
and portability issues are discussed.

1.2.4 System Design and Implementation

This chapter details the implementation and design of the revised system. Firstly, a system
overview is given, followed by a description of the user interface design, which gives a
detailed account of the interface each user type interacts with. Next, a description of the
data structure design and implementation is given, detailing all of the data structures used
to represent different objects, that the system encounters. Finally, some system security
issues are discussed.

1.2.5 Case Studies

In this chapter, an account of various case studies in which the experiment tool was used
to conduct research, is given. The use of the system in the first case study examined, was
carried out at a time previous to my development of it. Others were carried out in mid
development stages, and finally a case study is detailed, at which time the system was near
the end of my development. An account of the experiments carried out is given, as well as
how the system was used to implement them.
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1.2.6 Counterfactual Experiments

In this chapter, some work carried out by Byrne and Walsh (2004) on counterfactual
conditionals, focusing on the temporal order effect is examined. The experiments carried
out in this work are replicated using the online experimentation tool and a comparison
is made between the results of the original experiments, which were carried out using
conventional methods, and the results of the online replication.

1.3 The Big Picture

This brief chapter has outlined the problem addressed by this dissertation: a robust tool
for administering experiments in human sciences via the Internet with the constraint that
experimenters needn’t be computer programmers in order to do so. The thesis describes
an inherited system and supplies a constructively critical assessment of it, which it in
turn responds to by describing the design and implementation of a system that improves
functionality, and establishes a clearer platform to serve as a legacy to future developers
contributing to the system and the services it provides. This system is itself evaluated
through analysis of algorithms and data structures where appropriate, but more impor-
tantly through actual use in research contexts. The primary novel contributions reported in
this dissertation thus build on work that came before: it offers a more reliable (in terms of
functionality and potential for independent extension) system for conducting experiments
over the Internet and it establishes this in part by replicating past research in the human
sciences (in particular, research into temporal effects associated with counterfactual rea-
soning). The thesis research began with an inherited system, and the question ”how would
things go if some things were done differently?” Perhaps contrary to the findings of the
study replicated in Chapter 7, it is found that rather than modifying later developments in
the inherited system to achieve greater functionality, (although some later developments
were addressed, notably deciding that incorporating statistical analysis functions into the
system were less strategic as a design feature than defining interfaces that allow the data
to be processed in existing software packages), it made most productive sense to go back
nearly to the starting point.
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2.1 Introduction

The Internet is a relatively new means of conducting research. It’s estimated that 1994
was the year that mainstream culture discovered the Internet, and since then its popularity
has been steadily increasing. It is now a commonplace media and is predicted to be the
key unifying communications technology of this century, (Dictionary.com (2000)). The
Internet is used globally for many different purposes, for example for commercial and
military purposes and also by universities and non-profit organizations. It is therefore not
surprising that the Internet is useful in the area of research. It is widely used for conducting
research and there are numerous different ways to do this. The literature reviews that follow
attempt to investigate the use of the Internet to conduct research.

2.2 The Use of the Internet in Research

O’Dochartaigh (2000) addresses an important question, Why bother with the Internet?
He questions the reliability of documents found on the web as well as the cost of finding
relevant material. He describes how the Internet can at times be very frustrating to use
and points out that when searching for information a great deal of time can be wasted
before the desired information is eventually found. Even then, when a relevant document
has been retrieved, he questions how the credibility of the document can be verified. Was
the document in question written by an expert, or someone who in fact knows very little
about the subject? In addition to these time wasting and reliability issues, O’Dochartaigh
(2000) points out that the Internet also plays host to multitudes of obscene material, from
pornography to ravings of individuals with nothing better to do than vent their frustration
online. However, in contrast he suggests that these negative aspects of the Internet should
not solely be used to define it. Instead, he suggests that a way of isolating and excluding
such information is needed. He proposes a possible method of excluding such information
is to reinforce traditional research values such as scepticism, flexibility and rigor, and to
develop new approaches to the research process which allow you to make optimum use of the
Internet as a research tool. In addition, O’Dochartaigh (2000) details the effects that the
Internet has played in research. Firstly, he suggests that the Internet has accelerated the
internationalization of research. Researchers now have instant access to information about
other universities and research centers across the globe, in addition to access to research
on their subject which has been carried out in other countries. He also points out how the
Internet can be a great tool for accessing primary materials such as literature, newspapers,
documents produced by organizations, documents stored in online archives, survey results
and interviews. He even suggests that improved access to such primary materials will be
the greatest contribution of the Internet to research. In addition, O’Dochartaigh (2000)
states:

The Internet massively expands the possibilities for contact with other people.
This contact with other people enables original data to be collected through
the use of online surveys and questionnaires.
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The work described in this thesis, takes advantage of the way in which the Internet enables
such contact to be made with people, who otherwise may not be reachable. This contact is
a form of computer-mediated communication. The role computer-mediated communication
has to play in research is in itself a subject of interest for this thesis. Mann and Stewart
(2000) point out the necessary issues, that need to be considered by anyone intending to
use this form of communication to conduct research, a description of which is detailed in
the section that follows.

2.3 Computer-Mediated Communication

Mann and Stewart (2000) give a detailed account of the advantages and disadvantages
of using computer-mediated communication (CMC) to conduct qualitative research. The
main benefits of using CMC listed by Mann and Stewart (2000) are as follows:

• extending access to participants

• reducing costs

• eliminating transcription bias

• easier handling of data

• providing a comfortable environment for participants

Mann and Stewart (2000) detail how the use of CMC greatly extends access to participants,
by crossing time and space barriers, which can otherwise limit research. In addition, they
point out that CMC provides not only wide geographical access, but it can also reach
individual populations, that otherwise would not be able to participate. The authors give
the examples of parents at home with small children, shift workers, people suffering from
agoraphobia, computer addicts as well as people restricted by a physical disability, all
of whom may find it very difficult to participate using conventional methods of research.
The authors add that the use of CMC can enable access to closed sites, like hospitals,
religious communes, prisons, government offices, military bases and schools. In addition,
they point out that CMC can enable access to dangerous or politically sensitive sites,
providing protection for both the researcher and the participant. They add that CMC is
a safe way for people to provide accounts of resistance, offering the possibility of resisting
the status quo without excessive risk.

With regards to reducing the costs of conducting research, Mann and Stewart (2000)
point out that CMC can reduce both time and travel costs, as well as the costs involved
in venue hire and tape recordings/production/transcription. However, in spite of all of the
saving measures described by the authors, they also include that it is nevertheless a mistake
to consider CMC as cost-free, as some research using CMC may need an experienced
moderator or recruitment and incentive packages for participants, which all involve cost.
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Another benefit of CMC, described by Mann and Stewart (2000) is that it can eliminate
transcription bias. The authors describe how research involving transcription can some-
times involve the researcher preselecting and transcribing only sections of an interview, for
example. In contrast to this, they suggest that a digital system provides the possibility
of generating scripts that are verbatim accounts of the entire interviews, and that nothing
needs to be left out, which they state is most unlikely with face-to-face research.

An important advantage that the authors detail is also that CMC enables easier han-
dling of data. A system, that uses CMC, also has the potential of keeping track of par-
ticipants’ personal data and effectively managing the set of collected data, which is very
convenient for the researcher.

In addition to this, the authors also describe some of the advantages of using CMC,
from the point of view of participants in the research. Since recruiting participants is a
vital part of research experimentation, CMC proving to have advantages for participants is
quite significant. The authors describe how CMC can provide a comfortable environment
for participants. Since the participant can participate remotely, they are effectively given
control of prescribing the environment in which they will participate. This enables each
participant to select amongst the possible settings available to them, their most favorable.
As people differ greatly in their opinion on what a comfortable setting is, giving the indi-
vidual participants control over the setting is more effective than attempting to prescribe
one that will suit every participant, which is the likely method used with conventional
research methods. The authors suggest that this, in effect, provides the participants with
a safe environment, resulting in participants feeling freer to speak their minds. They also
add that people participating in research using CMC tend to feel free to write in a style
that they are comfortable with, for example, a participant may choose to write in a conver-
sational style, but in a more formal face-to-face setting, they may feel pressure to write in
a more literary style. This relieves participants of unnecessary pressure, which they might
feel when answering a hand-written survey, for example. In addition, the authors suggest
that participation is more likely using CMC as opposed to face-to-face communication
when the research involves participants detailing sensitive accounts. The authors say that
some personal issues are so sensitive that a participant may not be comfortable discussing
them with a researcher, but with CMC, the fear of judgment, that participants may have,
with regards to discussing the issue with an individual, is eliminated. They also note that
shyness with regards to certain issues is not a problem with CMC.

The advantages for participants in the research, described by Mann and Stewart (2000)
provide sufficient motivation for considering using CMC to conduct research, however,
using this means of communication nevertheless has some negative aspects that need to
be considered, and are duly included in the discussion. A perhaps obvious disadvantage
highlighted by the authors is the fact that in order for a researcher to use CMC to con-
duct their research, they need to be computer literate. They add that the actual degree
of computer literacy needed will vary depending on the method used. A good piece of
software, however, can provide a method that does not require a high level of computer
skills, although basic skills will inevitably be necessary. The authors also point out that the
problem of making contact and recruiting participants can still be a challenge when using
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CMC techniques. Three suggested ways of recruiting participants are by exchanging email
addresses, putting together groups of email addresses and posting requests to newsgroups.
They point out that their is no directory of email addresses available to consult and even
when addresses are available, problems can occur when trying to use them. They give the
example that if there is an error in an email address, the mail will not be sent, whereas
with conventional postage systems, errors often appear in addresses, but it may still be
delivered to the desired address regardless of the error. Therefore, care must be taken,
when using email to recruit participants in research. Another disadvantage of using email,
that was pointed out, is that not everyone checks their email regularly. Although email
is faster than conventional postage to deliver a message, this does not necessarily mean,
that the message will be read sooner than if it had been delivered by post. Generally,
post that is delivered to a household will be read daily, but since many users of email do
not regularly check their mail, using email as a means of communication in research could
cause an unexpected increase in the amount of time it takes to collect the required body
of data. The authors also point out that when using CMC it can prove quite difficult to
ensure participation. They say that not everyone shares the enthusiasm for the Internet
and CMC that’s suggested by usage statistics. They also suggest that when a researcher
is considering using CMC that it can prove advantageous to keep in mind the price-tag a
participant will put on their participation, with regards to time, cash and energy costs.
They point out that some prospective participants may be paying by the minute for their
Internet access and therefore could in fact lose out financially if they participate. To battle
these costs the authors highlight the possibility of offering cash rewards for participation, or
using a points-program that awards points to participants, who can use the points earned
to purchase products, both methods proving successful to date for conventional market
research. They also say that a large factor in a participant’s motivation is the level of
relevance the research has to their lives. They suggest, where possible to provide a context
for the research, which should encourage participation. In conclusion, they say that the
experience of the participant in the response process is inevitably what will earn their
future participation, and this needs to be kept in mind.

2.4 Conducting Online Experiments

There are many factors to consider when choosing to conduct an online experiment. Besides
all the issues relating to using the computers and the Internet to conduct research, there
are many that need to be considered that are specific to conducting research in the form
of online experiments. Hewson, Yule, Laurent, and Vogel (2003) investigate these issues,
and below is an account of the points of interest to this work.

2.4.1 Internet Sampling

Hewson et al. (2003) give a detailed account of the considerations needed to be taken into
account when sampling from the Internet. They point out that the Internet population
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constitutes a dramatically skewed sample of the population at large and therefore Internet-
mediated research is subject to problems concerning sample representativeness and validity
of data. They state that previous research has suggested that the Internet population in
effect is an upper middle class well-educated population. In contrast however, the authors
claim that this view has, in times recent to their research, been challenged. They point out
that the Internet has grown explosively in the couple of years prior since. This growth has of
course continued after their publication. They say that both the number and the diversity
of Internet users were at that time increasing due to the decrease in cost of purchasing
a computer, and that is still likely to be the case, as the price of computers continues
to decrease. Hewson et al. (2003) examine the results of several studies into Internet
research and conclude that there seems to be a tendency for Internet samples to have a
wider age range, be more ethnically diverse and contain more males than females, but that
the sample will rely heavily upon the sampling methodology. They suggest that sampling
using the Internet is not as problematic as had previously been suggested. In addition
researchers conducting Internet mediated research need to be aware of potential problems
with sampling from the Internet, especially in cases where broad generalization is desired.
They quite rightly point out in contrast that such issues may not effect research that does
not need a sample from the population at large, for example research into the characteristics
of select groups of people or in-depth analysis of a small number of individuals. They state
that in practice, much reported research in the social sciences is based upon the use of
select and homogeneous samples. For example, psychological studies have traditionally
used students as participants. In addition to this, the authors state that the Internet is
extraordinary in that it affords the possibility of accessing far more diverse samples than
has ever been previously possible, especially with regard to geographic locations. The
authors state that aside from any claims about the inherent biases in terms of demographic
or other characteristics, Internet research represents the most divers and easily accessible
group available to researchers in the behavioral and social sciences. In addition they suggest
that claims about biases in the Internet user population are unfounded and they present
evidence that demonstrates the vastness and diversity of this population.

Internet User Surveys

Hewson et al. (2003) examine the results of various Internet user surveys, that were con-
ducted to get a picture of the Internet population. The authors point out that in the
results of the various studies looked at, there is a trend to claim that there is a bias in
characteristics of the Internet-user population. The most recent of the surveys that is
described in Hewson et al. (2003), is the tenth GVU Internet-user survey, (GVU, 1998).
The report states that approximately one third of the Internet user population is female,
that between 70 and 85 per cent live in the USA, and that they have largely educational,
computer, professional occupations and above average incomes, but also that the Internet
population is becoming more and more representative of the population at large as its user
base grows. Hewson et al. (2003) question whether or not this data is reliable however.
They suggest that the survey itself was biased because, firstly it was conducted in the En-
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glish language, and secondly, because the recruitment methods used were biased towards
selecting a particular type of Internet user. In addition to this they say that the number
of respondents was too small and in conclusion Hewson et al. (2003) reject any claim that
the GVU survey statistics are representative of the whole Internet-user population.

A more recent Internet user survey has since been carried out by (Nie, Simpser,
Stepanikova, & Zheng, 2004). This study, however, does not report on the entire Internet
population, however, but rather is a very accurate account of a subset of the Internet pop-
ulation, in that it examines the characteristics of Internet users living in the US. Although,
this will not give us an accurate picture of the population at large , it is still worthy of
mention, because besides its results only strictly being relevant to the US, the study was
not biased in other ways, in which previous studies had been. The survey was conducted
using a panel of households recruited by means of a genuine random telephone sample of
the US population. Each household was provided with a WEBTV set top box, with free
Internet access and email account. It was conducted in December of 1999 and a random
sample of 4113 participants were selected in 2689 households. Where previous studies were
biased due to themselves being carried out over the Internet, this study was not, because
the results were only based on those participants that had Internet access prior to par-
ticipation in the experiment. The sampling error for the study was +-1.5% for questions
asked to everyone and +-2.5% from information collected only from those who had prior
Internet access. The results described the main demographic differences firstly in terms
of Internet access and secondly in terms of Internet use, both of which I shall summarize.
The study showed that only 21% of differences in Internet access can be explained by
demographic factors. The most important factors facilitating or inhibiting Internet access
are education and age, and not income, race/ethnicity, nor gender, each of which account
for less than 5% change in rates of access and are statistically insignificant. In contrast,
a college education boosts rates by over 40% compared with the least educated group.
People over 65 show a drop of more than 40% in their rates of Internet access compared
to those under 25. The report suggests that age really reflects generational differences
and thus shows what to expect in the future with regards to Internet access. The study
showed only a few demographic differences in regard to Internet use. 6% of the differences
can be explained by demographic factors. Thus, once connected to the Internet, people
hardly differ in how much they use it nor for what purposes, except for a drop-off after the
age of 65 and a faint hint of a gender gap. Demographic differences involve at most 1.5
hours per week, reflecting people’s time, budgets and work status and involve hardly more
than half an hour additional activity, reflecting people’s time, budget and work status and
involve hardly more than half an additional Internet activity, reflecting levels of education.
Internet usage has increased dramatically both in terms of amount of time and number of
activities in recent times, showing an ever steady growth.

This study showed that education and age were the most significant demographic factors
to take into consideration when sampling from Internet users based in the United States.
However, these results may not reflect the usage in other countries, even those countries
which have relatively few cultural differences to the U.S. Not only cultural differences need
to be taken into account, but also practical factors, an important one being whether or
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not its customary in that country to have to pay for Internet access. In such cases, for
example, a user’s income may in fact play a role in whether or not they have access to or
use the Internet.

Internet Composition

Hewson et al. (2003) suggest an alternative source of information that can be used to
gain a picture of the size and diversity of the Internet-user population, namely Internet
composition. The authors cite a survey carried out by ISC (2002), which reported that
the number of Internet accessible hosts was approximately 147 million in January 2002.
However, as the authors point out, the number of hosts is not the same as the number of
users on the Internet. An estimate of the number of users is cited as 500 million (NVA
(2002)), however, but this is noted by Hewson et al. (2003), as a conservative estimate.
Hewson et al. (2003) conclude that although there are certain groups of people excluded
from the Internet user population, that this should not detract from the fact that it provides
enormous potential for reaching a vast number of participants from diverse locations all
over the world. The evidence examined by Hewson et al. (2003) suggest that it is expanding
at a great rate and the authors predict that this trend will continue.

More recent studies show that Hewson et al. (2003) were indeed correct to predict a
continued growth in the Internet population. For example, CSO (2005) reports in the
republic of Ireland in 2002, 34% of Irish homes had Internet access, which increased by
4.2% over the subsequent 2 years, with 38.2% having Internet access in 2004. The results
also showed that approximately 1,198,800 people in Ireland have used the Internet at some
point in their lives, whereas 373,300 use it on a daily basis. In addition, it reports that
virtually all businesses in Ireland have access to the Internet. Another source of estimates
of recent numbers of Internet users, is given in the CIA world fact book. This estimates
that the total number of Internet users worldwide is currently 604 million, thus showing an
increase in the previous estimate of 104 million over the past three years. The fact book
gives estimates broken down by country, showing the highest number of users estimated to
be in the US (206 million-2002), followed by China (94 million - 2004), followed by Japan
(57 million 2002) and Germany (39 million). In contrast to the estimates with low numbers
of users relative to their population, for example, Liberia (1,000 - 2002), Tajikistan (4,100
- 2003) and Mauritania (10,000 - 2002).

In conclusion, the Internet user population does not represent an accurate sample of
the population of the world. According to recent estimates, only approximately one tenth
of the worlds population has access to the Internet. Even then, this population includes
a far higher proportion of citizens of developed countries, leaving a lack of representation
of people from developing countries. However, it is also unlikely that such populations
would be easily reachable using conventional methods of research. The Internet has indeed
extended research possibilities with regard to finding a far more diverse population, not
only geographically, but also with regards to many other factors. Therefore, although the
Internet population does by no means represent the population at large, it does represent
a significant portion of the population, and therefore should be considered as a means
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of finding research participants. However, as with conventional methods of research the
effects of the research methodology on the results inevitably needs to be considered. Even
when using Internet research methods, the manner in which the participants are recruited
will also have an effect on who participates. Thus considerations are just as important
as when conventional methods are used and it cannot be assumed, that simply because
the Internet was used as a medium, that a diverse range of participants was achieved. In
conclusion, it is vital not simply to find out that the Internet was used to get participants,
but rather how it was used to find participants.

Reaction Time Measurement by Java Applets

The use of computers to carry out experiments has enabled the implementation of exper-
iments in which the reaction time of participants can be recorded. This can be the main
investigation of an experiment, or merely used as a means of finding out more about the
information being obtained. For example, is there a relation between the amount of time
the participants took to view a slide and what answer they gave. Computers provide an
effective way of recording such information that otherwise would be difficult to gather.
However, although computers provide a means of recording reaction times it is neverthe-
less not a straightforward issue. The means by which the times are recorded effects their
accuracy. Subsequently, additional issues arise when the experiments in question are being
conducted over the Internet. The reaction times must be recorded on the client machine,
due to unpredictable time delays involved in communicating with a server machine. Some
studies have been previously carried out to test the accuracy of recorded reaction times
using Java applets to carry out experiments on the web. Eichstaedt (2001) describes the
problems associated with using a Java applet to record the reaction times of participants.
Inaccuracies can occur with regard to recording the reaction times using the client ma-
chine. Each client uses its own virtual machine to record the reaction times. Some use the
underlying operating system and processor in a way that the reaction times are accurate
but others also fail to do this accurately. In addition, even on reliable machines, inaccu-
racies can occur due to the activities of other programs running simultaneously with the
client’s browser. Hecht, Oesker, Kaiser, Civelek, and Stecker (1999) also discuss similar
issues. To tackle these problems, Hecht et al. (1999) prior to each person participating
in the experiment conduct a test to see if the client machine is recording reaction times
effectively. The test was carried out by recording the start time and end time of displaying
an item for a fixed amount of time and then checking if the recorded duration was equal to
the intended display time. If it was the client machine was judged as accurately recording
reaction times. If not however, the participant was asked to close any other programs
running before beginning their participation in the experiment. Eichstaedt (2001) suggests
that this pre-test is insufficient to be sure that the times recorded during the experiment
are correct. The reason being that an application could start up automatically during the
experiment interfering with the recording of reaction times, and this would not be detected.
Therefore, it is suggested that further checks could be carried out. Eichstaedt (2001) im-
plemented an inaccurate-timing filter for reaction time measurement by Java applets. The
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inaccurate-timing filter tests the accuracy of each time recorded. It does this by means of
an additional thread running in parallel to the main thread that records the reaction times.
This thread records the current time using the method, System.currentTimeMiliseconds(),
then uses the sleep(d) method to pause the processes for a specified time d, after which
the time is recorded again. Then, in order to find out if these recorded times are accurate,
the difference between the end time and start time is compared to the duration, d. If there
is an inconsistency, the reaction times are marked as unreliable. Its important to note
that the clock used to record the times and that used to carry out the sleep method are
different clocks. If the same clock were to be used for both tasks problems could occur, for
example, if another program interferes with the recording of a time, it will also interfere
with the amount of time that the sleep method takes to execute, perhaps resulting in no
inconsistency begin detected. The use of different clocks ensures that an event or process
causing a disturbance is likely to effect the two clocks to different degrees, and therefore an
inconsistency will be detected. However, a drawback to this is that in the event where the
reaction times are being recorded accurately, but the testing method is recording the times
inaccurately, there will be an inconsistency, resulting in accurate data being discarded. In
this thesis, although such issues as accuracy of reaction times were considered, no such
checks are carried out on the client machine. Therefore, the experimenter should be aware
that inaccurate reaction times could be recorded. As future development, integrating such
system checks on client machines would be a valuable addition to the system, however, due
to time constraints no such tests have been implemented in the current system.

2.4.2 Experiment Creation and Data Analysis Tools

PsychExperiments

PsychExps or PsychExperiments, as it is now called is an on-line cognitive and social
psychology laboratory and is described in detail in (Birnbaum, 2000). The site consists
of a set of interactive experiments, a cumulative data archive, down-load utilities for both
data and experiment source code, down-loadable Excel macros for analyzing data from the
experiments, and support materials for those who want to use and/or develop experiments
at the site. The aim of the site is to enable the elimination of many of the expenses
associated with providing undergraduate laboratory students the space, hardware, and
software needed to conduct laboratory experiments, but it is also intended to be used
by researchers to carry out experiments to collect data. The site enables the creation of
two different types of experiments, which they call Laboratory Experiments and Research
Experiments. The former is used to create experiments on basic processes in perception and
memory. Research experiments on the other hand are intended to be created by professional
researchers wishing to collect proprietary data. The conditions by which a researcher
must comply in order to be allowed to create an experiment using the site, is firstly,
that the specific experiment must be approved for web delivery by the researchers home
institution, and secondly the experiment must be formally submitted to PsychExperiments
and acquire approval. Once approved by the web-site, the use of the site to conduct the
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experiment is free of charge. In order to create an experiment, the Multimedia Author
ware tool is used. The advantages of using this tool, according to Birnbaum (2000) is
that it requires no knowledge of programming, it is widely accessible by researchers and
its programming power. A separate program for each experiment is packaged for web
delivery and is streamed in segments to client computers when they attempt to participate.
The ideology of the providers of the site is that, feedback is the ethical obligation of the
research owner and the site affords the opportunity for participants to view the results
of the experiment they have participated in, once the study has been completed. This
feedback is also facilitated by an option given to each participant in the experiment that
asks, do they wish to receive feedback. Those who say Yes generate an automatic e-mail
to the research owner in which they insert their personal e-mail or postal address.

PsychExperiments takes advantage of the Macro-media Author ware tool, to facilitate
the creation of individual programs, that can be made available on the web. It thus has all
the advantages of using the Internet to conduct an experiment, providing a way for people
to participate from various locations around the world. The useful function of the site is
that it makes the code used for each of the experiments that have previously been created to
be down-loaded and used by a researcher, who wishes to create a similar experiment. Since
it uses the author ware tool, the experiments can display objects, which can be selected
by the participants. An example of which is an experiment, that studies human ability to
memorize the location of objects on the screen. In this experiment, the participants are
shown a picture containing possibly twenty different everyday objects, like a hat, a sofa,
etc. They are asked to study the picture, before a similar picture is displayed with some
objects having moved position within the picture. The participants are then asked to select
the objects that are in a different position on the screen when compared with the previous
screen (which they cannot go back to view). Thus participants can move the cursor over
an object on the screen and select it. In this way, the author ware tool provides quite a
high level of interactivity. Another aspect of the tool is that it is possible to ensure that
participants answer all the questions on a given screen, by having the button disabled until
an answer is selected or entered. There is also the option of having a time bar displayed,
while the program loads, which is useful. Using the tool, also enables the experimenter to
have a great deal of control over the display of the experiment, even to the extent where
they can state that an image will be displayed for 30 seconds after which it will disappear
and the participant will be asked a question. A slight disadvantage of using the tool,
however, is that in order for people to participate, they must down-load a plug-in from
Macro-media, a link to which is present on the PsychExperiments web-site. In addition,
although the author ware tool does not require any prior knowledge of programming, it
does indeed require a good deal of training in order to be able to use it. The authors of the
PsychExperiments site suggest buying their interactive training manual, which contains
twelve chapters of instructions on how to use the tool, and although they do not charge
for displaying the experiments on the site, they currently charge $35 for a copy of the
training manual, which goes toward the upkeep of the web-site. Alternatively, one can
gain the knowledge required to create an experiment, by attending one of the three day
workshops presented by the development team each year. Such time may not be available
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to researchers wishing to carry out experiments, however. Another consideration, is that if
the tool is not readily available in the workplace of the researcher, it currently costs 2,149
pounds sterling to buy from Macromedia.com. Therefore although the PsychExperiments
online psychology lab has many advantages, it would not be an option for some researchers
who didn’t already have access to the author ware tool.

QuestionsPro

Another web-site that enables researchers to conduct online experiments is Question-
Pro.com. This software allows users to create surveys online and distribute the url of
the survey to participants via email. The web-site offers a variety of survey templates
that can be used to create a survey, in addition to allowing the user to create a survey
from scratch. A good feature of the system is that it allows for a wide variety of different
question types to be added to surveys. These are multiple choice (single answer, multi-
ple answers, or up to X answers), open-text answers, Likert scale (strongly agree, agree,
disagree etc.), semantic differential, constant sum, rank order and multiple choice matrix.
Another good feature of the system is that it affords the researcher a high degree of control
of the appearance of the questions, for example, the can choose the color of the font or
that it should be in bold etc. The display order of the questions can also be randomized,
if desired, which is a useful feature for eliminating order-bias. The software also offers the
option of performing complex analyses online, such as Trend, TURF, cross tab, grouping
and conjoint analysis techniques, as well as being able to down-load the results data in
a CSV file, allowing the researcher to use a different piece of software to do the results
analysis. However, questionpro only allows questions to be displayed on surveys, which is a
disadvantage. For example, the researcher cannot display a passage of text to participants
or a graphical image. Also, in order to use questionpro, the researcher must acquire an
account, which currently cost $49 per month for the basic package, although a free trial
membership of one month duration is available which allows the creation of experiments,
which are limited by 100 people being allowed to take part. Questionpro is a very useful
piece of software for creating and enabling the participation of surveys that do not require
the display of images or passages of text. It takes a relatively short amount of time to
learn to use, although the user in my opinion is somewhat bombarded with so many dif-
ferent options, that it is difficult to gain an overall idea of the functionality of the site. In
addition, if one intends to carry out the experiment in a short amount of time, it could be
considered to be financially economical. In conclusion questionpro offers a wide variety of
question types and an even wider choice of analysis techniques, although it restricts the
content of the surveys solely to questions.

Perseus

An additional piece of software available to create online experiments, is Perseus (see
(Corporation, 2005). This system can be used to design experiments, using a text editor
style environment. The experiments can then be e-mailed to participants, who answer
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them and email the answers back to the experimenter, or alternatively they can be placed
on a web-site and the results are stored in a database. The software has many advantages.
It can display images, passages of text as well as a wide variety of question types. There
is also an option to display the answers to a multiple choice question in a random order,
although it is not possible to randomize the order of the questions. The main advantage of
the system is that the creation process is extremely user-friendly, due to the fact that the
user simply types in the data on the screen in the position they wish it to be displayed,
in a style similar to Microsoft Word, and then highlight each piece of text and identify
it as a component of the experiment, for example, the text of a question or the heading
of a question. However, although the creation of experiments is very user friendly, the
deployment of the experiment and the collection of the results data is a far more complex
process. Although there is a help menu provided, which gives step by step instructions,
the process involves the experimenter placing the experiment web pages on a web server,
configuring the script so that it will work on the server, and finally loading the results
from a file on the server using FTP. There are also several tools suggested to be used to
aid the experimenter through this process, but even still the process definitely requires
prior knowledge of various areas of computing, which is a disadvantage. In addition, the
software is produced by a software company, and as such must be purchased prior to use.

Wextor

Wextor is a web-based program used to generate websites for carrying out experiments.
The process of creating such a website consists of ten steps and are carried out on the Wex-
tor website. The first step of the creation process is to define the independent variables
in the experiment. The program allows the manipulation of several independent variables.
In particular, it provides three ways to assign participants to the levels of those variables.
For example, one can expose each participant to one level of the independent variables
(between-subjects variables), or one can expose each participant to all levels of the inde-
pendent variables (within-subjects variables), or indeed one can expose each participant
to a single level of independent variable depending on participants’ answer to a question.
Next, one chooses the experimental conditions before stating the number of web pages
needed for each within-subjects group. The program then asks the experimenter to name
the various web-pages to be generated, and finally a bundle of these web pages is produced
and is available to download.

In my opinion, this program is a suitable way of implementing experiments in which
there are many independent variables. It allows the experimenter to state the needed
variables and to assign levels to them, allowing several different views of the experiment
depending on answers given by a participant to certain questions. It does nevertheless put
a strict limit on the number of between-subjects factors and within-subjects factors (max.
= 5 in both cases). The function of the program is to create a template for the experiments,
and it seems to me that post-editing of the generated web pages would in most cases be
necessary. In other words, it does not create a completed ready-to-use experiment, but
instead allows you to specify the required independent variables and then generates the
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required number of appropriately named web-pages to carry out an experiment with those
variables. The experimenter is then required to edit these pages, for example, putting in
input text areas for any additional questions or graphics that may be needed.

WebExp

WebExp is a piece of software used to create experiments that can be carried out on-line.
The tool is available to download and once it has been installed on the experimenter’s
machine, it can be used to create the desired experiment. The experimenter is required to
define the experiment slides using XML. This is a disadvantage of the software, as if the
experimenter has no prior knowledge of XML, a sizable amount of time could be needed in
order to familiarise oneself with the language. However, the user manual provided with the
software does give an easy-to-follow introduction to XML. The layout of the slides is quite
flexible, and a means of randomising the material presented is provided. The experimenter
has a high level of control of the randomisation of material, by means of grouping the
material into blocks and marking the required blocks of material as random. Another
useful feature provided is the use of templates in defining the experiment slides. This is
useful if the layout of a sequence of slides is the same, but the actual content is different.
In such cases, only a single template needs to be defined along with a specification of the
different content required for each slide using the template as a definition. This could save
some time, and could be used as a means of ensuring that the slide sequence keeps the same
layout throughout, when this is required. In addition to providing a means of randomising
the material on individual slides, another means of randomising material is available in the
form of randomising the display order of the slides of a particular section.

The functionality with regards to the kind of experiments that can be created with
this tool is similar to that of the software discussed as the main topic of this thesis.
It exceeds the functionality in one respect, by giving the experimenter a higher level of
control over the layout of slides. For example, the experimenter may create rows and
columns of a specified width and height in which to organise the material to be displayed.
In addition, the experimenter can also specify the means by which the user proceeds to the
following slide, giving the options of a keystroke or button press. Such features are useful,
as such things are important to a number of experiment designs. Nevertheless, a very
important difference to note between the two systems is that WebExp does not provide
a user interface. Providing such, means that the experimenter does not have to learn to
use XML prior to creating an experiment or just as importantly does not have to deal
with any of the technical issues usually associated with running experiments on the web.
With the system presented in this thesis, absolutely no knowledge of mark-up languages
or technical details is required, this is a huge advantage for experimenters who are not
familiar with such things and/or have no interest in them. The provision of such a user
interface would be an invaluable addition to WebExp. In addition to this, with WebExp,
not only the process of defining an experiment requires a certain level of expertise. Once
an experiment has been defined, it is necessary to also do the following; edit the server
configuration files, start the server, start the client, create a web-page with the necessary
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content to contain the applet program that displays the experiment and prepare the server
(ensuring that the web server is set up correctly, a port is open and the necessary file
permissions are set correctly). In addition, the results of each experiment are collected as
XML files. There is no user-friendly tool provided/recommended with which to convert
this into a format friendly for analysis, which is a disadvantage. On the WebExp website,
the statistical analysis of results is noted as future development. However, it might be just
as useful to simply provide the results in a format that can be loaded into an existing piece
of analysis software, as many such tools already exist. In addition, in some studies it is
required that a specific analysis tool is used to examine the results data, for such studies
providing the results data in a friendly format would be an asset. This along with a user
interface for creating and publishing experiments would be improve the usefulness of the
software greatly.

2.5 Conclusion

The main subject of this thesis is the implementation of a tool, developed by several
members of the computational linguistics group at the University of Dublin, Trinity College.
The tool aids researchers to create online experiments, enabling people to participate in
the experiments from across the globe, in addition to recording and displaying the results
of the experiment to the researcher. The Internet is a powerful tool, that can be used
for research purposes. However, there are several issues that need to be considered with
regards to conducting such online experimentation. This chapter looked at each of the
issues relevant, examining various works that have been carried out to investigate factors
relating to computer-mediated communication in general, more specifically issues relevant
to conducting experiments online, as well as some existing tools that can be used to aid
the process of online experimentation. In the chapter that follows, the functionality of the
online experimentation system, that is the main subject of this thesis is detailed.
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter gives an overall description of the overall functionality of the online exper-
iment system (see also Buckley (2003)). It looks at the system from a user’s point of
view, firstly describing the structure of experiments. This includes how the questions are
displayed on slides and how these slides are grouped into sections. Also a description of
the different types of questions that can be used is given. Following this is a description
of the functionality of the system from the point of view of each individual user type.
These include, the system manager, the experimenter and the experiment participant. A
detailed account of how each type of user interacts with the system is given as well as the
functionality available to each user.

3.2 Experiment Structure

3.2.1 Experiments

This section describes the structure of the experiments that can be created using the
system. An experiment consists of a set of slides. A slide is what is displayed to a
participant on the screen at one time. The first slide of the experiment displays the
experiment instructions. Following the instructions slide are the main content slides. These
slides all have a similar structure. An image can be displayed at the top of the slide, beneath
which a passage of text can be shown and below it a sequence of numbered questions
beginning with question 1. All of these contents, i.e. image, passage and questions are
all optional, so that one can have, for example, a slide containing an image on its own, or
an image followed by some questions, or a passage and some questions. This makes the
structure of each slide quite flexible. The main content slides may be grouped into sections
if desired. The content slides are followed by the post experiment comment slide. This
is the final slide of the experiment and displays a message to the participants from the
experimenter. It might for example be used to express gratitude to the participants for
taking part in the experiment. As it is the final slide of the experiment there is a button
on the slide that will trigger the data that the participant entered being saved.

3.2.2 Experiment Groups

The system provides the functionality of assigning a number of experiments to a group, so
that when someone participates, one of the experiments of the group is randomly selected,
behind the scenes, and the participant answers the chosen experiment. This is a useful
feature of the system, as in many areas of research it is necessary to carry out a number of
experiments, but to assign each participant at random to one of the experiments, so that the
results are not biased. For example, an equivalent control version of an experiment is often
needed to be carried out alongside an experimental version, however, if each experiment
is assigned a different group of people the results could be biased on the characteristics of
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the two groups. Assigning people at random to each of the experiments eliminates such
bias. This feature, however, was added at a late stage of development, and therefore the
function of actually creating such a group using the system is not yet in place, however,
the implementation of the random selection of the experiments is in place. The necessary
tasks involved in adding the desired experiments to a group, would therefore need to be
carried out by a developer, although the process would involve simply copying and editing
a small number of files.

3.2.3 Questions

There are three main question types that an experimenter can include on a slide. Each
question type has a text question that the experimenter specifies. The question types differ
in the form of answer that is required from the participant for the question. One type is in
the form of a text box. The participant simply types a string of text for their answer. This
type of question gives the participant a lot of control over what sort of answer they wish
to give. For example, in some cases they may give a very brief answer such as yes, but
another participant could give a very detailed answer to the same question. Another type
of question included on a slide is a multiple-choice question. This question type supplies
the participant with a number of answers (usually two or more). The participant then
must choose exactly one answer from the answers supplied. The final question type is a
variation on the multiple-choice question type. When answering this question type the
participant may choose more than one answer, as opposed to exactly one answer with
a regular multiple-choice question (commonly called a radio button in analogy to mutual
exclusivity in pressing buttons on an old radio). They may in fact choose all of the answers
if they wish. These different question types are suitable for different questions and it is
left at the discretion of the experimenter, to choose the question type appropriate for their
question. For example, if the experimenter wishes to find out what age group to which
the participants belong, they might ask a multiple choice question, giving the following
four answers to choose from: under 18, 18-30, 31-40, 40-50, over 50. For this question the
experimenter should use the question type described above that ensures participants select
a single answer to the question.

3.3 System Users

The system has three main types of user. Each type of user will get a different view of the
system, as there is a different user interface for each type of user. Besides having a different
interface, the system also has completely different functionality depending on what type
of user we are concerned with. The three user types are: the overall system manager, the
experimenter and the experiment participant.
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3.3.1 The System Manager

The purpose of the system manager is to manage the accounts of the various experimenters.1

Before an experimenter can use the system they must have an account set up for them.
The system manager carries out this task. From the manager’s home-page the manager can
view a list of all the experimenter’s accounts and also the details of any of the experimenter
accounts. These details include the full name of the experimenter, their user-name and
their password, and the url of their home-page. Since the manager has access to this infor-
mation, they can log into any experimenter’s home-page, thus giving the manager all access
privileges available to the experimenters. The reason for this is to have a single person that
has full control over every part of the system. The choice of this person should be a respon-
sible one however, as they are able to delete any of the data stored by the experimenters.
This is a necessary feature, for example, in the case where the manager is informed that
the data storage area is running out of space, the manager is able to go to each user’s
home-page and see who has the most experiments in the system. They could then use
that information to ask an experimenter to delete some of their experiments, in order to
free up some space. It should be noted that someone with no knowledge of programming
could easily manage the system.2 Besides creating new experimenter accounts the manager
can also disable an experimenter’s account. Disabling an experimenter account essentially
stops the experimenter from logging into their home-page and thus cutting off their access
to the system. However, neither their data nor their experiments are deleted, and their
account can be enabled again when necessary. This could be used when an experimenter
no longer needs to use the system, but it is uncertain whether or not they will use it again
in the future. The final functionality of the manager is to delete experimenter accounts.
This should be done with care, as deleting an experimenter’s account in effect deletes their
experiments and results data. This function is necessary so that the system does not run
out of space, due to old experiment data.

3.3.2 The Experimenter

The experimenter is the main user of the system. Each experimenter is given an exper-
imenter account by the system manager in order to use the system. Once their account
has been set up, the experimenter is given three pieces of information to enable them to
use their account. Firstly, they are given the url of their home-page. From this web page,
they gain access to all the functions available to them as an experimenter. The other two
pieces of information are their user-name and password. These are needed to log into their
home-page. When an experimenter logs into their home-page a list of the names of their
experiments is displayed to them on the left hand side of the screen (see figure 5.7). By
double-clicking one of the experiment names, the user causes an area to appear on the right
hand side of the screen. This area contains the details of the experiment in question. These
details consist of the user-name and password of the experiment, the url for participating in

1At present the system manager is also the developer.
2Thus, the system manager needn’t always be its developer.
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the experiment, a description of the experiment and the number of people that have as yet
taken part in the experiment. The instant availability of these details to the experimenter
(by clicking on the name of an experiment) enables the experimenter to quickly iterate
through their experiments seeing all the necessary information about the experiment at a
glance. At the bottom of the experimenter’s home page are a number of buttons. These
buttons provide links to all the functions available to an experimenter. By clicking on the
appropriate button, the experimenter can create a new experiment, preview, edit or delete
an existing experiment, create a copy of an existing experiment or analyze its results.

Creating an experiment

To create an experiment the experimenter must enter some information about the exper-
iment to be created. Firstly, they choose a name for the experiment. This name must be
unique i.e. the name has not been used previously for an experiment of this experimenter,
and the names are treated with case sensitivity.3 They also choose the user-name and
password for the experiment i.e. the user-name and password that the participants will
use to log into the experiment. A description of the experiment is also required. This
description is displayed on the home page of the experimenter only and not viewed by the
participants. Its function is to give a brief summary of what the experiment was about,
so that the experimenter can find a particular experiment with ease. Next the experi-
menter must enter some instructions for the participants, before continuing to the next
part of creating the experiment, designing the experiment slides. When designing a slide
the experimenter can choose to add an image and add a passage to the top of the slide, as
appropriate to the experimental item to be used. To add a question to the slide they click
the Add Question button. An empty text box appears on the screen labeled for example
Question 1. The experimenter enters their question here, before choosing how they would
like the participant to answer the question, thus determining the actual question type (see
section 3.2.3). If they wish their participants to be provided with an empty text area to
enter their answer, then the experimenter can leave the question as it is. However, if the
experimenter would like to make the question a multiple-choice question, then they must
add some answers to the question. So, they click the Add Answer button. Each time this
button is clicked an additional text field appears on the screen below the question. The
experimenter should enter their multiple-choice answers in these text fields. The experi-
menter then must choose whether or not the participants should give a single answer to the
question or multiple answers. This is determined by the check box labeled Allow multiple
answers?. If the experimenter checks this box, the participants may give more than one
answer to the question, if not however they will be restricted to giving a single answer to
the question. When the experimenter has added the desired number of questions to the
slide, they click the Next Slide button to create another slide. If they wish to structure
the slides into sections, they can click the Next Section button, which will create another
section of slides for them. The order that the sections, slides, questions and multiple-choice

3Two different experimenters can use the same name for their experiment; details of this are sorted out

through the implementation of services available to the system manager.
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answers appear to the participants is the same order that the experimenter has structured
it when creating the experiment. However, if the experimenter chooses, they can random-
ize the order, so that the sections, slides, questions and/or multiple-choice answers will be
displayed in a random order, as described next.

As mentioned above, the order of the sections, slides, questions and multiple-choice
answers will be displayed in the order the experimenter arranged them when creating the
experiment, unless they choose the option of randomizing some part of the experiment.
The randomization of the experiment is very flexible and gives the experimenter a great
deal of control over how they want the experiment to be displayed. Firstly, they can
randomize the order of the sections. The experimenter is given a choice at the end of
creating the experiment, whether or not they would like the sections to be displayed in a
random order to the participants. If the experimenter chooses Yes here, then each time
someone takes part in the experiment, the actual order of the sections of slides will be
jumbled. This does not however affect the order of the individual slides contained within
a section. The order of the slides within a particular section will be the order that the
experimenter had arranged them when creating the experiment, unless the experimenter
chooses to randomize the slides of that particular section of slides. When the experimenter
has finished creating a section of slides, he is given the choice of whether or not he wishes
to randomize the order of the slides in that particular section. If they choose to randomize
the order of the slides in that section, then when that section of slides is displayed to a
participant, the order of the slides will be jumbled. Besides randomizing the sections of the
experiment and the slides of a section, the experimenter can also choose to randomize the
order of the questions on an individual slide. When creating each slide of the experiment,
the experimenter is given the option of randomizing the questions on that particular slide.
If he chooses to randomize them, then when that slide is shown to a participant, the order
of the questions on that slide will be jumbled. Similarly for the multiple-choice answers,
when the experimenter creates a multiple-choice question with two or more answers, they
have the option of randomizing the answers, so they will be jumbled before being displayed
to the participants in the experiment.

Previewing an experiment

To preview an experiment, the experimenter selects the experiment they wish to preview
on their home-page by clicking on the name of the experiment in their list of experiments
and pressing the Preview Experiment button. When this button is pressed a new browser
window opens and displays the experiment to the experimenter using the interface used for
each participant. The experimenter firstly sees the log in screen and enters the user-name
and password for the experiment. Next the experiment instructions are displayed, each
of the experiment slides, then the post experiment comment is displayed. The preview
function of the experiment system is very important. It shows the experimenter how the
slides will be displayed to the participants of their experiment. For this reason, the preview
function is extremely similar to the participate function. The experiment is displayed to
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the participants in the same way as when the experimenter preview it except for a couple
of things. Firstly, in the preview function you do not have to enter or choose answers to
any of the questions in order to move to the next slide, however when someone actually
participates in the experiment, they must answer all the questions before continuing to the
next slide. This difference is in place so that an experimenter can quickly preview their
experiment, as it would slow them down if they had to enter answers to each question.
Another difference is that if the experimenter in fact enters answers to the question, for
some reason or other, the answers will not be saved. This is to ensure that no data
entered by an experimenter is mistaken for genuine results data. The experimenter is
also reminded of the fact that their answers were not saved, just in case the experimenter
themselves wishes to participate in the experiment and is under the illusion that previewing
the experiment will save their results.

Editing an experiment

To edit an experiment, the experimenter goes to their home-page and selects the experiment
they wish to edit by double-clicking on the experiment name and then pressing the Edit
Experiment button. Firstly, some information is displayed to the experimenter, i.e. the
login name and password, the experiment description, the instructions and whether or not
the sections should be randomized. The experimenter may edit any of these details before
pressing the Continue button. Next each content slide of the experiment is displayed to
the experimenter in turn. There are many edit functions available to the experimenter
when editing individual slides. The various functions are as follows:

• insert an image

• delete an existing image

• insert a passage

• delete an existing passage

• insert a new question

• delete an existing question

• edit what a question asked

• delete one of the answers of a multiple-choice question

• edit the answers given for a multiple-choice question

• change a non multiple choice question to multiple choice or vice versa

• restrict a multiple choice question to accept only a single answer

• change a single answer multiple choice question to allow multiple answers
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• randomize the answers to a multiple choice question

• randomize the questions on a slide

Once the experimenter has made all the changes to the current slide, they press the Con-
tinue button to move to the next slide. On the last slide they press the Exit button and
the next screen asks do they wish to save the changes they have made. When they press
the Quit Saving Changes button, the changes to the experiment are saved and they are
returned to their home-page.

In cases where people have already taken part in an experiment, editing the experiment
is not advised. When the experimenter attempts to edit the experiment, a message appears,
asking the experimenter are they sure they wish to edit the experiment, as, if they do, the
results of the participants will be lost. If they choose to edit the experiment regardless of
this advice, the existing results of the experiment will be deleted. This is due to the fact
that if an experimenter makes changes to the experiment, that the experiment previous
participants saw will be different to the version of the experiment that has been edited.
Since only one version of the experiment is saved, this would cause inconsistencies between
the versions of experiment that participants saw and the one that is ultimately saved.
For example, if an experimenter decided to change question three of a certain slide to ask
something else, the answers the participants gave for the old version of the question would
now be paired with a question, that the participant never saw. For this reason it was
decided that instead of allowing this to happen, that the previous results should simply be
deleted, as they will no longer be relevant to the changed experiment. However, it could
occur that an experimenter wishes to keep the old results as well as editing the experiment.
If this is so, they should simply create a copy of the experiment, so that a new experiment
with a different name to the old one is created. When an experiment is copied like this, the
participant results are not associated with the copy version. Therefore, the copy will have
no participants and can be edited. The original version of the experiment will of course be
still saved in the system, along with its participant results. Thus the copy function should
be used when attempting to edit an experiment that people have taken part in and of
which the experimenter wishes to keep the results. Essentially, this is how experimenters
deal with tweaks they make to materials in response to the outcome of pilot studies.

Deleting an experiment

An experimenter can delete an experiment of theirs from the system by simply selecting
the desired experiment on their home-page by clicking on the name of the experiment
and then pressing the Delete Experiment button. The experimenter is prompted with a
question asking are they sure they want to delete the experiment. This is important in
case an experimenter accidentally presses the Delete Experiment button while working on
an experiment. If the experimenter presses Yes, the experiment and all data associated
with it are deleted. However, if the press No or Cancel the action is cancelled and the
experiment along with its data will still be saved.
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Creating a copy of an experiment

In order to create a copy of an experiment, the experimenter selects the experiment on his
home-page and then clicks the Create Copy button. The experimenter is then prompted
with a question, to enter the name of the copy version of the experiment. As each experi-
ment name belonging to an experimenter must be unique, it is necessary to call the copy
of the experiment by a different name. The experimenter therefore enters the name of
the copy version and an exact copy of the original experiment is created with that name.
The results of the experiment are not copied over to the new version of the experiment for
reasons given in section Editing an Experiment above .

Analyzing experiment results

To analyze the results of an experiment the experimenter goes to their home-page, selects
the experiment by clicking on the name of the experiment and then pressing the Analyze
Results button. All of the questions of the experiment (labeled with their section, slide
and question numbers) are then displayed to the experimenter. To view the answers to a
question, the experimenter presses the View Results button beside the desired question.
This brings the experimenter to a screen with the question displayed at the top of the
screen and the participant answers displayed directly beneath the question. However,
the type of question determines the manner in which the answers are displayed to the
experimenter. Firstly, if the question was non multiple-choice, i.e. it required a open text
answer, the results are displayed simply as a series of text areas containing the answer of
each participant in turn. If the question is multiple-choice, then the answers are displayed
in tabular form. The first row of the table contains the possible answers to the question.
Each subsequent row represents a particular participant. If a participant selected an answer
there is an X in the box beneath that answer in the row of that participant. The final row
of the table displays the sum of people who chose each answer.

Besides looking at all the answers to a particular question, the experimenter may also
examine the results by looking at the participants individually. They do this by pressing
the View Individual Participants button. The experimenter then chooses from a list, which
participant they wish to view and clicks Continue. The experiment is then displayed to
the experimenter, slide by slide, but with the answers that the participant chose or entered
displayed to the experimenter. The experimenter iterates through the slides by clicking
the Next Slide button.

Clicking the View Summary button can create a summary of all the answers that
participants gave. Once this button is clicked, a file is created containing all the answers
to all the questions given by the participants. The file is in the form of a csv file. An
example of this file is shown in appendix D.1. The data contained in the file is in tabular
form, one table for each question in the experiment. These tables are structured into rows
and columns. The end of a row is signified by the new line character and the columns
by commas.4 Each table is structured in a similar way. The first column contains the

4The rows are also ended with a comma, which may not be necessary for some analysis software.
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Participant ID number. The other columns represent the answers given to the question.
The format of this part of the table depends on whether or not it is a multiple-choice
question. If it is non multiple-choice, then the table consists of only two columns. As
stated, the first column is for the Participant ID number. The second column contains
the answer in text form given by the participant. If the question was multiple-choice, the
table takes a slightly different structure. The first column still contains the Participant ID
number, but the other columns represent each answer to the question. These columns are
headed with the answer as their label and the cells contain a 1 if the participant chose this
answer and a 0 if they did not choose this answer. Structuring the file as a csv makes the
data very easy to interpret, but more importantly this form of file can be directly loaded
into many different software packages for analyzing data, for example SPSS and Microsoft
Excel. This lets the experimenter load the participant responses in to be analyzed, with no
formatting whatsoever. If such formatting were necessary it would use valuable resources
of time and possibly money to do this, as it can be a clumsy process.

A summary of the time taken for each participant to view each slide of the experiment
can be created by clicking theView Response Times button. Once this button is pressed,
a file is created containing these times. An example file is shown in appendix D.2. A
new browser window opens and the file is loaded. The experimenter can thus view the file
and down-load it to his own computer. The file is also in the form of a csv file. The file
created contains a single table containing all the necessary information about the response
times. The first row is a header row. Each cell of this row labels the column it belongs
to, for example the cell belonging to the first row and the first column contains the label
Participant ID. Column one thus contains a unique id number that is associated with each
participant. This number is used to distinguish between the participants that answered
the experiment. The second column is labeled Instructions and it contains the time each
participant took to view the instructions slide of the experiment. Following the instructions
column are a number of columns labeled Section X Slide Y. There is one of these columns
to represent each slide in the experiment. This column contains the amount of time each
participant took to view each slide of the experiment. Finally, the column labeled Post
Comment contains the time each participant took to view the post experiment comment
slide. All of the times are given in seconds.

3.3.3 The Participant

The participants in the experiments have the most limited access to the system of the
three types of user. A participant interacts with the system in one way only and that is
to part take in a single experiment. A participant is given three pieces of information to
enable them to take part. Firstly, they are given the unique url for the experiment. In
addition they require the user-name and password for the experiment. To participate in
an experiment, the user enters the url into their browser. Once this page has loaded a slide
appears on screen, asking for the user-name and password of the experiment to be entered.
Once the participant has entered the correct user-name and password and clicked the Log
In button, they are brought to the first slide of the experiment. The participant then enters
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or selects their answers to the questions on the slide before clicking the Continue button,
which triggers the appearance of the next slide in the experiment. The user continues
entering their answers and clicking Continue at the bottom of each slide until all the slides
have been viewed, at which time they are redirected to a html page thanking them for
participating in the experiment.

3.4 Conclusion

An account of the system functionality was described in this chapter. This included how
both the experiments are structured and how the individual slides of the experiments
are structured. In addition, the various types of questions that can be put on a slide are
described here. Following this, a description of the functionality available to each individual
type of user is given. In the chapter that follows, a constructive critique of the system as
it existed at the beginning of the work is detailed. This critique provided motivation for
many of the later design decisions.
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4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I analyze different aspects of the system as it existed when I started
working on it. The system had previously been in development for some time. It was
initially developed by Kenny (1998), then partly restructured by McGowan (1999)and
extended on with gradual enhancements to functionality by Ryan (2001), Hourihane (2002)
and Buckley (2003). At this point it deemed that the overall functionality should be
codified and still enhanced, but in an incarnation that constitutes a rethink of the data
structures and program code, simplifying with the benefits of object oriented programming
that hadn’t been utilized in the work previously, as well as providing it a new look and
feel. The analysis of the inherited system is divided into sections that discuss the system
functionality, how the data is stored, some good programming practices, the effectiveness
and design of the algorithms, object-oriented design, user-interface design, the system
performance and finally the portability of the system. I include the relevant changes made
to benefit the system, as well as the motivation for making these changes.

4.2 System Functionality

In this section, I will discuss the main functionality of the inherited system. Included is a
description of the changes I have made to the system with regards to its functionality and
also the motivation for making these changes.

4.2.1 Randomization

In the inherited version of the system the experiment content could be randomized. There
was one main problem with this randomization function and this was that it was extremely
confusing to use. When creating an experiment the user is given the option of Randomizing
in Sections. In actual fact, whether or not the user chooses this option has no effect
whatsoever on the randomization of the experiments. This data is recorded however. It is
recorded in the experiment data file like so:

\Sections{false}

Although the information was recorded, it was never used in the program. When creating
a slide, the program gave the option of choosing which individual slides should appear in a
random position or not. Therefore, within a single section of slides, one could make some
of the slides random and others not random. The intention was that the experimenter
grouped together the slides that they wished to be randomly displayed and the ones that
they wished not to be randomly displayed. The slides that were both grouped together
and marked as random would be jumbled amongst the group of slides. This was confusing.
Buckley (2003) describes one specific experiment that this type of randomization did make
sense for: if the experimenter wished to have the first slide of their experiment appear at
the beginning of the experiment, and the last slide of the experiment appear at the end
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of the experiment and all the slides in the middle randomly displayed. However, to a user
of the system, this was not obvious. On every slide, one was given the choice of whether
the slide was random or not, there was no indication that one should group the slides one
wished to be randomly displayed together. Therefore, I decided that the randomization
of slide order should have a simpler design to make it obvious to users what the resulting
randomization would be like.

I decided to implement the grouping together of slides into sections. A group of slides
could then be declared by the experimenter to be either random or not, as opposed to
individual slides being declared as random. Choosing the section to be random then would
result in all the slides of that section being displayed in a random order within that section.
If the experimenter chose that the section of slides would not be random, then the slides of
that section would appear in the order that the experimenter had positioned them when
creating the experiment. In this way, the example experiment given by Buckley (2003)
could still be displayed by the system. The experiment would consist of three sections of
slides, section one containing the slide intended to be displayed at the beginning of the
experiment, section three containing the slide to be displayed at the end of the experiment
and section two would contain all the slides in between that were intended to be displayed in
a random order. The sections one and three would not be randomized and section 2 would
of course be randomized. This is just one example of how the slides can be randomized.
In addition to displaying the slides in a random order to participants, the system also
records the order that the slide were displayed to participants (for details on how the
randomization details are actually recorded see Results Files in section 4.3.2). Having
a straight forward system of randomization is very important for users of the system.
Randomizing experiments is a feature needed by many researchers to ensure that there
is no ordering bias in the results data. It is also something that researchers have many
concerns about, because of the risk of mixing up results data resulting in a miss-match of
questions and answers given by participants. Therefore, it is very important that the way
that the slides are randomized is very straightforward and the experimenter can be sure
they understand how the slide randomization function works. In addition to making the
slides of a section randomized I decided to include the function of randomizing the order
of the sections of the experiment. This takes the sections of the experiment and displays
them in a random order. Choosing to randomize the order of the sections of slides, has
no effect on the actual order of slides within the sections, but merely jumbles the order
of the sections themselves during presentation to a subject while tracking the participants
responses. This function could be useful, for example, if there are different sections of slides
in the proposed experiment and within each section the order of the slides needs to be the
same each time, i.e. not random, but the sections of slides must be displayed in a random
order. There was no way to implement such an experiment in the inherited version of the
system. This was because, the experimenter could group together slides and randomize
the order of those slides within their group, but not randomize the order of the groups of
slides themselves. In addition to randomizing the order of slides with the inherited version
of the system one could display the questions on a given slide in a random order. The user
could randomize the order of questions by choosing to randomize the open-text answer
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questions, randomize the multiple choice questions, or randomize both question types on
a given slide. Since the different question types were grouped together, the open-text
questions above the multiple choice questions, one could randomize the order of one group
of questions, or the other, or in fact both, but the two groups would always be kept separate
and in the same order i.e. the open-text at the top of the slide and the multiple choice
below them. The questions were recorded in the order that the experimenter had entered
them, for example, the experimenter could have ordered the questions as follows: question
A of type open-text, question B of type multiple choice, question C of type open-text
and question D of type multiple-choice. The questions would be recorded in this order,
i.e. A,B,C,D, but when displayed non-randomly they would appear in the order A,C,B,D,
since the question types were grouped together when displayed to participants. When
the open-text questions were alone randomized the order could have been either A,C,B,D
or C,A,B,D. Similarly, when the multiple choice were randomized and not the open-text
questions the order would be A,C,B,D or A,C,D,B. And when both question types were
set to be displayed randomly, all four orders stated here would have been possible. Since I
had decided to allow experimenters to intersperse open-text questions and multiple choice
questions, the option of making one question type on a slide random and the other not,
no longer was appropriate. Therefore, I decided, keeping to the idea mentioned above of
a simple randomization system, to remove the function of just making one question type
on a slide random and instead give them the option of either displaying all the questions
on the slide in a random order or display the questions non-randomly i.e. in the order the
experimenter choose when creating the experiment. There is a slight disadvantage here
with the revised system as opposed to the inherited, in that one can no longer make one
question type be displayed in a random order and another a non-random order. However,
the revised system allows the experimenter to intersperse question types. In my opinion
it is more useful to be able to intersperse the order of question types rather than tie the
experimenter to a single layout of open text questions followed my multiple choice questions
and be able to make one question type randomized and the other not, as there are not
many experiments which would need this functionality. Therefore, the overall effect of
these changes is a positive one. In addition, the inherited system allowed experimenters to
make the answers of the multiple choice questions appear in a random order. This is also
very useful for avoiding order-biased results. Therefore, this functionality persists in the
revised system. To recapitulate, the original system allowed these forms of randomization:

• group together a number of slides and mark them as random, so they would be
randomly displayed within the group

• display the sentences of any slide in a random order

• group the questions of a given type together and display in a random order on the
slide

• display the answers of any multiple choice question in a random order

Whereas, the revised system allows the following forms of randomization:
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• display the sections of the experiment in a random order

• display the slides of any section in a random order

• display all of the questions of any slide in a random order

• display all of the answers to any multiple-choice question in a random order

4.2.2 Recording Response / Reaction Times

The inherited version of the system had the functionality of recording the participant
response times. However, the way in which these times were recorded was not accurate.
For example, the start time that was recorded was taken at too early a stage. The sequence
of actions that took place when the applet loaded was as follows (minor events omitted):

• html parameter values gotten

• String representation of the response file initialized

• Time recorded

• Time concatenated to response file string

• Experimenter user-name sent to server and recorded

• Experiment name sent to server and recorded

• Message sent to server to signal applet ready to receive the contents of the file con-
taining the experiment instructions and randomization data

• File contents received by applet

• Most of the applet display components added to the applet

• Some of file contents parsed

• Last display component added to applet

In order to accurately record the time the user starts the experiment, the time needs to be
recorded at the closest possible time to when the user sees everything contained on the slide
on the screen. In the sequence of events above, however, many things take place between
the time that the start time is recorded and the time the user actually sees something
appear on their screen. The longer these events take to happen, the bigger error there will
be in the recording of the start time. It’s interesting that four of these events are in fact
communication with the server. Such communication can on occasion take a significant
amount of time. Sometimes communication is extremely quick and at other times it’s
extremely slow. There are several factors that influence the amount of time this takes,
for example other programs could be using the server at that time and cause a delay, or
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the user’s connection speed could be slow. There is no way of predicting how long this
communication will take and therefore it is vital that there is no communication with the
server between the time that the start time is recorded at and the time the user sees the
slide on the screen. In addition to these issues, even when the times are recorded at the
most sensible stage in the program execution, other issues can cause an inaccuracy in the
recording of response times. Such issues are discussed in further in section 2.4.1.

In addition, not all of the necessary times were recorded by the system. The times
recorded in the inherited system are listed below:

• the start time of the experiment

• the start time of each slide

• the end time of the experiment

This was not sufficient information to work out accurate response times. In the revised
system, the following times are recorded:

• the start time of experiment

• the start time of instructions slide

• the end time of instructions slide

• the start time of each section of slides

• the end time of each section of slides

• the start time of each slide

• the end time of each slide

• the start time of post-experiment comment slide

• the end time of post-experiment comment slide

• the end time of experiment

Recording these times enables the duration of time that the participant spent viewing each
part of the experiment to be worked out. It may seem unnecessary to record some of the
times above, as some of them will be the same time, for example, the start time of the
experiment will be the same time as the start time of the instructions slide. However, the
fact that such times are the same is directly dependent on the existing structure of an
experiment. If this structure were to change as part of future development, for example, if
another slide were inserted before the experiment instructions, they would no longer have
the same start time. Therefore, each part of the experiment is treated as a separate entity,
and the response times of each part are recorded.
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4.2.3 Experiment Preview

In the inherited version of the system, it was possible for an experimenter to preview
their experiment, prior to giving the url out to the participants. This is a very useful
function, as it allows the experimenter to view the experiment from the point of view
of the participants, but without recording results data. Like in the participate function,
the program displays the instructions of the experiment, then each slide of the experiment
followed by the post-experiment comment, just as the participant would experience it. The
advancement to the next slide being prompted by the user pressing the Continue button.
The preview function enables the experimenter to spot possible mistakes they have made
while entering their questions. If this happened the experimenter could then go back,
delete the experiment and create a new experiment, making sure to correct their mistake
this time. The preview function was obviously a very important functionality of the system
and is therefore still present in the current version of the system. However, there is a small
change worth mentioning. In the inherited version of the system the experimenter was
forced to enter an answer to all the questions, when previewing the experiment. This is no
longer the case in the revised version of the system. Since the answers that they enter were
not saved, there was no point in preventing the experimenter from moving to the next slide
if they hadn’t answered the questions on the current slide. This small alteration makes the
preview function quicker to use, which is an advantage. Also, in the current version there is
now a fully functioning editing facility. As mentioned above, in the inherited system, when
a mistake was spotted in the experiment when previewing it, the only way to correct this
mistake was to create the entire experiment again from scratch. This was quite frustrating
for experimenters, as quite often mistakes were made during creation of experiments. The
addition of the editing function to the program has therefore enhanced the usefulness of
the preview function.

4.2.4 Viewing Experiment Results

The inherited system included the function of viewing the results of the experiments. The
experimenter had four options of how they would like to view the experiment results.
These were By Question, By Participant, By Slide and Other Statistical Options. The By
Question option displayed the answers given by all of the participants to all of the questions
of the experiment on a single screen in a very disorganized fashion. The display was quite
difficult to interpret see figure 4.1. In order to present the results to the experimenter in
a more readable way, I decided to add to the system’s functionality, the option of viewing
the answers to questions individually. The user can now, look at a list of the questions in
the experiment, select the question they wish to examine, and proceed to view the answers
given by all the participants of the experiment on a clearly layed out screen (see figures
5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 for contrast).

The By Participant option was similar to this, (see figure 4.2). 1 It gave a list of all the
the answers given by all the subjects one after the other. This was also very difficult to

1Note that the terminology used in the figure is subject for an experiment participant.
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Figure 4.1: Results analysis by question

interpret and didn’t include the questions that the answers should be matched to. In order
to figure out what question the answers displayed here were for, the experimenter would
have needed to have a print-out of the experiment questions. Therefore, I decided to add
the function of viewing participant results individually, so that the results data could be
more easily deciphered (see figure 5.24 for revised display of results).

The By Slide option of viewing the results was similar again to the By Question and
By Participant options (see figure 4.3). It was very difficult to interpret the results data
from this function. The function displayed the answers for each slide in turn. The slides
were numbered, which was helpful, but the answers to the questions were not, so it resulted
in confusion to which question the answers belonged. In fact, I decided not to implement
viewing the results data by slide in the revised version of the program. It did not seem
useful to display the answers to questions like this, i.e. experimenters are unlikely to
want to view all the answers on a particular slide, but rather they would want to see all
the answers to a given question. Although displaying the results online like this was an
important feature of the system, the results data needed to be able to be saved by the
experimenter in a format compatible with statistical analysis software, such as Microsoft
Excel or SPSS. These software packages can perform complex analysis techniques, that is
beyond the intended function of this system. As the system existed, there was no way
of transferring the results data to any other software package. Therefore, I added to the
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Figure 4.2: Results analysis by participant

system functionality a means of down-loading the results data in a format suitable to be
loaded into such software packages (see appendices D.1 and D.2).

4.2.5 Additional Functionality

In addition to the functions mentioned above, I decided the system needed two completely
new functions that did not exist before. The ability to edit an experiment was one that
was a great addition to the system. This function was needed in case a mistake had been
made by the experimenter when creating an experiment. As the system was, there was no
way of editing an experiment once it had been created. Therefore, if a mistake was spotted
when previewing the experiment, the experimenter simply had to delete the version with
the error and start creating the experiment again from scratch, entering all the questions
etc. again. This caused the experimenter to waste a good deal of time, particularly if the
experiment in question contained many slides and questions. In fact, a researcher, who was
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Figure 4.3: Results analysis by slide

a prospective user of the system decided not to use it purely because it lacked this function,
and they were wasting time creating a large experiment, because they had to repeatedly go
through the creation process when mistakes were discovered. 2 Adding the edit function
was therefore a very important part of the system. Another function that was added to
the system is the function to create a copy of an experiment. This feature could be used
if an experimenter wishes to make some changes to an experiment, while preserving the
original experiment. The experimenter can simply create a copy and then edit the copy
of the experiment. In addition to this, the functionality of creating groups of experiments
would be a useful addition, in order to enable the random selection of an experiment from a
group of experiments, when someone participates. This is required for many experimental
designs, some of which require both an experimental version and a control version of an
experiment to be carried out, where one of the experiments at random to each participant.

4.3 Data Storage

The experiment system stores all needed data in text files. In this section I discuss two
important aspects of how the data was stored, how the files were organized and also how
they were internally structured.

2Personal Communication: Claire Hewson, University of Bolton
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4.3.1 File Organisation

In the inherited version of the system the file storage was quite disorganized, in no small
part because a great many of the inherited files were not actually in use. Figure 4.4 illus-
trates, the home folder of the project contained the Java source code files, a file for each
experimenter containing a list of their experiments, two files for each experimenter, one
storing their full-name and the other storing their password, many unused files, a folder
for each experimenter, three files for each experiment in the system, one containing the
experiment user-name, another containing its password and the other containing the ex-
periment description, a file containing the list of experimenters and a web-page for the
system manager applet. There was an excessive number of files in this folder, which made
it difficult to work with, even to the extent of knowing which files were in fact used by the
system and which were redundant. Therefore, throughout the development of the system
I deleted redundant files as soon as I was able to identify them as such. Another major

Figure 4.4: File organisation of inherited System

cause of this disorganization was that various files should have been sorted into different
directories. Therefore, the appropriate location of each file had to be identified. The
files containing information about a specific experimenter (i.e. the files each containing
an experimenter’s list of experiments, the experimenter user-name files, the experimenter
password files and the experimenter full name files) could have been more appropriately
located in the folder for the experimenter they belonged to. Also, the files concerning a
particular experiment, could have been more appropriately stored within that experiment’s
folder (i.e. the experiment user-name, password and description files). Some files in the
system were in fact already appropriately located. The file containing the list of experi-
menters was already appropriately located in the home folder. This file is a record of all
the experimenter user-names and as such is not specific to any experimenter and should
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be kept in the home folder of the project. Also, the system manager web-page should be
in the home folder, as it is not specific to any experimenter. Within each experimenter
folder the same problem appeared here and again it was necessary to identify what files
should be sorted into a more appropriate folder and which should stay in the experimenter
folder. In this folder there were three different web-pages for each experiment owned by
the experimenter in question. One for analyzing the specific experiment, another for pre-
viewing the experiment and one for editing the experiment. These files could have been
more appropriately stored in the folder of the experiment they were concerned with. The
experimenter home-page and web-pages needed for creating an experiment were also con-
tained within the experimenter folder. This was the appropriate location for them as these
pages were specific to the experimenter to which they belonged, but not concerning any
specific experiment.

Finally, within the experiment folder, there were a number of files. All of the files in the
experimenters’ directories were located appropriately because they all concerned a single
experiment. Take for example the web-page for participating in an experiment. This file is
used for loading that experiment alone and no other and is therefore located appropriately
in the folder specific to that experiment. Therefore, in the current version of the system,
there is a folder for each experimenter. The folder is named using a unique identifier for the
experimenter, i.e. the experimenter user-name. Subsequently all of the information about
an experimenter is stored in their folder. Also, the information about each experiment that
the experimenter creates, is organized into directories. All the information concerning each
experiment is then stored inside its own folder. The relevant folders and dependent files
and subdirectories are created automatically by the system, insulating the experimenter
from those minor system details. The resulting file organisation is shown in figure 4.5.

./<Java Files>

./jane/<All files concerning experimenter Jane>

./jane/grammarExp/<All files concerning Jane’s experiment called grammarExp>

Figure 4.5: Possible file organisation

As mentioned above, in the inherited version of the system, this folder structure already
existed, but was not in use. Indeed, some of the files were in the correct folder according
to the above storage system, but many were not. Perhaps these files had been relocated
as a result of partial reorganization of the files. This caused confusion, as when one sees a
folder with the name of an experimenter for example, one presumes that all the data files
concerning that experimenter would be contained within that folder, unless there is a good
reason for it not to be.3

I decided also to keep the Java files in a separate location to the data and html files.
When developing the system, most of the work is done on the Java files. The data and

3Such a reason could be if the system used htaccess files to control system security. As these files are

used to allow or deny access to the directory, they should to be stored outside of the directory
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html files are all created and modified by the program and rarely need to be manually
accessed. It was thus useful to have a single folder containing the files I was working on,
i.e. the Java files. Therefore, I decided to put the data and html files into a separate folder,
namely Data. The Java files remain in the home folder along with the data folder. The
current file structure is shown in figure 4.6. A more detailed description of the revised file

./<Java Files>

./Data/<General data files and web-pages>

./Data/jane/<All files concerning experimenter Jane>

./Data/jane/grammarExp/<All files concerning Jane’s experiment called grammarExp>

Figure 4.6: Revised file organisation

organisation is given in figure 4.7.
The differences between the file organisation of the inherited system and that of the

current version can be seen by comparing figures 4.4 and 4.7. The differences I discussed
above have been put in place, but there are also some other differences which may be
apparent. Some files now are absent from the new file storage. The experimenter user-
name files are not actually needed, as the user-names are stored in the list of experiments
file and so are left out of the revised version. Also, the web-pages for analyzing the results of
the experiments, for editing the experiments and for creating new experiments are also no
longer needed. This is due to the integration of analyzing, editing and creating experiments
into the experimenter’s home-page applet (see Navigation for Experimenters in section
4.6.2). Also, many of the files contained previously in the experiment folder are no longer
present in the revised system. The slide files, the files containing experiment instructions
and the files containing the post-experiment comment were all redundant because they
were duplicating the representation of information already stored in the experiment data
file (see section 4.3.2) and therefore are absent from the revised file organisation. The web-
pages contained in the inherited version of the system for the end of participating in the
experiment have been removed and replaced by a single file in the data folder. The purpose
of these web-pages is to have somewhere to redirect the user to, once they have finished
answering the experiment. There was originally one web-page for each experiment in the
system for this purpose. This was not necessary, as the content of all of these web-pages
was identical. Therefore, I replaced these files with a single file. As it was no longer specific
to a particular experiment, it’s stored in the data folder. There is also a second web-page
in this folder, that did not exist in the inherited version. This web-page is part of some new
functionality of the system. When the user is participating in an experiment, at the end
of the experiment, they can be given a choice of whether or not they wish to submit the
answers they have entered. 4 If they do not wish to submit their answers they are taken
to this web-page as opposed to the other web-page. This page tells the participant that

4This opt-out function is standard for many researchers in human sciences as an ethical principle
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their answers have not been saved and the system duly disregards the results. Similarly,
the other web-page for ending participating in experiments is also used for all experiments
with the choice of not submitting answers and therefore is best located in the data folder.
Two other files that appear in the revised version (see figure 4.7) and not the inherited
(see figure 4.4) are the response times summary file and the response summary file. These
files are also part of revised system functionality and contain summaries of results data
(see section 3.3.2).

Although this improvement of the file organisation has no obvious effect on the system
performance or functionality, it was an important change to make to the system. Firstly,
organizing the files makes the system much more pleasant to develop. For example, when
looking for a file concerning a particular experimenter, one has to simply look in the folder
with the name of the experimenter. Secondly, as the system usage grows and more and
more experimenters use the system and create more and more experiments, if the files were
stored as in the inherited version, there could be thousands of files stored in the home folder,
which would cause problems for any future development. Another advantage of having the
files organized is that it simplifies any function that involves files. For example, the delete
experiment function now involves simply deleting the folder of the experiment in question
from the system. Whereas in the inherited version, one would have had to have a list of
different places and file names to know how to delete all the files concerning a particular
experiment. With the improved file storage the folder of the experiment in question can
simply be deleted and there will be no files left in the system specifically concerning the
experiment that’s been deleted. In fact, in the inherited version of the system, the delete
function did not delete all files associated with the experiment. It only deleted the files in
the experiment folder and all other files of the experiment are simply left in the system.
These files are obviously redundant, since the experiment they belong to has been deleted.
The redundant files for a deleted experiment left on the system consisted of; the web-page
for analyzing the results of the experiment, the web-page for previewing the experiment
and the web-page for editing the experiment. These are in fact all of the experiment files
that should have been stored in the experiment folder, and if they had been stored in the
experiment folder, they would have been successfully deleted with the other experiment
files. Thus, the time consuming task of removing obsolete material and reorganizing the
rest had the benefit of streamlining the system’s operation, even if it would be invisible to
any experimenter using the system.
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Figure 4.7: Revised file organisation

4.3.2 File Structure

Experiment Data Files

The data needed about an experiment was stored in many different files in the system.
These files consisted of the experiment user-name file (see appendix C.1.1), the experiment
password file (see appendix C.1.2) and the experiment description file (see appendix C.1.3),
a file containing the experiment instructions and information on section randomization
(see appendix C.1.4), a file containing all the data needed for an experiment (see appendix
C.1.5) and the slide files, which contained all information needed for a slide (see appendix
C.1.6). On examining the contents of these files it became apparent that some data was
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duplicated. All of the information contained in the files storing the experiment instructions
and randomization information, the post-experiment comment and the slides files is also
contained in the experiment data file. In the revised version of the system therefore these
files do not exist. In fact, all such experiment data is conveniently stored in one file, see
appendix B.3.1.

Revised Experiment Data File

Having a single file to store information about an experiment simplifies things. It’s now
obvious to someone examining the contents of the experiment folder, regardless of what
piece of information about the experiment they are looking for, which file they should look
at. Also, now all information needed about the experiment is only stored once, so that the
system no longer stores duplicate information. Another problem with the data files was
their internal structure. The main problem was that the tags that were used to label data
were ambiguous. For example, at the beginning of the main file containing the experiment
data would appear the following:

\begin{experiment}{toby}

From this line in the file, one would interpret that the name of the experiment might be
toby, however toby is in fact the experimenter’s name and not the experiment name. Such
tags appeared throughout the files. For this reason I decided not to use the existing tags
in the revised version of the files and to choose the new tags with care. Appendix B.3.1
shows an example of the newly structured experiment file. The name of this experiment
is 160805, which is quite easy to identify in the file.5

Results Files

In the inherited system, the results of each participant in the experiment were stored in a
file in the experiment directory. Since each of the files were stored in the same directory,
each file needed a unique name. Therefore, the files were named using the name of the
experiment, followed by an underscore, followed by a unique number, for example, gram-
mar 1128008225904.res is the name of a results file of the grammar experiment. Storing
each results file separately was an efficient way of recording the results. The alternative
would be to store all of the results in a single file. If this method was used, recording the
results of a participant would involve opening the existing results file and adding the new
results to the end of the file and writing the new file contents, as opposed to opening an
empty file, adding the results to it and then writing this file. Since the alternative way
would involve opening and writing larger files, putting the results in a single file would
increase the amount of time it took to record the answers for an experiment participant.
However, analyzing the results of the experiment would be quicker if the results were stored
in a single file, as it would then involve opening a single file as opposed to a number of
files. However, since it is more important for the experiment participation function to

5See section 4.3.2: notice that this change is actually away from LaTex compatibility
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be quick, it was decided that the results should remain stored in separate files, as in the
inherited system. These files are, however named slightly different in the revised system.
In the inherited system, the files were numbered using the number of millisecond of the
start time of the experiment, however in the revised system they are numbered from 1 to
n, the file of the first experiment participant being named , for example, grammar 1.res,
the second grammar 2.res, and so on. There is no major advantage in the new naming
system, however, it is easier to identify which file is for which participant.

The internal structure of the files have been changed in the revised system. In the
inherited system, the answers to the questions are recorded in the order that they appeared
to the participants. Therefore, if the experiment was not randomized in any way, the
results would be recorded in the same order. However, if any part of the experiment was
randomized, the order of the part of the experiment that was randomized would be different
in each response file of the experiment. For example, appendices C.2.1 and C.2.2, show
the contents of two results file of the experiment named grammar. In this experiment, the
open-text questions have been randomized. In the example shown in appendix C.2.1, the
questions are listed in the following order:

• What is your job?

• Please detail your level of knowledge of linguistics:

• What age group do you belong to?

• Is your native language English?

Whereas, in the example file in appendix C.2.2, the questions are given in the following
order:

• Please detail your level of knowledge of linguistics:

• What is your job?

• What age group do you belong to?

• Is your native language English?

Giving each results file a different internal structure, caused the algorithm that parses
the files to be very complicated. In the revised system, the order of every part of the
experiment is the same in all of the response files, i.e. the order that the experimenter
positioned every piece of the experiment, when creating it. This simplifies the manner in
which the results files are parsed a great deal. The system also records the actual index of
each part of the experiment as seen by the participant. The tag randomIndex{ } is used for
this. Each part of the experiment that can appear in a random order to participants has
such a label, i.e. each section, slide, question and multiple-choice answer. Within the tag,
the index it possessed when it appeared to the participant is recorded. For example, in
the example file in appendix B.4.1, the first question of the experiment, actually appeared
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as the second question to the participant, and the second question appeared as question
1. This is recorded by the first question having the label randomIndex{1} and the second
question having randomIndex{0} (note that the index of questions etc. begins at 0 not 1).

In addition to this, in the inherited system, the times were recorded as in the form of
the day of the week, followed by the month, followed by the date, after which is the time
(using 24 hour clock), then an abbreviation of the time used, and finally the year is given.
For example in the example file in appendix C.2.1, the start time of the experiment is given
as Thu Sep 29 16:45:56 BST 2005. This format is user-friendly, in that it is very easy for a
human to interpret, however, since the files are not intended to be read directly by a human
being, the format should not be dictated by how readable it is. The inherited system had
not yet been developed to the extent that the program was able to display any of the
response times data and therefore, there was no algorithm to parse this information. The
task of writing such an algorithm was simplified by recording the times in a different format
to the one described above. Appendix B.4.1 shows example response files in the revised
system for the same experiment. The times are now recorded as a number of milliseconds.
For example, the start time of the experiment is recorded as startTime{1128333848234}
in the example file in appendix B.4.1. The number of milliseconds representing the start
time can now simply be subtracted from the end time, in order to work out the duration
of the experiment. As mentioned in section 4.2.2, more times are also now recorded in the
revised system than had been previously, thus improving the accuracy.

In addition, in the inherited system, the question was recorded in the results files but
was not subsequently used. Therefore, the revised results files do not contain the questions
of the experiment. Also, in the inherited system multiple choice answers were recorded
in the format of a string. For example, in the file in appendix C.2.1, the answer to the
question What age group do you belong to? is recorded as final user response{19 - 30}. In
the revised system, the multiple choice answer chosen by a participant is recorded by the
index number of the answer. For example, in the file in appendix B.4.1, the choice of this
answer is recorded as response{1}, as the original index of the answer 19 - 30 was 1 in
the array of multiple choice answers. Recording the answers as an index rather as a string
saves a small amount of space, but more importantly is the format used in the Response
data structure (see section 5.1.3).
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4.4 Good Programming Practices

4.4.1 Java Naming Conventions

The Java program code of the inherited system did not stick to various naming conventions
used in Java. This made the code very difficult to read. Deitel and Deitel (2003) includes
a number of Good Programming Practice conventions throughout. A program can function
correctly without sticking to these conventions, but the resulting code is very difficult to
interpret. Here are four of the main naming conventions that are used in Java and that
were not adhered to when the code for the system was written:

1. Variable-name identifiers begin with a lower-case letter.

2. Declare each variable on a separate line.

3. Choose meaningful variable names, method names and parameter names.

4. Use only uppercase letters with underscores between words in the names of constants.

The first of these is that all variable identifiers should begin with a lower case letter.
Throughout the program the variable identifiers begin with either a lower-case letter or an
uppercase letter. The usual convention in Java is to gives classes identifiers beginning with
an uppercase letter and variable identifiers with a lowercase letter. The use of uppercase
letters at the beginning of variable names causes the code to be less readable. Also, most
programs written in Java declare each variable on a separate line. This really improves
readability of the code, as one can simply read down the through the variable declarations
quickly. This convention is also not adhered to throughout the code of the inherited
system. For example, appendix E.2 contains the code that implements the part of the
user interface that enables an experimenter to view the results of an experiment. Lines
15 to 70 show the instance variable declarations for the class. It is difficult to read the
names of the identifiers within the declarations, as they are not declared on separate lines.
Perhaps the most important of these conventions, that was not used in the program was
that the variables, methods and parameters, should be given meaningful identifiers. This
is extremely important for code readability. If the programmer is looking at a piece of
code and trying to figure out what is happening, the basis to find out is by keeping track
of what each variable value is and how its value changes. But if the variables are given
names that do not indicate what they stand for, it is extremely difficult to remember
what each variable represents and so makes examining code written by someone else very
difficult, especially if the code is not commented. Indeed, some of the identifiers used in
the program were given meaningful names, for example in the code in appendix E.2 its
evident that the identifiers of the buttons are given quite meaningful names. For example,
in line 24, a button is named endButton and this button is used to enable the user to
quit analyzing the results of the experiment. However, there are many identifiers within
the program code, that do not indicate in any way what they represent. For example,
the identifiers named temp4, variable, variable2 and variable3 (see lines 42 and 723 of
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appendix E.2) . These identifiers, obviously give no extra information to the programmer
about what they represent. These variables in fact each represent something concrete.
The purpose of the code these variables are used for is to print out the results of an
experiment. variable represents the index of the current participant, variable2 represents
the index of the current slide, variable3 represents the index of the current question and
temp4 represents the number of questions on the slide. This problem is made worse by the
lack of commenting on the code. There is a single comment in this part of the code, which
tells us that temp4 should hold the number of questions on the slide. It is a separate matter,
that the code should be commented throughout, but even though there is a comment to
explain temp4 here, it would have been better if temp4 had also been called something
meaningful, for example numQuestions or numQsOnSlide. Lastly, as mentioned by Deitel
and Deitel (2003), the identifiers of constants should consist of uppercase letters only
and if they consists of two words they should be separated by an underscore. However,
in the inherited code, every constant in the program is given an identifier consisting of
lowercase letters. For example, line 15 of appendix E.4 shows a constant with the identifier
port constant. This causes confusion when reading the code. When reading a portion of
code, if the identifier names are all lower case, one assumes that all the identifiers represent
variables, and all identifiers consisting of all uppercase letters are constants. This is very
important, as in a large program when reading code that does not stick to this convention,
the programmer must keep referring to where the identifier was declared in order to find
out if it was a variable or constant. This process is very time consuming.

4.4.2 Constants

Constants are used to represent values that do not and can never change. The inherited
system did not use constants sufficiently. In many places throughout the code, literals
were used, where constants should have been used. Figure 4.8 shows an example of how
literals were used in the inherited code. Each of the six applets in the system contained
an add Layout method that followed the format of that in figure 4.8 (see also appendices
E.2 lines 178-406 and E.1 lines 376 - 684). This method was used to put the necessary
display features on the screen. An example of how it was called is: add Layout(0). This
call appeared in the code wherever the layout within case(0) in the add Layout method
was needed. Similarly for the other layouts, if the layout in case(8) of this method was
needed, the call add Layout(8) would be called. The literals, 0 and 8, should be replaced
by constant values. The value 8 for example always represents the layout in case 8 of the
method and therefore a constant should be used. This would make the code more readable.
Figure 4.9 shows how the code would look if constants had been used as opposed to literals.
This makes that part of the code easier to read, as the constant names indicate what the
switch statement case represents. Then when the method add Layout is called, it can be
called using for example add Layout(CREATE EXPERIMENT), instead of add Layout(1).
This is a huge help when reading the code, as this add Layout method is called so many
times. Without these constants, in order to find out what layout the method call actually
added, one would need to refer back to the method, find the number one was looking for
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public void add_Layout(int num){

switch(num){

case(0):

.

.

.

break;

case(1):

.

.

.

break;

case(2):

.

.

.

break;

.

.

.

}

}

Figure 4.8: Example of where constants should have been used

and examine the contents of appropriate case of the switch statement. Another way in
which a constant value as opposed to a literal could have been used in the program, was to
store the url of the program. This url was needed in many places in the program code. It
was http://wilde.cs.tcd.ie:3096 in the inherited version of the code. This String appeared
a total of 16 times in various places throughout the code. This meant that if the program
needed to be moved to a new location, or the port number 3096 were to change, that the
programmer would have to find these 16 urls and change them to the new value. However,
if a constant value had been used for this, the value of the url would only have to be
changed in one place. The use of constants in this way makes making such a change a very
minor matter. Using constants as opposed to literals in such cases is also less error prone.
It is easy, when typing a url into the code to make a small mistake, like omitting a full
stop, for example. If the mistake is just in one of the urls, the mistake may not be spotted
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private final int LOG_IN = 0;

private final int CREATE_EXPERIMENT = 1;

private final int VIEW_EXPERIMENT_DETAILS = 2;

public void add_Layout(int num){

switch(num){

case(LOG_IN):

.

.

.

break;

case(CREATE_EXPERIMENT):

.

.

.

break;

case(VIEW_EXPERIMENT_DETAILS):

.

.

.

break;

.

.

.

}

}

Figure 4.9: Example of how constants should be used
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by the programmer. However, if all of the urls are gotten from a constant, all of them will
be incorrect. This results in such an error being spotted quicker.

4.5 Object Oriented Design

Three main concepts of object-oriented programming are abstraction, encapsulation and
modularity. One part of the idea of abstraction is to use the abstract idea of objects to
implement a program. These objects are defined by classes. When writing an object-
oriented program, it’s important to identify what type of objects need to be represented
in the system. The next step is to write a class to represent each object type. Each
class then stores the variables and methods needed for each object type. Then within the
main program, objects of the types defined by the classes can be created. The object’s
internal variables store the data relevant to the object and the object’s methods can carry
out all the necessary tasks that object needs. In this way all of the data and methods to
do with a particular object type are encapsulated inside the object. All of the necessary
information is accessed via the object itself. Besides abstraction and encapsulation, a
fundamental principle of object-oriented design is modularity. Modern software systems
typically consist of several different components that must interact correctly in order for
the entire system to work properly. These components must be well-organized in order to
interact with each other correctly. Modularity refers to an organizing principle for code in
which the different components of a software system are divided into separate functional
units, (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2006). In object-oriented programs the code is structured
into well-organized modular units.

The inherited system design was not object-oriented. Although it’s not necessary for a
Java program to be object oriented in order to function, it has huge advantages for future
development if it is. The program consisted of some applet classes and their server classes.
There were no class definitions for objects like experiments or experimenters, for example.
Instead of organizing the data about the experiment and experimenter into such classes,
the data was stored in or referenced by variables within the applet and server classes. This
resulted in a large number of variables being used in each of the applet classes to store the
information about the experiment and experimenters. An example of this is seen in the
applet used for participating in experiments. Appendix E.3, lines 15-29, 50-102, 115-117,
129-147, 152-157, 162, 167, 168, 174, 179 and 184-193 show the variable declarations of
the variables used to store or reference the data about the experiment (the other variables
declared between lines 15 and 193 hold references to display features such as buttons, for
example). There are approximately 105 variables, each used to store a different piece of
information. The equivalent portion of code in the revised system is shown in appendix F.1
lines 13-22. Since the system has an object-oriented design, there are much fewer variables
needed in this class to store information. The information is no longer stored in variables
in the applet class, but instead within the Experiment object, declared private Experiment
experiment. This variable is then used throughout the class whenever information about
the experiment is needed, instead of one of the numerous variables in the inherited version
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of the code being used. In the revised code, the information about an experiment is
organized into classes. These classes consist of the Experiment class, the Section class,
the Slide class, the Question class, the Answer class, the Response class and the Comment
class. The variable declarations for each class are given in appendices F.2 lines 6-22, F.3
lines 5-12 , F.4 lines 5-14, F.5 lines 7-14 , F.6 line 6 , F.7 lines 3-5 and F.8 lines 5-9,
respectively. The object of type Experiment, then is used to retrieve all the information
about the experiment. It holds a reference to its name, user-name, password, experimenter,
preComment, postComment, description and array of sections, whether or not its sections
should be randomly displayed, a reference its array holding the real section indexes, a
reference to its array holding the random section indexes, a reference to its startTime and
endTime, a reference to an array of start times and end times, the number of people that
have participated in the experiment and whether or not the participants in the experiment
should be asked if they’d like to submit their answers to the experiment. Organizing the
data like this into classes makes the program much easier to work with.

In addition, due to the program not having an object-oriented design, the pieces of
code used to carry out different tasks were not re-usable by classes other than the class
that they belonged to. This is a major disadvantage, as usually a program will need to
carry out the same task a number of times as part of performing different functions. In the
revised code, several methods are used repeatedly by different classes. This saves a great
deal of time, simply because once a piece of code is written to carry out a task, it can be
used in every instance that this task needs to be carried out. For example, the method for
parsing the experiment data file in the revised system, called constructFromString(String
f), is re-used a number of times. The method is included in appendix F.2 lines 1039-1252.
It is called a total of eight times in various parts of the program code. In the inherited
system, the equivalent method is called parse file(String s). This method is only called
once in the program code, and therefore is not re-used at all.

Having an object-oriented design also has the advantage of making the program code
more consistent in style. For example, throughout the program whenever a particular
piece of data is needed about an experiment, the same code is used to retrieve that in-
formation, because the information is retrieved by calling the appropriate method of the
Experiment class. However, if the design is not object-oriented, the same piece of data
about an experiment, could be represented in one part of the program by a variable with
one identifier, and in another part of the program by a variable with a different identifier.
This inconsistency makes the code difficult to interpret. Many examples of this appear
in the inherited code. One example is the variable for storing the answers to open-text
questions. In the applet for analyzing experiments this is stored in a three dimensional
array called storage, but in the applet for participating in experiments, the same data
is referenced by the one-dimensional array named SimpleArray. In the revised system,
the program is object-oriented, and therefore the call currentSlide.getQuestions() is used
throughout the program to return the array of questions.

Another advantage of having an object-oriented design is that the different object
classes can store methods needed by objects of that type. This makes the code written
in the methods reusable in different parts of the program. Being able to reuse methods
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throughout the program is a big advantage. This obviously saves the programmer a great
deal of time, as they only need to write each method once, but can use them repeatedly
in the program. Also, it helps avoid bugs in the program i.e. if there is a bug in a method
that is used throughout the program, the bug will be spotted sooner than if it is in an
isolated portion of code, that is only used once in the program. The investment of energy
in sorting these issues out will make future extensions to this work easier to implement
and integrate.

4.6 User Interface Design

A good user interface design makes a system more pleasant for the user to interact with.
It is a very important part of any system, especially if the system is intended for use
by a variety of users. The difference between having a good user interface design and
a not so good design could define the overall success of a system. There are of course
other factors involved, like the functionality the system provides, but the user interface
is also vital. Having a system with great functionality, but that people find difficult to
use, will inevitably result in some users finding an alternative program to use. A good
user interface displays the necessary information to the user clearly, communicates what
functions are available, and avoids the user unintentionally carrying out tasks that are
irreversible. Another important feature of a good user interface design is consistency.
According to Deitel and Deitel (2003), consistent user interfaces enable a user to learn new
applications faster. In this section I discuss the user interface of the inherited system, some
changes I have made to it and the reasons for making those changes.

4.6.1 Visual Concerns

Colors

The colors used when implementing a user interface can effect the usability of the system. 6

For example, the contrast between the background color of the screen and the color of the
information displayed on the screen effects how quickly the user can read the information
being displayed. Also, a lack of contrast can result in the eye strain when trying to
read the information on the screen. Different colors also are suggested to have different
psychological effects, for example the color red is said to make the human heart beat faster
and blood pressure rise. It is necessary when designing a user interface to choose colors that
firstly display the necessary information clearly, by using sufficiently contrasting colors and
secondly have the desired psychological effect on the user (or indeed avoid any psychological
effects on the user). It is also important to keep the use of color fairly consistent, in order
to keep the overall appearance of the user interface consistent.

6In principle, a system like this may be used by researchers in perceptual psychology to access human

color differentiation, for example. Using graphics as suggested in section 3.2.1, such work can be done

with this system. This section, however, is about the colors surrounding materials and instructions, not

the materials themselves.
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Figure 4.10: Manager page 1 of inherited user interface

In the inherited user interface the use of color was not consistent. For example, some of
the backgrounds were pink and grey (see figure 4.10), others pages had a white background
(see figure 4.11) and others had a pink and yellow background (see figure 4.12). The color
that the user interface appeared was, therefore different in different parts of the interface.
I decided to change the user interface so that all pages in the entire system, would have
the same background color. This results in the user interface having a far more consistent
appearance. I chose to make the new background color white and the text either black or
dark purple. When people are participating in experiments, it is important that the color
of the screen is a fairly neutral color, so that the color used does not have any effect on
the participants, resulting in biased results data. It is also important that the participants
can read the information displayed on the screen clearly. Having a white background and
dark colored text, gives sufficient contrast and makes the questions easy to read.

Screen Layout

When designing a user interface, it’s also important to consider the layout of the various
pages needed to be displayed. It’s useful here to firstly have a clear layout for each page,
and secondly to keep the layout of the pages consistent. As you can see from figures 4.10,
4.11 and 4.12, the pages in the inherited user interface did not have a consistent layout.
Some of them had a title at the top of the page, where others did not and the buttons
and input fields were positioned throughout the pages in an irregular fashion. Therefore,
to give a clear and consistent layout in the revised system, I decided to follow a single
format for most of the pages of the system. A title is placed at the top of each page, i.e.
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Figure 4.11: Create experiment page in inherited user interface
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Figure 4.12: Analyze results page of inherited user interface
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Figure 4.13: Create experiment page in revised system

Experiment System. The information contained in the page along with the necessary input
fields are displayed in the central part of the screen and the buttons are arranged at the
bottom of the screen. This provides a clearer and more consistent page layout to the user
interface (see figure 4.13 as opposed to figure 4.11).

On some pages however it did not make sense to stick to this layout. For example, when
analyzing an experiment, the user selects the question that they wish to view the results
to. In this case, most of the buttons are still located at the bottom of the page, but there
is also a button beside each question, so that the user can choose which question they wish
to view. This design makes it easy for the user to pick the question they wish to view.
The user can look down through the questions and once they find the one they want, they
simply click on the button beside it. In cases like this, having some buttons throughout
the page actually makes the layout clearer, as locating the buttons beside their question,
makes it clear which button goes wit which question. This has more advantages than
sticking rigidly to a single layout, and therefore the page layout varies slightly. Another
improvement made on the layout was that the size of the buttons was also made to be
consistent. In the inherited user interface, many of the buttons were quite small, whereas
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other buttons were very large, for example the buttons labeled Results by Subject and
Results by Question in figure 4.12, respectively. The larger buttons were too big, and
almost made them appear not to be buttons at all. In the revised system, all of the button
are an appropriate size.

Display of Information

One of the main purposes of user interface is to display information to the user. This
information should be displayed clearly and idealy in a format that the users will be
accustomed to. In the inherited system, some of the information is not displayed clearly.
For example, on the experimenter details page in the inherited system (see figure 4.14),
the url of the experimenter homepage is displayed. At the beginning of the url, there is a
character, that is not part of the url. The user may not be aware of this however, and it
may cause some confusion. Such characters have been removed in the revised system. Also,
in the inherited system, some of the information was not given to the user in a user-friendly
format. For example, when an experimenter creates an experiment, the current slide is
numbered at the top of the slide (see figure 4.11). As you can see, the slide numbering
begins at 0 as opposed to 1, i.e. the first slide is labeled Slide 0, the second Slide 1,
the third Slide 2 and so on. This could result in the user being under the illusion they
are working on the sixth slide of the experiment, when they are actually working on the
seventh slide (if they haven’t noticed the unusual numbering of the slides, or have forgotten
about it). In the revised system, such information is given to the user in the usual format,
i.e the first slide is labeled Slide 1, the second Slide 2 and so on (see figure 4.13). In
addition, in some parts of the inherited system, the user must enter information into a
text field. As the user types the text, it would be useful if they could read back over it
easily. However, this is not the case on some of the pages of the system. For example,
on the page for creating experiments the text fields where the user enters the questions
are very short. Only a small number of characters are visible to the experimenter, and in
order to read over a question, they must use the arrow keys to move over and back within
the text field. This makes creating an experiment a lengthy process, as reading over the
questions on a slide can take a significant amount of time. In addition, even when the
questions are quite short, the user cannot see them fully on the screen at one time, this is
also a disadvantage. In the revised system, text areas, that are the full width of the applet,
and three characters in height are used to enter the questions, this results in at least three
full lines of each question being visible on the screen at a time. This saves the user time,
letting them read over the questions more easily.

Error Prevention

A good user interface will also implement some precautions, so that the user does not
carry out certain actions unless firstly double-checking that the user understands the con-
sequences of these actions, for example when deleting data. The inherited user interface
did not implement such precautions. For example, when an experimenter presses the delete
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Figure 4.14: Experimenter details page of inherited user interface

experiment button, the selected experiment is immediately deleted from the experimenter’s
account. This button could be pressed by accident and cause the user to think they have
lost their experiment data. In the revised system, however, when a user attempts to delete
an experiment, they are asked, Are you sure you wish to delete the experiment <experiment
name>?. The user then can choose Yes to delete the experiment, or No or Cancel to keep
the experiment. This prevents the user from accidentally deleting an experiment from
their account. However, its worth mentioning that although the experimenter would not
have been aware of it, the experiment data of the deleted experiment is not completely
irretrievable. In fact, when an experimenter deleted an experiment, its data files were not
removed, but instead, the experiment directory was renamed with the suffix deleter. This
was a good feature, and is implemented still in the revised system, although the folder
keeps its original name and instead is moved to a Trash folder, within the experimenter
folder. However, this back-up of deleted data was implemented behind the scenes, and if
an experimenter mistakenly deleted an experiment, they may not be aware that there is
any way of retrieving the seemingly deleted files. Including a simple pop-up question to
ensure that the user really wishes to delete the experiment, prevents this confusion and
the deleted files are nevertheless backed-up, so that it will be extremely unlikely that any
data will be accidentally lost. Another part of error prevention is preventing the user from
carrying out functions that do not for one reason or another at that time make sense. In
the inherited system, there were some cases, where the user could perform such useless
tasks. For example, when nobody has yet participated in an experiment, the experimenter
still has the option of analyzing the results of the experiment, even though there are no
results yet. When the user tries to analyze the results in such a circumstance, they are
brought to a page that tells them 0 people have participated in the experiment. Below this
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is a button, labeled Click here to view results. When the user presses this button the screen
goes blank and no information is displayed. Such scenarios are prevented in the revised
system, by deactivating buttons that will not work in certain circumstances. This results
in the button still appearing on the screen (keeping consistent layout), but it appears faded
and it is apparent to the user that they cannot use this button at present.

4.6.2 Navigation

As mentioned above the system consists of a number of web-pages containing applets. In
the inherited system the users used both html links and buttons to navigate their way
around the system. In this section I will discuss the navigation design in the inherited
system, the changes I have made to the design and the reasons for making these changes.

Navigation for Experimenters

The navigation for experimenters in the inherited system is shown in figure 4.16. The
navigation in the system was sufficient for a user to access all the various functions and
information available to them. However, its design was a disadvantage, as it was over-
complex. The page labeled Home-Page in figure 4.16 contained two options to proceed,
one that brought the user to the Create Experiment Pages, the other a button labeled
Delete Experiment or View Details. This page labeled Home-Page was unnecessary. It
simply provided a way of getting to the Create Experiment Pages and the Main Page.
Since the Main Page also provides a way of getting to the Create Experiment Pages, this
page could be omitted from the system with no loss of functionality. The Login Page
could simply lead straight to the Main Page, where the user could create an experiment
if they so wished. The Main Page also contained a Back button. This button brought
the user back to the Home Page. I could not imagine a situation where this button
would be useful to a user, as it brings them to a page, where they have the option of
returning to the page they were on i.e. Main Page or creating an experiment, which was
also available to them on the Main Page. Such unnecessary navigation makes the system
more difficult to learn to use. Another thing that caused confusion for users, was that
the Create Experiment navigation option was present on three different pages, whereas the
other options, such as Analyze Results, View Experiment Details, Delete Experiment and
Preview Experiment were only present on one page. This was confusing to new users to the
system. It appeared to the users that the navigation options were dotted around different
pages and they would not be aware that all the functions available to them were in fact
accessible from the Main Page. Giving all the different functions available on one page
was a good design feature, as it made the system very easy to use. Therefore, by keeping
all the functions on the Main Page and omitting all unnecessary navigation, the system is
much more user friendly, especially for new users. The Experiment Details Page provided
the function of displaying the information about a particular experiment to the user. This
was indeed necessary information to be displayed. It displayed three pieces of information,
the user-name, password and description of the experiment. I felt this was a small amount
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of information and could perhaps be displayed on the Main Page along with the list of
experiments and the number of experiments. This would in fact place all the information
available to the user along with all the functions available to them on a single page. The
effect of these modifications simplified the navigation of the system a great deal. Figure
4.17 shows the revised system navigation

Navigation for Experiment Participants

The navigation for the participants of the experiments is given in figure 4.15. There were

Figure 4.15: Navigation for experiment participants

no problems with it, therefore the navigation for participating in experiments remains the
same in the revised system.

Navigation for the System Manager

Figure 4.18 shows the navigation design in the inherited system for the system manager.
The navigation gave the user sufficient access to the necessary information and functions.
However, the design included some pages that could have been combined into one and thus
reduce the amount of navigation that users had to deal with. The page labeled Manager
Page 1 contained no information and two buttons, one to Add New User and the other
to bring the user to the Manager Page 2. I decided that these two pages could be merged
into one to simplify the navigation design. The revised navigation design is shown in figure
4.19. There is now a single Manager Page containing the information that was previously
on Manager Page2 and the buttons Add New User, Delete User and View User. The View
or Delete button is of course no longer needed. This Manager Page provides the system
manager a single access point to all the functions available to them. In addition the New
User Page 1, New User Page 2 and New User Page 3 have been combined into one page
in the revised system, making it slightly quicker for the manager to add a new user to
the system. In the inherited system, once the manager had finished adding a new user
to the system, they were returned to the Manager Page 1. This navigation guided the
manager back to this page, because it is very likely that once they have added the new
user, they would like to view the new user’s details, for example to check that they had
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Figure 4.16: Navigation for experimenters in inherited system

entered their name correctly. This was obviously a good feature of the navigation design
and therefore persists in the revised system. The Delete User button in the inherited
system brought the user to a page where they chose to Make User Defunct or Delete User
Completely. Instead of this, in the revised system, the user stays at the Manager Page,
and a question pops up on the screen to get this information about deleting the user. This
again simplifies the navigation slightly. Finally, the Preview Experiment button is omitted
from the Experiment Details Page in the revised system. This function is available to the
manager by going to the Experimenter’s Pages.

4.7 Performance

Modern software system need to perform tasks for the users quickly. This is especially
important for web-based systems, as users are very impatient, and expect a web-page to
load very quickly. Web-pages containing Java applets are in general much slower to load,
than web-pages without applets. This is because the browser needs to down-load the
applet class itself, as well as all of the classes in the program that the applet uses. In
the inherited system, the user interface for the experimenter consisted of four applets, one
for their home-page, another for creating experiments, one for previewing experiments and
another for analyzing the results of experiments. Since there was a separate applet for each
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Figure 4.17: Navigation for experimenters in revised system

of these purposes, each time the experimenter wished to carry out any of these functions,
they would have to wait for the appropriate applet to load. This would take a long time,
and resulted in the user not being able to create an experiment and then quickly view its
details, or quickly go to edit it, as each time they wanted to do something different to the
experiment, they would have to wait for the specific applet to load.

In the revised system, there are now two applets that the experimenter uses as opposed
to having one for each function in the inherited system. They are the preview experiment
applet and the home-page applet. The home-page applet incorporates all the functions
available to the experimenter excluding the preview experiment function. The reason the
preview experiment function is left as a separate applet is because it is also the applet for
participating in experiments. Since the participating and previewing functions should be
almost identical, they are implemented using the same applet. They are kept as a separate
applet to the home-page applet, because the participate applet needs to down-load in as
quick a time as possible, therefore adding it to the home-page applet, would not have
been a good idea. Combining the different applets used by an experimenter improves the
performance, as different functions can be carried out more quickly.

Communication with the server can take a long time and therefore there should only be
communication with the server when absolutely necessary. In the inherited system, there
was some unnecessary communication between applets and the server. For example, in the
applet for participating in experiments, the following communication occurs:

• Experimenter name sent to server
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Figure 4.18: Navigation for system manager in inherited system

• Experiment name sent to server

• File name of instructions file sent to server

• Content of instructions file sent back to client

• File name of first slide file sent to server

• Contents of first slide file sent back to client

• File name of second slide file sent to server

• Contents of second slide file sent back to client

• ...

• File name of nth slide file sent to server
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Figure 4.19: Navigation for system manager in revised system

• Contents of nth slide file sent back to client

• File name of post experiment comment file sent to server

• Contents of post experiment comment file sent back to client

• String ”END OF EXPERIMENT” sent to server

• Participant response file contents sent to server

The communication with the server begins with the user-name of the experimenter followed
by the name of the experiment being sent from the client to the server. This information
is necessary for the server to know where the experiment files are located and where the
response file should eventually be written to within the file storage. Next the name of the
instructions file is sent to the server, and subsequently the contents of this file are sent
back to the client. This sequence of events is repeated for every slide file in the experiment,
i.e. the name of the slide file is sent over to the server and its contents is then returned
to the client. Next the name of the post-experiment comment file is sent to the server
and its contents sent back to the client. After that, the String END OF EXPERIMENT
is sent to the server and finally, the contents of the response file is sent to the server, so
that it can be recorded. Some of this communication is unnecessary. Sending the contents
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of the different experiment files one by one from the server to the client slows down the
program. In the revised system, this information is sent in one go from the server to the
client. Below is the communication between the applet for participating in experiments
and the server in the revised system:

• Experimenter user-name sent to server

• Experiment name sent to server

• Experiment data file sent back to client

• Participant response file contents sent to server

All unnecessary communication has been removed in the revised applet and the experi-
ment data is sent as a single string from the server to the client. These changes make the
program much quicker. Also, this communication takes place, either right at the beginning
of the user’s participation or right at the end of the participation, whereas in the inherited
system, this communication was done throughout the user’s participation in the experi-
ment. Therefore, in the revised applet, when the user presses the Continue button, the
next slide is displayed much more quickly, as there is no communication between when the
user presses the button and the display of the next slide. In addition to the communication
between the server and client, between the time the user presses the Continue button and
the time that the next slide is displayed, in the inherited applet the contents of the appro-
priate slide file was also parsed. This also slowed down the performance of the applet. In
the inherited system, the sequence of events between when the user presses the Continue
button on one slide and the display of the next slide was as follows:

• Button pressed!

• Answers on current slide stored in variables

• File name of the next slide to be displayed sent to server

• File content of next slide file sent back to client

• File contents parsed

• Next Slide displayed

In the revised system, when the experiment data file contents is sent to the client at the
beginning of the participation in the experiment, all of the experiment data is parsed, this
also shortens the amount of time between the user pressing the Continue button and the
appearance of the next slide. The sequence of events in the revised system is shown below:

• Button pressed!

• Answers on current slide stored in experiment object

• Next slide displayed
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4.8 Portability

It is important that modern software packages can be moved with ease from one location
on a computer to another, without having to re-write big parts of the system. However,
as the inherited system existed, moving it from one location to another on the server was
indeed a complex task. As mentioned previously, nearly all of the web-pages in the system
were used to load in an applet, which provided the main functionality. A web-page needs
two main pieces of information in order to load an applet, the code-base of the applet
and the applet class name. In the inherited system, each web-page contained the applet
code-base as an absolute address. For example, the web-page for experimenter smithj,
contained the line codebase =“http://sun26.cs.tcd.ie:3096/project”. This meant that if the
system needed to be moved to a new location, in order for the existing web-pages to load
their applet, each web-page would need to be manually edited and this address changed to
the new location on the server. As the system existed, it contained many such web-pages,
that loaded an applet and would need modifying if the system were to be moved. There
was one web-page for the system manager, for every experimenter there was a home-page
and a web-page for creating experiments, and for each experiment there was a web-page
for analyzing the results, another for previewing the experiment, another for editing the
experiment (although the edit function was not implemented) and one for participating
in the experiment. Each of these web-pages contained the absolute url of the applet class
they needed to load and therefore would need to be edited if the system were moved to
a new location. In the revised system, however this is not the case. The urls in the web-
pages are relative to their location. So, instead of using the absolute address as in the
above example, the relative address, i.e. a line such as codebase = “../” is used. Since
the relative addresses of the applet classes are now used, as opposed to the absolute ones,
when the project is moved to a new location, none of the web-pages in the system need
to be edited in order for the experiments to work. This is a big advantage, as editing the
web-pages may have taken a great deal of time.

4.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, the inherited system is described. The various aspects of the system
as it existed are analyzed beginning with the system functionality, followed by how the
data is stored, the effectiveness and design of the algorithms, user-interface design, system
performance and finally the portability of the system. The improvements to the system,
with regards to these areas of computing are detailed as well as the use of some good
programming practices and object-oriented design, which has been implemented in the
revised system. Positive aspects of the system are also included in the various sections,
along with the motivation for keeping them in the revised system. In the chapter that
follows, the design and implementation of the revised system are detailed.
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Figure 4.20: Example slide structure of inherited system
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5.1 Introduction

The preceding chapter motivated aspects of the design and implementation of the system
from an evolutionary perspective. In this chapter, I give a detailed account of the overall
design of the system as well as an account of how the system was implemented. Firstly,
an overview of the system is given. This includes a description of the system architecture,
followed by a description of the user interface design. Next an account of the data structure
design and implementation is given and finally, the system security is discussed.

5.1.1 System Overview

A visual representation of the system architecture is shown in figure 5.1. The main part of
the system is comprised of some web-pages, with an applet embedded in each page, some
server thread classes, that the applet communicates with and a data storage system. The
applet provides the user interface, displaying experiments to the user and taking input
from them. Some of the web pages contain pieces of information, that are used by the

Figure 5.1: System architecture

program. When the applet loads, these pieces of information are retrieved from the web
page. For example, on an experimenter’s web page, the experimenter’s user-name is stored.
This information is gotten by the experimenter applet. It sends this information to the
server thread and the server thread opens the password file of the experimenter and send
its content back to the applet. Then, the applet takes the user-name and password entered
by the user and compares it with the user-name that was gotten from the web-page and
the password that was sent back from the server. If they both match, the user can gain
access to the system. The main communication in the system happens between the applet
classes and their server thread class. The information that is stored in the data storage
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system can only be accessed through the server thread. Therefore, when the applet needs
to access some information stored there, they send a signal to the server, that will trigger
the appropriate information to be retrieved from the data storage system. This information
can then be sent back to the applet. Similarly, when the applet takes input from the user,
it cannot directly access the data storage system in order to save this information. It must
send the information to the server, which in turn saves it.

5.1.2 User Interface Design

The system’s user interface is comprised of web-pages which contain a call to one of three
Java applets. Each applet provides a user interface for each type of user of the system.
There is an applet for the system manager, another for experimenters and finally one for
participants in experiments. These applets are called from various web-pages, that are
part of the system. The system manager applet is called by a single web-page. The url of
this web-page is:

• http://wilde.cs.tcd.ie/Experimenter/Version1/Data/manager.html

The experimenter applet is called by the experimenter home-page of each experimenter.
The url of these web-pages being:

• http://wilde.cs.tcd.ie/Experimenter/Version1/Data/<experimenter user-name>/
home.html

Then finally the applet for participating in experiments is called by the web-page of each
experiment. The url of this web-page is:

• http://wilde.cs.tcd.ie/Experimenter/Version1/Data/<experimenter user-name>/
<experiment name>/participate.html

In each web-page, the content is kept to a minimum and has no text or buttons. All
necessary display features are components of the applet that the web-page contains. This
helps to keep the appearance of these display features consistent, as html buttons and
text have a slightly different appearance than that of Java buttons and text. It was not
absolutely necessary to have a different applet for each type of user, but it had one main
advantage, in that the less code there is in an applet, the quicker it will be to load into a
user’s browser. Therefore, having a separate applet for each user type, ensures that only
the applet code needed by that user type will be down-loaded. This was most important for
participants in the experiments. It was necessary to keep the time this applet took to load
to a minimum so as not to irritate prospective participants in experiments, causing some
participants not to participate. Many design features were however kept in common across
the entire user interface. These features include: the title that appears at the top center
of the screen Experiment System, the background color of the screen, the font color,style
and size and the width and height of different types of text areas. Most of the buttons on
the various pages of the system, also are positioned at the bottom of the screen. Keeping
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these features uniform throughout the user interface improves usability, as the user’s eye
is not distracted by oddly placed text areas or differences in font size. Each applet begins
with a login, that lets the user gain access to the various functionality of the system. This
screen is the same in each applet, providing a consistent appearance to the log in screen,
irrespective of what type of user happens to be logging in. The layout for the login in
screen is shown in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Log in screen for all users

System Manager User Interface

The purpose of the user interface for the system manager, is to give the manager access to
the all the information about experimenters that have an account on the system, enable
them to create new accounts for new users and also delete old accounts. The user interface
therefore needs to display the necessary information to the manager clearly, as well as
provide them easy access to the functions of viewing the details of experimenters, adding
new users and deleting old accounts. There is one main page for the system manager that
displays all of the functions available to them. This page is shown in figure 5.3. This page
displays the number of experimenter accounts that are currently in the system, a list of the
experimenter accounts, by experimenter user-name and the buttons at the bottom of the
screen, enable the manager to add a new account, view an experimenter’s details or delete
an account. The screen for adding a new experimenter account is shown in figure 5.4.
There are three pieces of information needed to create the new account and therefore there
are three input fields in the center of the screen, clearly labeled Fullname, Username and
Password. At the bottom of the screen is the Create New User button. Once the manager
enters the necessary details and clicks this button a new account is created. Figure 5.5
shows the page layout for displaying the details of an individual experimenter. The user-
name, password, the url of their home-page and the number of experiments they have at
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Figure 5.3: Example of system manager main page

Figure 5.4: Example of creating a new experimenter account

present is shown in the center of the screen. At the bottom are two navigation buttons,
one to bring the user back to the main page, the other to open a window and load the
experimenter’s home-page. Unlike the Add New Account button and View Details buttons
on the manager’s main page, the Delete User button does not navigate the user away
from the main page. Instead, pressing this button results in a question popping up on
the screen. This is shown in figure 5.6. The question asks the user if they wish to make
the account defunct, or delete it completely. If the make the account defunct, then the
account remains in the system, but is labeled as defunct, however if they choose to delete it
completely, the account is sent to a trash folder, and cannot be retrieved by the manager.1

The system manager user interface displays all the necessary information very clearly to
the user, letting them know what functionality is available to them and giving them access
to this functionality. The appearance of this part of the interface is kept consistent with

1However, it can be retrieved if necessary by a developer.
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Figure 5.5: Example of experimenter details page

the rest, which enables users learn to use the system quite quickly.

Experimenter Applet User Interface

The user with most requirements of the system is the experimenter. The experimenter
needs the system to create experiments, show the details of the experiments already created,
let them preview their experiments, create copies of experiments, edit experiments, delete
experiments and of course analyze the results of their experiments. With all these different
functions required, the design of the user interface for experimenters was important. I
decided to have a single page for the experimenter, where all of these functions were
available to them. An example of this page is shown in figure 5.7. At the top of the
page it says Welcome RACHEL. You have 4 experiments currently active. Including the
experimenter’s name at the top of the screen like this reassures the user that they are
in the correct place. Also the number of experiments they currently have in the system
is displayed. Informing them of this number may save the experimenter some time, if
they have a large number of experiments. Below this on the left is a box containing the
names of the experimenter’s experiments. On the right of this are some details about the
experiment. By double-clicking on the name of an experiment in the box on the left hand
side of the screen, the information concerning that experiment appears instantly to the
right of the box, replacing the details of the last experiment that was clicked on. This
enables the experimenter to quickly browse through the details of their experiments, when
perhaps looking for a specific experiment. Also, displayed on the right is the number of
people that have answered the experiment to date. In figure 5.7 it says 0 people have
participated in the experiment. This is a handy feature for the experimenter, so that they
can quickly log in and see how many people have answered each of their experiments.
Below this information at the bottom of the screen are six buttons. These buttons bring
the experimenter to the main available functions. Having all of these functions available on
the experimenter home-page makes the system very easy to use, as the experimenter can
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Figure 5.6: Example of deleting experimenter account

move from previewing their experiment to creating a copy of the experiment to deleting
their experiment very quickly. It also helps as the user can see in one glance what functions
are available to them.

Experiment Creation Design The first screen for creating an experiment is shown in
figure 5.8. The experimenter enters the general details of the experiment here, choosing a
name for the experiment and a password etc. The input fields and areas are clearly labeled
and are an appropriate size for the intended amount of data required. For example, the
password field is fairly short and the instructions text area is quite large. This also enables
the user to be able to quickly read back over the text they have entered, as they will not
have to do much scrolling. The navigation button to continue to the next slide is positioned
as usual at the bottom of the screen. The experimenter then creates the experiment content
slides one after the other. The layout of this screen is shown in figure 5.20. The buttons are
again positioned at the bottom of the page. To give the display of the slides a consistent
appearance, all of the buttons and randomization choices are always present on this page,
even when they cannot be used. For example, when a slide already has a passage, the
experimenter cannot add another passage to the slide, as each slide may contain at most
one passage of text. The Add Passage button will still be present on the page however. It
will be disabled though, so that it has a grayed-out appearance and if the user attempts to
press it, nothing happens. Being able to disable features like this is very useful. It enables
the interface to have a consistent appearance, i.e. no buttons disappear and reappear again,
depending on what data is present, but instead the buttons remain but are signaled to the
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Figure 5.7: Example of an experimenter’s home-page

user that they currently cannot be used. When the experimenter is finished creating the
current slide, they can press the Next Slide button to create another slide in the current
section, or the Next Section button, if they wish to add another section of slides, or the
End Experiment button if the current slide was the last slide of the experiment. When
finished creating the content slides, the user enters their post-experiment comment and
chooses whether or not they wish to explicitly give participants the choice of submitting
their answers at the end of the experiment. The layout for this screen is shown in figure
5.9. This screen again has a clear layout and a sufficiently large text area for entering the
post-experiment comment. Once they are finished here, they are asked if they would like
to save the experiment. This is also a good feature, as the experimenter may decide at this
point to scrap what they a have entered.

Preview Experiment Design The Preview Experiment function available to an exper-
imenter, enables the experimenter to view their experiment exactly as participants in the
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Figure 5.8: Example of details page for creating an experiment

experiment see it. They can check each slide will appear to the participants in the way
they intended it to. For this reason, the design of this part of the user interface is identical
to the design of the interface for participating in the experiment (see section Experiment
Participant User Interface below). However, there is one small difference, in that when the
experiment is being previewed as opposed to participated in, the user is not forced to enter
answers to the questions, whereas when someone participates in an experiment, they must
enter or select an answer for every question in the experiment.

Experiment Editing Design The user interface for editing experiments is also very
user-friendly. Firstly, the details of the experiment are displayed to th user, along with
the experiment instructions. The layout of this page is shown in figure 5.10. The layout is
similar to that of the create experiment page except the details of the experiment, as the
experiment existed in the system are displayed in the input fields and areas. The user can
therefore see what the existing data is and make the desired changes before continuing.
On the edit pages however there is one main difference. There are two buttons to navigate
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Figure 5.9: Example of post-experiment comment page for creating an experiment

through the editing pages, i.e. the Continue button and the Exit button. These two
buttons are positioned at the top of the page of each slide. The reason they are at the
top of the page as opposed to the bottom, is so that an experimenter can quickly traverse
through the slides to find the slide they wish to edit by pressing the Continue button. If
this button were in the usual location, i.e. at the bottom of the slide, the experimenter
would possibly need to scroll down each slide first to click this button in order to move
to the next slide. This allows the experimenter to quickly reach a slide at the end of the
experiment. The Exit button, which is on every slide of the experiment, on the other
hand is useful if there is a slide at the beginning of the experiment that you wish to
edit. This button enables the user to edit the desired slide and immediately exit the edit
function, without having to iterate through the other slides of the experiment, which do
no need to be edited. When the experimenter presses this button, they are asked, would
they like to save the changes they have made. This is very useful, as if the experimenter
deletes something by mistake, they can exist the edit function, choosing not to save the
changes and begin the process again. Editing the content of individual slides is also quite
straightforward process. An example of the screen layout is shown in figure 5.21. The slide
content is displayed to the experimenter on the screen. At the top of the screen is the
image, followed by the passage, beneath which are the questions. The user has the option
of inserting or deleting any of the content of the slide. Most of the buttons for doing this
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Figure 5.10: Example of editing the details of an experiment

are displayed at the bottom of slide. Also, beneath each question are buttons for inserting
or deleting a multiple choice answer to the question. This is a very clear layout, sticking to
the convention that most of the buttons will appear at the bottom of the screen. When the
user inserts a question on the slide, they are first asked where they would like the question
to be positioned. Figure 5.22 shows an example of how this information is gotten from the
user. This allows the experimenter to position the new question with ease wherever they
wish on the slide. When the experimenter wishes to insert an answer to a question then,
they may be asked where they would like to position the answer (if there are other answers
already present for that question). An example of how they are asked where they would like
to put the answer is shown in figure 5.23. However, if there are no answers already present
for a question, the user is not asked about the position of the answer, and their answer
is simply inserted beneath the appropriate question. The user can therefore position the
answers to questions easily. When editing a slide the user can also reset the randomization
options, choosing to make the questions on the slide appear in a random order, or not
and choosing whether the multiple choice answers to each question should be randomly
displayed. Finally, then the experimenter can view there post-experiment comment, where
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they can edit its contents and decide whether or not they wish the participants to have
the choice of not submitting their data at the end of the experiment. The layout of this
page is shown in figure 5.11. This page is also layed out very clearly with an input area in

Figure 5.11: Example of editing the post-experiment comment

the center of the page and the navigation button at the bottom of the page.

Analyze Results Design There are many different ways the results of experiments
could be viewed. For example, an experimenter may wish to look at all the results together,
or simply look at the results for a single participant. Therefore, an experimenter has the
option of viewing the answers given by all participants to a single question or viewing
the answers given by a single participant to all the questions in the experiment. The
experimenter may also get a summary of the response times and a summary of all the
results to all the questions. These four functions are available to the experimenter once
they have clicked the Analyze Results button on their home-page. The screen layout is
shown in figure 5.12. On this screen each question in the experiment is displayed one below
the other, accompanied by a View Results button. Clicking on one of these buttons brings
the user to a page displaying the answers that all the participants have given to the question.
At the bottom of the screen are more buttons. The first button is a navigation button to
return the user to their home-page, and the other three buttons enable the experimenter to
either view an individual participant’s results, view the response times of the participants,
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Figure 5.12: Example of an analyze results page

or view a summary of the answers given by all participants to the experiment. When testing
the experiment system, it became apparent that the favorable way of viewing the results
of experiments, was by viewing the answers given by all participants to a single question.
For this reason it is the main content of the Analyze Results page. By having the questions
displayed as the main content of the page like this, most users will use this function first,
clicking on the View Results button for a particular question. This encourages the user
to view the results in the way that will most likely be satisfactory to them. The other
three options to view the individual participant results, the response times summary and
the answers summary are present at the bottom of the screen in case the user wishes
to view the results another way. As mentioned above, when the user presses the View
Results button beside a particular question, the answers to that question, given by each
of the participants in the experiment is displayed to the user. The layout for this page is
different depending on whether the question is a open-text answer question or a multiple
choice question. Examples of the two screen layouts are given in figures 5.13 and 5.14.
Figure 5.13 shows the screen layout if the question was non-multiple-choice i.e. an open
text answer was required. On this screen the question, labeled with the section number,
slide number and question number, is given at the top of the screen. Below the question
the answers that participants gave are given in order, starting with the participant that
first took part in the experiment and ending with the last participant to take part. At
the bottom of the screen is a button Other Questions. Pressing this button brings the
user back to the previous screen, where they can choose to look at the results of another
question. This design is very clear and simple. No unnecessary information is given and
everything is labeled clearly so that there should be no confusion over what question
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Figure 5.13: Example of results display for open-text answer questions

or participant answer the experimenter is viewing. Figure 5.14 shows the layout for a
multiple-choice question. Again the labeled question is displayed at the top of the screen.
Below the question is a sentence which either says Multiple answers were NOT allowed
for this question or Multiple answers were allowed for this question. This is to remind
the experimenter, whether or not they restricted the participants to giving a single answer
to the question or not. Below this then is a table displaying what the participants chose
as their answers. The first column displays the participant label each row, for example
Participant 1 Chose:. The top row labels each column of the table (excluding the first
column), each cell containing one of the answers to the multiple choice question. There is
an X then in each cell of the table that corresponds to a participant and an answer, if that
participant chose that answer when taking part in the experiment. If the participant did
not choose the answer, there is nothing in the cell of the table. Finally, the last row of the
table gives the total number of participants to choose the answer. This table displays what
answers the participants chose very clearly to the experimenter, in addition to summing
the number of participants that chose each answer.

As mentioned above, the experimenter can also view the results of an individual partic-
ipant. This option firstly lets the user choose which participant they wish to view. Then
the results of the experiment are displayed to the experimenter slide by slide, but with
the answers to the experiment given by the participant filled in. This option displays the
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Figure 5.14: Example of results display for multiple-choice questions

entire slide to the experimenter, with the image, passage and questions present. This way
of looking at the results has the advantage of seeing what image and passage the partici-
pant was looking at when they gave their answer. An example of the screen layout for an
example experiment is given in figure 5.24.

The response summary page is a very useful part of the results analysis system. It
enables the user to down-load the responses to an experiment in a tabular format, suitable
for loading into a spreadsheet or another piece of analysis software. Appendix D.1 shows
an example of a response summary file. The file is in the format of text separated by
some commas. A description of how to interpret the data is given in section 3.3.2. The
data given here is not in a very user-friendly format in comparison to the other ways of
viewing the results discussed above. However, the sole purpose of this option is to give
the experimenter the results in a format suitable to be loaded directly into a spreadsheet
or analysis software. The data is not intended to be analyzed using the file in the format
presented and therefore the appearance of the data in the file is not important.

The response times can also be down-loaded by the experimenter in a format similar
to that of the response summary file. The response times are given in tabular form (see
appendix D.2). A description of how to interpret the data is also given in section 3.3.2.

Creating a Copy of an Experiment Design In order to create a copy of an exper-
iment, the experimenter presses the Create Copy button on their home-page. A pop-up
box then appears on the screen asking them to enter the new name of the copy of the
existing experiment. An example is shown in figure 5.15. The user simply enters the new
name of the experiment. If the user already has an existing experiment with that name, a
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Figure 5.15: Example of creating a copy of an experiment

box will appear informing them of this and asking them to enter another name. Since the
name of experiments must be unique to that experimenter, the user must be informed if
they mistakenly attempt to create another experiment with the same name as a previous
(undeleted) experiment. Once the user enters a new name, the name appears at the top of
the list of experiments on their home-page, and they can proceed to edit it, preview and
so on. The create copy user interface is user-friendly, as it is very simple to do and any
errors that could occur are prevented.

Experiment Deletion Design An experimenter can delete an experiment on their
home-page. In order to delete an experiment, the experimenter selects the experiment in
the list of experiments and then presses the Delete Experiment button. As deleting an
experiment involves loss of information, the experimenter is asked are they sure they wish
to delete the experiment in question. An example of this is shown in figure 5.16. There is
no undelete for an experimenter, however, since the files are not completely deleted from
the system, a developer could retrieve the files of a deleted experiment if necessary.
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Figure 5.16: Example of deleting an experiment

Experiment Participant User Interface

The experiment participant user interface enables users to take part in the experiments.
It is important to display the necessary information to the user clearly, and provide them
with a way of inputting their answers to questions. Figure 5.17 shows the layout of the first
slide of an experiment. The purpose of this slide is to display the experiment instructions
to the users. The page contains simply a large text area containing the instructions and
a single button at the bottom of the page. Clicking this button signals the display of the
first content slide of the experiment. The layout for this page is shown in figure 5.25. At
the top of the page is the name of the experiment and to the left of this the section and
slide number are displayed. This is to let the user keep track of where they are in the
experiment. In the example experiment, it is worth noting that only the slide number
is displayed and not the section number. This is because the example experiment only
contains a single section of slides. When there is only one section of slides the participants
are just shown the slide number, as having section 1 present, implies that there is a section
2. This could have confused users, or gave them the impression that they may have
missed some slides of the experiment. When there are two or more sections of slides,
the section number is displayed along with the slide number. The image and passage are
positioned at the top of the slide to participants. This is useful, because in the majority
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Figure 5.17: Example of experiment instructions page for experiment participants

of experiments, the user should examine both of these before answering the questions.
Positioning them at the top of the slide encourages users to look at them before looking
at the questions. Below then are the questions. Each question is labeled with its question
number, the first question being labeled Question 1. This is the case even if the questions
are randomized. The questions will always be labeled starting with 1 for the first question
on the slide, even though the experimenter may have entered the question as question four,
for example. This is important because if the questions are randomized the order that the
experimenter entered them should not be apparent to participants. I considered the option
of not labeling the questions with a number at all. I decided against this however because
numbering questions makes it easier for people to answer the questions. This number is
also used if the participant forgets to answer a particular question. They are then informed
that they should answer this question before proceeding. Below this question label is a text
area containing the question. If the question was an open text question, then below the
question is a sentence, saying Please enter your answer here, below which is another text
area, where the participant enters their answer to the question. If the question is multiple
choice, they are asked to select an answer to the question. If the participants are restricted
to giving a single answer to the question, each answer is accompanied by a radio button.
Only one of these radio buttons can be selected at a time, and therefore the participant
cannot give more than one answer. However, if more than one answer is allowed, check
boxes as opposed to radio buttons are used. Any number of these check boxes can be
selected, allowing the user to choose more than one answer to the question. Finally, at the
bottom of the screen is the Continue button. Positioning the button at the bottom of the
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screen like this is appropriate because the user is likely to be looking at this part of the
screen when they wish to proceed to the next slide, after answering the last question. Once
the user has answered all the questions on all of the slides, they are shown the experiment
post-comment. The layout of this slide is shown in figure 5.18. The purpose of this slide

Figure 5.18: Example of post-comment page for experiment participants

is to provide a way for experimenters to give participants debriefing message. The slide
simply contains a large text area in the center of the screen, below which are the means
for navigating further. The navigation will either consist of one or two buttons, depending
on whether or not the experimenter wishes to explicitly give the participants the choice of
submitting their answers or not at the end of the experiment. If this function is required,
then two buttons are displayed, one labeled Submit Answers, the other labeled Do not
submit answers. If the user presses the former, their answers will be saved, and the latter
will results in none of their inputted data being saved. However, if this function is not
required, there will be a single button, labeled Submit Answers, which of course results in
the answers being saved. Once this button is pressed, the user’s browser is pointed at the
following url: http://wilde.cs.tcd.ie/Experimenter/Version1/Data/endSubmit.html. This
web-page is shown in figure 5.19. This page displays a thank you note from the system
manager, giving their email address, so that any participants interested in the system, can
contact them.
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Figure 5.19: Example of the end web-page for particpants in experiments

5.1.3 Data Structure Design and Implementation

As the goal when developing the system, was to engineer a complex piece of software with
numerous functionality requirements, the design of the data structures to be used was an
extremely important part of the overall system design. When designing data structures it is
important to keep their design independent of their implementation, keeping in mind their
use of resources such as memory space and CPU time. The solutions to these structures
provide the foundations to the entire program.

An important part of the data structure design is identifying what data structures are
actually needed. Data structures were needed to represent the following entities:

• experiment

• experimenter

• section

• slide

• question

• answer

• comment

• response

• group

A detailed description of the data structure design and implementation is provided in
appendix A.
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5.1.4 System Security

Access to various parts of the system is controlled by means of user-names and passwords.
There are three levels of access depending on the type of user. The most restricted of the
three access levels is given to experiment participants. They are given a single user-name
and password, which will only work on the participation applet of the experiment that the
user-name and password belongs to. Multiple participants can answer the same experiment
at one time, however, but use the same user-name and password to log in. The next level
of access is given to the experimenters. An experimenter has access to the experimenter
applet. This applet allows each experimenter access to their own experiments only, i.e. no
experimenter can be given access to edit or copy the experiment of a different experimenter.
The experimenter also has access to the participant applet, as they have access to the user-
name and password of their own experiments. Finally, the system manager has access to all
parts of the system. The manager has a single user-name and password. This user-name
and password can only be used on the system manager web-page and lets the user log in
to the system manager applet. By navigating through the pages displayed by this applet
the system manager can find out the user-name and password of any of the experimenters
in the system, thus giving them experimenter level access in addition to system manager
access.

5.2 Conclusion

In this section the system design and implementation were described. An overall account of
the system was first of all given, which detailed the system architecture. The user interface
design follows this, including various considerations that were taken into account when
deciding on the general appearance of the user interface. In addition to this, the design
of the data structures used in the program are given as well as a detailed description of
how they have been implemented, including the most interesting algorithms on these data
structures. Finally, the system security was described.
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Figure 5.20: Example of slide creation page
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Figure 5.21: Example of editing the content of a slide
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Figure 5.22: Example of inserting a question on a slide
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Figure 5.23: Example of inserting an answer to a question
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Figure 5.24: Example of results display for individual participants
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Figure 5.25: Example of slide page for experiment participants
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6.1 Introduction

In this chapter I detail some research that has been carried out using the system. The
researchers involved were students of computational linguistics, some of whom were com-
pleting their undergraduate studies and others who were at postgraduate level. 1 The
research was successfully carried out, proving the usefulness of the system at hand. Each
piece of research included in this chapter was carried out at a different stage of development
of the program. The feedback given about the program by each researcher, was used in
improving the system. The case studies presented here are given in order, starting with
the earliest research to take place.

6.2 Case Study 1: Frequency Expressions

Buckley (2003) used the system to replicate an experiment on frequency expressions of
English. The experiment was originally carried out as part of a study by Hakel (1968),
which itself was also a replication of an experiment by Simpson (1944). The purpose of the
study by Hakel (1968) was to produce a scale for frequency expressions. The experiment
participants were asked to assign a number between 1 and 100 to each frequency expression
presented. A total of 20 expressions were given to each participant. The expressions were
presented on there own, without a surrounding sentence, i.e. no context was given. The
original experiment was conducted using print-outs, resulting in the order of the quantifiers
being the same for each participant. Buckley (2003) notes that this as a disadvantage, as
the results could be order-biased. The frequency expressions used in the experiment are
listed below:

• almost never

• always

• about as often as not

• frequently

• generally

• hardly ever

• never

• not often

• now and then

1All of the case studies detailed in this chapter were carried out by students other than myself. In

chapter 7, I describe an experiment I carried out using the system.
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• occasionally

• often

• once in a while

• rarely

• rather often

• seldom

• sometimes

• usually

• usually not

• very seldom

• very often

The results of the original experiment showed that the expression always was given the
highest median value on the scale and never was given the lowest median value. In the
original experiment by Simpson (1944) and the replication by Hakel (1968), a correlation of
99% was found between the rank orders of the medians of the scale values given by partic-
ipants, which suggests that the experiment results are reliable. Buckley (2003) replicated
the experiment using the experimentation tool. She carried out this experiment toward the
end of her work on the system, and therefore the system was at approximately the stage
of development described in chapter 4. The replicated experiment consisted of two parts.
The first part was contained on a single slide. This slide displayed all of the expressions.
Each of them was accompanied by a text area, where the participant entered the number
on the scale from 1 to 100 that they wished to allocate to the expressions. The order of
the expressions was randomized, and therefore the results would not be effected by the
order that the expressions were displayed in. The second part of the experiment displayed
the expressions on individual slides. There was also an input box accompanying each of
the expressions, so that the participant in the experiment could assign each expression a
number again. The order of these slides was also randomized to eliminate order-biased
results. The intention of displaying the expressions again, but on individual slides was to
investigate whether or not participants based their answer on previous answers they have
given. This experiment aimed to produce two sets of results, one for when the expressions
appear together on a single slide and another when the expressions appear on separate
slides. Comparing these results would then show whether or not participants did indeed
base their answer to a question on the answer they gave to the previous question. 32
subjects took part in the experiment in total. The mean age of participants was 41, with
8 females and 25 males taking part. The results of the experiment are shown in figure
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Frequency Expression Mean (separate screens) Mean (same screen)

always 99.03 99.55
very often 81.85 84.1
usually 76.12 79.67
frequently 75.12 76.37
often 73.18 71.97
rather often 72.18 66.36
generally 70.91 72.45
about as often as not 45.24 45.97
sometimes 35.21 34.18
now and then 33.77 25.7
occasionally 28.52 30.67
once in a while 22.52 17.88
not often 19.42 23.85
usually not 17.15 17.09
seldom 15.39 14.61
very seldom 10.79 8.66
rarely 8.82 7.27
hardly ever 8.33 7.42
almost never 5.12 3.64
never 0.06 0.03

Figure 6.1: Frequency expression experiment results
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6.1. Buckley (2003) calculated a correlation of 95% on the rank order of the expressions
between the results recorded by Hakel (1968) and the results gotten from displaying the
expressions on a single screen, but in a randomized order. In addition a chi square test of
significance was carried out on the two sets of results. A value of 1.19 was obtained with
19 degrees of freedom. Buckley (2003) concluded from this that there was not a significant
difference between the results achieved when the order of the expressions are displayed
in a random order to participants and when the expressions have a fixed order. As can
be seen from figure 6.1, the results achieved from displaying the expressions on individual
slides as opposed to displaying them together on a single slide were quite similar. There
was in fact a 99% correlation between for the mean values obtained for the expressions
between the results when the expressions were displayed on a single slide as opposed to
individual slides. Buckley (2003) concludes that the participants in the experiments have
shown stable judgments for the expressions and that whether or not the expressions are
presented to them on a single slide or individually does not influence the results.

As mentioned above, Buckley (2003) used the experiment system to carry out this
experiment. As the system existed at the time, it enabled Buckley (2003) to create it
online and people to take part in it. The appearance of the slides of the experiment is
shown in figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. Buckley (2003) took advantage of the randomization
capabilities of the system as it existed. This enabled her to display the first two slides
of the experiment in a fixed position at the beginning of the experiment, followed by the
rest of the slides appearing in a randomized order. Also, the order of the questions (or
expressions in this case) were randomized on slide 3 of the experiment (see figure 6.4).
The answers the participants gave to the experiment were recorded and could be displayed
using the analyze results functionality that existed at that time. Unfortunately, there
is no description in (Buckley, 2003) of how the system was used to get these results. As
mentioned in 4, the existing function of analyzing the results did not have the functionality
of down-loading the results in a summary file. Using the version of the system as it existed
when I inherited it, I attempted to load the results. This did not work however, as an error
occurs when the program tries to parse the results files. Presumably then, the results were
gotten, by down-loading the results files and transcribing the answers to each question
onto a spreadsheet. An example of one of the results files for this experiment is shown in
appendix C.2.3. As 32 people participated in the experiment, manually parsing these files
in order to analyze the results of the experiment must have been quite time consuming.
In conclusion, the use of the system to create the experiment, to enable people to take
part and to record the results of the experiment was quite successful. However, since the
function for analyzing the results did not appear to function at all for this experiment,
the system had not been useful for analyzing the results. Although there are no details
of how the system was used for working with this particular experiment, Buckley (2003)
includes some suggestions for future work on the system. Its suggested that separate user-
name and passwords for each participant in an experiment should be generated. There
are no reasons given to suggest why this should be implemented, however. Perhaps it
was intended to ensure that people do not participate in the same experiment more than
once. In my opinion, this would not be a good solution to that problem however. In
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creating separate user-names and passwords for each participant, the experimenter would
be required to email each participant of the experiment individually to give them their
specific user-name and password. This would only realistically be practical if there were a
very small number of people participating in the experiment. However, another solution
to this problem was presented by Buckley (2003). The IP address of the computer that
participants used could be recorded. The experimenter could then be notified if more than
one participant had the same IP address and therefore it would be unlikely that someone
would be able to take part more than once without being noticed. This suggestion has not
yet been implemented in the system, due to time constraints, however it would be very
useful. Buckley (2003) also suggests improving the layout of the individual screen displays
of the user interface. This suggestion has since been implemented and the user interface
is therefore much improved (see sections 4.6 and 5.1.2 for further details). In addition to
this, Buckley (2003) adds that the most significant improvement of the system could be
in the area of results analysis. The results analysis part of the program has also been
greatly improved since the system was used to carry out the experiment detailed here (see
sections 4.2.4 and 3.3.2 for further details). However, Buckley (2003) suggests that the
way this function should be improved is to implement a chi square test of significance on
the results data or a t-test or a range of other measures used in inferential statistics. These
suggestions have however not been implemented in the system. Instead, I implemented a
way of formatting the results data so that it can be loaded into other analysis software
packages, which already have the capability of performing complex analysis of results data.
For many researchers, their research requires them to use a specific piece of software to
analyze the results, and therefore providing a way of using the specific software package
to analyze the results gotten by the experiment system, proved more useful than doing
this analysis itself. However, such analysis techniques as the chi-square test could prove
an interesting addition to the functionality and could perhaps be added as part of future
development.

6.3 Case Study 2: Risk Taking and Avoidance

In this section, I discuss a case study, in which potential users of the system ultimately
decided against using it. At the time, I had already further developed the system to
a degree, but the system was still in an early stage of development. As such, many
of the existing features and functionality of the system had not yet been implemented.
The researchers interested in using it were involved in a study that required carrying out
experiments, the aim of the experiments being the investigation of people’s preferences
with regards to taking or avoiding risks. The researchers involved were members of a
group at the University of Bolton, and my contact was with Claire Hewson. The required
experiment procedure involved presenting participants with hypothetical gambles in which
they could win money. Participants received instructions, in the form of approximately
300 words, then an example gamble, in order to illustrate to them, what they are intended
to do in the experiment. Following this, a practice gamble slide was shown to participants,
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Figure 6.2: Instructions slide for frequency expressions experiment

followed by several slides, each giving a scenario and asking participants how much money
they would like to gamble.

Our contact at Bolton University, after viewing the system, initially showed a keen
interest in using it and decided to test it out for herself by creating a test experiment, which
was then shown to the other researchers involved in the study. However, due to existing
problems with the system, the group decided against using it for their experiments. The
main issue they had, which ultimately motivated the decision to abandon using the system,
was that it lacked an edit function for experiments. They found using the system to create
experiments extremely frustrating, because if a small error was made during the creation
of an experiment, the entire experiment had to be created again from scratch. In addition,
they found that the display text area for instructions was too short for their purposes. Due
to the fact that they had quite lengthy instructions, participants would have needed to use
the scroll bar quite a bit in order to read them, which was not ideal. Also, they found the
passage text area on a slide was also too small, and suggested that its design was more
appropriate for conventional psychological experiments involving the display of a sentence
or short passage of text. Overall, they felt that the system had some useful features for
certain types of experiments and expressed their interest in using it for other experiments
in the future. However, they noted that the lack of an edit function would certainly limit
their future use of the system.

As a result, the group needed to find an alternative way of carrying out their experi-
ment. They decided to implement the experiment using a number of html pages, designed
specifically for the experiment in question, as well as a php script and a mysql database.
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Figure 6.3: Slide 2 of frequency expressions experiment
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Figure 6.4: Slide 3 of frequency expressions experiment

Figure 6.5: Example slide of part 2 of frequency expressions experiment
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Using html allowed them to have full control over the display of the experiment, for exam-
ple allowing them to display their instructions to participants without use of the scrollbar.
They generated the html forms using a generic html form processor, see Goeritz (2005) for
further details. They also needed to disable the users back button on the browser, since
it was important for their experiment, that the participant could not change answers on a
slide once they had already proceeded to another slide. They managed this by means of
the following Java-script function:

<script language="JavaScript">

<!--

javascript:window.history.forward(1);

//-->

</script>

Including this in the html code, caused pressing the back button to result in the current
web page being reloaded instead of the usual action of the previous page in the history
being loaded. The researchers involved noted that this was not a flawless solution to their
problem, however, and pointed out that the experiment system that we have implemented
had a clear advantage over this method with regards to such issues. In conclusion, the
researchers involved, provided valuable feedback, highlighting the important of adding an
edit function, as well as expressing a desire for a more flexible layout of portions of text.
Since then the edit function has been added to the system, and has proved to be a very
valuable addition (see Editing an Experiment in section 3.3.2). Also, the size of the text
area for the displaying a passage of text on slides is now determined by the actual size
of the passage, and therefore is an appropriate size and does not require the experiment
participants to use the scrollbar when reading the text (see section ??).

6.4 Case Study 3: Temporary Ambiguity Resolution

Grant (2005) used the system to carry out experiments on temporary ambiguity resolution
in sentence processing. The work was part of a psychological study into how quickly human
beings can resolve temporary syntactic ambiguity. Five different categories of ambiguity
were to be investigated and the results hoped to show which type of ambiguity is the most
difficult to resolve. The categories of ambiguity are listed here:

• complement clause versus relative clause

• object noun phrase versus main clause subject

• direct object versus embedded subject

• prepositional phrase attachment

• main clause versus complement clause
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The system was used to carry out five experiments in total, each experiment involving all
five categories of ambiguity. The experiment participants were presented with five pairs
of English sentences. Each pair of sentences consisting of an ambiguous sentence and
an unambiguous counterpart. One sentence from each pair is displayed first, alternating
between ambiguous sentences and unambiguous ones, after which the remaining sentences
are displayed, again alternating between ambiguous and unambiguous sentences. Each
sentence needed to be displayed word by word, the display of the next word in a sentence
being triggered by the participant. After each sentence a question is asked about the
information communicated in the sentence. This question is used to verify whether or not
the ambiguity had been resolved, by checking had the participant understood the sentence.
After the ten sentences and accompanying questions had been displayed to the participant,
a paragraph was displayed. This paragraph tested whether or not a particular ambiguous
sentence can be resolved more quickly when it is given in context, as opposed to when its
presented in isolation. It was also accompanied by a question to check if the ambiguity
had been resolved.

Grant (2005) used the experiment system to carry out these experiments. At the
time, the system was in mid-development. The overall usability and appearance of the
user interface had been greatly improved at this stage. However, the function for editing
experiments had not yet been implemented. Grant (2005) used the system to create the
experiments, to let his subjects take part in the experiments, to record the results data,
to view the results data online, and to down-load a summary of the response times of the
participants, which was a vital piece of functionality for the experiment in question. When
designing the experiments, Grant (2005) decided to have twelve sections of slides in each
experiment. Its worth noting that no randomization was used in the experiment, so the
order of everything was fixed and was displayed to all participants as its described here.
The first ten sections were used to display a sentence and its accompanying question, the
eleventh section was used to display the paragraph and its question and the final section
was used to record personal details of the participant. The first ten sections, therefore,
consisted of a separate slide for each word in the sentence, beginning with the first word
being displayed on slide one, the second on slide two, etc. On the last slide of the section
then a question was asked, which could be used to decipher whether or not the participant
had actually understood the sentence that had been displayed to them. In this way,
the experiment requirement of displaying the sentences word by word was achieved, the
display of the next word being triggered by the user pressing the Next Slide button. The
approximate amount of time the user spent looking at each individual word is recorded,
and the total time spent can be worked out by adding these times together (see section
2.4.1 for further details on reaction time accuracy). Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11,
6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show the slides contained in section four of the experiment
Subject1. This section of slides displays the ambiguous sentence The cook placed the cake
in the oven on the table. The eleventh section of the experiment displayed the paragraph
that tested the effects of context on ambiguity resolution. This section again consisted of
a number of slides, each with a single word of the paragraph displayed in order, and at
the end of the section again a question was asked to check if the ambiguous sentence had
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Figure 6.6: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment

been understood. The final section of slides consisted of a single slide. The purpose of this
was to get some information about the participants in the experiment, such as their age,
gender, their native language, their knowledge of linguistics and also to find out what they
thought the experiment was testing.

The results data that was of most interest in the experiment was the amount of time
the participants took to view each word of the sentences. Grant (2005) used the system to
down-load a summary of the response times. Figure 6.17 shows the file for the experiment
Subject1. Grant (2005) loaded this file into Microsoft Excel to analyze the data further. A
screen shot of the result of loading the file into Excel is shown in figure 6.18. Grant (2005)
then used Excel to display the response times in a number of different ways, for example
using bar charts. The labels of the slides on the spreadsheet were changed to the word that
was displayed on the slide, so that the particular results data for this experiment could be
more easily readable. Figure 6.19 shows one of the ways that Grant (2005) analyzed the
results of the experiment. Among the many different aspects of the results, discussed by
Grant (2005), he notes that two categories stand out as being the most difficult to resolve.
These are the categories object noun phrase versus main clause subject and main clause
versus complement clause. From the aggregate response times analysis, he deduces that the
biggest difference in times taken to process the unambiguous sentence and the ambiguous
sentence and therefore concludes that these types of ambiguity are most difficult to process.

Grant (2005) includes a critique of the system in his work. He mentions that the system
is not robust enough. He states two different circumstances when the system would crash,
during his use of it. The first was when he tried to create an experiment with the same
name as one he had already created. The names of the experiments must be unique to
each experimenter and this is why the system crashed when an experiment with the same
name as another owned by Grant (2005) was attempted to be created. As Grant (2005)
mentions, the system did not warn the user that they should not create two experiments
with the same name and this made the system crash when a user attempted it. Since
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Figure 6.7: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment

Figure 6.8: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment
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Figure 6.9: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment

Figure 6.10: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment
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Figure 6.11: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment

Figure 6.12: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment
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Figure 6.13: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment

Figure 6.14: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment
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Figure 6.15: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment

Figure 6.16: Example slide for temporary ambiguity resolution experiment
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Figure 6.17: Response times file for Subject1 experiment

Figure 6.18: Response times file loaded into Microsoft Excel
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then further development has taken place and in the case that an experimenter attempts
to create an experiment with the same name as one previously created, they are informed
that the name cannot be used again and are asked to pick a new name for the experiment,
thus preventing the system from crashing like this. Grant (2005) also complains that
pressing the Back button on the browser causes the system to crash. However, the Back
button on the browser was not intended to be used to navigate to the different parts of
the system. Only the buttons contained within the area of the applet on the screen can
be used for such a purpose. Pressing the Back button on the browser has the effect of
navigating the user away from the web-page containing the applet. The program does not
crash however. There is no practical way of preventing the user from pressing buttons
on the navigation bar if they so wish to. Perhaps a solution would be to include a help
menu, which could explain why the Back button should not be used. Another complaint
was that some participants could not load the applet on their computers. This was a valid
complaint, because at the time there was a problem with the server giving users access
to the program from outside college. This has since been changed and people now are
more successful when attempting to load the program from outside. However, since the
program is an applet, the participant’s browser needs to have a Java plug-in installed. If
they do not, they should be prompted to down-load the plug-in. However, since many of
the experiment participants have very little knowledge about computers, some do not want
to attempt down-loading the plug-in and therefore do not answer the experiment. Other
browsers, due to security settings and old versions of Java, do not load the applet at all,
which is also a problem, but one with no obvious solution at the moment. Therefore, it
is expected when sending out requests for people to participate, that there will be some
replies that the applet would not load, although these replies are much fewer now than at
the time Grant (2005) was using the system. Also detailed by Grant (2005) is the lack of a
way of editing the experiments once you created them. As mentioned above, at the time,
there was no way of editing experiments. This caused a lot of frustration for Grant (2005)
and he therefore found the creation of the experiments very time consuming. Since then, a
fully functioning edit function has been implemented to combat this problem. Despite these
problems, Grant (2005) describes the system as extremely easy to use. He says its very
user-friendly and no knowledge of computing is needed to use it. He describes the system
as the ideal tool to use in order to create an experiment. He also gives some suggestions of
how it could be improved. Besides suggesting that an edit function for experiments should
be included in the system functionality, he also suggests that once an experimenter has
finished creating an experiment, that there is a navigation back to their home-page. This
has been added since and is detailed further in section 4.6.2.
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Figure 6.19: Response times for each ambiguity category
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6.5 Case Study 4: Critical Ambiguity and Financial

Decision Making

Krugmand (2005) used the experimentation system, to carry out experiments that investi-
gated if a causal connection exists between the speeches of the American economist, Alan
Greenspan, and the behavior of financial markets. The author designed experiments to
investigate this, which involved creating scenarios, in which participants act as investors,
and faced with contextual news of the day, along with excerpts from Greenspan speeches,
are asked to make financial decisions. Participants would be presented with a series of
single-page scenarios, some of which were factual and some that were fabricated, contain-
ing a graph, showing the previous market performance, several headlines of the day and a
short article summarizing a speech made by Alan Greenspan. Below each article a question
would be presented, asking the participants to consider the information given and decide
whether or not they would like to buy, sell or maintain their current holdings of stocks.
It was necessary for the experiment, that the various scenarios be presented in a random
order, so as to reduce any effect the presentation order might have on the decisions made
by participants.

One of the main problems occurred by Krugmand (2005) in the process of the study,
was finding a way in which the experiments could be implemented. He decided that the
computer-based approach should be taken, as this would make the collection of data easier.
In addition, the author decided that the experiments should be available online, in order
to extend the reach of the participant pool as much as possible. Krugmand (2005) also
was aware of both the advantages and risks involved in running experiments online. The
initial attempt to implement the experiment, consisted of a series of html pages and form
data, that would be sent to each individual participant in the experiment. However, the
order of the scenarios in this implementation was fixed, and therefore the results had
the potential of being biased by the order in which the scenarios were presented. To
combat this problem, the author considered running two experiments, both with a fixed
order, but each presenting the scenarios in the reverse order of the other. However, this
idea was abandoned, as although it would reduce the bias, it would not be as effective as
randomizing the order of the scenarios. Another problem pointed out by Krugmand (2005),
was that implementing the experiments involved considerable time and technical detail,
that is otherwise not of interest to his work. Subsequently, the online experimentation
system was investigated as a means of implementing the experiment. The factors that
attracted the author to using the system, were firstly, that it was designed specifically to
run experiments over the Internet, and so saves the researcher having to put the experiment
on the web themselves. Also, the system possessed the desired functionality of randomizing
the order in which the slides of the experiment are displayed to participants. Thus, if each
scenario of the experiment, is positioned on an individual slide, the system would enable
the scenarios of the experiment to be displayed in a random order to participants. In
addition, the functionality of recording the response times of participants was seen as
an advantage. This feature was not strictly necessary for the experiment in question,
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but Krugmand (2005) felt that it could have advantages, as a very short response time
could be used as a means of weeding out responses, in which a participant had decided to
select random answers to the question, and thus were not participating as intended. The
experiment in question was quite lengthy, so it was likely that some participants, could
have lost interest at a mid stage of completing the experiment, and decided to choose
random answers, in order to complete the experiment quickly. However, the system did
not possess some functionality that was needed if it were to be used for the experiment in
question. Firstly, the ability to display an image on a slide, and secondly the system could
not create experiments that contained the amount of text needed for the experiment in
question. Thus, the functionality of adding an image to a slide was added to the system,
prior to the authors use of it. Adding this function, broadened the variety of experiments,
that can be implemented using the system quite a bit. It became apparent, after a test
experiment had been attempted to be created by Krugmand (2005), that the system could
not cope with an experiment of such a size. This was due to a built in Java method, for
sending information from client to server and vice versa, having a limit of a certain number
of characters. The authors experiment, exceeded this number, and caused the program to
crash. The problem was resolved, by running a check, prior to sending the experiment
data to or from the server, that the amount of data being sent does not exceed this limit.
If it does not, it will be sent as normal, however, if the amount is exceeded, the data is
split into a number of smaller pieces, and each is sent in turn, instead of sending the entire
amount of data at one time.

The analysis of the results, looked for significant differences between a variety of factors
including whether or not the decisions that respondents made when they were given a
fabricated context were as accurate as decisions made when given a factual context. He also
looks at whether or not there was a tendency toward buying or selling when respondents
were given a scenario that attempted to encourage one of the actions. The results analysis
consisted of a series of chi-squared calculations. A comparison of buying versus selling
decisions made by participants in situations that encouraged buying or selling revealed a
significant difference (Chi-square = 11.052, df = 2, p <= 0.01), suggesting that participants
did in fact show a preference between buying and selling in situations that encouraged one
or the other. In addition, the results showed that the distribution of choices to maintain
current holdings of stocks by participants when given scenarios that were intended to
encourage buying or selling, was not significant (Chi-square = 0.453, df = 1, p <= 1),
from which the author concluded that the participants were no more likely to refrain
from selling their shares, as they were from buying more shares. The difference between
the number of participants that made the encouraged decision to buy or sell, was not
significant (Chi-square = 1.312, df = 2, p <= 1). The author suggests that this shows
that participants are no more likely to make the expected decision in a buying situation
as opposed to a selling situation. A comparison of decisions to buy or sell versus maintain
in real and fabricated contexts likewise proved insignificant (Chi-square = 0.576, df = 1,
p <=1), suggesting that participants were equally as likely to make a decision in a real
context as in a fabricated one. In addition to this, the distribution of correct and incorrect
decisions across real and fabricated contexts was not significant (Chi-square = 0.2773, df =
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2, p <= 1), indicating that participants were no more likely to make the expected selection
in real contexts as opposed to in a fabricated context. The results of the experiment indicate
a clear effect of context on the interpretation of ambiguous utterances in that statements in
Alan Greenspan’s speeches elicited actual stock market behaviors (in terms of buys or sells)
when situated with actual contexts and predicted behaviors when accompanied instead by
fabricated contexts. The experiment system described in this, my own dissertation, was
used in order to construct the experiment and to present the materials to participants. The
needs of the experiment led to useful extensions to the system, such as a facility to display
graphical materials, and an improved approach to memory management in the context
of voluminous experimental items. Thus, Krugmand (2005) reports the system to have
been ideal for his needs. His dissertation hints at a background problem that any mode of
experimentation is susceptible to whether it involves experiments using paper and pencil or
the Internet, and that is the problem of attracting willing participants. Indeed, sampling
strategies remain one of the biggest issues in conducting research over the Internet (Hewson
et al., 2003). However, that range of issues is orthogonal to the present one which is the
provision of a general purpose tool for managing experiments, including a high degree of
security over the data, and clear interfacing to existing tools for analyzing the resulting
data. This case study is yet another one that highlights the advantages offered by the
experiment server in its current incarnation.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter a number of case studies were examined, by researchers, some of whom
were in the course of undergraduate study, others who were at postgraduate level and
others still who were professional researchers. The experiment design and results of each
of the cases in question were detailed, followed by a documentation of the use to which
the system was put to conduct experiments. Each case study involved use of the system
at a different stage of its development, beginning with the earliest work carried out prior
to my own development work, by Buckley (2003), through to the most recent work carried
out by Krugmand (2005). In conclusion, the system as it stands today is an effective and
user-friendly experiment creation tool, that can be used to implement quite a wide variety
of experiments. In the chapter that follows, experiments are replicated using the system, to
carry out a comparison between the results of the original experiments, which were carried
out using conventional methods, and those of the online replication.
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7.1 Introduction

This chapter includes an account of work carried out by Byrne and Walsh (2004), that
involved experiments to investigate the temporal order effect. Firstly, an experiment is
detailed that’s aim was simply to observe the temporal order effect, and secondly, an
experiment is carried out to observe the reversal of the temporal order effect. The chapter
begins with an explanation of counterfactual thinking, which is followed by a description
of the temporal order effect. Two experiments, carried out by Byrne and Walsh (2004),
are detailed and replicated, and an interesting comparison of the results of the original
experiments and those of the replication follows.

7.2 Counterfactual Thinking

When people think about events that have happened in the past, they not only think of the
events that actually happened, but also of what the outcome would have been if something
else had happened instead. This thinking about alternative possibilities for past events
and the results of such events is called counterfactual thinking. For example, when having
failed an exam, a student may construct the following thoughts: if only I had studied more,
then I would have passed. This tendency to form imaginary alternatives to reality has been
studied in many different areas such as artificial intelligence, psychology and philosophy.
This form of thought process is said to influence human emotions, for example, when
something bad has happened, thinking of alternative actions that would have led to a
different outcome, can cause someone to feel guilt, even though there may be several other
events that contributed to the outcome. In addition, counterfactual thinking can be used
in human reasoning, and as part of problem solving techniques. Counterfactual thinking
can also bring such notions as blame and regret into play after a past event has caused a
negative outcome. Existing studies have shown that several regularities are apparent in the
types of counterfactual thoughts that people generate. One of these regularities is known as
the temporal order effect. Byrne and Walsh (2004) have carried out interesting experiments
that investigate people’s tendencies to construct counterfactual thoughts, focusing on the
question of whether the temporal order the events that have taken place, effects which
events people are likely to undo when constructing alternatives to the factual events. Their
work is discussed in the sections that follow.

7.3 The Temporal Order Effect

When given a scenario that involves a series of events, all of which are independent of one
another, and asked to change an event so that the outcome will differ from the factual
outcome people tend to mutate the most recent event. Consider the following scenario
from (Byrne, Segura, Culhane, Tasso, & Berrocal, 2000):

Consider a game in which two individuals are given a shuffled deck of cards,
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and each one picks a card from his own deck. If the two cards they pick are
of the same color (i.e. both red or both black), each individual wins 1,000
pounds. Otherwise neither individual wins anything. John goes first and picks
a red card from his deck; Michael goes next and picks a black card from his
deck. Thus the outcome is that neither individual wins anything.

When asked what event could have happened differently, so that the outcome was that
the player won the money, people tend to ‘undo’ the second event, and say if only Michael
had picked a red card, they would have won the money. This tendency is known as the
temporal order effect. There is also a tendency for people to think that the second player
would experience more guilt than the first, and that the first player would blame the second
more for their loss of the game. One explanation for this is that the first event is relatively
immutable, because it is presupposed (Miller & Gunasegaram, 1990), and this event acts as
a background against which later events are perceived (Sherman & McConnell, 1996). This
immutable first event is also thought to play an important contextual role in constructing
a mental representation of a factual situation (Byrne et al., 2000). However, Byrne and
Walsh (2004) have shown that not only the factual events, play a role in which event people
are likely to undo, but also the counterfactual context, i.e. the description of the winning
conditions of the game. Byrne and Walsh (2004) investigate this by carrying out a series
of experiments, all of which involve identical descriptions of the rules of the game, the
series of events that take place, and the outcome of the events. In addition, the winning
conditions of each experiment are the same, but are described differently in each. In the
sections that follow, experiments carried out in the study are detailed, a replication of each
is carried out and the results are compared.

7.4 Experiment: Temporal Order Effect Observed

The aim of the experiment was to replicate an experiment carried out carried out by
Byrne and Walsh (2004), which investigated whether or not the temporal order effect
can be observed when the winning conditions of the game are slightly different than had
previously been tested, i.e. for situations in which the players must pick different cards.
Byrne and Walsh (2004) gave participants the winning conditions of the game in the form
of the following disjunction:

If one or the other but not both picks a card from a black suit, each individual
wins 1000 pounds.

In this experiment, the winning conditions are described in terms of the black suit, and
Byrne and Walsh (2004) suggest that they expect this to result in participants understand-
ing the conditions in which the game can be won by thinking about black cards:

John picks BLACK.............................................and they win
................................. Michael picks BLACK...... and they win
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Participants were also given the facts that John picked a black card and Michael picked a
black card and they both lost. Since the first parts of the facts (John picked a black card)
matches participants’ initial understanding of the winning conditions, Byrne and Walsh
(2004) suggest that they expect that participants will be more likely to change the second
part of the factual events, and say If Michael had picked a red card they would have won
the money, thus showing the temporal order effect.

In addition, as mentioned above, with each of the experiments carried out by Byrne
and Walsh (2004), a control experiment was also carried out. The winning conditions of
this experiment were worded as follows:

If the two cards they pick are of a different color (i.e. one from a red suit and
one from a black suit), each individual wins 1000.

In this case, Byrne and Walsh (2004) suggest that the participants will either keep one of
the following models in mind in order to understand the winning conditions:

1. John picks BLACK and Michael picks RED

2. John picks RED and Michael picks BLACK

3. John picks BLACK and Michael picks RED
John picks RED and Michael picks BLACK

Participants are again given the factual events John picked a black card and Michael picked
a black card and they both lost. The authors suggest that if participants keep model three
above in mind, i.e. two possible sets of events, they should exhibit the temporal order
effect. Alternatively, if model one or two above is kept in mind, i.e. a single scenario of
what could happen, the temporal order effect should be eliminated. Participants who keep
in mind model one, should mutate the second part of the facts and say If only Michael had
picked a red card, and participants who keep in mind model two should mutate the first
event and say If only John had picked a red card.

7.4.1 Method

Materials and Design

In the original experiment, Byrne and Walsh (2004) constructed a scenario based on the
color card scenario used by Byrne et al. (2000). In both scenarios, each player won 1000
pounds if they pick different color cards. Although both scenarios involved the same
winning conditions, the way in which they were described to participants differed. Firstly,
a disjunctive sentence was used to describe the conditions: If one or the other but not
both picks a card from the black suit, each individual wins 1000 pounds, and secondly, a
conjunctive description of the winning conditions was given as a control experiment: If the
two cards they pick are of a different color (i.e. one from a red suit and one from a black
suit), each individual wins 1000 pounds. The facts and the outcome were the same in both
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experiments and participants were asked to complete the same three tasks and assigned
to one of the experiments only. Participants completed a counterfactual mutation task, a
judgment of guilt and a judgment of blame:

1. Please complete the following sentence. John and Michael could each have won 1000
pounds if only one of them had picked a different card, for instance if...

2. Who would you predict would experience more guilt: John or Michael?

3. Who will blame the other more: John or Michael?

When replicating the experiments, I decided that in order to do a fair comparison of the
results of Byrne and Walsh (2004) and the results of the replication, it would be necessary
to keep the replication as close as possible to the original, and therefore the materials and
design of the replication are the same as those of the original. One issue that arose, was
what question type should be used to implement the questions asking the participants
to choose between Michael and John. As mentioned previously, the system allows for
two different types of multiple choice question to be implemented in experiments; those
allowing a single answer, and those allowing multiple answers (implemented by means
of radio buttons for the former and check boxes for the latter). Since, in the original
experiment, participants, could have (and did in some case) choose both Michael and John
as their answer to a question, it was decided that we should use the question type that
allowed multiple answers.

Participants and Procedure

In the original experiment, by Byrne and Walsh (2004), the participants were 152 under-
graduate students from different departments in the University of Dublin, Trinity College,
and their participation was voluntary. They were aged between 17 and 38 years, with a
mean age of 19 years, with 82 being female and 70 male. Five participants were excluded
because they did not comply with the task. The remaining participants were assigned at
random to one of the two experiments, resulting in 97 participants answering the experi-
ment with the winning conditions given as the disjunction and 50 the control experiment
in which the conjunctive description was used. They tested participants in several large
groups. Each participant was given a three page booklet. The first page contained the
instructions, in which the participants were asked to read the scenario carefully and answer
the questions in the order presented, and once they had given an answer to a question,
not to change it. The second page contained the description of the game, including the
relevant winning conditions, and the three questions described above, and the final page
contained a debriefing passage.

In the replication, 29 people participated in total, a far lower number, yet sufficient
to do an interesting comparison with the original nevertheless. The participants, were
from varying backgrounds and professions and completed the experiment online. Contact
was made with each person via the following email message (or one very similar to this,
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depending on the level of acquaintance with the recipient):

I’m carry out a very short experiment and desperately need people to take part.
It will take less than five minutes to complete. So if you have the time to spare,
load the following url into your browser:

http:wilde.cs.tcd.ie/Experimenter/Version1/Data/grahamy/group3/participate.html

The login details are
username: ...
password: ...

Also, feel free to forward it on to anyone you think would answer it!

The user-name and password of the experiment have been omitted here, as its not desirable
to publish them, since the experiment is completed and acquiring additional data would
create differences should anyone seek to analyze the current data in the context of a larger
data set. Most of the participants were e-mailed this message from myself, all of whom I
had previous contact with via email. However, since I was eager to get as many people
to participate as possible, I also requested that people forward the message to others, as
is apparent from the message above. To the best of my knowledge, all of the participants
took part voluntarily. They were age between 23 and 58, with the mean age being 27.
16 of the participants were male and 13 were female. No participants were excluded and
each was assigned at random, as in the original experiment (Byrne & Walsh, 2004), either
the experiment with the winning conditions described using a disjunction or the control
experiment. This random assignment was done by the system, as each participant was
given the same url and log in details, but once they logged in, one of the two experiments
was chosen at random and loaded, with the participants of course unaware that this random
selection was taking place. Once the participants had logged in, the instructions slide of the
experiment was displayed (see figure 7.1). Next, participants were shown a slide, used to get
the necessary personal information about them (see figure 7.2). Following this, they were
shown a slide, displaying the description of the game, including the winning conditions
(the wording of which would depend on which experiment they had been assigned by
the system) and the factual events (see figure 7.3). Participants signaled that they were
finished looking at that slide by clicking the button at the bottom of the screen with the
mouse, before the next slide was displayed. The following slide displayed question one
above, and provided a text area, in which participants could type an answer (see figure
7.4). Following that, a slide displaying question two was shown (see figure 7.5), and then
a slide displaying question three (see figure 7.6). On each of these question slides, the
game and event descriptions were included at the top of the slide. The final slide of the
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Figure 7.1: Instructions Slide of Temporal Order Effect Observation Experiment

experiment expressed gratitude to participants for their time, before giving them the option
of submitting their answers or not (see figure 7.7).

The experiment procedure differs from the original in some aspects, although most
important ones are identical, such as the wording of the game description, the winning
conditions, the factual events and the questions. There is one exception here, however, in
that the word euro is used as a currency to describe the amount of money that the individ-
uals each win, as opposed to pounds, as in the original. At the time that the experiments
were carried out by Byrne and Walsh (2004), the currency of the country of origin of the
majority of participants was pounds (pre-euro Ireland), in contrast however, at the time
that the replication experiments were carried out, the equivalent currency was euro, and
therefore, a slight alteration in the wording, would prove to preserve the meaning of the
original in its replication. Its noted that this change also caused an alteration in the value
of the money that the two players would win in the scenarios, although the difference in
value was not thought to be significant enough to increase the amount, and cause further
wording changes. Besides this minor change from the original experiment, there were other
more significant changes that require discussion. A notable difference is of course that in
the original experiment, the experiment was presented to participants on paper and they
wrote their answers by hand, as opposed to them taking part over the Internet and typing
their answers, as in the replication. Its thought that answering the experiment over the
Internet, could have provided a more comfortable environment for participants of the repli-
cation (see section 2.3). In addition, participants may have been more convinced of their
anonymity when participating online, causing them to be more relaxed and not to worry if
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Figure 7.2: Slide of Temporal Order Effect Observation Experiment

they were giving a good answer or not. If this were the case, its conceivable that the results
achieved by online participation could be more representative of participants honest an-
swers to the questions. However, answering the experiment online could also result in some
of the answers not being relevant, for example, if the experiment displeases a participant
in some way, they may write an irrelevant comment as their answer, instead of giving a
more appropriate one.1 Another difference in the replication experiment is that the three
questions were not present on a single page, as in the original, but rather on separate slides,
which was necessary in order to take full advantage of the response time recording func-
tionality of the online system. Since the system records the amount of time a participant
spends viewing each slide of the experiment, situating the questions on individual slides,
allows the amount of time that was spent answering an individual question to be recorded.
This was motivation enough to make this change, although it was reinforced by the fact
that in the original experiment instructions, it was requested, that the participants should
answer the question in the presented order, i.e. question one, then two, then three, and also
that participants not change the answer they have given to any question, once they have
proceeded to the next question. Positioning the questions on separate slides, in addition to

1This occurred for one participant in the replication experiment, who answered dunno to the question,

that asked what could have happened differently, so that the players won the money
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Figure 7.3: Slide of Temporal Order Effect Observation Experiment

enabling the times to be recorded would also enforce this request. This still causes a slight
difference to the original, as although participants were requested not to change an answer
once it had been written on the answer sheet, its conceivable, that some of them could have
changed an answer regardless of the request. However, since the experiment participants
were supervised during their participation (although in large groups), perhaps participants
complied to the request. Its necessary to note, that with online participation, such super-
vision is obviously not possible, and therefore enforcing this request is needed, as it would
be unrealistic to trust people not to go back and change an answer when participating
in unsupervised conditions. In addition, in the original experiment, the participants were
able to read over the game description, winning conditions and factual events throughout
their participation and therefore the participants of the replication should also be allowed
to do so. However, since the questions are displayed on different slides in the replication,
in order to facilitate this, the necessary text was repeated at the top of each question slide
and labeled as reminder, so that it would be apparent to participants who did not wish
to read over the text, that it is merely a repeat of what they have already read on the
previous slide.

7.4.2 Results and Discussion

In the original experiment, when given the winning conditions in the form of the disjunc-
tion described above, 63% of the participants mutated a single event. 38% changing the
second event and 25% the first event, and therefore the temporal order effect was observed,
although the difference was marginal. 21% of participants mutated both events. When
given the conjunction 72% of participants mutated a single event, 34% changing the first
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Figure 7.4: Slide of Temporal Order Effect Observation Experiment

only, and 38% changing the second event. The conjunction and disjunction conditions did
not differ reliably however for participants who mutated the first event only or the second
event only (see Byrne and Walsh (2004)).

In the replication, when given the disjunctive winning conditions, 63% mutated a single
event, 38% changing the first event and 25% changing the second. This showed a stunning
likeness to the results of the original, showing that the temporal order effect was observed,
but again not by any high degree. A difference did occur, however, in the number of people
who mutated both events, which was 31% in the replication. When given the conjunctive
winning conditions description, 70% of participants mutated a single event, 38% changing
the first event only and 31% changing the second event only. This shows a reverse in
the results of the original experiment, in that more people changed the first event in the
replication as opposed to more people changing the second in the original.

Guilt and Blame

In the original experiment, 76% of participants given the disjunction, felt that the second
player would experience more guilt than the first, and only 4% thought that the first player
would experience more guilt. In the replication, similar results were achieved, as 75% of
participants chose that the second player would experience more guilt, 12% choosing the
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Figure 7.5: Slide of Temporal Order Effect Observation Experiment

first player to experience more guilt. Thus, as in the original experiment, the temporal
order effect was observed with regards to guilt. A similar pattern emerged for blame in
both the original experiment and the replication. The original showing that 68% stated
that the first player would blame the second more, and only 6% saying that the second
person would blame the first more. In the replication, 81% of participants chose the first
player as the one that would blame the other more, and only 13% thought that the second
player would blame the first more.

The results show that the temporal order effect is observed for scenarios of different col-
ored cards. In addition, many people not only keep the facts in mind when understanding
a scenario, but also the winning conditions. They also corroborate the suggestion of Byrne
and Walsh (2004), that people understand the winning conditions by keeping just some
possibilities of the events in mind, in this case, that the individuals can win by picking
black cards.

7.5 Experiment: Temporal Order Effect Reversal

The aim of this experiment was to replicate an experiment carried out by Byrne and Walsh
(2004) that investigated if the temporal order effect is reversed when the facts do not readily
match the winning conditions. The authors gave participants the winning conditions of
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Figure 7.6: Slide of Temporal Order Effect Observation Experiment

the game in the following form:

If one or the other but not both picks a cards from the red suit, each individual
wins 1000 pounds.

Since, in this experiment, the winning conditions are described in terms of the red suit, the
authors expect that participants will understand the winning conditions by by thinking
about red cards:

........................................Michael picks RED.........and they win
John picks RED............. .......................................and they win

They were given the same facts as in the previous experiment, that John picked a black
card and Michael picked a black card and they both lost. Since the information about the
first part of the facts, i.e. John picked black, does not match their initial understanding of
the winning conditions, the authors suggest that a change of the first element is expected,
participants answering If John had picked a red card they would have won. Again, they
gave participants either this experiment to take part in or a control experiment, designed
to eliminate the temporal order effect. The control experiment, described the winning
conditions as follows:
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Figure 7.7: Slide of Temporal Order Effect Observation Experiment

If the two cards they pick are of a different color (i.e. one from a black suit and
one from a red suit), each individual wins 1000 pounds.

Again, this conjunctive description, refers to the same winning conditions as the disjunctive
description, and indeed the winning conditions of the previous experiment described above,
although the description of these conditions is different in each experiment.

7.5.1 Method

Materials and Design

The authors used the same scenario as the one described in the previous experiment, with
the same factual outcomes, except that the winning conditions were of course described
differently. They compared a conditional that contained a disjunction: If one or the
other but not both picks a card from a red suit, both individuals win 1000 pounds, with a
conjunctive conditional: If the two cards they pick are of a different color (i.e. one from a
black suit and one from a red suit), each individual wins 1000 pounds. The factual events
and the outcome of those events were the same in both, i.e. each player picked a black
card and so neither won the money. Again, they were assigned one of the two experiments
at random.

In my replication of the experiment, again I kept the design of the experiment as close
to the original as possible, and therefore the materials and design described above were
used in the replication also.
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Participants and Procedure

In the original experiment, the participants were 148 undergraduate students from different
departments of the University of Dublin, Trinity College, who took part voluntarily. 77 were
male and 70 female and 1 participants did not state their gender. Their ages ranged from
16 to 37 years with a mean age of 18. Two were eliminated from the control experiment,
and three from the disjunctive, because they failed to follow the instructions or failed to
complete all the questions. The remaining participants were assigned randomly to one of
the two experiments. 96 participants ending up taking part in the disjunctive and 47 the
control. The procedure was the same as in the previous experiment described above.

In the replication, the 62 people participated, again the group included people from
different professions and backgrounds. This number is quite a bit lower than that of the
original, but an interesting comparison can be made nonetheless. Contact with participants
was made in the same way as in the previous experiment replication described above.
Participants were aged between 17 and 51, the mean age being 28. 39 participants were
male and 23 were female. The procedure was also the same as that described in the previous
replication (see section 7.4.1).

7.5.2 Results and Discussion

The results of the original experiment, by Byrne and Walsh (2004), showed that given the
red disjunction, participants tended to reverse the first event, showing a reversal of the
temporal order effect. 64% of participants mutated a single event, 40% changing the first
event and 24% changing the second. Both events were mutated by 25% of participants.
Similar results were achieved in the replication. 60% mutated a single event, 40% changing
the first event, and 20% changing the second. 40% of participants changed both events.

In the original, the conjunction of different cards eliminated the temporal order effect,
32% of participants mutating the first event and 36% the second. In contrast, the results of
the replication, did not show that the temporal order effect had been eliminated, however.
44% of participants changed the second event, and 28% changed the first event, showing a
marginal difference of 16%.

Guilt and Blame

When given the disjunction as the winning conditions, the participants of the original
experiment showed a tendency to think that the second player in the card game would
experience more quilt (70%), whereas only 10% thought that the first player would expe-
rience more guilt than the second. In the replication, similar results were achieved. Here
there was also a tendency to think that the second player in the car game would experience
more guilt (73%), and a minority of people thought that the first player would experience
more guilt (13%).

The patterns for judgments of blame follow these results in the original experiment,
given the disjunction conditions, as there was a tendency to believe that the first player
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would blame the second more for losing the game (62% v 10%). These results were also
very similar to those achieved in the replication, as 77% of participants thought that the
first player would blame the other more, and 10% thought that the second would blame
the first player more.

7.6 Conclusion

The experiments, carried out by Byrne and Walsh (2004), were the first demonstration
that the temporal order effect could be reversed. They showed that the reversal not only
depends on the factual events and the winning conditions, but also on the description
of the winning conditions of the game. The experiment results also show a dissociation
between mental mutations and judgments of guilt and blame, i.e. regardless of which event
participants chose to mutate, they still tend to blame the second person for the outcome,
and think that they would experience more guilt. Byrne and Walsh (2004) suggest that
this shows that the the judgments of guilt and blame appear to be affected by the factual
outcome and the conditions under which the players can win, rather than by the nature of
the description of the conditions under which they can win. The results of the replication
of their experiments, showed extremely similar results, with the exception of one of the
control experiments, in which in the original experiment, the temporal order effect was seen
to be eliminated, but was still apparent in our replication, however, due to the replication
experiment having a significantly lower number of respondents, the results of the original,
could be more reliable. Running the experiment over the Internet, as opposed to the
conventional method used for the original experiment, had many advantages. It provided
users with a comfortable setting, in which they could be certain of their anonymity (see
section 2.3). In addition, the costs of running such an experiment were much lower, even
to the extent of eliminating some of the costs entirely. For example, the printing costs of
the questionnaires, as well as the transcription costs were eliminated, and the amount of
time involved in carrying out the experiment was also significantly reduced, with regards
to organizing a venue and printing out questionnaires. In addition, an advantage of the
online experiment implementation, was the elimination of transcription errors.
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8.1 Summary

In this thesis, the continued development of a tool for carrying out experiments online
is described. Chapter two describes some issues relevant to conducting research over the
Internet, as well as some issues specific to conducting online experiments. Chapter three
details the functionality of the system, describing the structure of experiments and the
various functionality available to each user type. Chapter four gives a critique of the
inherited system, in order to show motivation for various design changes that have been
made and implemented in the revised system. Chapter five follows with an account of the
system design and implementation, giving a system overview, the user interface design, the
data structure design and implementation, as well as system security issues. In chapter
six, an account of various cases in which the system was used to carry out experiments,
for various research, is given. Each case study details work carried out at a different stage
of development, beginning with the earliest of the lot. Finally, chapter seven describes
some work carried out by Byrne and Walsh (2004), in which the temporal order effect is
examined. The experiments carried out by Byrne and Walsh (2004) were replicated using
the system and the results of the original and the replication are compared here.

8.2 Future Development

Although the system is both an effective and user-friendly tool for managing online exper-
iments, there is additional functionality that could be added to the system. An issue that
caused problems when carrying out experiments, is that some participants, when attempt-
ing to load the web-page of the experiment encounter problems resulting in them not being
able to take part. The reason for this is that, in order for the applet to load the user’s
browser needs to have an up-to-date Java plug in. If they do not, however, they must
down-load the plug-in. Therefore, as a useful addition to the system, a function could be
added that checks the user’s version of Java before loading the applet. Then, if they do
not have the correct plug-in, the user could be prompted with a link to the site where they
can down-load it. This would be a useful addition to the software, as it can be frustrating
for participants, who do not know what course of action to take in order to update their
browser.

Other additions to the system functionality that might prove useful, would be to extend
the range of question types that can be asked in the experiment. Also, an extra function
could be implemented to enable experimenters to rename their experiment. Currently
all the details about an existing experiment can be edited, except the experiment name.
This function already exists in a round about way, in that an experimenter can create a
copy of an experiment, with the desired new name, and then delete the original, which
essentially is the same as renaming it, but having an explicit function to do this would be
an improvement to the usability of the system with regard to name changing.

In addition to this, the system could also be developed further, with regards to the
analysis of the results data of experiments. The system currently displays the results of
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experiments online and allows them to be down-loaded, so that they can be easily loaded
into another piece of analysis equipment. Thus, an interesting addition to the existing
functionality could be to implement some online analysis techniques, for example, with
multiple choice questions, the results could be displayed in the form of a pie chart in
addition to the existing tabular format.

In addition, the system does not currently store the details of the system manager. A
useful addition to the system would be to store this information as well as implementing
a facility for changing the user-name and password of the manager, enabling the update
of such information when the identity of the manager changes, so that previous managers
no longer have access. As part of the details of the manager, their contact details could be
stored, and displayed on the web-site, for example on the experimenter page, and on the
end page of participating in an experiment, to assist communication with experimenters
and to get feedback from participants. Currently, the email address of the current system
manager, are present on the end web-page for participants, although in its current state,
the details cannot be changed via the user-interface.

Subsequently, the facility of grouping together a number of participants exists in the cur-
rent system, in order to randomly assign an experiment from the group to each participant.
Although the random selection of the experiment from the group has been implemented,
the user interface has not yet been updated, so that the online creation of such a group is
facilitated. This was due to the function being added at a very late stage of development,
and there simply was not enough time at my disposal to integrate it into the user interface.
However, this addition would be very useful, as very many experiment designs include the
random selection of one experiment from a group for each participant.

Finally, an on/off switch could be made available to experimenters for each of their
experiments (with an override to the experiment manager provided). This switch would in
effect disable/enable the experiment in question. When an experiment is created initally
the default value of this switch would be off, and people would not be able to participate
until the switch was turned on. This would give the experimenter control over the time
period in which people take part in each experiment. In addition, the system could record
this turning on and off of the experiment, so that the duration of time, in which the exper-
iment was active could be added to the results data. This on/off switch for experiments
could also be overridden by the experiment manager, so that they could deactivate an
experiment in the event of something unethical happening.

8.3 Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is the provision of a piece of software, that can be
used in the human sciences to aid research. The online tool, can be used from any location
across the globe with access to the Internet. The user interface design enables the tool to
be used with little or no prior training, and it functions intuitively and effectively. The sys-
tem provides the most important functionality needed for conducting online experiments,
providing an easy creation/editing process, as well as automatic delivery of the experiment
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onto a web location, enabling researchers with no knowledge of programming whatsoever,
to create online experiments. It enables participants to respond to the experiments, re-
stricting access by means of a login screen, giving the researcher full control over who
should participate in the experiment. In addition to this, the system provides the results
data in a variety of forms, allowing the researcher to view the results online, or down-load
them in a format which can be loaded into various pieces of analysis software. In addition
to this, the system can be managed by someone with no knowledge of programming. The
system provides a complete package of functionality that enables the researcher to quickly
create and manage a number of experiments, simply, hiding them from the technical issues
usually involved in such a process, saving them valuable time and energy.
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In the following appendix, the data structures that represent different entities used by
the system are described. Firstly, the design of each data structure is described followed
by details of the implementation of the data structures.

A.1 Experimenter Data Structure

A data structure is needed is one to represent experimenters. This data structure is used
to keep references to all the information about an experimenter, and also to provide any
functions that an experimenter may need. The various pieces of information needed about
an experimenter are identified here:

• their full name

• their user-name

• their password

• their experiments

The functions that the experimenter data structure needs to support it are the following:

• functions to input and return all of the pieces of information above

• to add a new experiment to their experiments

• to delete one of their experiments

• to check that a name of a new experiment is unique among their existing experiments

A.1.1 Experiment Data Structure Design

As the main object that the system deals with is experiments, the design of the data
structure to represent them is very important. This data structure is used to keep references
to all the information about an experiment, and also to provide any functions that an
experiment needs. The various pieces of information needed about an experimenter are
shown below:

• a name

• a password

• the experimenter that created it

• its instructions

• a post-experiment comment
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• its description

• a number of sections

• whether or not its sections should be randomly displayed

• the order of the sections when they are randomly displayed

• the amount of time a participant took to complete the experiment

• the number of people that have participated in the experiment

• whether or not participants should explicitly be given the choice at the end of the
experiment to submit their answers

Besides this information, the data structure should support the various functions that are
needed by an experiment. Below the main functions needed by an experiment are listed:

• functions to input and return each of the pieces of information above

• to save it

• to delete it

• to update it

• to create a copy of it

• to insert a new section

• to randomize the order of the sections

• to delete its results

• to write a summary of the response times of the participants

• to write a summary of the answers given by the participants

A.1.2 Section Data Structure Design

The data structure to represent a section in the experiment stores the following information
about the section:

• the slides contained in this section

• whether or not the slides should appear in a random order

• the order of the slides when they are to be randomly displayed

• the duration of time a participant took to complete the section
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A section consists of a number of slides and it can be set to have its questions displayed
in a random order or not. It should also hold the duration of time that a participant
took to complete the section. Also the following functions are needed by a section of an
experiment:

• functions to input and return all the above information

• to insert a new slide

A.1.3 Slide Data Structure Design

The slide data structure has the following information:

• the file name of an image

• a passage of text

• the questions it contains

• whether or not the questions on the slide should appear in a random order

• the order of the questions if they are being randomly displayed

• the duration of time it took the participant to complete the slide

The slide data structure needs to hold all of this information as well as provide the following
functions:

• functions to input and return all the above information

• to return whether or not the slide contains a graphical image

• to return whether or not the slide contains a passage of text

• to add a question to the slide

• to delete a question from the slide

A.1.4 Question Data Structure Design

The question data structure needs to store the following information about a question:

• the text of the question

• the type of question, i.e. multiple choice or open-text answer

• a number of responses

• an array of multiple-choice answers
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• whether or not the answers should be displayed in a random order

• the order of the answers when they are randomly displayed

A question can be either an open-text answer question or a multiple choice question. Some
of the information above may not need to be stored depending on the question type, i.e.
the last three pieces of information listed here are only needed for multiple choice questions.
The functions required by a question are listed below:

• functions to input and return all the above information

• to add a new answer to the question

• to delete an answer from the question

• to return whether or not a particular participant chose a particular answer

The last three of these are also only used for multiple choice type questions.

A.1.5 Answer Data Structure Design

The answer data structure is used to represent a multiple choice answer. The information
needed about an answer is the following:

• the text of the answer

The functions needed by a comment are simply the following:

• functions to input and return the above information

A.1.6 Comment Data Structure Design

The comment data structure is used to represent both the instructions of an experiment
and the post-experiment comment. This data structure stores the following information
about a comment:

• the text of the comment

• the duration of time the participant took to view the comment

The functions needed by a comment are simply the following:

• functions to input and return the above information
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A.1.7 Response Data Structure Design

The response data structure is used to represent the answer given by a participant in an
experiment. The data structure needs to store a single piece of information:

• the answer given by the participant

The functions needed by this data structure are:

• functions to input and return the above information

A.1.8 Group Data Structure Design

The response data structure is used to represent a group of experiments. The main purpose
of this data structure is to group a number of experiments together, in order that one can
be selected at random for a given participant.

• the name of the group

• the user-name

• the password

• the experimenter that created/owns the group

• a number of experiments belonging to the group

The functions needed by this data structure are:

• functions to input and return the above information

• function to select an experiment belonging to the group at random

A.2 Data Structure Implementation

Once the necessary data structures have been designed, they need to be implemented.
Keeping these two steps separate is very important, as when the design of the data struc-
tures is influenced by the implementation, they usually become function specific, i.e. they
are great for the function in mind when designing them, but when it comes to using them
for a different purpose, their design will not be appropriate. Below is a detailed description
of how each of the data structures is implemented. Each data structure is realized by a
Java class. The following notation is used in the various implementation descriptions that
follow: X ⇒ Y i.e. the variable name X references an object of type Y, or X = Y, i.e.
variable name X holds a value of type Y.1

1A value here means a primitive type and objects are structured from values and other objects.
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A.2.1 Experimenter Data Structure Implementation

The necessary information that the experiment data structure needs to store, is referenced
by instance variables of the Experiment class (see appendix F.9 for complete code). These
instance variables along with the data type they reference are listed below:

name ⇒ String
user-name ⇒ String
password ⇒ String
experiment ⇒ Array of Experiments

The name, user-name and password are all of type String and the variable referencing the
experimenters is of type array of experiment objects. This array stores a reference to each
of the experimenter’s experiments and each can be accessed using the call experiment[i],
where i is the index of the experiment in question. All of these variables are declared
as private in the class and therefore, their values can only be changed within this class.
However, there are methods provided to change the values, and thus through a call to one
of these methods, the value can be changed. An important method of this class is that
to check whether or not a given experiment name already exist among the names of the
experimenter’s experiments. This is used to ensure that each experiment name is unique
to the experimenter in question. When a new experiment is being created by an experi-
menter, before the experiment is created, its name is first checked to be unique using this
method. The method is detailed below:

// a method that returns true if the experimenter already has an

// experiment by the inputted name, otherwise it returns false

public boolean hasExperiment(String experimentName){

// loop thought the experiments to see if the names match

for(int i=0; i<experiment.length; i++){

if(experiment[i].getName().equals(experimentName)){

return true;

}

}

return false;

}

The method takes a String as input (for example, the name of the new experiment) and
checks it against each of the experimenter’s existing experiments using the equals method
of Java class String. This method returns true, if the String object that calls it, represents
the same String as the inputted one, and this method is case sensitive. The hasExperiment
method returns true if the experimenter already has an experiment with the inputted name
and false otherwise.
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A.2.2 Experiment Data Structure Implementation

The experiment data structure is realized by class Experiment (see appendix F.2 for com-
plete code). The instance variables of this class are listed below:

name ⇒ String
password ⇒ String
experimenter ⇒ Experimenter
preComment ⇒ Comment
postComment ⇒Comment
description ⇒ String
section ⇒ Array of Sections
sectionsRandom = boolean
realSectionIndex ⇒ Array of integers
randomSectionIndex ⇒ Array of integers
startTime ⇒ Date
endTime ⇒ Date
startTimes ⇒ Array of Dates
endTimes ⇒ Array of Dates
numSubjects = integer
giveParticipantChoice = boolean

The name and password of the experiment are stored as String objects and the exper-
imenter as an Experimenter object. The preComment variable references a Comment
object that stores the experiment instructions and the postComment variable references
another Comment object that stores the post experiment comment. The description is also
a String. The sections are stored as an array of section objects, which can be referenced
by the call section[0], for example. The sections of an experiment can be set to either be
randomly displayed or not, and this is stored as a boolean value in the sectionsRandom
variable. Next are two arrays of integers, realSectionIndex and randomSectionIndex which
are discussed further below.

Instead of storing the duration of the experiment, I decided to store its start time and
end time. The duration can then be easily worked out by subtracting the start time from
the end time. Storing these times is more useful than storing the duration, because other
information besides the duration can be discovered from them, like the day of the week
that it was when the person participated or the time of day they began the experiment.
The variables startTime and endTime, which are both Date objects, and startTimes and
endTimes, which are both arrays of date objects are used to represent the time at which
the participant first sees the first slide of the section, and the time at which they click
the button that brings them to the next section of the experiment. When making the
decision of exactly how to implement the start time and end time, it became apparent, for
some functions that the system needed to carry out, a single section start time and end
time would need to be stored, and for other functions, many such times would need to
be stored. For example, when someone participates in an experiment, a single start time
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and end time will need to be represented. However, when the results of an experiment are
being analyzed, a start time and end time for each participant in the experiment needs
to be represented. Therefore, an experiment section needs date objects for functions that
involve a single start time and end time, and an arrays of date objects, when the function
involves multiple start and end times.

The variable numSubjects stores an integer equal to the number of people that have
taken part in the experiment and giveParticpantsChoice stores a boolean value that is true
if the participants in the experiment should be explicitly given the choice of submitting
their answers at the end of the experiment, otherwise its value is false.

The two arrays of integers, called realSectionIndex and randomSectionIndex, provide
a basis for randomizing the sections of the experiment. These variables are used when
someone participates in the experiment. randomSectionIndex stores at a particular index,
the position of the section with that index in the experiment when randomized. For exam-
ple, figure A.1 shows a possible set of values for the elements of the randomSectionIndex
array in an experiment consisting of five sections. The values of the elements of the array

Figure A.1: Randomization implementation array

determine what order the sections will be displayed to the user. In this example, section
zero will be displayed as section three, section one as section four, section two as section
zero, section three as section one and section four as section two. The values zero, one, two,
three and four are assigned to an element of the array at random, so that the sections will
be effectively jumbled. Also, each time someone participates in the experiment, a separate
instance of this array is created and values assigned, so that the order each participant
views the section of the experiment will not necessarily be the same. Storing the order of
the sections in an array like this provides a very easy way of recording the order that the
sections are randomly displayed. Therefore, given the real index of a section, the random
index of that section can be retrieved. For example, when the response file is being written
for a particular participant in the experiment, the sections are looped through in order to
record the necessary information about each section for the participant. Here is a portion
of the code which is contained in class Experiment:
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// loop through the SECTIONS

for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){

result += "startTime{"+section[i].getStartTime().getTime()+"}\n";

result += "endTime{"+section[i].getEndTime().getTime()+"}\n";

result += "randomIndex{"+randomSectionIndex[i]+"}\n";

.

.

.

}

The integer i is used as an index to loop through all of the sections in the experiment. It
begins with the value zero, and executes the contents of the curly braces, then it is incre-
mented by one and the contents of the braces is executed again. It terminates when i equals
the number of sections in the experiment. The call section[i].getStartTime().getTime() re-
turns the start time of section i, the call section[i].getEndTime().getTime() gets the end
time of the section, then finally the call randomSectionIndex[i] get the index at which sec-
tion i was displayed to the user. In addition to retrieving the random index of a section,
given the real index, the opposite also has to be provided by class Experiment, i.e. there
needs to be a way of returning the real index of a section, given the random index. If we
simply store the random indexes of the sections in the randomSectionIndex array, then in
order to retrieve the real section index the following algorithm would be used:

public int getRealIndex(int randomIndex){

int realIndex = -1;

for(int i = 0; (i < section.length) && (realIndex == -1); i++){

if(randomIndex == randomSectionIndex[i]){

realIndex = i;

}

}

return realIndex;

}

This algorithm loops through each section in the experiment until it finds the section, that
has the value of randomIndex as its random index. In this way, the real index of the section
can be found. In the worst case, when the random index inputted is associated with the
real last section in the experiment, the loop will execute n times, where n is the number of
section in the experiment. Therefore, the running time of the algorithm is O(n). A more
efficient way of getting the same result is to store the real section index in an array similar to
the randomSectionIndex array. The result is an array called realSectionIndex. The elements
at a given index in this array are the actual index of the section in the experiment, and the
index is the index of the section when randomly displayed. The values for this array are
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Figure A.2: Randomization implementation array

shown in figure A.2, and the corresponding randomSectionIndex values in figure A.1. This
provides a way of returning the real index of a given section in O(1) time, using the call
realSectionIndex[i]. For example, in the method of class Experiment to return the section
at a given index in the experiment, the method getSection(int i, boolean realIndex) is used:

public Section getSection(int i, boolean realIndex){

int actualIndex;

// the the index given is the real index of the section

if(realIndex){

return section[i];

}else{ // if the index given is the random index

actualIndex = realSectionIndex[i];

return section[actualIndex];

}

}

When this method is called, the index of the section is specified, i.e. using the variable
i, along with whether or not this index is the actual index of the section or the random
index, i.e. using the variable realIndex, which is true if i is the actual index and false if
it is the random index. If it is the real index, simply the section located at that index is
returned, i.e. section[i] of the experiment is returned. However, if i represents the random
index, then i does not represent the index of the section in the section array. Instead the
index given represents the index of the section when it was displayed to the participant
in question, after the sections were jumbled. Therefore in order to return the appropriate
section, the actual index of the section in the array section must first be found. This
is achieved by the call realSectionIndex[i]. This returns the actual index of the section
in the array. Then this number can be used to retrieve the desired section by the call
section[actualIndex].

A.2.3 Section Data Structure Implementation

The section data structure is implemented by class Section (see appendix F.3 for complete
code). The instance variables of class Section are listed below:
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slide ⇒ Array of Slides
slidesRandom = boolean
randomSlideIndex ⇒ Array of integers
realSlideIndex ⇒ Array of integers
startTime ⇒ Date
endTime ⇒ Date
startTimes ⇒ Array of Dates
endTimes ⇒ Array of Dates

The variable slide references an array of slide objects, that represent the slides contained
in the section. SlidesRandom is a variable of type boolean and is true if the slides of this
section should be displayed in a random order to participants and false otherwise. The
variables randomSlideIndex and realSlideIndex are references to arrays of integers. These
arrays are used to keep track of the order of the slides, when they are to be randomly
displayed, and are implemented in a similar way to the randomSectionIndex and realSec-
tionIndex in class Experiment above. The variables startTime and endTime are both of
type Date and are used to represent the time at which a participant first sees the first slide
of the section and the time at which they press the Continue button on the last slide of
the section. Similar to the time variables in class Experiment, there are also two other
variables called startTimes and endTimes. These variables are used to store the times for
parts of the program where there is more than one participant, for example the analysis of
an experiment’s results. An interesting method of class Section, is one to randomize the
order of the slides:

// a method to randomize the slides

public void randomizeSlides() throws Exception{

LinkedList list = new LinkedList();

int randomI;

int element;

try{

// add the numbers 0 to n-1 to the list

// in order

for(int i=0; i<slide.length; i++){

list.addToBack(i);

}

// initialize the two arrays

realSlideIndex= new int[slide.length];

randomSlideIndex = new int[slide.length];

// remove an element at random from the list
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// and record with the two index arrays

for(int i=0; i<slide.length; i++){

// generate a random number between 0 and the size of the list

randomI = (int) (Math.random()*10) % list.getSize();

// remove the element at index randomI in the list

element = list.remove(randomI);

// record the random index of slide i in array randomSlideIndex

randomSlideIndex[i] = element;

// record the real index of slide to be displayed as slide

// of index ‘element’ as i

realSlideIndex[element] = i;

}

}catch(Exception e){

System.out.println("Error when handling linked list!");

}

}

The algorithm uses a linked list with n nodes, where n is the number of slides in the section.
The first loop assigns the element of each node on the linked list an integer ranging from 0
to n-1. The first node being assigned 0, the second 1 and so on. For example, for a section
containing 5 slides, the list would be given the following values:

list ⇒ {0,1,2,3,4}

Next the two arrays that store the indexes of the slides are created, and each given a
length of n. The elements of the array have not yet been given a value so in the example
they would look like this:

randomSlideIndex ⇒ { , , , , }
realSlideIndex ⇒ { , , , , }

Next there is loop, that executes n times. On the first execution the random index of
slide 0 is found, on the second, the random index of slide 1, and so on. Within each execu-
tion, a random number between zero and ten is gotten using the Random() method of class
Math. The remainder of this when divided by the length of the list, results in a random
number falling within the range of indexes of the list. This number is stored in the local
variable randomI. The element of the list at this index is removed from the list and stored
in the variable element. The value of this element variable is the resulting random index of
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the slide in question. This value is therefore stored in the array as follows randomSlideIn-
dex[i] = element;, then the inverse of this is stored as realSlideIndex[element] = i, so that
the real index of a slide can be retrieved in O(1) time when only the random index is known
(see section Experiment Data Structure Implementation above for further details). Here
are a possible set of events to show how the values are assigned in each iteration of the loop:

Iteration 1: Finding the random index of slide 0
list ⇒ {0,1,2,3,4}
// random number between 0 and 4 is generated
randomI ⇒ 3
// item at index 3 in the list is removed and assigned to element variable
element ⇒ 3
list ⇒ {0,1,2,4}
// element assigned to randomSlideIndex array and realSlideIndex array for slide 0
randomSlideIndex ⇒ {3, , , , }
realSlideIndex ⇒ { , , ,0, }

Iteration 2: Finding the random index of slide 1
list ⇒ {0,1,2,4}
// random number between 0 and 3 is generated
randomI ⇒ 0
// item at index 0 in the list is removed and assigned to element2

element ⇒ 0
list ⇒ {1,2,4}
// element assigned to randomSlideIndex array and realSlideIndex array for slide 1
randomSlideIndex ⇒ {3,0, , , }
realSlideIndex ⇒ {1, , ,0, }

Iteration 3: Finding the random index of slide 2
list ⇒ {1,2,4}
// random number between 0 and 2 is generated
randomI ⇒ 1
// item at index 1 in the list is removed and assigned to element
element ⇒ 2
list ⇒ {1,4}
// element assigned to randomSlideIndex array and realSlideIndex array for slide 2
randomSlideIndex ⇒ {3,0,2, , }
realSlideIndex ⇒ {1, ,2,0, }

2Note that even if the randomI had been 3 again, element 3 is no longer available to be picked again

from the list
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Iteration 4: Finding the random index of slide 3
list ⇒ {1,4}
// random number between 0 and 1 is generated
randomI ⇒ 0
// item at index 0 in the list is removed and assigned to element
element ⇒ 1
list ⇒ {4}
// element assigned to randomSlideIndex array and realSlideIndex array for slide 3
randomSlideIndex ⇒ {3,0,2,1, }
realSlideIndex ⇒ {1,3,2,0, }

Iteration 5: Finding the random index of slide 4
list ⇒ {4}
// random number between 0 and 0 is generated
randomI ⇒ 0
// item at index 0 in the list is removed and assigned to element
element ⇒ 4
list ⇒ {}
// element assigned to randomSlideIndex array and realSlideIndex array for slide 4
randomSlideIndex ⇒ {3,0,2,1,4}
realSlideIndex ⇒ {1,3,2,0,4}

A.2.4 Slide Data Structure Implementation

The slide data structure is realized by class Slide (see appendix F.4 for complete code).
The instance variables of this class are shown below:

question ⇒ array of Questions
passage ⇒ String
questionsRandom = boolean
realQuestionIndex ⇒ array of integers
randomQuestionIndex ⇒ array of integers
startTime ⇒ Date
endTime ⇒ Date
startTimes ⇒ array of Dates
endTimes ⇒ array of Dates
graphicFilename ⇒ String

The variable question references an array of Question objects, each representing a
question on the slide. The passage variable holds a reference to a String object storing
the text contained in the passage of text that’s displayed at the top of a slide. The
variable questionsRandom holds a boolean value, which is true if the experimenter, wishes
the questions of this slide to be displayed in a random order to each participant. The
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variables realQuestionIndex and randomQuestionIndex are used to reference two arrays of
integers that record the indexes of the questions. These arrays have a similar function
to those explained in the implementation of class Experiment and class Section above.
The variable startTime and endTime reference Date objects, storing the start time and
end time of a participant. The variables startTimes and EndTimes store the start times
and end times when the function involves more than one participant. Finally, the variable
graphicFilename references a String which holds the file name of the graphic image of the
slide. An interesting method of class Slide is one to add a question to the slide. This
method is shown below:

public void addQuestionAt(int index, Question q){

// if it’s the first question to be added to the slide

// create array of questions and then assign the new question to

// the only element

// create array of questions and then assign the new question to

// the only element

if((index ==0)&&(question==null)){

question = new Question[1];

question[0] = q;

}else{

// create a new array of questions, 1 element longer than old array

Question[] newQs = new Question[question.length+1];

// loop through the first part of the array

// making newQs[i] element reference the same question as

// the same index in the old array

for(int i=0; (i<question.length)&&(i!=index); i++){

newQs[i] = question[i];

}

// add in the new question

newQs[index] = q;

// make newQs reference the rest of the elements in

// the old array, but at an index 1 greater than before

// to make space for the new question

for(int i=index; i<question.length; i++){

newQs[i+1] = question[i];
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}

// set question instance variable to reference the newQs array

question = newQs;

}

}

This method is used to add a question to the slide at a given index. This index can be
from 0 to n, where n is the number of questions already on the slide. If the index is 0,
and there are no questions on the slide, then the question array is created with size 1 and
its only element is assigned to reference the question that’s being added. However, in the
usual case there will be some questions already on the slide, a new array of questions is
created with a length 1 greater than the questions array. The elements of this new array
are set to reference the first portion of elements in the original questions array, up until
the index of where the added question needs to be inserted. Then the rest of the elements
of the new array are set to reference the other elements in the original array, increasing the
index of these elements by one in the new array, so as to make space for the element that’s
been added. Finally, the instance variable questions is set to reference the new array of
questions. This algorithm has a complexity of O(n), where n is the number of questions
on the slide after adding the new question.

A.2.5 Question Data Structure Implementation

The question data structure is represented by class Question (see appendix F.5 for com-
plete code). The instance variables of this class are listed here:

question ⇒ String
type = integer
response ⇒ array of Responses
answers ⇒ array of Answers
answersRandom = boolean
realAnswerIndex ⇒ array of integers
randomAnswerIndex ⇒ array of integers
singleAnswerWanted = boolean
viewResultsButton ⇒ JButton
insertAnswerButton ⇒ JButton
deleteAnswerButton ⇒ JButton
answersRandomCheckbox ⇒ Checkbox
numAnswersCheckbox ⇒ Checkbox

The question variable references a String which holds the text of the question. The type
variable holds the type of question this is, i.e. if it’s a open-text answer question, then this
value will be 0, but if it’s a multiple choice question, the value is 1. The response variable
references an object of type Response, which holds the answer given by the participant
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to the question. Then the answers variable references an array of answer objects, which
represent the answers if the question is a multiple choice question. The answersRandom
variable holds a boolean value, that is true if the multiple choice answers should be ran-
domly displayed and false otherwise. Like the similar variables of class Experiment, class
Section and class Slide, the realAnswerIndex and randomAnswerIndex each reference an
array of integers. These arrays hold the order of the multiple-choice answers when they
are to be displayed in a random order. The variable singleAnswerWanted holds a boolean
value, that is true if the participants will be limited to giving a single answer to the ques-
tion, otherwise it will be false. The ViewResultsButton variable, as its name suggests, holds
a reference to a JButton that is used for the display for analyzing the results of a question.
On the analyze results page, the questions are displayed, and the user has to choose which
question they wish to see the results of. Since each question has a button, it is an attribute
of class Question. Similarly, the variables insertAnswerButton and deleteAnswerButton
hold references to JButtons. These buttons form part of the display for editing an exper-
iment. The insertAnswer button enabling a user to insert an answer to a question and
the deleteAnswer button enabling them to delete an answer from the question. Finally,
there are two instance variables that reference Checkbox objects. answerRandomCheckbox
is used to let the user specify whether or not they wish to display the answers to this ques-
tion in a random order, whereas numAnswersCheckbox is used for specifying if the user
would like to restrict participants to giving a single answer to the question. An interesting
method of class Question is that to delete a multiple choice answer from the question.

public void deleteAnswerAt(int index){

// if the only answer to this question is being

// deleted then it has no answers and is no longer multiple choice

if((index==0)&&(answers.length==1)){

answers = null;

type = SIMPLE;

}else{

// create new answers array of size one less than original

Answer[] newAs = new Answer[answers.length-1];

// copy over the first part of the array leaving out answers[index]

for(int i=0; (i<newAs.length)&&(i!=index); i++){

newAs[i] = answers[i];

}

// copy over the rest

for(int i=index; i<newAs.length; i++){
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newAs[i] = answers[i+1];

}

answers = newAs;

}

}

This method takes the index of the answer to be deleted as input. First a check is done to
see if there is only a single answer to the question. If so, then after deleting the answer, the
question will have no answers and therefore will no longer be a multiple choice question.
Therefore, the answers instance variable is set to reference null and the type variable is set
to SIMPLE (SIMPLE is an integer constant with value 0). However, if there is more than
one answer, a new array of answers is created, its elements, up as far as the index of the
answer to be deleted are set to reference the elements in the original array. The question
to be deleted is skipped and the rest of the elements in the new question array are set to
reference the rest of the elements in the original array. Finally, the question variable is
set to reference the new array of questions. Thus the element at index index is effectively
deleted. This algorithm used has a complexity of O(n), as in the worst case the method
requires n-1 assignments, where n is the original number of questions on the slide.

A.2.6 Answer Data Structure Implementation

The answer data structure is realized by class Answer (see appendix F.6 for complete
code), and is used to represent the answers to a multiple choice question. The instance
variables of this class are listed below:

answer ⇒ String
answerInputField ⇒ JTextField
answerCheckBox ⇒ JCheckBox
answerRadioButton ⇒ JRadioButton

The text of the multiple-choice answer is stored in a String and referenced by the variable
answer. answerInputField is a variable of type JTextField and references the input field
used to enter the text of the answer. answerCheckBox is used by the participant to select
the answer if they wish. It is only used if the participant is not restricted to choosing
a single answer, whereas answerRadioButton is used if a single answer is required. This
variable references a JRadioButton. When a JRadioButton is part of a group of buttons,
only one of these buttons can be chosen at a time.
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A.2.7 Response Data Structure Implementation

The response data structure is represented by class Response (see appendix F.7 for com-
plete code), which is used to represent the answers entered or chosen by a participant in
the experiment.

simpleResponse ⇒ String
multiResponse = integer
multiResponses ⇒ array of integers

The variable simpleResponse references a String object, which is used to store the partic-
pants answer, if the question is an open-text question. The multiResponse variable stores
an integer. This variable is used if the question is multiple-choice and a single answer is
required, and stores the index of the multiple choice answer that the participant chose.
Finally, the variable multiResponses is a variable that references an array of integers. This
is used to store the indexes of the multiple-choice answers that a participant chose, if they
are permitted to choose more than one answer to the question.

A.2.8 Comment Data Structure Implementation

The comment data structure is used to store represent the instructions of the experiment
and the post-experiment comment or debriefing passage (see appendix F.8 for complete
code). The instance variables of this class are shown here:

comment = String
startTime ⇒ Date
endTime ⇒ Date
startTimes ⇒ Array of Dates
endTimes ⇒ Array of Dates

The variable named comment is of type String and references the String of text contained
in the comment. The startTime and endTime are both of type Date and reference the
time at which the participant first saw the comment on their screen and the time that they
pressed the Continue button to move to the next slide. The startTimes and endTimes
each reference an array of Dates and are used when there are more than one participant
involved in the function at hand, for example analyzing the experiment results.

A.2.9 Group Data Structure Implementation

The group data structure is represented by class Group (see appendix F.10 for complete
code), which is used to represent the groups of experiments.
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name ⇒ String
username ⇒ String
password ⇒ String
experimenter ⇒ Experimenter
experiment ⇒ array of Experiments

The variable name, references a String object that is used to represent the name of the
group. The username and password variables also are of type String and represent the
log in details for the group. The variable experimenter references a variable of type ex-
perimenter, used to represent the experimenter that created the group of experiments.
Finally, the variable experiment references an array of Experiment objects, representing all
of the experiments in the group. An interesting method of class Group is the method used
to select one of the experiments from the group at random. This is used when someone
participates:

public Experiment selectExperimentAtRandom(){

int randomI;

// generate a random number between 0 and length -1

randomI = (int) (Math.random()*10) % experiment.length;

return experiment[randomI];

}

This method uses the random method of class Math to generate a random number.
Then, this number is divided by the number of experiments in the group, to give a random
number within the bounds of the array. Finally, the experiment at this index in the array
is returned.
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B.1 General Data Files

B.1.1 File storing list of experimenters

NumUsers{11}Login: {harroldDEFUNCT}

NumUsers{10}Login: {smithj}

NumUsers{9}Login: {maria}

NumUsers{8}Login: {mariab}

NumUsers{7}Login: {testing}

NumUsers{6}Login: {bucklem}

NumUsers{5}Login: {fin}

NumUsers{4}Login: {tim}

NumUsers{3}Login: {user1}

NumUsers{2}Login: {hourihaf}

NumUsers{1}Login: {deleter}

NumUsers{0}

B.2 Experimenter Data Files

B.2.1 File storing the experimenter‘s list of experiments

NumExperiment{8}ExperimentName: {noran2}

NumExperiment{7}ExperimentName: {norandom}

NumExperiment{6}ExperimentName: {tue}

NumExperiment{5}ExperimentName: {monday}

NumExperiment{4}ExperimentName: {big}

NumExperiment{3}ExperimentName: {try2}

NumExperiment{2}ExperimentName: {testing}

NumExperiment{1}ExperimentName: {simple}

NumExperiment{0}

B.2.2 File storing the full name of the experimenter

John Smith

B.2.3 File storing the password of the experimenter

harr5641
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B.3 Experiment Data Files

B.3.1 File storing experiment data

begin{experiment}

name{160805}

username{experiment}

password{red}

experimenterUsername{yvette}

preComment{Please read the passage on each slide and answer the question.}

postComment{Thank you for participating.}

description{A replication of a ruth Byrne experiment.}

giveParticipantChoice{false}

numSections{1}

sectionsRandom{false}

begin{section}

slidesRandom{false}

numSlides{2}

begin{slide}

passage{Laura’s mother said to her: If you mow the lawn then I will pay you

10 euro. Laura mowed the lawn.}

questionsRandom{false}

numQuestions{1}

begin{question}

type{1}

question{Therefore:}

numAnswers{3}

answersRandom{false}

singleAnswerWanted{true}

answer{Laura’s mother paid her 10 euro.}

answer{Laura’s mother did not pay her 10 euro.}

answer{Laura’s mother may or may not have paid her 10 euro.}

end{question}

end{slide}

begin{slide}

passage{Mary said to John: If you had done your homework you would not have

been grounded.}

questionsRandom{false}

numQuestions{1}

begin{question}

type{0}

question{Was John grounded?}

end{question}
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end{slide}

end{section}

end{experiment}

B.4 Experiment Results Data Files

B.4.1 File storing the results of a participant in an experiment

begin{response}

name{grammar}

startTime{1128333848234}

endTime{1128333895796}

begin{preComment}

startTime{1128333848234}

endTime{1128333849281}

end{preComment}

begin{postComment}

startTime{1128333893343}

endTime{1128333895796}

end{postComment}

begin{section}

startTime{1128333849375}

endTime{1128333893234}

randomIndex{0}

begin{slide}

startTime{1128333849375}

endTime{1128333893234}

randomIndex{0}

begin{question}

type{0}

randomIndex{1}

response{professional tennis player}

end{question}

begin{question}

type{1}

randomIndex{0}

response{1}

begin{multiAnswerOrder}

randomIndex{0}

randomIndex{1}

randomIndex{3}

randomIndex{2}
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end{multiAnswerOrder}

end{question}

begin{question}

type{1}

randomIndex{2}

response{0}

begin{multiAnswerOrder}

randomIndex{0}

randomIndex{1}

end{multiAnswerOrder}

end{question}

begin{question}

type{0}

randomIndex{3}

response{I don’t know anything about linguistics really.}

end{question}

end{slide}

end{section}

end{response}
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C.1 Experiment Data Files

C.1.1 File containing experiment user-name

grammar

C.1.2 File containing experiment password

fepdrl456

C.1.3 File containing experiment description

This experiment is being created to test the grammaticality of some

English sentences.

C.1.4 File containing experiment instructions and section ran-
domization information

\begin{experiment}{maria}

\preexperiment_comment{Please answer all the questions in the experiment!}

\Sections{false}

\Total_Num_Slides{2}

\Slide{0}random_position{false}

\Slide{1}random_position{false}

\Slide{0}End_Section{false}

\Slide{1}End_Section{false}

\end{Slide}

C.1.5 File containing the experiment data

\begin{experiment}{maria}

\preexperiment_comment{Please answer all the questions in the experiment!}

\Sections{false}

\Total_Num_Slides{2}

\Slide{0}random_position{false}

\Slide{1}random_position{false}

\Slide{0}End_Section{false}

\Slide{1}End_Section{false}

\end{Slide}

\begin{slide}{0}{norandom}

\text_Random{false}

\multi_Random{false}
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\endmultiRandom

\simple_Random{false}

\endsimpleRandom

\begin{text}

\text0{The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.}

\text1{The quick brown fox did jump over the lazy dog.}

\end{text}

\simplequestion0{Is this sentence grammatical?}

\endsimplequestion{0}

\simplequestion1{Explain your answer:}

\endsimplequestion{1}

\simplequestion2{If not, give an equivalent sentence that is grammatical:}

\endsimplequestion{2}

\multiquestion0{Are you male or female?}

\endmultiquestion{0}

\noOfAns{0}{2}

\random{0}{false}

\begin{0}{answers}

\answer{0}[0]{male}

\answer{0}[1]{female}

\end{0}{answers}

\multiquestion1{Are you a native speaker of English?}

\endmultiquestion{1}

\noOfAns{1}{2}

\random{1}{false}

\begin{1}{answers}

\answer{1}[0]{yes}

\answer{1}[1]{no}

\end{1}{answers}

\multiquestion2{Are both your parents native speakers of English?}

\endmultiquestion{2}

\noOfAns{2}{2}

\random{2}{false}

\begin{2}{answers}

\answer{2}[0]{yes}

\answer{2}[1]{no}

\end{2}{answers}

\endqs{endqs}

\MultiQuestions{3}

\SimpleQuestions{3}

\Sentences{2}

\end{slide}{0}
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\begin{slide}{1}{norandom}

\text_Random{false}

\multi_Random{false}

\endmultiRandom

\simple_Random{false}

\endsimpleRandom

\begin{text}

\text0{The man me gave a letter to.}

\end{text}

\multiquestion0{Is the sentence grammatical?}

\endmultiquestion{0}

\noOfAns{0}{2}

\random{0}{false}

\begin{0}{answers}

\answer{0}[0]{yes}

\answer{0}[1]{no}

\end{0}{answers}

\endqs{endqs}

\MultiQuestions{1}

\SimpleQuestions{0}

\Sentences{1}

\end{slide}{1}

END_OF_SLIDE_INPUT

\postexperiment_comment{Thank you for participating in the experiment!}

\END_OF_EXPERIMENT

C.1.6 File containing slide information

\begin{slide}{0}{norandom}

\text_Random{false}

\multi_Random{false}

\endmultiRandom

\simple_Random{false}

\endsimpleRandom

\begin{text}

\text0{The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.}

\text1{The quick brown fox did jump over the lazy dog.}

\end{text}

\simplequestion0{Is this sentence grammatical?}

\endsimplequestion{0}

\simplequestion1{Explain your answer:}

\endsimplequestion{1}

\simplequestion2{If not, give an equivalent sentence that is grammatical:}
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\endsimplequestion{2}

\multiquestion0{Are you male or female?}

\endmultiquestion{0}

\noOfAns{0}{2}

\random{0}{false}

\begin{0}{answers}

\answer{0}[0]{male}

\answer{0}[1]{female}

\end{0}{answers}

\multiquestion1{Are you a native speaker of English?}

\endmultiquestion{1}

\noOfAns{1}{2}

\random{1}{false}

\begin{1}{answers}

\answer{1}[0]{yes}

\answer{1}[1]{no}

\end{1}{answers}

\multiquestion2{m3}

\endmultiquestion{2}

\noOfAns{2}{2}

\random{2}{false}

\begin{2}{Are both your parents native speakers of English?}

\answer{2}[0]{yes}

\answer{2}[1]{no}

\end{2}{answers}

\endqs{endqs}

\MultiQuestions{3}

\SimpleQuestions{3}

\Sentences{2}

\end{slide}{0}

C.2 Experiment Results Data Files

C.2.1 File storing the results of a participant in the example

experiment grammar

\experimenter{grammar}

\begin{experiment}{Thu Sep 29 16:45:56 BST 2005}

\begin{slide}{0}

\response_time{Thu Sep 29 16:46:40 BST 2005}
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\SimpleQ{0}{What is your job?}

\SimpleAnswer0{first}

\SimpleQ{1}{Please detail your level of knowledge about linguistics:}

\SimpleAnswer1{second}

\MultiQ{0}{What age group do you belong to?}

\final_user_response{19 - 30}

\MultiQ{1}{Is your native language English?}

\final_user_response{yes}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{0}

\end_experiment_time{ Thu Sep 29 16:46:42 BST 2005}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

C.2.2 File storing the results of a participant in the example
experiment grammar

\experimenter{grammar}

\begin{experiment}{Thu Sep 29 16:49:57 BST 2005}

\begin{slide}{0}

\response_time{Thu Sep 29 16:50:35 BST 2005}

\SimpleQ{1}{Please detail your level of knowledge about linguistics:}

\SimpleAnswer1{I’m in my second year of studying linguistics.}

\SimpleQ{0}{What is your job?}

\SimpleAnswer0{his question came second}

\MultiQ{0}{What age group do you belong to?}

\final_user_response{under 18}

\MultiQ{1}{Is your native language English?}

\final_user_response{no}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{0}

\end_experiment_time{ Thu Sep 29 16:50:36 BST 2005}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}
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C.2.3 File storing the results of a participant in the frequency
expressions experiment

\experimenter{hakelexp1}

\begin{experiment}{Fri Jan 17 18:20:23 GMT+00:00 2003}

\begin{slide}{0}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:20:32 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{What age are you?}

\SimpleAnswer0{22}

\MultiQ0{Are you right/left/both handed?}

\final_user_response0{female}

\MultiQ1{Are you male/female?}

\final_user_response1{right}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{0}

\begin{slide}{1}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:19 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ6{never}

\SimpleAnswer6{0}

\SimpleQ9{occasionally}

\SimpleAnswer9{10}

\SimpleQ3{frequently}

\SimpleAnswer3{90}

\SimpleQ19{very often}

\SimpleAnswer19{80}

\SimpleQ7{not often}

\SimpleAnswer7{20}

\SimpleQ14{seldom}

\SimpleAnswer14{30}

\SimpleQ16{usually}

\SimpleAnswer16{50}

\SimpleQ11{once in a while}

\SimpleAnswer11{40}

\SimpleQ8{now and then}

\SimpleAnswer8{40}

\SimpleQ1{always}

\SimpleAnswer1{100}

\SimpleQ17{usually not}

\SimpleAnswer17{10}

\SimpleQ10{often}

\SimpleAnswer10{80}

\SimpleQ0{almost never}
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\SimpleAnswer0{5}

\SimpleQ12{rarely}

\SimpleAnswer12{10}

\SimpleQ18{very seldom}

\SimpleAnswer18{15}

\SimpleQ15{sometimes}

\experimenter{hakelexp1}

\SimpleAnswer15{20}

\SimpleQ5{hardly ever}

\SimpleAnswer5{10}

\SimpleQ4{generally}

\SimpleAnswer4{50}

\SimpleQ2{about as often as not}

\SimpleAnswer2{10}

\SimpleQ13{rather often}

\SimpleAnswer13{70}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{1}

\begin{slide}{20}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:25 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{very seldom}

\SimpleAnswer0{10}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{20}

\begin{slide}{6}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:27 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{generally}

\SimpleAnswer0{50}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{6}

\begin{slide}{17}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:29 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{sometimes}

\SimpleAnswer0{20}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{17}

\begin{slide}{14}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:30 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{rarely}
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\SimpleAnswer0{10}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{14}

\begin{slide}{18}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:34 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{usually}

\SimpleAnswer0{40}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{18}

\begin{slide}{9}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:36 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{not often}

\SimpleAnswer0{30}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{9}

\begin{slide}{4}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:38 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{about as often as not}

\SimpleAnswer0{20}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{4}

\begin{slide}{3}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:40 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{always}

\SimpleAnswer0{100}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{3}

\begin{slide}{19}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:44 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{usually not}

\SimpleAnswer0{20}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{19}

\begin{slide}{15}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:46 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{rather often}

\SimpleAnswer0{80}
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\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{15}

\begin{slide}{7}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:49 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{hardly ever}

\SimpleAnswer0{10}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{7}

\begin{slide}{12}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:53 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{often}

\SimpleAnswer0{90}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{12}

\begin{slide}{21}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:56 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{very often}

\SimpleAnswer0{90}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{21}

\begin{slide}{2}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:21:58 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{almost never}

\SimpleAnswer0{5}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{2}

\begin{slide}{16}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:22:00 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{seldom}

\SimpleAnswer0{10}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{16}

\begin{slide}{13}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:22:04 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{once in a while}

\SimpleAnswer0{30}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}
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\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{13}

\begin{slide}{5}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:22:06 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{frequently}

\SimpleAnswer0{90}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{5}

\begin{slide}{8}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:22:09 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{never}

\SimpleAnswer0{0}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{8}

\begin{slide}{10}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:22:21 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{now and then}

\SimpleAnswer0{40}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{10}

\begin{slide}{11}

\response_time{Fri Jan 17 18:22:24 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleQ0{occasionally}

\SimpleAnswer0{20}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}

\end{slide}{11}

\end_experiment_time{ Fri Jan 17 18:22:24 GMT+00:00 2003}

\SimpleAnswer{ending}

\final_user_responseX{ending}∆
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D.1 Example Content of Response Summary File

Section 1 Slide 1 Q 1: As an investor, the majority of your holdings

are in American based companies. The graph above depicts the recent

performance of those stocks. In the past week your stocks fell

significantly, before experiencing their current rise.

Base on the information above, which of the following options would

you choose to do:

Answers given in the form of: multiple choice where multiple answers

not allowed

Participant ID, Buy more shares, Sell some shares,

1, 1, 0,

2, 0, 1,

3, 1, 0,

4, 1, 0,

Section 1 Slide 1 Q 2: Explain why you would do so:

Answers given in the form of: text

Participant ID, Answer,

1, I would buy more shares because I think the stocks will keep rising.,

2, The stocks are likely to fall because of the Asian financial crisis.,

3, Since General Motors are doing well I think my shares will too as

General Motors is an American company too.,

4, Because of the economists predictions.,

D.2 Example Content of Response Times File

Subject ID, Instructions, Section 1 Slide 1, Post Comment,

1, 13.968, 56.062, 5.141,

2, 59.672, 228.437, 63.984,

3, 1.0, 52.843, 2.297,

4, 0.906, 82.296, 3.141,
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E.1 Experiment Creation Applet class
1 /*
2 client for authoring experiments. It inherits from GeneralClient.
3 */
4
5 import java.util.Vector;
6 import java.util.Enumeration;
7 import java.util.*;
8
9 import java.awt.*;
10 import java.net.*;
11 import java.applet.*;
12 import java.awt.Color.*;
13
14
15 public class CreateExp extends GeneralClient {
16
17 private String Sections;
18 private Vector recorder;
19 private boolean exist;
20 private int index;
21 private String essaie;
22 private int toRetreive;
23 private int current Text;
24 private int current Graph;
25 private int current M;
26 private int current S;
27 private int current AButton;
28 private int current Answer;
29 private int current Delete;
30 private int current random M;
31 private ImageHolder ImageH;
32 private URL imageAddress;
33 private int number Simple;//number of simple questions in the slide
34 private int number Multi;//total number of Multi in the slide
35
36 private int number SandM; // 25thJ number of questions altogether
37
38 private int number Slides;//total number of slides
39 private int position end Slide;//gives the index of the following
40 slide in the vector
41 private int position begin Slide;//gives the position of the current
42 slide in the vector
43 private int position end Multi;
44 private int position begin Multi;
45
46 private int number Answers;
47 private TextArea Comment;//avacnt TextField
48 private TextField M List[]=new TextField[40];
49 private TextField Simple List[]=new TextField[40];
50 private TextField A List[]=new TextField[40];
51 private TextField txtAreas[]=new TextField[40];//stores different
52 //txt areas
53 private TextField graAreas[]=new TextField[40];
54
55 private Button BA List[]=new Button[40];// list of the buttons to
56 add answers to a given multiple choice question
57 private Checkbox D List[]=new Checkbox[40];//list of checkboxes to
58 help delete function
59 private Checkbox R List[]=new Checkbox[40];//list of checkboxes to
60 help randomize the answers of the Multiple choice question
61
62
63 private Checkbox Slide Random[]= new Checkbox[1];
64 private Checkbox Section End[]= new Checkbox[1];
65 private Checkbox Text Random[]=new Checkbox[1];
66
67 // 25thJ
68 private Checkbox Question Random[]= new Checkbox[1];
69
70 // 6thA
71 private Checkbox Simple Random[]=new Checkbox[1];
72 private Checkbox Multi Random[]=new Checkbox[1];
73
74
75 private Panel p0,p1, p2; // Panels for Layout
76 private Label subChoice; // Submit Text/Graphics
77 private Button txtButton; // Text Button
78 private Button graButton; // Graphics Button
79 private Button multiButton; // Multi question Button
80 private Button simpleButton; // Simple question Button
81
82 private Button insertButton;
83 private Button backButton; // Back Button
84 private Button backToStartButton;
85 private Button forwardButton; // Forward Button
86 private Button deleteButton;
87 private int chosenSub; // Actual Choice
88
89 private Panel p3,p4,p5;
90 private Label graLabel1; // Label for Graphics
91 private Label graLabel2;
92 private TextField graField; // Graphics TextField
93 private boolean isGraphics;
94 private Label txtLabel;
95 private TextArea txtArea;
96 private Label queLabel; // Question label
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97 private TextArea queArea; // Question input area
98
99 private Panel p6,p7,p8,p9,p10,p11,p13,p14,p15,p16,p12,p21,p22,
100 p19,p35,p36,p37,p38;
101 private Label possResLabel; // Label for answers
102 private TextField possResField; // input num of answers
103 private int NumPossibleRes; // Num of possible ans
104 private Label TooManyLabel; // For too many answers
105 private Label NotEnoughResponsesLabel; //For too few answers
106 private int currResponse;
107 private Label resLabel; // Response input prompt
108 private TextArea resArea; // Response input Area
109 private TextArea response[]; // Array of response areas
110 private Button nextButton; // For next input
111 private Button finishButton; // To signal finish
112
113 private Label randLabel; // Label for random
114 private CheckboxGroup randGroup; // Random choice group
115 private Checkbox randYesB; // Random yes button
116 private Checkbox randNoB; // Random no button
117
118 private Label randAnsLabel1;
119 private Label randAnsLabel2;
120 private CheckboxGroup randAnsGroup;
121
122 private Checkbox randAnsYesB;
123 private Checkbox randAnsNoB;
124 private Label randTxtLabel1;
125 private Label randTxtLabel2;
126 private CheckboxGroup randTxtGroup;
127 private Checkbox randTxtYesB;
128 private Checkbox randTxtNoB;
129
130 private Label endLabel; // Label for the end
131 private Button endButton;
132 private Panel commentPanel;
133
134 private Panel pRand;
135 private Label RandLabel;
136 private Checkbox RandSlide;
137
138 // 25thJ
139 private Label RandLabel1;
140 private Checkbox RandSlide1;
141
142 private String randomSlides;
143 private Label commentLabelS;
144 private Panel p20;
145 private TextField graField20; // Graphics TextField
146 private String NumAns;//stores the number of possible
147 answers, may be redundant
148
149 private Label commentLabel1;
150 private Label commentLabel2;
151 private Label commentLabel3;
152 private TextArea commentArea;
153 private Button commentButton1;
154 private Button commentButton2;
155 private Button commentButton3;
156
157 private int currSlide; // The current input
158 private String infoToSend; // The info to be sent
159 private String Experiment, ExperimentName,Login,Password;
160 private Panel mainPanel, mainPanel2,pickagain, p17, p18;
161 private Button expNameBut,newUserButton, newpasswdBut,
162 anotheruserBut,startexpBut;
163 private TextField expNameField,userloginField,userPassField;
164 private Label expNameLab, noteLab, responseLabel,userloginLab;
165 private int State=20;
166 private TextArea descArea;
167 private Label descLab;
168 private Panel descPanel;
169 private Button descBut;
170 private String desc;
171
172 // This processes all actions in the applet
173 public boolean action(Event e, Object o) {
174
175 // Check to see if a button was triggered
176 if (e.target instanceof Button) {
177
178 for (int i=0;i<number Multi;i++)
179 {
180 if (e.target==BA List[i])
181 {
182 current M=i;
183 add type(4);
184 //we get the user input before deleting the layout
185
186
187 get User Input();
188 //we rebuild the layout from scratch relying
189 on the recorder
190 rebuild Layout();
191 return true;
192 }
193 }
194
195 if (e.target== expNameBut){
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196 ExperimentName = expNameField.getText();
197 sendMessage(ExperimentName);
198 removeAll();
199 }
200 if (e.target== newUserButton){
201 Login = userloginField.getText();
202 sendMessage(Login);
203 removeAll();
204 add Layout(18);
205 }
206 if (e.target== newpasswdBut){
207 Password = userPassField.getText();
208 sendMessage(Password);
209 removeAll();
210 add Layout(19);
211 }
212 if (e.target== descBut){
213 desc = descArea.getText();
214 sendMessage(desc);
215 removeAll();
216 add Layout(-1);
217 }
218
219
220
221 // The comment at the start of the experiment
222 if (e.target == commentButton1) {
223 // Read in the comment
224 String the comment = Comment.getText();
225 recorder.setElementAt(the comment,1);
226 if (RandSlide.getState() == true){
227 Sections = ("true");
228 }else{
229 Sections = ("false");
230 }
231 recorder.setElementAt(Sections,2);
232 currSlide=0;
233 rebuild Layout();
234
235 }
236 if (e.target == txtButton) {
237 // we add to the vector an element of the type Txt with a nil
238 // value
239 add type(0);
240 //we get the user input before deleting the layout
241 infoToSend = get User Input();
242
243 //we rebuild the layout from scratch relying on the recorder
244 rebuild Layout();
245 return true;
246 }
247 if (e.target == multiButton) {
248
249 // we add to the vector an element of the type Multi with a nil
250 // value
251 add type(2);
252 //we get the user input before deleting the layout
253 get User Input();
254 //we rebuild the layout from scratch relying on the recorder
255 rebuild Layout();
256 return true;
257 }
258
259 if (e.target == simpleButton) {
260
261 // we add to the vector an element of the type Simple with a nil
262 // value
263 add type(3);
264 get User Input();
265 //we rebuild the layout from scratch relying on the recorder
266 rebuild Layout();
267 return true;
268 }
269 if (e.target==deleteButton){
270 String tampon=get User Input();
271 find Positions Slide();
272 delete();
273 rebuild Layout();
274 return true;
275 }
276 if (e.target == graButton) {
277 add type(1);
278 //we get the user input before deleting the layout
279 get User Input();
280 //we rebuild the layout from scratch relying on the recorder
281 rebuild Layout();
282 return true;
283 }
284
285 if (e.target == nextButton) {
286 infoToSend = get User Input();
287 currSlide++;
288 if (currSlide==number Slides)//ici il y avait un >
289 {
290 number Slides++;
291 add type(-1);
292 }
293 rebuild Layout();
294 }
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295
296 if (e.target == insertButton) {
297 infoToSend = get User Input();
298 add type(-2);
299 currSlide++;
300 number Slides++;
301 rebuild Layout();
302 }
303 if (e.target == backButton) {
304
305 infoToSend = get User Input();
306 currSlide--;
307 removeAll();
308
309 if (currSlide==-1)
310 {
311 add Layout(-1);
312 Comment.setText((String) recorder.elementAt(1));
313 }
314 else
315 rebuild Layout();
316 }
317
318 if (e.target == backToStartButton ) {
319 recorder.setElementAt(commentArea.getText(),3);
320 currSlide=number Slides-1;
321 rebuild Layout();
322 }
323 // The end of the slide input material
324 if (e.target == finishButton) {
325 get User Input();
326 // update the layout parameters
327 removeAll();
328 add Layout(13);
329
330 commentArea.setText((String)recorder.elementAt(3));
331
332 return true;
333 }
334 if (e.target == commentButton2) {
335 // Read in the comment
336 String the comment = commentArea.getText();
337 String comment = ("\n\\post " + "experiment comment{" + the comment +
338 "}");
339 // Send the comment as a separate slide
340 sendMessage(comment + "\n");
341
342 // Update the layout
343 removeAll();
344 add Layout(12); // End Button
345 // Signal end of the experiment
346 sendMessage("END OF EXPERIMENT");
347 return true;
348 }
349 if (e.target == endButton) {
350 // Read in the comment
351 String final comment = commentArea.getText();
352 recorder.setElementAt(final comment,3);
353 removeAll();
354 transfer vector();
355
356 //generate new html page to provide a link to the experiment
357
358
359 String str = parse url address("EndCreate.html");
360 try {
361 URL url = new URL(str);
362 AppletContext context = getAppletContext();
363 context.showDocument(url);
364 } catch (MalformedURLException exp) {
365 exp.printStackTrace();
366 }
367 return true;
368 }
369 }
370 return true;
371 }
372
373
374
375 // This function updates the GUI parameters
376 public void add Layout(int num) {
377 switch (num) {
378 case 19:
379 //ask for brief desc of exp
380 descPanel = new Panel();
381 descPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
382 descBut = new Button("Continue");
383 descArea = new TextArea(20,55);
384 descLab = new Label("Enter a brief description of your experiment
385 for future reference:");
386 descPanel.add("South",descBut);
387 descPanel.add("North",descLab);
388 descPanel.add("Center",descArea);
389 add(descPanel);
390 setBackground(Color.white);
391 break;
392 case 16:
393 // ask for name of exp(and directory to be created)
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394 mainPanel = new Panel();
395 mainPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
396 expNameBut = new Button("Continue");
397 expNameField = new TextField(20);
398 expNameLab = new Label("Enter Name of Experiment:\n(Please do
399 not use spaces.)");
400 mainPanel.add("South",expNameBut);
401 mainPanel.add("West",expNameLab);
402 mainPanel.add("East",expNameField);
403 add(mainPanel);
404 setBackground(Color.white);
405 break;
406
407 case 17:
408 p17 = new Panel();
409 p17.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
410 newUserButton = new Button("Create Login Name");
411 userloginField = new TextField(20);
412 userloginLab = new Label("Enter login name for viewing experiment
413 : ");
414 p17.add("West", userloginLab);
415 p17.add("East", userloginField);
416 p17.add("South", newUserButton);
417 add(p17, BorderLayout.CENTER);
418 setBackground(Color.white);
419 break;
420
421 case(18):
422 p18 = new Panel();
423 p18.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
424 newpasswdBut = new Button("Create User Password");
425 userPassField = new TextField(20);
426 p18.add("East",userPassField);
427 p18.add("West",newpasswdBut);
428 add(p18, BorderLayout.CENTER);
429 setBackground(Color.white);
430 break;
431
432
433 case -2:
434 //if a directory of this name already exists prompt again
435 pickagain = new Panel();
436 pickagain.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
437 responseLabel=new Label("Experiment already exists, please
438 pick a new name.");
439 pickagain.add("South",responseLabel);
440 add(pickagain, BorderLayout.NORTH);
441 setBackground(Color.white);
442 break;
443 case -1:
444 //pre-experiment comment Area
445 commentLabel1=new Label("Please enter any pre-experiment
446 comment you would like to present");
447 commentLabel2=new Label("i.e. Instruction for the user to
448 follow");
449 p0 = new Panel();
450 p0.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
451 commentButton1 = new Button("Continue");
452 Comment= new TextArea(20,55);
453 p0.add("North", commentLabel1);
454 p0.add("Center",Comment);
455 add(p0);
456 add(commentButton1);
457 pRand = new Panel();
458 pRand.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
459 RandLabel = new Label("Do you want any randomizing in the
460 experiment to be done in sections?");
461 RandSlide = new Checkbox("Sections");
462 pRand.add("North", RandLabel);
463 pRand.add("South", RandSlide);
464 add(pRand);
465 setBackground(Color.white);
466 break;
467
468 case 0 :
469 // Add panel with graphics/text choice
470 p1 = new Panel();
471 p2 = new Panel();
472 // The Graphical user interface parameters
473 txtButton = new Button("Text");
474 graButton = new Button("Graphics");
475 multiButton = new Button("Multi choice Q");
476 simpleButton=new Button("Simple Q");
477 deleteButton=new Button("Delete");
478 finishButton = new Button("Finish Now");
479
480 p2.add(deleteButton);
481 p2.add(txtButton);
482 p2.add(graButton);
483 p2.add(multiButton);
484 p2.add(simpleButton);
485
486 p9=new Panel();
487 p9.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
488 p9.add("North",finishButton);
489
490 p1.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
491 p1.add("Center", p2);
492 p1.add("South",p9);
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493
494 add(p1);
495 setBackground(Color.red);
496
497 break;
498 case 1 :
499 // Add panel for graphics input
500 p3 = new Panel();
501 p3.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
502 graLabel1 = new Label("Please enter the url of " + "where .gif
503 file is");
504 graLabel2 = new Label("eg. http://www.tcd.ie/" + "index.html ");
505 graAreas[current Graph] = new TextField(20);
506 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
507 p3.add("North", graLabel1);
508 p3.add("Center", graLabel2);
509 p3.add("South", graAreas[current Graph++]);
510
511 p3.add("West",D List[current Delete++]);
512 add(p3);
513 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
514 current Delete++;//to keep the same order as in the vector
515 setBackground(Color.white);
516
517 break;
518 case 2 :
519 // Add panel for text input
520 p4 = new Panel();
521 p4.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
522 txtLabel = new Label("Please enter the sentence for presentation");
523 txtAreas[current Text] = new TextField(40);
524 p4.add("Center", txtLabel);
525 p4.add("South", txtAreas[current Text++]);
526 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
527 p4.add("West",D List[current Delete++]);
528 add(p4);
529 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
530 current Delete++;//to keep the same order as in the vector
531 setBackground(Color.white);
532 break;
533
534 case 3 :
535 // Add panel for Multiple question input
536 p5 = new Panel();
537 p5.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
538 queLabel = new Label("Please enter the multiple choice question");
539 M List[current M]=new TextField(30);
540 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
541 BA List[current AButton]=new Button ("Add answer");
542 R List[current random M]=new Checkbox("Answers randomised");
543 p5.add("North", queLabel);
544 p5.add("Center",M List[current M++]);
545 p5.add("West",D List[current Delete++]);
546
547 //add the button for the answers
548 p5.add("East",BA List[current AButton++]);
549 p5.add("South",R List[current random M++]);
550 add(p5);
551 //current Delete=current Delete+3;//to keep the same order as in
552 the vector
553 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
554 D List[++current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
555 D List[++current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
556 current Delete++;
557
558 setBackground(Color.white);
559 break;
560
561 case 4 :
562 // Add a simple question
563 p6 = new Panel();
564 p6.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
565 queLabel = new Label("Please enter the simple question");
566 Simple List[current S]=new TextField(5);
567 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
568 p6.add("North", queLabel);
569 p6.add("Center",Simple List[current S++]);
570 p6.add("West",D List[current Delete++]);
571 //we add the button for the answers
572 add(p6);
573 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
574 current Delete++;//to keep the same order as in the vector
575
576 setBackground(Color.white);
577 break;
578
579 case 5 :
580 // Add one answer
581 p7 = new Panel();
582 p7.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
583 A List[++current Answer]=new TextField(15);
584 D List[current Delete]=new Checkbox("To Delete");
585 resLabel = new Label("Please enter an answer "+": ");
586 add("North", resLabel);
587 add("Center",A List[current Answer]);
588 add("South",D List[current Delete]);
589 add(p7);
590 current Delete++;
591 setBackground(Color.white);
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592 break;
593
594 case 6 :
595 p8 = new Panel();
596 p8.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
597 nextButton = new Button("Next Slide");
598 finishButton = new Button("Finish");
599 insertButton=new Button("Insert Slide");
600 randLabel= new Label("Current Slide no.:"+Integer.toString
601 (currSlide)+"");
602 backButton = new Button("Back");
603 p8.add("West", backButton);
604 p8.add("Center", nextButton);
605 p8.add("East", insertButton);
606 p8.add("North",randLabel);
607 add(p8);
608 setBackground(Color.white);
609 break;
610
611
612 case 12 :
613 endButton = new Button("End Experiment");
614 backButton = new Button("Back");
615 add(endButton);
616 add(backButton);
617 setBackground(Color.white);
618 break;
619 case 13 :
620 commentPanel = new Panel();
621 commentPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
622 commentArea = new TextArea(20, 55);
623 endButton = new Button("End Experiment");
624 commentLabel3 = new Label("Please enter any" + " post-experiment
625 comment that you " + "would like to present");
626 commentPanel.add("Center", commentArea);
627 commentPanel.add("North", commentLabel3);
628 backToStartButton = new Button("Back");
629 add(commentPanel);
630 add(backToStartButton);
631 add(endButton);
632 setBackground(Color.white);
633 break;
634 case 14 :
635 // Add panel for restauring questions
636 p20 = new Panel();
637 p20.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
638 graField20 = new TextField(55);
639 p20.add("South", graField20);
640 add(p20);
641 setBackground(Color.red);
642 break;
643
644 case 15 :
645 p21 = new Panel();
646 p21.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
647 p22 = new Panel();
648 p22.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
649 p35 = new Panel();
650 p35.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
651 p36 = new Panel();
652 p36.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
653 p37 = new Panel();
654 p37.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
655 p38 = new Panel();
656 p38.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
657
658
659
660 Slide Random[0] = new Checkbox("This slide appears in a random
661 position");
662 Text Random[0] = new Checkbox("Sentences are randomized");
663 Section End[0] = new Checkbox("End of current section of slides");
664 Multi Random[0]=new Checkbox("Multi Q’s random");
665 Simple Random[0]=new Checkbox("Simple Q’s random");
666
667 p36.add("North", Slide Random[0]);
668 p36.add("Center", p35);
669 p35.add(Text Random[0]);
670 p21.add(Section End[0]);
671 p38.add(Multi Random[0]);
672 p37.add(Simple Random[0]);
673
674 p22.add("North", p36);
675 p22.add("Center", p21);
676 p22.add("East",p38);
677 p22.add("West",p37);
678 p22.add("South",finishButton);
679 add(p22);
680 setBackground(Color.white);
681 break;
682 }
683 validate();
684 }
685
686 public void add type(int num){
687
688 switch (num) {
689 case -2 :// insert a find slide or adds one if already at the
690 last slide
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691 find Positions Slide();
692 //we add it at the end of the slide in the vector
693 if (currSlide!=number Slides-1)
694 {
695 recorder.insertElementAt("/Slide",position end Slide);
696 recorder.insertElementAt("/NoRandom",position end Slide+1);
697 recorder.insertElementAt("/NoRandom",position end Slide+2);
698 recorder.insertElementAt("/No",position end Slide+3);
699 recorder.insertElementAt("/NoRandom",position end Slide+3);
700 recorder.insertElementAt("/NoRandom",position end Slide+4);
701 }
702
703 else
704 {
705 recorder.addElement("/Slide");
706 recorder.addElement("/NoRandom");
707 recorder.addElement("/NoRandom");
708 recorder.addElement("/No");
709 recorder.addElement("/NoRandom");
710 recorder.addElement("/NoRandom");
711
712 }
713 break;
714
715 case -1 : // add a slide
716 recorder.addElement("/Slide");
717 recorder.addElement("/NoRandom");
718 recorder.addElement("/NoRandom");
719 recorder.addElement("/No");
720 recorder.addElement("/NoRandom");
721 recorder.addElement("/NoRandom");
722 break;
723
724 case 0 ://a text
725 find Positions Slide();
726
727
728 position begin Slide=position begin Slide+4 ;//move
729 onestep further
730 recorder.insertElementAt("/T",++position begin Slide);
731 recorder.insertElementAt("/None",++position begin Slide);
732 break;
733
734 case 1 :// a graphic
735 find Positions Slide();
736 position begin Slide=position begin Slide+4;
737 recorder.insertElementAt("/G",++position begin Slide);
738 recorder.insertElementAt("/None",++position begin Slide);
739 break;
740
741 case 2 :// Multiple choice question
742 find Positions Slide();
743 //we add it at the end of the slide in the vector
744 if (position end Slide!=recorder.size()-1)
745 {
746 recorder.insertElementAt("/M",position end Slide);
747 recorder.insertElementAt("0",position end Slide+1);
748 recorder.insertElementAt("/None",position end Slide+2);
749 //for text
750 recorder.insertElementAt("Random",position end Slide+3);
751 }
752
753 else
754 {
755 recorder.addElement("/M");
756 recorder.addElement("0");//si on veut changer on peut
757 mettre a3
758 recorder.addElement("/None");//for the text
759 recorder.addElement("Random");
760 }
761 break;
762
763 case 3 :// Simple choice question
764 find Positions Slide();
765 //we add it at the end of the slide in the vector
766
767 if (position end Slide!=recorder.size()-1)
768 {
769 recorder.insertElementAt("/S",position end Slide);
770 //pas de -1
771 recorder.insertElementAt("/None",position end Slide+1);
772 }
773 else
774 {
775 recorder.addElement("/S");
776 recorder.addElement("/None");//for the text of the
777 question
778 }
779 break;
780
781 case 4 :// Answer to multiple choice question
782 find Positions Slide();
783 find Positions Multi();
784 //we increment the number of the answers to the question
785 int i=Integer.parseInt((String)recorder.elementAt
786 (position begin Multi+1));
787 i++;
788
789 recorder.setElementAt(Integer.toString(i),
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790 position begin Multi+1);
791 //we add it at the end of the slide in the vector
792
793 if (position end Multi>=recorder.size())
794 recorder.addElement("/None");
795 else
796 recorder.insertElementAt("/None",position end Multi+1);
797 //no answer yet
798 break;
799 }
800 }
801 // Read in all the data the user has entered, labeling it
802 public String get User Input(){
803
804 String data="";
805 //run through the vector
806 current Text=0;
807 current Graph=0;
808 current M=0;
809 current S=0;
810 int offset=0;
811 number Answers=0;
812
813 find Positions Slide();
814 index=++position begin Slide;//the position to begin with
815
816
817
818 if (Slide Random[0].getState())
819 recorder.setElementAt("/Random",index-1);
820 else
821 recorder.setElementAt("/NoRandom",index-1);
822
823 if (Text Random[0].getState())
824 recorder.setElementAt("/Random",index++);
825 else
826 recorder.setElementAt("/NoRandom",index++);
827
828 if (Section End[0].getState())
829 recorder.setElementAt("/Yes",index++);
830 else
831 recorder.setElementAt("/No",index++);
832
833 // 0909
834 if (Multi Random[0].getState())
835 recorder.setElementAt("/Random",index++);
836 else
837 recorder.setElementAt("/NoRandom",index++);
838
839 //0909
840 if (Simple Random[0].getState())
841 recorder.setElementAt("/Random",index++);
842 else
843 recorder.setElementAt("/NoRandom",index++);
844
845
846
847
848 while((index<recorder.size()-1)&&(recorder.elementAt(index)!=
849 "/Slide"))
850 {
851
852
853 if (((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/T")&
854 ((String)recorder.elementAt(index+1)!="/None"))
855 {
856 for (int i=2;i<recorder.size();i++)
857 {
858
859 }
860 recorder.setElementAt(txtAreas[current Text].getText(),++index);
861 current Text++;
862 }
863
864 else if (((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/S")&
865 ((String)recorder.elementAt(index+1)!="/None"))
866
867 {
868 recorder.setElementAt(Simple List[current S].getText(),++index);
869 current S++;
870
871 }
872
873 else if (((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/G")&
874 ((String)recorder.elementAt(index+1)!="/None"))
875 {
876 recorder.setElementAt(graAreas[current Graph].getText(),++index);
877 current Graph++;
878
879 }
880
881 else if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/M")
882 {
883 if((String)recorder.elementAt(index+2)!="/None")
884 {
885
886 number Answers=Integer.parseInt
887 ((String) recorder.elementAt(++index));
888
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889 recorder.setElementAt(M List[current M].getText(),++index);
890 //we store the text of the question
891
892 //store the randomization
893 recorder.setElementAt("/NoRandom",++index);//default value
894 if (R List[current M].getState())
895
896 {
897 recorder.setElementAt("/Random",index);
898 }
899
900
901
902 int i=1;
903 while (i<=number Answers)
904 {
905
906 if (recorder.elementAt(++index)!="/None")
907 recorder.setElementAt(A List[i+offset].getText(),index);
908 i++;
909 }
910
911 offset=offset+number Answers;
912 current M++;
913 }
914 }
915 index++;
916
917 }
918
919
920 return data;
921 }
922
923
924 public void rebuild Layout(){
925 //rebuilds the layout from scratch
926 current Graph=0;
927 current Text=0;
928 current Delete=0;
929 current AButton=0;
930 current Answer=0;
931 number Answers=0;
932 current M=0;
933 current S=0;
934 current random M=0;
935 number Multi=0;
936 number Simple=0;
937
938 removeAll();
939
940 add Layout(6);
941 add Layout(0);
942 add Layout(15);
943
944 find Positions Slide();
945 index=++position begin Slide;
946
947
948 if(recorder.elementAt(index-1)=="/Random")
949 Slide Random[0].setState(true);
950 else
951 Slide Random[0].setState(false);
952
953 if(recorder.elementAt(index++)=="/Random")
954 Text Random[0].setState(true);
955 else
956 Text Random[0].setState(false);
957
958 if(recorder.elementAt(index++)=="/Yes")
959 Section End[0].setState(true);
960 else
961 Section End[0].setState(false);
962
963 if(recorder.elementAt(index++)=="/Random")
964 Multi Random[0].setState(true);
965 else
966 Multi Random[0].setState(false);
967
968 if(recorder.elementAt(index++)=="/Random")
969 Simple Random[0].setState(true);
970 else
971 Simple Random[0].setState(false);
972
973
974
975 while((index<recorder.size()-1)&(recorder.elementAt(index)!="/Slide")) {
976 if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/T"){
977 add Layout(2);
978
979 if (recorder.elementAt(++index)=="/None")
980 recorder.setElementAt("",index);
981
982 txtAreas[current Text-1].setText((String) recorder.elementAt(index));
983
984 }
985
986 else if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/G"){
987 add Layout(1);
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988 if (recorder.elementAt(++index)=="/None")//to avoid having none
989 in our text area which would lead to a deadlock
990 recorder.setElementAt("",index);
991 graAreas[current Graph-1].setText((String) recorder.elementAt(index));
992
993
994
995 }
996
997 else if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/S"){
998 number Simple++;
999 add Layout(4);
1000
1001 if (recorder.elementAt(++index)=="/None")//to avoid having none
1002 in our text area which would lead to a deadlock
1003 recorder.setElementAt("",index);
1004 Simple List[current S-1].setText((String) recorder.elementAt(index));
1005 }
1006
1007 else if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/M")
1008 {
1009
1010
1011 number Multi++;
1012 // we first add the text of the question
1013 add Layout(3);
1014 //update the question
1015 index=index+2;//on se positionne sur la question
1016 if (recorder.elementAt(index)=="/None")//to avoid having none
1017 in our text area which would lead to a deadlock
1018 recorder.setElementAt("",index);
1019 M List[current M-1].setText((String) recorder.elementAt(index));
1020
1021
1022
1023 //we must up date the checkbox: if we can change the state ok
1024 sinon on la cree ici et non pas dans up date Layout
1025
1026 if (recorder.elementAt(++index)=="/Random")
1027 R List[ current random M-1].setState(false);
1028 else
1029 R List[ current random M-1].setState(true);
1030
1031 number Answers=Integer.parseInt((String) recorder.
1032 elementAt(index-2));
1033
1034 int i = 0;
1035 while (i<number Answers){
1036
1037 add Layout(5);//we add answer field by answer field
1038 index++;
1039 if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/None") recorder.
1040 setElementAt("",index);
1041 A List[current Answer].setText((String)recorder.elementAt(index));
1042
1043
1044 i++;
1045
1046 }
1047 }
1048
1049 index++;
1050 }
1051 }
1052
1053 public void transfer vector(){
1054 currSlide=0;
1055 infoToSend="";
1056 infoToSend=infoToSend.concat("\n\\begin{experiment}{"+Experiment+"}"+
1057 "\n\\pre"+"experiment comment{"+(String)recorder.elementAt(1)+"}");
1058 infoToSend=infoToSend.concat("\n\\Sections{"+(String)recorder.
1059 elementAt(2)+"}");
1060 infoToSend=infoToSend.concat("\n\\Total Num Slides{"+number Slides+"}");
1061 String info="";
1062 int temp = currSlide;
1063 while(currSlide<number Slides)
1064 {
1065 info=info.concat("\n\\Slide{"+currSlide+"}"+"random position{");
1066 find Positions Slide();
1067 index=position begin Slide;
1068 if(recorder.elementAt(index)=="/Random")
1069 info=info.concat("true"+"}");
1070 else
1071 info=info.concat("false"+"}");
1072 currSlide++;
1073 }
1074 currSlide=temp;
1075 int tmp=currSlide;
1076 String info2="";
1077 while(currSlide<number Slides){
1078 info2=info2.concat("\n\\Slide{"+currSlide+"}"+"End Section{");
1079 find Positions Slide();
1080 index=position begin Slide;
1081 if(recorder.elementAt(index+2)=="/Yes")
1082 info2=info2.concat("true"+"}");
1083 else
1084 info2=info2.concat("false"+"}");
1085 currSlide++;
1086 }
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1087 info2=info2.concat("\n\\end{Slide}");
1088 info=info.concat(info2);
1089 currSlide=tmp;
1090 infoToSend=infoToSend.concat(info);
1091 sendMessage(infoToSend+"\n");
1092 while(currSlide<number Slides)
1093 {
1094 infoToSend=transfer slide();
1095 currSlide++;
1096 sendMessage(infoToSend+"\n");
1097 }
1098
1099 sendMessage("END OF SLIDE INPUT");
1100 infoToSend="";
1101 infoToSend=infoToSend.concat("\n\\post"+"experiment comment{"+
1102 (String)recorder.elementAt(3)+"}");
1103 infoToSend=infoToSend.concat("\n\\END OF EXPERIMENT");
1104 sendMessage(infoToSend+"\n");
1105 printout();
1106 }
1107
1108 public void printout(){ //method used in writing edit, to test what
1109 is in vector
1110 try {
1111 for (Enumeration e = recorder.elements() ; ;) {
1112
1113 System.out.println(e.nextElement());
1114 }
1115 } catch(NoSuchElementException e) {
1116 }
1117
1118 }
1119
1120 public String transfer slide(){
1121 String data=new String("");
1122 int j = 0;
1123 int k = 0;
1124 int l = 0;
1125 data=data.concat("\n\\begin{slide}{"+currSlide+"}");
1126 find Positions Slide();
1127 index=++position begin Slide;
1128
1129 if(recorder.elementAt(index-1)=="/Random")
1130 data=data.concat("{"+"random"+"}");
1131 else
1132 data=data.concat("{"+"norandom"+"}");
1133
1134
1135 if(recorder.elementAt(index)=="/Random")
1136 data=data.concat("\n\\text Random{"+"true"+"}");
1137 else
1138 data=data.concat("\n\\text Random{"+"false"+"}");
1139
1140 if(recorder.elementAt(index+2)=="/Random"){
1141 data=data.concat("\n\\multi Random{"+"true"+"}");
1142 data=data.concat("\n\\endmultiRandom");
1143 }else{
1144 data=data.concat("\n\\multi Random{"+"false"+"}");
1145 data=data.concat("\n\\endmultiRandom");
1146 }
1147
1148
1149 if(recorder.elementAt(index+3)=="/Random"){
1150 data=data.concat("\n\\simple Random{"+"true"+"}");
1151 data=data.concat("\n\\endsimpleRandom");
1152 }else{
1153 data=data.concat("\n\\simple Random{"+"false"+"}");
1154 data=data.concat("\n\\endsimpleRandom");
1155 }
1156
1157
1158 boolean text=true;
1159 boolean end=false;
1160 while((index<recorder.size()-1)&&(recorder.elementAt(index)!="/Slide")) {
1161 if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/T"){
1162 if (text)
1163 {
1164 data=data.concat("\n\\begin{text}");
1165 end=true;
1166 text=false;
1167 }
1168 data=data.concat("\n\\text"+j+"{"+(String)recorder.
1169 elementAt(++index)+"}");
1170 j=j+1;
1171 }
1172
1173 else if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/G"){
1174 if (end)
1175 {
1176 data=data.concat("\n\\end{text}");
1177 end=false;//In case there is no text afterwards
1178 text=true;//I can start another text set
1179 }
1180 data=data.concat("\n\\graphic{"+(String)recorder.
1181 elementAt(++index)+"}");
1182 }
1183
1184 else if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/S"){
1185 if (end)
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1186 {
1187 data=data.concat("\n\\end{text}");
1188 end=false;//In case there is no text afterwards
1189 text=true;//I can start another text set
1190 }
1191
1192
1193 data=data.concat("\n\\simplequestion"+k+"{"+(String)recorder.
1194 elementAt(++index)+"}");
1195
1196
1197 data=data.concat("\n\\endsimplequestion{"+k+"}");
1198 k=k+1;
1199 }
1200 else if ((String)recorder.elementAt(index)=="/M")
1201 {if (end)
1202 {
1203 data=data.concat("\n\\end{text}");
1204 end=false;//In case there is no text afterwards
1205 text=true;//I can start another text set
1206 }
1207 index=index+2;
1208
1209
1210 data=data.concat("\n\\multiquestion"+l+"{"+(String)recorder.
1211 elementAt(index)+"}");
1212
1213 data=data.concat("\n\\endmultiquestion{"+l+"}");
1214 data=data.concat("\n\\noOfAns{"+l+"}{"+(String)recorder.
1215 elementAt(index-1)+"}");
1216 l=l+1;
1217
1218 number Answers=Integer.parseInt((String) recorder.
1219 elementAt(index-1));
1220
1221 if (recorder.elementAt(++index)=="/Random")
1222 data=data.concat("\n\\random{"+(l-1)+"}{"+"true}");
1223 else
1224 data=data.concat("\n\\random{"+(l-1)+"}{false}");
1225
1226 if(number Answers!=0)
1227 {
1228 data=data.concat("\n\\begin{"+(l-1)+"}{answers}");
1229
1230
1231 int i = 0;
1232 while (i<number Answers){
1233 index++;
1234 data=data.concat("\n\\answer{"+(l-1)+"}["+i+"]"+"{"+
1235 (String)recorder.elementAt(index)+"}");
1236 i++;
1237 }
1238 data=data.concat("\n\\end{"+(l-1)+"}{answers}");
1239 }
1240 }
1241
1242 index++;
1243 }
1244
1245
1246 if (end)
1247 {
1248 data=data.concat("\n\\end{text}");
1249 end=false;//In case there is no text afterwards
1250 text=true;//I can start another text set
1251 }
1252
1253
1254 data=data.concat("\n\\endqs{endqs}");
1255
1256 data=data.concat("\n\\MultiQuestions{" +l+ "}\n\\SimpleQuestions{"
1257 +k+ "}\n\\Sentences{" +j + "}");
1258 data=data.concat("\n\\end{slide}{"+currSlide+"}");
1259 return data;
1260 }
1261
1262 public void find Positions Slide(){
1263 int position;
1264 int i=1;
1265
1266 position = recorder.lastIndexOf("/Slide");
1267 position end Slide=recorder.size()-1;
1268 while (currSlide!=number Slides-i)
1269 {
1270 position end Slide=position;
1271 position=recorder.lastIndexOf("/Slide",position-1);
1272 ++i;
1273 }
1274 position begin Slide=++position;
1275 }
1276
1277
1278 public void find Positions Multi(){
1279 int position;
1280 int i=1;
1281
1282 position = recorder.lastIndexOf("/M",position end Slide);
1283 while (current M!=number Multi-i)
1284 {
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1285 position=recorder.lastIndexOf("/M",position-1);
1286 ++i;
1287 }
1288 position begin Multi=position;
1289 int nbr Responses=Integer.parseInt((String)recorder.elementAt(++position));
1290 position end Multi=position+nbr Responses+2;
1291 }
1292
1293 public void delete(){
1294 int offset Delete=0;//offset between the checkbox set and the vector
1295 int counter=0;
1296 for(int i=0;i<current Delete;i++)
1297 {
1298 if (D List[i].getState())
1299 {
1300 counter=i+position begin Slide+2-offset Delete;//avant 1
1301 String character=(String)recorder.elementAt(counter);
1302 //2 to add to already +1 to take into account the S and the randomization
1303 and the randomisation of the text materials
1304
1305
1306 if (character=="/M")
1307 {
1308 //we must delete question + all the answers
1309 int To Delete=Integer.parseInt((String)recorder.
1310 elementAt(counter+1));
1311 To Delete=To Delete+4;
1312 for(int j=0;j<To Delete;j++)
1313 {
1314 // current Delete--;
1315 offset Delete++;
1316 recorder.removeElementAt(counter);
1317 }
1318 }
1319 else if (character=="/T")//whatever we delete two areas
1320 {
1321
1322 offset Delete=offset Delete+2;
1323 recorder.removeElementAt(counter);
1324 recorder.removeElementAt(counter);
1325 }
1326 else if(character=="/G")
1327 {
1328 //current Delete=current Delete-2;
1329
1330 offset Delete=offset Delete+2;
1331 recorder.removeElementAt(counter);
1332 recorder.removeElementAt(counter);
1333 }
1334 else if(character=="/S")
1335 {
1336 //current Delete=current Delete-2;
1337 offset Delete=offset Delete+2;
1338 recorder.removeElementAt(counter);
1339 recorder.removeElementAt(counter);
1340 }
1341 else
1342 {
1343 removeAll();
1344 if (D List[i].getState()){
1345 int to remove= recorder.lastIndexOf("/M",counter);
1346 int value = Integer.parseInt((String) recorder.
1347 elementAt(to remove+1))-1;
1348 //we reduce the number of answers
1349 recorder.setElementAt(Integer.toString(value),to remove+1);
1350 //current Delete=current Delete-1;
1351 offset Delete=offset Delete+1;
1352 recorder.removeElementAt(counter);
1353 }
1354 }
1355 }
1356 }
1357 }
1358 public void init() {
1359 // Assign the port number
1360 set port number(8204);
1361 number Multi=0;
1362 recorder=new Vector();
1363 current Text=0;
1364 recorder.addElement("/C");
1365 recorder.addElement("None");
1366 recorder.addElement("/F");
1367 recorder.addElement("");
1368 add type(-1);
1369 currSlide=0;
1370 number Slides=1;
1371
1372 // Call the methods in the inherited class
1373 super.init();
1374 super.start();
1375 add Layout(16);
1376
1377 }
1378 // This function returns the url of the address on the server
1379 // where the specified file is stored.
1380 public String parse url address(String FileName) {
1381 String fullString = getDocumentBase() + " ";
1382 int index = fullString.lastIndexOf((int) ’/’);
1383 String address = fullString.substring(0, index);
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1384 address = address.concat("/" + FileName);
1385 return address;
1386 }
1387
1388 // This is the first method executed after init()
1389 public void start() {
1390 Experiment = getParameter("Experimenter");
1391 sendMessage(Experiment);
1392 }
1393
1394
1395 public void setMesgRec(String s){
1396
1397 if (s.trim().equals("DIRECTORY EXISTS")){
1398 State = 1;
1399 }
1400
1401 if (s.trim().equals("DIRECTORY CREATED")){
1402 State = 2;
1403 }
1404 if (s.trim().equals("VALID USER")){
1405 State = 2;
1406 }
1407
1408 switch (State){
1409 case 1:
1410 removeAll();
1411 add Layout(-2);
1412 sendMessage("INVALID USER");
1413 add Layout(16);
1414 break;
1415 case 2:
1416 removeAll();
1417 add Layout(17);
1418 break;
1419
1420 }
1421 }
1422 }

E.2 Experiment Results Analysis Applet class
1 import java.util.Vector;
2 import java.awt.*;
3 import java.awt.event.*;
4 import java.net.*;
5 import java.applet.*;
6 import java.util.Date;
7 import java.applet.Applet;
8 import java.awt.Graphics;
9 import java.awt.Color;
10 import java.lang.*;
11 import java.lang.String;
12 import java.lang.Integer;
13
14 public class AnalyzeResults extends GeneralClient {
15 private int sth2counter;
16 private Vector subjectvec= new Vector(),
17 vec1 = new Vector(), vec2 = new Vector(), slidevec=new Vector(),
18 answersvec=new Vector(), a=new Vector(),b=new Vector(), sth = new
19 Vector(), sth2 = new Vector();
20
21 private Button questionSummary, byQuestionResults, ansOccurrance,
22 returnToOptions,
23 continueButton, ResultsButton,allResultsButton,nextResults,
24 endButton,summaryButton, nextSlide,repeatSummary,tableButton,
25 arraytoend, array2Button, correctButton, bySubjectResults,
26 bySlideResults, otherResults;
27
28 private Panel p70, p71, p72, p73, p74, p0, p1, p100, p111, p8, p2,
29 p3, p4, p5, p6, p10, p7, p9, p99, p99a, p99b, p99c, p99d, p99e,
30 p99f, p99g;
31
32
33 private Label label14, label13, l1000, label1, label500, label501,
34 label502, label503, label504, label505, label50, label10, label11,
35 label12, l10, l11, l12, l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7, beginLabel,
36 secondLabel,label2, label4, label5, beginLabel100, label7, mb6, mb1,
37 marialab, marialab2, marialab50, mb5, marialab51, marialab52;
38
39 private boolean existSimple[],existMulti[];
40
41 private int countarray2[][][][], varr1, varr2, varr3, slideno1,
42 qno1, temp1, temp2, temp3, temp4, temp5, maria=0, mariaB=0, newvar=
43 2, tmpcounter=0, xxx=0, sim, mul, checker, marker, z=0, checker1,
44 m=0, n=0, zerocounter = 0, x=0, y=-1, counteri=0, zero, counterj=0,
45 answercounter=1, currentSlide, average time taken[],
46 simplecounter[][], multi[][],averagetime, State, pos, numResults,
47 filelength, lastResult, tracker=0, size=0,count, numSlides,
48 previousResponse, preTrueResponse, start,startmulti, finish,
49 responseIndex, begin, end, trueIndex, rem=0, tap1, tap2, remember=0,
50 sum=0, uniqueanswers=0, index=0, i=0, book =0, arrayindex=0,
51 qsinslides[];
52
53 private long tmp, eg, TimeTaken[][], totalTime[], resTime,
54 PreResTime;
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55
56 private TextField slidenoField, qnoField, correctAnsField,
57 beginField,secondField, beginField100;
58
59 // private Date dat,A,B, exemple, exemple1, date1, date2, date3;
60
61 private TextArea textarea1,textarea2,textarea3,textarea4;
62
63 private String slideno, qno, countarray[][][], storage[][][],
64 apples, filecontents, numOfSlides, responsetime, newTime,
65 responseTime, previous response, preresponsetime, prerestime,
66 endPage, xsimpleQ[]=new String[50], xmultiQ[]=new String[50],
67 simpleanswer[][]=new String[50][50], multianswer[][]=new
68 String[50][50], HoldString, Experimenter, Experiment="new", t, s,
69 answersarray[][]=new String[10][10], CorrectAnswer, simpleQ[][]= new
70 String[50][50], multiQ[][] = new String[50][50], correctAnswer;
71
72 private Long longvalue; private boolean showResults=true;
73
74 public boolean action(Event evt, Object o) {
75
76 // Check to see if a button was triggered
77 // if a button is clicked then the various actions are performed
78
79 if (evt.target instanceof Button) {
80
81 // if the Results Button is pressed
82 if (evt.target == ResultsButton){
83 removeAll();
84 validate();
85 showResults=true;
86 storage= new String[numResults][numSlides][50];
87
88 // marianew
89 pos=0;
90 getResults(1);
91
92 //parse results(s);
93
94 }else if(evt.target == bySubjectResults){
95 removeAll();
96 validate();
97 printbySubject();
98
99 }else if(evt.target == bySlideResults){
100 removeAll();
101 validate();
102 printbySlide();
103
104 }else if(evt.target == otherResults){
105 removeAll();
106 validate();
107 printOtherResults();
108
109 }else if(evt.target == returnToOptions){
110 removeAll();
111 validate();
112 add Layout(9);
113
114 }else if(evt.target == ansOccurrance){
115 removeAll();
116 validate();
117 answerOccurrance();
118
119 }else if(evt.target == byQuestionResults){
120 removeAll();
121 validate();
122 questionResults();
123
124 }else if(evt.target == questionSummary){
125 removeAll();
126 validate();
127 questionsSummaries();
128
129 // if the end Button is pressed then the last page is loaded
130 }else if(evt.target == endButton) {
131 Load new page();
132 super.close connection();//close client connection
133 this.destroy();
134 }
135 validate();
136 }
137 return true;
138 }
139
140 // this method is not currently used, it was used previously for getting
141 // the program to parse all of the result files together
142 public void parse all results(){
143
144 //this method gets all the result files
145 int i=1;
146 int j=1;
147
148 // iterates for each result file
149 // numResults holds the number of result files
150 while(j<=numResults){
151
152 //calls method getResults which opens the next file
153 getResults(i);
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154 i=i+filelength+1;//beginning of next filename
155 j++;
156 validate();
157 }
158 add Layout(5);
159 }
160
161 // this method reads the number of slides in the experiment and stores
162 // this in the variable numSlides
163 public void getNumSlides(String s){
164
165 String data=s;
166 numSlides =
167 Integer.parseInt(data.substring((data.indexOf("Total Num Slides{")+17),
168 (data.indexOf("}\n\\Slide{"))));
169 validate();
170
171 }
172
173
174 // this method adds different types of layouts, it is a switch statement
175 // so when you want a particular type of layout called, then you choose
176 // that no. of the switch statement.
177
178 public void add Layout(int num){
179
180 switch(num){
181 case(0):
182 //first layout
183
184 p0 = new Panel();
185 p0.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
186 p10 = new Panel();
187 p10.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
188 continueButton = new Button("Continue");
189 beginField = new TextField(20);
190 beginLabel = new Label("Enter the name of your experiment here:"+
191 "\n"+"\n");
192 secondLabel = new Label("Enter the number of slides in your
193 experiment here:"+"\n"+"\n");
194 secondField = new TextField(20);
195 beginLabel.setFont(new Font ("Monospaced",Font.ITALIC, 18));
196 p10.add("North", secondLabel);
197 p10.add("Center", secondField);
198 p0.add("North", beginLabel);
199 p0.add("Center", beginField);
200 add(p0);
201 add (continueButton);
202 setBackground(Color.orange);
203 break;
204
205 case(1):
206 p1 = new Panel();
207 p1.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
208 label2 = new Label("Here are the results of your Experiment"+"\n"+
209 "\n");
210 textarea1 = new TextArea(20,20);
211 textarea1.setEditable(false);
212 ResultsButton = new Button("Click here for results"+"\n");
213 add(p1);
214 setBackground(Color.pink);
215 break;
216
217 case(2):
218 p2 = new Panel();
219 p2.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
220
221 textarea2 = new TextArea(20,10);
222 textarea2.setEditable(false);
223 nextResults = new Button("Next Results");
224 summaryButton = new Button("Results by Slide");
225 p2.add("Center", nextResults);
226 add(p2);
227 setBackground(Color.pink);
228 break;
229
230 case(3):
231 p3 = new Panel();
232 p3.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
233 label4 = new Label("Here are all the results files"+"\n"+"\n");
234 textarea3 = new TextArea(20,30);
235 textarea3.setEditable(false);
236 p3.add("North", label4);
237 p3.add("Center", textarea3);
238 add(p3);
239 setBackground(Color.pink);
240 break;
241
242 case(4):
243 p4 = new Panel();
244 p4.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
245 label5 = new Label("End of Results"+"\n"+"\n");
246 label5.setFont(new Font ("Monospaced",Font.ITALIC, 18));
247 endButton = new Button("Finish");
248 p4.add("North", label5);
249 p4.add("Center", endButton);
250 add(p4);
251 setBackground(Color.pink);
252 break;
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253
254 case(5):
255 p5 = new Panel();
256 p5.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
257 nextSlide = new Button("Next Slide");
258 p5.add("Center", nextSlide);
259 add(p5);
260 setBackground(Color.pink);
261 break;
262
263
264 case(6):
265 p6 = new Panel();
266 p6.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
267 arraytoend = new Button("Back");
268 p6.add("North", arraytoend);
269 add(p6);
270 setBackground(Color.pink);
271 break;
272
273 case(7):
274 p7 = new Panel();
275 p7.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
276 p70 = new Panel();
277 p70.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
278 p71 = new Panel();
279 p71.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
280 p72 = new Panel();
281 p72.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
282 p73 = new Panel();
283 p73.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
284 p74 = new Panel();
285 p74.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
286 p100 = new Panel();
287 p100.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
288
289 beginField100 = new TextField(20);
290
291 label500 = new Label("See how many times a particular answer
292 occurred");
293
294 label501 = new Label("Please enter slide no:");
295 slidenoField = new TextField(20);
296
297
298 label502 = new Label("Please enter question no:");
299 qnoField = new TextField(20);
300
301
302 label503 = new Label("Please enter answer you wish to check for");
303 correctAnsField = new TextField(20);
304
305
306 ansOccurrance = new Button("Click Here to see how often it occurred");
307
308 p7.add("North", label500);
309
310 p70.add("Center", label501);
311 p70.add("East", slidenoField);
312
313 p7.add("South", p70);
314
315 p71.add("Center", label502);
316 p71.add("East", qnoField);
317
318 p72.add("Center", label503);
319 p72.add("East", correctAnsField);
320
321 p73.add("North", p7);
322 p73.add("Center", p71);
323 p73.add("South", p72);
324 add(p73);
325
326 p74.add("South", ansOccurrance);
327 add(p74);
328
329
330
331 setBackground(Color.blue);
332 break;
333
334 case(8):
335
336 p8 = new Panel();
337 p8.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
338 p111 = new Panel();
339 p111.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
340
341 CorrectAnswer = beginField100.getText();
342 add(p8);
343 setBackground(Color.pink);
344 break;
345
346 case(9):
347 p99 = new Panel();
348 p99.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
349 p99a = new Panel();
350 p99a.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
351 p99b = new Panel();
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352 p99b.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
353 p99c = new Panel();
354 p99c.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
355 p99d = new Panel();
356 p99d.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
357 p99e = new Panel();
358 p99e.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
359 p99f = new Panel();
360 p99f.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
361 p99g = new Panel();
362 p99g.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
363
364 label10 = new Label ("Click to view results of experiment by subject");
365 bySubjectResults = new Button("Results by Subject");
366
367 label11 = new Label ("Click to view results of experiment by slide");
368 bySlideResults = new Button("Results by Slide");
369
370 label12 = new Label ("Click to view other statistical options");
371 otherResults = new Button("Other options of viewing results");
372
373 label13 = new Label ("Click to view results by question");
374 byQuestionResults = new Button("Results by Question");
375
376 label14 = new Label ("Click to view summary of results by question");
377 questionSummary = new Button("Summary of results by question");
378
379 p99a.add("Center", label10);
380 p99a.add("East", bySubjectResults);
381 p99b.add("Center", label11);
382 p99b.add("East", bySlideResults);
383 p99c.add("Center", label12);
384 p99c.add("East", otherResults);
385 p99.add("North", p99a);
386 p99.add("Center", p99b);
387 p99.add("South", p99c);
388
389 p99d.add("North", label13);
390 p99d.add("South", byQuestionResults);
391 p99e.add("North", p99);
392 p99e.add("South", p99d);
393
394 p99f.add("North", label14);
395 p99f.add("South", questionSummary);
396 p99g.add("North", p99e);
397 p99g.add("South", p99f);
398
399 add(p99g);
400 setBackground(Color.yellow);
401
402
403
404 }
405 validate();
406 }
407
408
409 // this method parses the subject file and parses how many
410 // result files there are, this is stored in numResults
411 public void parse subject file(String s){
412 filecontents=s;
413 String data = s;
414 lastResult = (data.lastIndexOf("res")+2);
415 filelength=size+18;
416 numResults = (lastResult/filelength);
417 existSimple = new boolean[numSlides];
418 existMulti = new boolean[numSlides];
419 label7 = new Label(numResults+ " people took part in the experiment");
420 p9 = new Panel();
421 p9.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
422 p9.add("North", label7);
423 p9.add("East", ResultsButton);
424 add(p9);
425 validate();
426 }
427
428
429 // this method opens the result file, and when it has opened this file,
430 // it then sends the name of it to the server, then the State 3 is called
431 // on which in turn calls on the parse results method which parses the
432 // specific result file
433 public void getResults(int stage){
434 //sends off name result file to be opened next
435 int begin = stage;
436 int end = stage+filelength;
437 String name = filecontents.substring(begin,end);
438 sendMessage(name);
439 State = 3;
440 }
441
442 //This function overrides the function SetMesgRec in GeneralClient
443
444 // this method basically controls the whole program, it is called on and
445 // this is how many of the methods are called. you will see that when it
446 // is in case 0, case 0 actually calls case 1 and continues like this
447 public void setMesgRec(String s) {
448 switch (State) {
449 case 0 :
450 String stuff = s;
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451 State = 1;
452 break;
453 case 1 :
454 State = 2;
455 getNumSlides(s);
456 break;
457
458 case 2 :
459 parse subject file(s);
460 qsinslides = new int[numSlides];
461 storage= new String[numResults][numSlides][50];
462 State = 3;
463 break;
464
465
466 case 3 :
467 parse results(s);
468 /* if(x>=numResults){
469 add Layout(4);
470 }else{}
471 */
472 }
473 }
474
475 // this method parses the individual result files and extracts the answers
476 // and puts them into the three dimensional vector
477 public void parse results(String s){
478
479
480 String data=s;
481 int marker3, beginans, beginmulti, mark1, mark2, mark3, mark4, mark5,
482 mark6, mark7, marker4, checker, marker, marker1;
483 int j = 0, i = 0, y=0, z=0;
484 int test5=0, sim=0, mul=0, jj=0, nn=0, ss=0;
485
486 test5=0;
487 i=0;
488
489 // parses each slide
490 while (i<numSlides){
491 z=0;
492
493 // the file it opens has all of the slides in it, so these two
494 // variables are used to identify the beginning and end of the slide
495 // that is currently being accessed
496 start = data.indexOf("begin{slide}{"+i+"}",test5);
497 finish = data.indexOf("end{slide}{"+i+"}",start);
498
499 String multi3, simple3;
500 multi3= "-1";
501 simple3= "-1";
502 int test2 = start;
503 int test3 = start;
504
505 // finds the last occurrence of SimpleAnswer on the slide
506 marker3 = data.lastIndexOf(("SimpleAnswer"),finish);
507
508 // finds the first occurrence of SimpleAnswer
509 marker=data.indexOf(("SimpleAnswer"),test2);
510
511 // finds the end of the line of the first simple answer
512 // this marks where the program will stop reading when it is
513 // parsing the answer of this simple q, so in other words it starts
514 // reading at { and thends at }
515 marker1=data.indexOf("}\n",marker);
516
517 int temp=0;
518
519 // these variables are going to be used for reading the question
520 // number of the simple question which is currently being parsed
521 mark1 = data.lastIndexOf(("SimpleQ{"),marker);
522 mark2 = data.indexOf(("}{"),mark1);
523
524 int sthcounter2=0;
525
526 // making sure that it searches within the correct
527 // slide, that it doesn’t look for answers on the 2nd slide yet
528 if(marker>0&&marker<finish){
529
530 //while its not at the last simple answer
531 while(marker!=marker3){
532
533 existSimple[i]=true;
534
535 // this reads the number of the question which the program
536 // is parsing, so it will then store the answer to the simple
537 // question in the slide, subject, and then this question
538 number
539 // so mark3 is holding the question number
540 mark3 = Integer.parseInt(data.substring(mark1+8, mark2));
541
542 // this is then putting the Simple Answer into the array
543 storage[x][i][mark3]=(data.substring(marker+14,marker1));
544
545 // this is just a temporary facility for printing out the
546 // answers which are being stored, dont intend on keeping this
547 // should use the facility for printing which is further down
548 // marialab=new Label("val of x= " + x + "val of i= " + i +
549 "val of mark3= " + mark3 + "answer= " + storage[x][i][mark3]);
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550 // add(marialab);
551 // validate();
552
553 // creates a new variable to hold the }\n where the last simple
554 // answer ended, so this is where it will start to look for
555 // the next simple answer
556 test2=marker1;
557
558 // starting at the end of the last simple answer, it looks for the
559 // next simple answer and stores this in marker
560 marker=data.indexOf(("SimpleAnswer"),test2);
561
562 // starting at the end of Simpleanswer it finds where the line ends
563 // so that it knows where to stop readin teh simple ans from
564 marker1=data.indexOf("}\n",marker);
565
566 // this again is to find the question number, just updating the
567 // variables
568 mark1 = data.lastIndexOf(("SimpleQ{"),marker);
569 mark2 = data.indexOf(("}{"),mark1);
570
571 // at the end of parsing all of the simple questions the variable
572 // temp will hold all the highest question of the simple questions
573 // so it will know where to start adding in the multiple choice
574 // questions from
575 if(mark3>temp){
576 temp=mark3;
577
578 // temp1 will be used when trying to get no. of qs in a slide
579 temp1 = temp;
580 }
581 else{}
582
583 }
584 }else{
585 }
586
587
588 // to cover for multi0 then we need to add 1 to temp
589 temp = temp + 1;
590
591 // this is where the multiple choice questions begin to get
592 // parsed. ’final user response’ is where the answers to the
593 // multiple choice questions are stored
594
595 // recall ’finish’ marks the end of the slide which is being parsed
596 // so starting here, it parses backwards to find the last instance
597 // of final user response
598 marker4 = data.lastIndexOf(("final user response"),finish);
599
600 // this finds the 1st instance of final user response
601 checker=data.indexOf(("final user response"),test3);
602
603 // marks the end of the multiple choice answer i.e. where it will
604 // stop parsing from
605 int checker1=data.indexOf("}\n",checker);
606
607 // this is to get the number of the multiple choice question that is
608 // being parsed at the time
609 mark4 = data.lastIndexOf(("MultiQ{"), checker);
610 mark5 = data.indexOf(("}{"), mark4);
611
612 // ensuring it is parsing the correct slide
613 if(checker>0&&checker<finish){
614
615 // it keeps looping until it reaches the last case of final user
616 while(checker!=marker4){
617
618 // perhaps this should be commented out as it is in the simple
619 // question one
620 // existMulti[i]=true;
621
622 // getting the multi question number
623 mark6 = Integer.parseInt(data.substring(mark4+7, mark5));
624
625 // it adds the q number to the variable temp which recall holds
626 // the highest no. of simple qs + 1 , so if there were 5 simple
627 // qs, and this multi q is no. 2 then, it will be stored in
628 // array part 8 as temp = 5+1, then 6 + multi = 6+2 = 8
629 mark7 = temp+mark6;
630
631 // need something to get the number of questions on each slide
632 // so temp2 holds the no. of questions.
633 if(mark7>temp1){
634 temp2 = mark7;
635 }else{
636 temp2 = temp1;
637 }
638 // reads and stores the multi answer
639 storage[x][i][mark7]=data.substring(checker+20,checker1);
640
641 // temporary method of printing out the answer just stored
642 // this will not be kept
643 //marialab2=new Label("multi ="+storage[x][i][mark7]);
644 // add(marialab2);
645 // validate();
646 // z++;
647
648 // test3 now holds the end of the answer i.e. }\n
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649 test3=checker1;
650
651 // these 2 variables now hold the new beginnings & ends of
652 // the next question and answers
653 checker=data.indexOf(("final user response"),test3);
654 checker1=data.indexOf("}\n",checker);
655 mark4 = data.lastIndexOf(("MultiQ{"), checker);
656 mark5 = data.indexOf(("}{"), mark4);
657 }
658
659 }else{
660 }
661
662 // this sets the new variable test5 to hold the end{slide}
663 // test5=finish;
664
665 // array holding the number of questions in a slide
666 qsinslides[i]=temp2;
667
668 // the number of the slides
669 i++;
670
671 } // close bracket y<numSlides
672
673
674 // x is the number of the subjects
675 x++;
676 test5=finish;
677
678 // this code is put in to ensure no problems with the whole .res thing
679 // so that it is opening the files properly etc, so that its opening
680 // .res and not say .re etc which it sometimes did
681
682 if(x<numResults){
683
684 if(mariaB<3){
685 if(maria==0){
686 newvar=2;
687 maria++;
688
689 }else if((maria%2) != 0){
690 newvar=newvar-1;
691 maria++;
692
693 }else if((maria%2) ==0){
694 newvar=newvar;
695 maria++;
696 }
697 mariaB++;
698
699 }else if (mariaB>=4){
700 newvar=newvar+1;
701 }
702
703 // this gets the name of the next result file
704 pos=pos+filelength+newvar;
705
706 // calls on the method get results
707 getResults(pos);
708
709
710 }else{
711 // if finished parsing all the results, we want to see
712 // options for viewing the results
713 add Layout(9);
714 validate();
715
716 }
717
718 }
719
720
721 public void printbySubject(){
722
723 int variable=0, variable2=0, variable3=0;
724
725 l10 = new Label("Results by Subject" + "\n" + "\n" + "\n");
726 add(l10);
727 validate();
728
729 while(variable<numResults){
730 variable2=0;
731 l10 = new Label("Subject " + variable + " ");
732 add(l10);
733 validate();
734 variable2=0;
735
736 while(variable2<numSlides){
737 variable3=0;
738 l10 = new Label("Slide " + variable2 + " ");
739 add(l10);
740 validate();
741
742
743 // temp4 shud hold the number of questions on the slide
744 temp4= qsinslides[variable2];
745
746 while(variable3<=temp4){
747
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748
749 marialab52=new Label( "Question " + variable3 + " Answer = "
750 +storage[variable][variable2][variable3] + "\n" + "\n" + "\n");
751 add(marialab52);
752 validate();
753
754 variable3++;
755 }
756 variable2++;
757 }
758 variable++;
759 }
760 returnToOptions = new Button("Return to Results Options");
761 add(returnToOptions);
762 validate();
763 }
764
765 public void printbySlide(){
766 l10 = new Label("BY SLIDE");
767 add(l10);
768 validate();
769 int var1=0, var2=0, var3=0;
770 while(var1<numSlides){
771 var2=0;
772 temp5 = qsinslides[var1];
773
774 l11 = new Label("All answers for slide " + var1 + "\n" + "\n" + "\n");
775 add(l11);
776 validate();
777
778 while(var2<numResults){
779
780 var3=0;
781 while(var3<temp5){
782
783 l11 = new Label("Answer = " + storage[var2][var1][var3] + "\n"
784 + "\n" + "\n");
785 add(l11);
786 validate();
787 var3++;
788 }
789 var2++;
790 }
791 var1++;
792 }
793 returnToOptions = new Button("Return to Results Options");
794 add(returnToOptions);
795 validate();
796 }
797
798 public void printOtherResults(){
799 add Layout(7);
800 validate();
801 }
802
803 public void answerOccurrance(){
804 int var1=0;
805 String answer;
806 int checkoccurrance =0;
807 int occurrancecounter =0;
808
809 // 050803
810 slideno = slidenoField.getText();
811 qno = qnoField.getText();
812 correctAnswer = correctAnsField.getText();
813
814 while(var1<numResults){
815
816 slideno1 = Integer.parseInt((String) slideno);
817 qno1 = Integer.parseInt((String) qno);
818
819 answer = storage[var1][slideno1][qno1];
820 answer.toUpperCase();
821 correctAnswer.toUpperCase();
822
823 checkoccurrance = answer.compareTo(correctAnswer);
824
825 if(checkoccurrance==0){
826 occurrancecounter++;
827
828 }else{
829 occurrancecounter=occurrancecounter+0;
830 }
831 var1++;
832 }
833
834
835 label1 = new Label(correctAnswer + " occurred " + occurrancecounter
836 + " times");
837 add(label1);
838 validate();
839
840
841 returnToOptions = new Button("Return to Results Options");
842 add(returnToOptions);
843 validate();
844 }
845
846 public void questionResults(){
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847
848 int tempvar1 = 0; // counter for num slides
849 int tempvar2 = 0; // counter for num questions on a slide
850 int tempvar3 = 0; // counter for num subjects
851 int numQsinSlide = 0; // holds number of questions on a particular slide
852 String qanswer;
853
854 while (tempvar1<numSlides){
855 tempvar2 =0;
856 label1 = new Label("Slide " + tempvar1 + "\n" + "\n");
857 add(label1);
858 validate();
859
860 // this finds the number of questions in that particular slide
861 numQsinSlide = qsinslides[tempvar1];
862
863 while(tempvar2<numQsinSlide){
864 tempvar3 = 0;
865
866 label1 = new Label("Question" + tempvar2 + "\n" + "\n" );
867 add(label1);
868 validate();
869
870 while(tempvar3<numResults){
871
872
873
874 qanswer = storage[tempvar3][tempvar1][tempvar2];
875 label1 = new Label("slide"+tempvar1+"question"+tempvar2+
876 "subject" + tempvar3 + "= "+qanswer);
877 add(label1);
878 validate();
879 tempvar3++;
880 }
881 tempvar2++;
882 }
883 tempvar1++;
884 }
885
886
887 returnToOptions = new Button("Return to Results Options");
888 add(returnToOptions);
889 validate();
890
891 }
892
893 public void questionsSummaries (){
894 int c1, c2, c3, numQs;
895 int x=0, y=0, z=0;
896 String ans;
897 countarray = new String[numSlides][50][50];
898 countarray2 = new int[numSlides][50][50][50];
899
900 label1 = new Label("qsumms1");
901 add(label1);
902 validate();
903
904 c1 =0;
905 while(c1<numSlides){
906
907 c2=0;
908 numQs = qsinslides[c1];
909 label1 = new Label("val of numQs" + numQs);
910 add(label1);
911 validate();
912
913 while(c2<numQs){
914 c3=0;
915
916 label1 = new Label("qsumms3");
917 add(label1);
918 validate();
919 x = 0;
920 z = 0;
921
922 while(c3<numResults){
923 ans = storage[c3][c1][c2];
924 ans.toUpperCase();
925
926 label1 = new Label("qsumms4");
927 add(label1);
928 validate();
929
930 if (x==0){
931 countarray[c1][c2][x] = ans;
932 x++;
933 }else{}
934 z=0;
935 // if tempcounter is greater than 0, this means we hav
936 // come across the ans during the loop & dont need 2 add it
937 // to the array
938
939 int tempcounter =0;
940 while ((z<=x)&&(x!=0)){
941
942 if(ans.compareTo(countarray[c1][c2][z]) == 0){
943 countarray2[c1][c2][z][z]++;
944 label1 = new Label("qsumms5a");
945 add(label1);
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946 validate();
947 tempcounter++;
948 }else{
949 label1 = new Label("qsumms6");
950 add(label1);
951 validate();
952 }
953 z++;
954
955 }
956 if(tempcounter==0){
957 label1 = new Label("qsumms7");
958 add(label1);
959 validate();
960 countarray[c1][c2][x] = ans;
961 }else{
962 label1 = new Label("qsumms8");
963 add(label1);
964 validate();
965 }
966 label1 = new Label("qsumms9");
967 add(label1);
968 validate();
969 x++;
970 c3++;
971 }
972 c2++;
973 label1 = new Label("qsumms10");
974 add(label1);
975 validate();
976 }
977 c1++;
978 label1 = new Label("qsumms6");
979 add(label1);
980 validate();
981 }
982
983 int w =0;
984 int p=0, q=0, r=0;
985 int numQsinslide =0;
986
987 while(p<numSlides){
988 numQsinslide= qsinslides[p];
989 q=0;
990 while(q<numQsinslide){
991 w=0;
992
993 while(w<numResults){
994
995 while(countarray[q][q][w] != null){
996 label1 = new Label ("answer" + countarray[q][q][w] +
997 "occurred" + countarray2[p][q][w][w] + "times");
998 add(label1);
999 validate();
1000 }
1001 w++;
1002 }
1003 q++;
1004 }
1005 p++;
1006 }
1007
1008
1009 returnToOptions = new Button("Return to Results Options");
1010 add(returnToOptions);
1011 validate();
1012 }
1013
1014
1015 public String convertTime(String t){
1016 String time=t;
1017 int tmpA=time.lastIndexOf(’:’);
1018 String tmpB=time.substring(0,tmpA);
1019 tmpB=tmpB.concat("00 2001");
1020 return tmpB;
1021 }
1022
1023
1024 public void start() {
1025 // Send the server the name of the experiment
1026 sendMessage("first message");
1027 sendMessage(Experimenter);
1028 sendMessage(Experiment);
1029 //open pre-experiment file
1030 sendMessage(Experiment+".beg");
1031 //sendMessage(Experimenter+"/"+Experiment+"/"+Experiment+".beg");
1032 //open subject file
1033 sendMessage(Experiment+" Subjects");
1034 //sendMessage(Experimenter+"/"+Experiment+"/"+Experiment+" Subjects");
1035 add Layout(1);
1036
1037 }
1038
1039 // this is the initial method
1040 public void init() {
1041 // Assign the port number
1042 // Call the methods from the inherited class
1043 set port number(8206);
1044 super.init();
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1045 super.start();
1046 // add Layout(0);
1047 currentSlide = 0;
1048 State = 0;
1049 endPage = getParameter("EndPage");
1050 Experimenter = getParameter("Experimenter");
1051 Experiment = getParameter("ExperimentName");
1052 size=Experiment.length();
1053 }
1054
1055 //This function returns the url of the address on the server
1056 //where the specified file is stored.
1057 public String parse url address(String graFileName) {
1058 String fullString = getDocumentBase() + " ";
1059 int index = fullString.lastIndexOf((int) ’/’);
1060 String address = fullString.substring(0, index);
1061 address = address.concat("/" + graFileName);
1062 return address;
1063 }
1064
1065 // this method is called when the last page is wanted
1066 public void Load new page() {
1067 String str = parse url address(endPage);
1068 try {
1069 URL url = new URL(str);
1070 AppletContext context = getAppletContext();
1071 context.showDocument(url);
1072 } catch (MalformedURLException e) {
1073 e.printStackTrace();
1074 }
1075 }
1076 }
1077

E.3 Experiment Participation Applet class
1 /* This classs implements the Graphical User Interface of the
2 client for presenting experiments. It inherits from GeneralClient.
3 */
4 import java.lang.String;
5 import java.util.*;
6 import java.awt.event.*;
7 import java.awt.*;
8 import java.net.*;
9 import java.applet.*;
10 import java.util.Date;
11 import java.lang.Object;
12 import java.lang.Number;
13
14 public class NewShow extends GeneralClient {
15 private int power, xs, digits, spaces;
16 private int count;
17 private String sections;
18 private boolean Sections;
19 private boolean done;
20 private boolean sectionEnd[];
21 private boolean Section End;
22 private String SectionEnd;
23 private int sectionend[];
24 private int numSections;
25 private int SlideArray[];
26 private int slidecheckarray[];
27 private int track;
28 private int temp, i;
29 private int marker=-1;
30 private TextArea newtextarea;
31 private Label anotherlabel;
32 private TextArea TrialArea;
33 private Label testL1, testL2, testL3, testL4, testL5, testL6,
34 testL7, testL8, testL9, testL10, testL11, testL12, testL13, testL14,
35 testL15, testL16, testL17, testL18, testL19, testL20, testL21,
36 testL22, testL23,testL24,testL25, testL26, testL27, testL28,
37 testL29, testL30, testL31, testL32, testL33, testL34, testL35,
38 testL36, testL37, testL38, testL39, testL40;
39 private Label sentLabel;
40 private Label toplabel;
41 private Label thislabel;
42 private Label testLabel;
43 private Label testLabel2;
44 private Label testLabel3;
45 private Label testLabel4;
46 private Label testLabel5;
47 private Label testLabel6;
48 private Label labeltesting;
49 private Label MustChooseAnsLabel;
50 private String data;
51 private int NumOfAns;
52 private String RandomAns;
53 private String TextRandom;
54
55 // 6thA
56 private String SimpleRandom;
57 private String MultiRandom;
58
59 // 25thJ
60 private String QuestionRandom;
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61
62 private int curr Multi=0;
63 private int curr Simple=0;
64
65 // 25thJ
66 private int curr SandM=0;
67
68 public int numMulti;
69 public int NumSimple;
70
71 // 25thJ
72 private int NumQuestion;
73
74 private String simpleQ[];
75 private boolean Rand Position;
76 private String RandomPosition;
77 private boolean RandPos[];
78 private int NumOfSlides; // The number of slides
79 private int NumMulti;//number of mutiple choive questions
80 private int checkarray[]; // Tracks slides viewed
81 private int ansCheckarray[]; // Tracks answers
82 private boolean GraphicsEnabled;
83 private String RandomSlides; // Randomise slides
84 private boolean RandomSentences;
85 private boolean RandomSimple;
86 private boolean RandomMulti;
87 private boolean Slide Random;
88 private boolean Question Random;
89 private boolean ExtraSpace; // Leave extra space ?
90 private boolean RandomAnswers;
91
92 private boolean RandomQuestions;
93
94 private int CurrSlide; // The current slide num
95 private int State;
96 private String NumAnswers[];
97 private int NumOfAnswers;
98 private String userResponses; // Total user responses
99 private String slideNum;
100 private int tmpA,tmpB;
101 private String choice; // Users choice of answer
102 private String multiArray[];
103 // private String multiArray[];
104 private Button nextSlideButton; // Signal next slide
105 private Button continueButton;
106 private Panel buttonPanel;
107 private Panel commentPanel;
108 private TextArea commentArea;
109 private Label commentLabel;
110 private Button commentButton;
111
112 private TextArea EndArea;
113 private Panel imagePanel;
114 private Label imageLabel;
115 private String graphic;
116 private String graphic fileName;
117 private URL imageAddress;
118 private ImageHolder ImageH; // Canvas class for graphics
119
120 private Panel p0,p20;
121 private Panel p1,p100, questionsPanel, questions2Panel;
122 private Panel p5;
123 private Label txtLabel, testL50;
124 private TextArea sentenceArea, questionsArea;
125
126 // 25thJ
127 // private TextArea questionArea;
128
129 private String NoOfSentences;
130 private int numSentences;
131 private String TmpSentenceArray[];
132 private String SentenceArray[];
133 private int sentcheckArray[];
134
135 // 6thA
136 private String TmpSimpleArray[];
137 private String SimpleArray[];
138 // 6th March 03
139 private int SimpleCounterArray[];
140
141 private String TmpMultiArray[];
142 private String MultiArray[];
143 // 6th March 03
144 private int MultiCounterArray[];
145
146 private int simplecheckArray[];
147 private int multicheckArray[];
148 private TextArea simpleArea;
149 private TextArea multiArea;
150
151 // 25thJ
152 private String TmpQuestionArray[];
153 private String QuestionArray[];
154 private int questioncheckArray[];
155
156
157 private String txt;
158
159 private Panel multiQPanel;
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160 private TextArea MQArea; // display question
161 private Label questionLabel;
162 private String question;
163
164 private Panel multiAPanel;
165 private Label answerLabel1;
166 private Label answerLabel2;
167 private String answer = "something";
168 private String ansArray[];
169 private Panel MultiAnswerPanel;
170 private Panel responsePanel[] = new Panel[30];
171 private Panel simpleRPanel;
172 private TextArea simpleRArea[] = new TextArea[30];
173 private Label responseLabel; // response label
174 private AnswerList ansList[] = new AnswerList[30];
175
176
177 private Panel simpleQPanel;
178 private TextArea questionArea;
179 private String firstchoice;
180 private Panel endPanel;
181 private Label endLabel1;
182 private Label endLabel2;
183 private Button endButton;
184 private String Experiment, Experimenter,ExperimentWithoutThread;;
185 private String endPage, Viewer;
186 private Date startTime;
187 private Date responseTime;
188 private Date TrueResponseTime;
189 private Date endTime;
190 private Date totalTime;
191 private int A,B,C,D;
192 private boolean allanswered;
193 private int numclicks=0;
194
195
196
197
198 public boolean action(Event evt, Object o) {
199 // Check to see if a button was triggered
200 if (evt.target instanceof Button) {
201
202 if (evt.target == nextSlideButton) {
203 numclicks++;
204
205 if (numclicks<2){ //check if it should be true response time
206 responseTime = new Date();
207 userResponses = userResponses.concat("\n\\begin{slide}{"+slideNum
208 +"}"+"\n\\response time{"+responseTime+"}");
209 }
210 allanswered=true;
211 MustChooseAnsLabel = new Label("please answer all the questions!!!");
212 MustChooseAnsLabel.setFont(new Font ("Helvetica",Font.BOLD, 14));
213
214 for(int p=0;p<NumSimple;p++){
215 //2808
216 answer = simpleRArea[p].getText();
217
218 // january
219 if((answer.equals(""))||(answer.equals(" "))||(answer.equals(" "))
220 ||(answer.equals(" "))||(answer.equals(" "))||(answer.equals(" "))){
221 //check if question has
222 //been answered
223 answer = "no response";
224 add(MustChooseAnsLabel);
225 validate();
226 }else{
227
228
229 validate();
230 //2808 the below used to be simpleQ[p] instead of SimpleArray
231 // and this solved the problem of the next slide button not
232 // working when there was a simple question in it.
233
234 userResponses = userResponses.concat("\n\\SimpleQ{"+
235 SimpleCounterArray[p]+"}{"+SimpleArray[p]+"}");
236 userResponses =userResponses.concat("\n\\SimpleAnswer"+
237 SimpleCounterArray[p]+"{"+answer+"}");
238 }
239 }//end of simpleQ responses
240
241 for(int i=0;i<numMulti;i++){
242 //firstchoice = ansList[i].getSelectedItem();
243 if (ansList[i].getSelectedItem()==null){ //checkifan answer has
244 been chosen
245 allanswered = false;
246 add(MustChooseAnsLabel);
247 validate();
248
249 } else {
250
251 // Save the users Response
252 String response = ansList[i].getSelectedItem();
253
254 userResponses=userResponses.concat("\n\\MultiQ{"+
255 MultiCounterArray[i]+"}{"+MultiArray[i]+"}");
256 choice = ansList[i].previousSelections();
257
258 if (!choice.equals("")) {
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259 userResponses=userResponses.concat("\n\\previous choices{"+
260 choice+"}");
261 }
262 userResponses=userResponses.concat("\n\\final user response{" +
263 response + "}");
264 }
265 choice = new String("");
266
267 }//end of multiQ responses
268
269 if(allanswered && (!answer.equals("no response"))){
270 if(numclicks>1){
271 TrueResponseTime = new Date();
272 userResponses = userResponses.concat("\n\\true response time{"+
273 TrueResponseTime+"}");
274 }
275
276 // Check if there are any more slides
277 if ((check full(checkarray)||check full(slidecheckarray)) &&
278 CurrSlide >= NumOfSlides) {
279
280
281 //1709
282 userResponses = userResponses.concat("\n\\SimpleAnswer{ending}");
283 userResponses = userResponses.concat
284 ("\n\\final user responseX{ending}");
285
286
287 userResponses = userResponses.concat("\n\\end{slide}{" +
288 slideNum + "}\n");
289 // Record time experiment ended
290 endTime = new Date();
291 userResponses = userResponses.concat("\n\\end experiment time{ " +
292 endTime + "}");
293 //maria 0609 and 1609
294 userResponses = userResponses.concat("\n\\SimpleAnswer{ending}");
295 userResponses = userResponses.concat
296 ("\n\\final user responseX{ending}");
297
298 // Set the state for the end comment
299 State = 2;
300 removeAll();
301 sendMessage(Experiment + ".end");
302 validate();
303
304 // Signal end of the experiment
305 sendMessage("END OF EXPERIMENT");
306
307 // new 05/07/02 copying from fin’s newshow
308 if(!Viewer.equals("null")){
309 sendMessage("EXPERIMENTER VIEWING");
310 }
311
312 // Save the user Responses
313 sendMessage(userResponses);
314 nextSlideButton.disable();
315
316 }else {
317 // Get the next slide
318 numclicks=0;
319
320 //1709
321 userResponses = userResponses.concat("\n\\SimpleAnswer{ending}");
322 userResponses = userResponses.concat
323 ("\n\\final user responseX{ending}");
324
325
326 userResponses = userResponses.concat
327 ("\n\\end{slide}{" + slideNum + "}");
328
329
330
331 removeAll();
332 validate();
333 get FileContents(get filename());
334 }
335 }
336
337 }//end of nextslide Button
338
339 if (evt.target == continueButton) {
340 removeAll();
341 // Get the actual slide material
342 get FileContents(get filename());
343 }
344 if (evt.target == endButton) {
345
346 // new 05/07/02 from fin’s new show
347
348 if(Viewer.equals("null")){
349 String Str = ("http://wilde.cs.tcd.ie:3096/project/"
350 +Experimenter+"/"+Experiment+"/EndShow.html");
351 Load new page(Str, Experimenter, Experiment);
352
353 }else{
354 String String2 = ("http://wilde.cs.tcd.ie:3096/project/EndShow.html");
355 Load new page(String2, Experimenter, Experiment);
356 }
357
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358
359 // Load new page();
360 super.close connection();
361 this.destroy();
362 }
363 }
364 return true;
365 }
366
367 // new 05/07/02 this isn’t in fin’s but we need it.
368 public int sum(int[] array){
369 int total=0;
370 for(int index =0; index < array.length; index++){
371 total = total+array[index];
372 }
373 return (total);
374 }
375
376 public void add Layout(int num){
377 switch(num){
378 case(0):
379 //pre-experiment comment
380 p0 = new Panel();
381 p0.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
382 continueButton = new Button("continue");
383 commentArea = new TextArea(20,55);
384 commentArea.setEditable(false);
385 p0.add("Center", commentArea);
386 add(p0);
387 add (continueButton);
388 setBackground(Color.white);
389 break;
390
391 case(1):
392 //adding the text
393 p1 = new Panel();
394 p1.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
395 sentenceArea = new TextArea(3,55);
396 sentenceArea.setEditable(false);
397 p1.add("Center", sentenceArea);
398 add(p1);
399 setBackground(Color.white);
400 break;
401
402 case(2):
403 //add panels for multi Question
404 multiQPanel = new Panel();
405 multiQPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
406 multiArea = new TextArea(1,55);
407 multiArea.setEditable(false);
408 multiQPanel.add("Center", multiArea);
409 add(multiQPanel);
410 answerLabel1 = new Label("Please select an answer");
411 responsePanel[curr Multi] = new Panel();
412 responsePanel[curr Multi].setLayout(new BorderLayout());
413 responsePanel[curr Multi].add("North", answerLabel1);
414 add(responsePanel[curr Multi]);
415 setBackground(Color.white);
416 break;
417
418 case(3):
419 //add panels for a simple question
420
421 simpleQPanel = new Panel();
422 simpleQPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
423 simpleArea = new TextArea(3,55);
424 simpleArea.setEditable(false);
425 simpleQPanel.add("Center", simpleArea);
426 add(simpleQPanel);
427 simpleRPanel = new Panel();
428 simpleRPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
429 simpleRArea[curr Simple] = new TextArea(3,55);
430 simpleRPanel.add("Center",simpleRArea[curr Simple]);
431 add(simpleRPanel);
432 setBackground(Color.white);
433 break;
434
435 case(4):
436 //add button to signal next slide
437 buttonPanel = new Panel();
438 buttonPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
439 nextSlideButton = new Button("NextSlideHere");
440 buttonPanel.add("Center" , nextSlideButton);
441 add(buttonPanel);
442 setBackground(Color.white);
443 break;
444
445 case(5) :
446 //post-experiment comment
447 p5 = new Panel();
448 p5.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
449 endButton = new Button("end experiment");
450 EndArea = new TextArea(20,55);
451 EndArea.setEditable(false);
452 p5.add("Center", EndArea);
453 add(p5);
454 add (endButton);
455 setBackground(Color.white);
456 break;
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457 }
458 validate();
459 }
460
461
462 public boolean check full(int[] array) {
463 // Check that they are not all set
464 if (count flags(array) >= array.length) {
465 // Stop if all flags are set
466 return (true);
467 }
468 return (false);
469 }
470
471
472 // A function to count all the flags set
473 public int count flags(int[] array) {
474 int sum = 0;
475 for (int b = 0; b < array.length; b++) {
476 // Count the flags set
477 sum = array[b] + sum;
478 }
479 return (sum);
480 }
481
482
483 // This function generates an original random number
484 public int gen rand num(int[] array, int totalNum) {
485 int num;
486 num = (int) (Math.random() * totalNum);
487
488
489 while (array[num] == 1) {
490 num = (int) (Math.random() * totalNum);
491 }
492 return (num);
493 }
494
495
496 // It sends off the filename to be opened and gets the file content
497
498 public void get FileContents(String fname) {
499 sendMessage(fname);
500 }
501
502 // It returns which file is to be opened next
503 public String get filename() {
504 marker++;
505 return (Experiment + " " + SlideArray[marker] +".txt");
506 }
507
508 public void init() {
509 // Assign the port number
510 // Call the methods from the inherited class
511 set port number(8205);
512 super.init();
513 super.start();
514 CurrSlide = 0;
515 numMulti = 0;
516 NumSimple = 0;
517 numSentences = 0;
518
519 // 25thJ
520 NumQuestion = 0;
521
522 State = -1;
523 choice = new String("");
524
525 // 31stJ
526 Question Random = false;
527
528 Slide Random = false;
529 RandomAnswers = false;
530
531 // Values passed into the applet from the html page
532
533 // new 05/07/02 adding in stuff from fin’s
534 Experiment = getParameter("Experiment");
535 Experimenter = getParameter("Experimenter");
536 // Viewer here is only user if the experimenter is viewing th epxeriment
537 // and doesn’t want to store results
538 Viewer = getParameter("Viewer");
539
540
541 // not in fin’s endPage = getParameter("EndPage");
542 userResponses = new String("\n\\experimenter{" + Experiment + "}");
543 // Record the time that the experiment begins at
544 startTime = new Date();
545 userResponses=userResponses.concat("\n\\begin{experiment}{" + startTime
546 + "}\n");
547 slideNum = new String("");
548 }
549
550
551 // This function loads in another page
552 // new 05/07/02
553 // this is changed to be more versatile
554 public void Load new page(String str, String Experimenter,
555 String experiment) {
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556 // not in fins String str = parse url address(endPage);
557 try {
558 URL url = new URL(str);
559 AppletContext context = getAppletContext();
560 context.showDocument(url);
561 } catch (MalformedURLException e) {
562 e.printStackTrace();
563 }
564 }
565
566 // This function parses the pre-experiment slide
567
568 public void parse comment slide(String s) {
569 String line = s;
570
571 // Extract the comment
572 data = line.substring((line.indexOf("experiment comment{") + 19),
573 line.indexOf("}\n\\Sections"));
574 commentArea.setText(data);
575
576 //get number of slides
577 NumOfSlides = Integer.parseInt(line.substring(
578 (line.indexOf("Total Num Slides{")+17),(line.indexOf("}\n\\Slide{"))));
579 SlideArray = new int[NumOfSlides];
580 slidecheckarray = new int[NumOfSlides];
581 checkarray = new int[NumOfSlides];
582 labeltesting = new Label("Number of Slides: "+NumOfSlides);
583 add(labeltesting);
584 validate();
585
586 //get whether the slides appear in sections
587 sections = line.substring((line.indexOf("Sections{")+9),
588 line.indexOf("}\n\\Total Num Slides"));
589 if (sections.trim().equals("true")){
590 Sections = true;
591 }else{
592 Sections=false;
593 }
594 sectionEnd = new boolean[NumOfSlides];
595
596
597 //get whether each slide marks the end of a section
598 for(int i=0;i<NumOfSlides;i++){
599 if (i == (NumOfSlides-1)){
600 SectionEnd = ("true");
601 }else if (i>9) {
602 SectionEnd = line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\Slide{"+i
603 +"}End Section{")+23),line.indexOf("}\n\\Slide{"+(i+1)+"}End Section"));
604 }else{
605 SectionEnd = line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\Slide{"+i
606 +"}End Section{")+22),line.indexOf("}\n\\Slide{"+(i+1)+"}End Section"));
607 }
608 if (SectionEnd.trim().equals("true")){
609 Section End = true;
610 count++;
611 }else{
612 Section End = false;
613 }
614 sectionEnd[i]=Section End;
615 }
616
617 sectionend = new int[count];
618 int j=0;
619
620 for(int i=0; i<NumOfSlides; i++){
621 if (sectionEnd[i]){
622 sectionend[j]=i;
623 j++;
624 }
625 }
626 numSections=count;
627
628
629 //get whether each slide is in a random position
630 RandPos = new boolean[NumOfSlides];
631
632 for(int i=0;i<NumOfSlides;i++){
633 if ((i == (NumOfSlides-1)) && (NumOfSlides>10)){
634 RandomPosition = line.substring((line.indexOf("Slide{"+i
635 +"}random position{")+25),line.indexOf("}\n\\Slide{0}End Section"));
636 } else if(i == (NumOfSlides-1)){
637 RandomPosition = line.substring((line.indexOf("Slide{"+i
638 +"}random position{")+24),line.indexOf("}\n\\Slide{0}End Section"));
639 } else if(i>9) {
640 RandomPosition = line.substring((line.indexOf("Slide{"+i
641 +"}random position{")+25),line.indexOf("}\n\\Slide{"+(i+1)+"}random position"));
642 } else {
643 RandomPosition = line.substring((line.indexOf("Slide{"+i
644 +"}random position{")+24),line.indexOf("}\n\\Slide{"+(i+1)+"}random position"));
645 }
646 if (RandomPosition.trim().equals("true")){
647 Rand Position = true;
648 }else{
649 Rand Position = false;
650 }
651 if(Rand Position){
652 RandPos[i]=true;
653 }else{
654 RandPos[i]=false;
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655 }
656 }
657 for(int i=0;i<NumOfSlides;i++){
658 checkarray[i]=1;
659 }
660 int k=0;
661 while(k<numSections){
662 for(int i=0;i<NumOfSlides;i++){
663 if(k==0){
664 if(i<=sectionend[k] && RandPos[i]){
665 checkarray[i]=0;}
666
667 } else if(i>sectionend[k-1] && i<=sectionend[k] && RandPos[i]) {
668 checkarray[i]=0;
669 }
670 }
671 for(int i=0;i<=sectionend[k];i++){
672 if (k==0 || i>sectionend[k-1]){
673 if(RandPos[i]){
674 int randNum = gen rand num(checkarray,NumOfSlides);
675 SlideArray[i]=randNum;
676 checkarray[randNum]=1;
677 }else{
678 SlideArray[i]=i;
679 }
680 }
681 }
682 k++;
683 }
684 }
685
686 // This function parses the final slide
687 public void parse end slide(String s) {
688 String line = s;
689
690 // Extract the comment
691 String data = line.substring((line.indexOf("postexperiment comment{")
692 + 23), line.indexOf("}\n\\END OF EXPERIMENT"));
693 // add the comment
694 EndArea.setText(data);
695 }
696
697 // This function parses each slide to extract the information
698 public void parse file(String s) {
699 String line = s;
700 //newtextarea.setText(line);
701 tmpA = line.indexOf("begin{slide}{") + 13;
702 tmpB = line.indexOf("}{",tmpA);
703 slideNum = line.substring(tmpA,tmpB);
704
705 //parsing each sentence
706
707 NoOfSentences = line.substring((line.indexOf("Sentences{")+10),
708 (line.indexOf("}\n\\end{slide}")));
709 numSentences = Integer.parseInt(NoOfSentences);
710
711 if (numSentences>0){
712 SentenceArray = new String[numSentences];
713 TmpSentenceArray = new String[numSentences];
714 TextRandom = line.substring((line.indexOf("text Random{")+12),
715 line.indexOf("}\n\\multi Random"));
716
717 if(TextRandom.trim().equals("true")){
718 RandomSentences = true;
719 }else{
720 RandomSentences = false;
721 }
722
723 if(RandomSentences){
724 sentcheckArray = new int[numSentences];
725 }
726 done = false;
727
728 for(int i=0;i<numSentences;i++){
729
730 if(i == (numSentences-1)){
731 TmpSentenceArray[i]=line.substring((line.indexOf("text"+i+"{")+6),
732 (line.indexOf("}\n\\end{text}")));
733 }else{
734 TmpSentenceArray[i]=line.substring((line.indexOf("text"+i+"{")+6),
735 (line.indexOf("}\n\\text"+(i+1))));
736 }
737 }
738
739 do{
740 for(int i=0;i<numSentences;i++){
741 if(RandomSentences){
742 int ranN = gen rand num(sentcheckArray,numSentences);
743
744 // Change the content of the position chosen to 1
745 sentcheckArray[ranN] = 1;
746 SentenceArray[i] = TmpSentenceArray[ranN];
747
748 // if it is not random sentences do this
749 } else {
750 SentenceArray[i] = TmpSentenceArray[i];
751 }
752 add Layout(1);
753
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754 if (numSentences > 1)
755 {
756 sentenceArea.setText("("+(i+1)+")"+SentenceArray[i]);
757 } else {
758 sentenceArea.setText(SentenceArray[i]);
759 }
760 }
761
762 if (RandomSentences==false){
763 done = true;
764 }
765 else if(sum(sentcheckArray) == numSentences){
766 done = true;
767 }
768 }while(done== false);
769 validate();
770 }
771
772 //parsing each simple question
773 String NoOfSimple = line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\SimpleQuestions{")+
774 18),(line.indexOf("}\n\\Sentences{")));
775 NumSimple = Integer.parseInt(NoOfSimple);
776
777 if (NumSimple>0) {
778 SimpleArray = new String[NumSimple];
779 TmpSimpleArray = new String[NumSimple];
780 SimpleCounterArray = new int[NumSimple];
781
782 //january
783 SimpleRandom = line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\simple Random{")+16),
784 line.indexOf("}\n\\endsimpleRandom"));
785
786 if(SimpleRandom.trim().equals("true")){
787 RandomSimple = true;
788 }else{
789 RandomSimple = false;
790 }
791
792 if(RandomSimple){
793 simplecheckArray = new int[NumSimple];
794 }
795 done = false;
796
797 for(int i=0;i<NumSimple;i++){
798 power =1;
799 while (i>= Math.pow(10,power)){
800 power = power+1;
801 }
802
803 int digits = power;
804 System.out.println("digits = "+digits);
805 int spaces = 17 + digits;
806 if(i==(NumSimple-1)){
807
808 // maria
809
810 TmpSimpleArray[i]=line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\simplequestion"
811 +i+"{")+spaces),(line.indexOf("}\n\\endsimplequestion{"+(i)+"}")));
812 // yvette checking what tmpsimplearray holds
813 System.out.println("TmpSimpleArray["+i+"] = "+TmpSimpleArray[i]);
814 }else{
815
816 TmpSimpleArray[i]=line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\simplequestion"
817 +i+"{")+spaces),(line.indexOf("}\n\\endsimplequestion{"+(i)+"}")));
818 // yvette checking what tmpsimplearray holds
819 System.out.println("TmpSimpleArray["+i+"] = "+TmpSimpleArray[i]);
820 }
821 }
822
823 do{
824 int holdercounter =0;
825
826 for(int i=0;i<NumSimple;i++){
827
828 if(RandomSimple){
829 int ranN = gen rand num(simplecheckArray,NumSimple);
830
831 // Change the content of the position chosen to 1
832 simplecheckArray[ranN] = 1;
833 SimpleArray[i] = TmpSimpleArray[ranN];
834 SimpleCounterArray[holdercounter] = ranN;
835 holdercounter = holdercounter + 1;
836
837 } else {
838 SimpleArray[i] = TmpSimpleArray[i];
839 SimpleCounterArray[holdercounter] = i;
840 holdercounter = holdercounter +1;
841 }
842
843 curr Simple = i;
844 add Layout(3);
845
846
847 if (NumSimple > 1)
848 {
849 simpleArea.setText("("+(i+1)+")"+SimpleArray[i]);
850 } else {
851 simpleArea.setText(SimpleArray[i]);
852 }
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853 }
854 if (RandomSimple==false){
855 done = true;
856 }
857 else if(sum(simplecheckArray) == NumSimple){
858 done = true;
859 }
860 }while(done== false);
861 validate();
862 }
863
864 String NoOfMulti= line.substring((line.indexOf("MultiQuestions{")+15),
865 (line.indexOf("}\n\\SimpleQuestions")));
866 numMulti=Integer.parseInt(NoOfMulti);
867
868 if (numMulti>0) {
869 NumAnswers = new String[numMulti];
870 MultiArray = new String[numMulti];
871 TmpMultiArray=new String[numMulti];
872 ansList = new AnswerList[numMulti];
873
874 // 6th March 03
875 MultiCounterArray = new int[numMulti];
876 track = 1;
877
878 MultiRandom=line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\multi Random{")+15),
879 line.indexOf("}\n\\endmultiRandom"));
880
881 if(MultiRandom.trim().equals("true")){
882 RandomMulti = true;
883 }else{
884 RandomMulti = false;
885 }
886
887 if(RandomMulti){
888 multicheckArray = new int[numMulti];
889 }
890 done = false;
891
892 for(int i=0;i<numMulti;i++){
893
894 TmpMultiArray[i]=line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\multiquestion"+i
895 +"{")+17),(line.indexOf("}\n\\endmultiquestion{"+(i)+"}")));
896
897 // answers
898 if(line.indexOf("answer{"+i+"}[0]{", track)>0){
899
900 A=(line.indexOf("noOfAns{"+i+"}{",track))+11;
901 B=line.indexOf("}\n\\random{"+i+"}{",track);
902 NumAnswers[i] = line.substring(A,B);
903 NumOfAns = Integer.parseInt(NumAnswers[i]);
904 //find whether the answers are randomly presented
905 C=(line.indexOf("}\n\\random{"+i+"}{",track)+13);
906 D=line.indexOf("}\n\\begin{"+i+"}{answers}",track);
907 RandomAns = line.substring(C,D);
908
909
910
911 if (RandomAns.trim().equals("true")){
912 RandomAnswers = true;
913 }else{
914 RandomAnswers = false;
915 }
916
917 ansArray = new String[NumOfAns];
918 ansList[i] = new AnswerList(NumOfAns,false);
919
920 if (RandomAnswers) {
921 ansCheckarray = new int[NumOfAns];
922 }
923
924 for (int j=0;j<NumOfAns;j++) {
925 if (j==(NumOfAns-1)) {
926 ansArray[j]=line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\answer{"+i+"}["+
927 j+"]{",track)+15),line.indexOf("}\n\\end{"+i+"}{answers}",track));
928 }else{
929 ansArray[j]=line.substring((line.indexOf("\n\\answer{"+i+"}["+
930 j+"]{",track)+15),line.indexOf("}\n\\answer{"+i+"}["+(j+1)+"]{",track));
931 }
932 //add each answer to answerlist
933 if(RandomAnswers){
934 int randNum = gen rand num(ansCheckarray,NumOfAns);
935 ansCheckarray[randNum] = 1;
936 ansList[i].addItem(ansArray[j],randNum);
937 }else{
938 ansList[i].addItem(ansArray[j]);
939 }
940 }
941 }
942 }
943
944 int holder2 =0;
945 // here is where we continue randomising the questions
946 do{
947
948 for(int i=0;i<numMulti;i++){
949
950 if(RandomMulti){
951 int ranN = gen rand num(multicheckArray,numMulti);
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952 multicheckArray[ranN] = 1;
953 MultiArray[i] = TmpMultiArray[ranN];
954
955 // 6th March 03
956 MultiCounterArray[holder2]= ranN;
957 holder2 = holder2 + 1;
958
959 xs = ranN;
960 } else {
961 xs = i;
962 MultiArray[i] = TmpMultiArray[i];
963
964 // 6th March 03
965 MultiCounterArray[holder2] = i;
966 holder2 = holder2 + 1;
967
968 }
969 curr Multi=i;
970 add Layout(2);
971 validate();
972 multiArea.setText(MultiArray[i]);
973 responsePanel[i].add("Center",ansList[xs]);
974 temp = line.indexOf("end{"+i+"}{answers}", track)+15;
975 track = temp;
976 validate();
977
978 if (numMulti > 1)
979 {
980 multiArea.setText("("+(i+1)+")"+MultiArray[i]);
981 } else {
982 multiArea.setText(MultiArray[i]);
983 }
984
985 }
986
987 if (RandomMulti==false){
988 done = true;
989 }
990 else if(sum(multicheckArray) == numMulti){
991 done = true;
992 }
993 }while(done== false);
994 validate();
995 }
996 add Layout(4);
997 validate();
998 }
999
1000
1001 // It manages opening and closing the files
1002 public void run file manager() {
1003 // get details for the first slide
1004 get FileContents(Experiment + ".beg");
1005 }
1006
1007 //This function overwrites the function SetMesgRec in GenClient
1008 //It allows the applet to be action driven.
1009
1010 public void setMesgRec(String s) {
1011 switch (State) {
1012 case -1 :
1013 String experimenter=(s);
1014 State = 0;
1015
1016 case 0 : add Layout(0);
1017 parse comment slide(s);
1018 State = 1;
1019 break;
1020
1021 case 1 :
1022 parse file(s);
1023 // Increment the number of slides
1024 CurrSlide++;
1025 break;
1026
1027 case 2 :
1028
1029 // Parse the final slide
1030 add Layout(5);
1031 parse end slide(s);
1032 break;
1033 }
1034 }
1035 public void start() {
1036 // Send the server the name of the experiment
1037
1038 // new 05/07/02 this next line is in fin’s but not ours
1039 sendMessage(Experimenter);
1040
1041 sendMessage(Experiment);
1042 run file manager();
1043 }
1044 }
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E.4 Experiment Results Analysis Thread class
1 // Set up a Server that will receive a connection
2 // from a client, send a string to the client,
3 // and close the connection.
4
5 import java.io.*;
6 import java.net.*;
7 import java.awt.*;
8 public class ServSub extends Frame {
9 private TextArea outputText;
10 private int numClients;
11 ServSubMan servMan[];
12 private ServerSocket server;
13 boolean clientsRunning[];
14 final int maxClients;
15 private final int port number;
16 private boolean serverRunning;
17 private DataOutputStream serverFileOut;
18 public ServSub() {
19 super("ServSub");
20 maxClients = 30;
21 port number = 8206;
22 clientsRunning = new boolean[maxClients];
23 servMan = new ServSubMan[maxClients];
24 numClients = 0;
25 serverRunning = true;
26 openInputFile("SerSubfile.txt");
27 outputText = new TextArea();
28 add("Center", outputText);
29 resize(600, 300);
30 show();
31 outputText.appendText("Starting...\n");
32 }
33 // To check to see if a thread is in use, if the client is runnning
34 public boolean checkClientRunning(int i) {
35 return (clientsRunning[i]);
36 }
37 // This closes the file
38 private void closeInputFile() {
39 try {
40 serverFileOut.flush();
41 serverFileOut.close();
42 }
43 catch (IOException e) {
44 System.err.println("Error closing file" + e.toString());
45 }
46 }
47 // A method to display text on the server screen
48 public synchronized void displayText(String s) {
49 outputText.appendText(s + "\n");
50 }
51 // Set up connections
52 public void execute() {
53 // Set up the socket
54 try {
55 server = new ServerSocket(port number, 10);
56 } catch (IOException e) {
57 e.printStackTrace();
58 System.exit(1);
59 }
60 while (serverRunning) {
61 for (int i = 0; i < maxClients; i++) {
62 if (clientsRunning[i] == false) {
63 try {
64 servMan[i] = new ServSubMan(server.
65 accept(), this, i);
66 clientsRunning[i] = true;
67 outputText.appendText("Adding new
68 Client\n");
69 servMan[i].start();
70 outputText.appendText("Running
71 Client number: " + numClients + "\n");
72 numClients++;
73 } catch (IOException e) {
74 e.printStackTrace();
75 System.exit(1);
76 }
77 }
78 }
79 }
80 }
81 public boolean handleEvent(Event e) {
82 if (e.id == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
83 closeInputFile();
84 hide();
85 dispose();
86 return true;
87 }
88 return super.handleEvent(e);
89 }
90 public static void main(String args[]) {
91 ServSub s = new ServSub();
92 s.execute();
93 }
94 // This function opens a file
95 private void openInputFile(String filename) {
96 try {
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97 // open the file for input
98 serverFileOut = new DataOutputStream(new FileOutputStream
99 (filename));
100 }
101 catch (IOException e) {
102 System.err.println(" File not opened " + e.toString());
103 System.exit(1);
104 }
105 }
106 // This function saves a message to a file
107 public synchronized void saveToFile(String s) {
108 try {
109 serverFileOut.writeUTF(s);
110 serverFileOut.writeUTF("\n");
111 }
112 catch (IOException e) {
113 System.err.println("Error writing to file\n" + e.toString());
114 }
115 }
116 // To shutdown a thread in the ServMan
117 public void shutdownServMan(int i) {
118 servMan[i].killServMan();
119 clientsRunning[i] = false;
120 }
121 }
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F.1 Experiment Creation Applet class
1 /* This classs implements the Graphical User Interface for displaying an
2 experiment to a participent in the experiment */
3 import java.util.*;
4 import java.awt.*;
5 import java.awt.event.*;
6 import java.net.*;
7 import java.applet.*;
8 import java.io.*;
9 import javax.swing.*;
10
11 public class NewShow extends GenExp implements ActionListener{
12
13 private boolean participantView;
14 private boolean groupMember;
15 private Experiment experiment;
16 private Section currentSection;
17 private Slide currentSlide;
18
19 // display variables
20 private int
21 sectionNum,
22 slideNum;
23
24 private JButton
25 loginButton,
26 continueButton,
27 submitAnswersB,
28 dontSubmitB,
29 slideButton,
30 endButton;
31
32 private JTextField usernameTF;
33 private JPasswordField passwordTF;
34
35 private JTextArea
36 preCommentArea,
37 passageArea,
38 postCommentArea;
39
40 private JOptionPane dontSubmitOP;
41
42 // constants for to signal which layout is needed
43 public static final int PRE COMMENT = 0;
44 public static final int SLIDE = 1;
45 public static final int POST COMMENT = 2;
46 public static final int RESPONSES OK = -1;
47 public static final int LOGIN = 3;
48 public static final int LOGIN FAIL = 4;
49
50 // for confirm dialog box answer
51 public static final int YES = 0;
52 public static final int NO = 1;
53
54 public void init() {
55 // Assign the port number
56 // Call the methods from the inherited class
57 setPortNumber(PORT CONSTANT+205);
58 super.init();
59 super.start();
60
61 setBackground(BG COLOR);
62
63 }
64
65 public void start() {
66
67 String viewType;
68 String experimenterUsername;
69 String groupName;
70 String experimentName = "";
71 String groupUsername = "";
72 String groupPassword = "";
73 String experimentFile;
74
75 experimenterUsername = getParameter("Experimenter");
76 viewType = getParameter("View");
77 groupName = getParameter("Group");
78
79 if(viewType.equals("participant")){
80 participantView = true;
81
82 }else if(viewType.equals("nonParticipant")){
83 participantView = false;
84
85 }
86
87 // set up the experiment
88 if(groupName==null){
89 // if its not part of a group
90 groupMember = false;
91 experimentName = getParameter("Experiment");
92
93 sendMessage("NO GROUP");
94 }else{
95 // if it is part of a group
96 groupMember = true;
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97
98 sendMessage("GROUP");
99 sendMessage(groupName);
100 sendMessage(experimenterUsername);
101
102 try{
103 experimentName = input.readUTF();
104 groupUsername = input.readUTF();
105 groupPassword = input.readUTF();
106
107 }catch(IOException e){
108 System.out.println("Error getting experiment name");
109 }
110
111
112 }
113
114
115 // create a new Experiment object
116 experiment = new Experiment(experimentName,experimenterUsername);
117
118 // send the server the name of the experimenter and the experiment
119 sendMessage(experiment.getExperimenter().getUsername());
120
121 sendMessage(experiment.getName());
122
123 // get the string containing the contents of the experiment file from server
124 experimentFile = getMessage();
125
126 // construct the experiment using the string
127 experiment.constructFromString(experimentFile);
128
129 // if the experiment is part of a group then reset the username and password to groups
130 if(groupMember){
131 experiment.setUsername(groupUsername);
132 experiment.setPassword(groupPassword);
133 }
134
135 try{
136 experiment.randomize();
137 }catch(Exception e){
138 System.out.println("Error occurred while randomizing Experiment!");
139 }
140
141 // set the current section number & slide number to the first ones
142 sectionNum = 0;
143 slideNum = 0;
144
145 // set the current section
146 currentSection = experiment.getSection(sectionNum, false);
147 currentSlide = currentSection.getSlide(slideNum, false);
148
149 // add the initial layout
150 add Layout(LOGIN);
151
152 }
153
154 public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) {
155
156 boolean finished = false;
157 int responsesQuery;
158 int problemQuestion;
159 String complaint;
160 JLabel complaintLabel;
161 Panel complaintPanel;
162 String enteredUsername;
163 String enteredPassword;
164 int answer;
165 Date currentTime;
166
167 // record the time
168 currentTime = new Date();
169
170 if (event.getSource() == submitAnswersB) {
171
172 // set the end time of the post-comment and the end-time of the experiment
173 experiment.getPostComment().setEndTime(currentTime);
174 experiment.setEndTime(currentTime);
175
176 // send the response file contents to the server to be written
177 if(participantView){
178 sendMessage(experiment.responseToString());
179 }else{
180 sendMessage("non participant");
181 JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"Please note that if you entered answers they were not saved as you are viewing as an experimenter and not a participant.")
182 }
183
184 // load a new html page to say thanks to the subject
185 loadPage(CODEBASE+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+"endSubmit.html", false);
186
187 super.close connection();
188 this.destroy();
189 }
190
191 if(event.getSource() == dontSubmitB){
192
193 // ask them are they sure they want to exit without submitting their results
194 dontSubmitOP = new JOptionPane();
195 answer = dontSubmitOP.showConfirmDialog(null,"Are you sure you want to quit the experiment without submitting your answers?", "Experiment System", JOptionPane.YES
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196
197 // if they answer yes then go to endNoSubmit without saving answers
198 if(answer == YES){
199 loadPage(CODEBASE+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+"endNoSubmit.html", false);
200 }
201
202 }
203
204 // Check to see if a the next slide button was triggered
205 if (event.getSource() == slideButton) {
206
207 // get the answers the subject entered
208 responsesQuery = getAnswers();
209
210 if((responsesQuery == RESPONSES OK)||(!participantView)){
211
212 // increment the slide, if its the final slide set finished to true
213 finished = !incrementSlide(currentTime);
214
215 // check if that was the last slide
216 if(finished == true){
217 add Layout(POST COMMENT);
218 }else{
219
220 add Layout(SLIDE);
221 }
222
223 // if it IS the particpant view AND responseQuesry is false
224 }else{
225
226 problemQuestion = responsesQuery;
227
228 // complain to the user that they missed an
229 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(problemQuestion,false).isMulti()){
230
231 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(problemQuestion,false).getSingleAnswerWanted()){
232 complaint = "Please select an answer for Question "+(problemQuestion+1);
233 }else{
234 complaint = "Please select your answer(s) for Question "+(problemQuestion+1);
235 }
236
237 }else{
238
239 complaint = "Please enter an answer for Question "+(problemQuestion+1);
240
241 }
242
243 JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,complaint);
244
245 validate();
246
247 }
248 } // -- end of slide Button
249
250 // If button on first page PRE COMMENT PAGE is pressed
251 if (event.getSource() == continueButton) {
252
253 // set the end time of the precomment
254 experiment.getPreComment().setEndTime(currentTime);
255
256 add Layout(SLIDE);
257
258 }
259
260 if(event.getSource() == loginButton) {
261
262 enteredUsername = usernameTF.getText();
263 enteredPassword = passwordTF.getText();
264
265 // check if they match the username and password of the experiment
266 if(enteredUsername.equals(experiment.getUsername())&&enteredPassword.equals(experiment.getPassword())){
267 add Layout(PRE COMMENT);
268 }else{
269 add Layout(LOGIN FAIL);
270 }
271 }
272 }
273
274 public void add Layout(int layoutType){
275
276 String initial,
277 title,
278 titleLeft;
279
280 int h,
281 loc,
282 numEnters;
283
284 Panel preCommentPanel,
285 postCommentPanel,
286 titlePanel,
287 buttonPanel,
288 mainPanel,
289 p1,
290 p2,
291 p3,
292 p4,
293 p5,
294 topPanel,
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295 bottomPanel,
296 middlePanel,
297 buttonsPanel,
298 questionPanel,
299 answersPanel,
300 answersPanel2,
301 multiAnswerPanel,
302 passagePanel;
303
304 Date currentTime;
305 JTextArea tempTextArea;
306 JCheckBox tempCheckBox;
307 JRadioButton tempRadioButton;
308 Image image;
309 ImageIcon graphic;
310
311 removeAll();
312 validate();
313
314 switch(layoutType){
315
316 case(LOGIN):
317
318 usernameTF = new JTextField(LOGIN TF LENGTH);
319 passwordTF = new JPasswordField(LOGIN TF LENGTH);
320 loginButton = new JButton(LOGIN TF LABEL);
321 loginButton.addActionListener(this);
322 mainPanel = getLoginLayout(usernameTF, passwordTF, loginButton);
323 add(mainPanel);
324
325 break;
326
327 case(LOGIN FAIL):
328 removeAll();
329 validate();
330
331 usernameTF = new JTextField(LOGIN TF LENGTH);
332 passwordTF = new JPasswordField(LOGIN TF LENGTH);
333 loginButton = new JButton(LOGIN TF LABEL);
334 loginButton.addActionListener(this);
335 add(getLoginFailLayout(usernameTF, passwordTF, loginButton));
336
337 break;
338
339 case(PRE COMMENT):
340
341 mainPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
342 mainPanel.add(TITLE,BorderLayout.NORTH);
343 mainPanel.add(new JLabel(" "), BorderLayout.CENTER);
344
345 //pre-experiment comment
346 preCommentPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
347 preCommentPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
348 preCommentPanel.add(new JLabel("Please read the instructions below:"),BorderLayout.NORTH);
349 preCommentArea = new JTextArea(experiment.getPreComment().getComment(),TEXTAREA LARGE HEIGHT,TEXTAREA WIDTH);
350 preCommentArea.setBackground(BG COLOR);
351 preCommentArea.setEditable(false);
352 preCommentArea.setBorder(BorderFactory.createLineBorder(Color.black));
353 preCommentPanel.add("Center", new JScrollPane(preCommentArea));
354
355 continueButton = new JButton("Begin Experiment");
356 continueButton.setBackground(BG COLOR);
357 continueButton.addActionListener(this);
358 p4 = new Panel(new FlowLayout());
359 p4.setBackground(Color.white);
360 p4.add(continueButton);
361
362 preCommentPanel.add(p4,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
363 preCommentPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
364
365 // record the time the experiment was begun
366 currentTime = new Date();
367
368 // add the last part of the page
369 mainPanel.add(preCommentPanel,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
370 add(mainPanel, BorderLayout.NORTH);
371
372 // set the start time of the experiment and the precomment
373 experiment.setStartTime(currentTime);
374 experiment.getPreComment().setStartTime(currentTime);
375
376 break;
377
378 case(SLIDE):
379
380 // keep a reference to the first panel
381 mainPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
382 mainPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
383 p1 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
384 p1.setBackground(BG COLOR);
385
386 p1.add(AnalyzeExperiment.TITLE, BorderLayout.NORTH);
387
388 mainPanel.add(p1,BorderLayout.NORTH);
389
390 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
391 p1.add(p2,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
392 p1 = p2;
393
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394 p1.add(new JLabel(" "), BorderLayout.NORTH);
395 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
396 p1.add(p2,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
397 p1 = p2;
398
399 titlePanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
400
401 titleLeft = experiment.getName();
402 initial = ""+titleLeft.charAt(0);
403 initial = initial.toUpperCase();
404 titleLeft = titleLeft.substring(1);
405 titleLeft = initial+titleLeft+" Experiment";
406
407 // only display Section number if there is more than one section
408 if(experiment.getSections().length>1){
409 title = "Section "+(sectionNum+1)+", Slide "+(slideNum+1);
410 }else{
411 title = "Slide "+(slideNum+1);
412 }
413
414 titlePanel.add(new JLabel(titleLeft), BorderLayout.WEST);
415 titlePanel.add(new JLabel(" "), BorderLayout.CENTER);
416 titlePanel.add(new JLabel(title), BorderLayout.EAST);
417
418 p1.add(titlePanel,BorderLayout.NORTH);
419 p1.add(new JLabel(" "), BorderLayout.CENTER);
420 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
421 p1.add(p2,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
422 p1 = p2;
423
424 // check if a passage has been added
425 if(currentSlide.hasGraphic()){
426
427 try{
428 image = this.getImage(new URL(CODEBASE+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+"/"+experiment.getExperimenter().getUsername()+"/images/"+currentSlide.getGrap
429
430 graphic = new ImageIcon(image);
431
432 p1.add(new JLabel(graphic), BorderLayout.NORTH);
433 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
434 p2.setBackground(BG COLOR);
435 p1.add(p2, BorderLayout.SOUTH);
436 p1 =p2;
437 }catch(MalformedURLException e){
438 System.out.println("Error with url: "+CODEBASE+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+"/"+experiment.getExperimenter().getUsername()+"/images/"+currentSlide
439 }
440
441 }else{
442 p1.add(new JLabel(" "), BorderLayout.NORTH);
443 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
444 p1.add(p2, BorderLayout.SOUTH);
445 p1 =p2;
446 }
447
448 if(currentSlide.hasPassage()){
449
450 passagePanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
451 passagePanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
452
453 // get the height of the passage area
454 loc = 0;
455 numEnters = 1;
456
457 while((loc!=-1)&&(loc<currentSlide.getPassage().length())){
458 loc++;
459 loc = currentSlide.getPassage().indexOf("\n",loc);
460 numEnters++;
461 }
462
463 passageArea = new JTextArea(currentSlide.getPassage(),numEnters+3,TEXTAREA WIDTH+3);
464 passageArea.setEditable(false);
465 passageArea.setBorder(BorderFactory.createLineBorder(Color.black));
466
467 p1.add(new JScrollPane(passageArea),BorderLayout.NORTH);
468 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
469 p2.setBackground(BG COLOR);
470 p1.add(p2,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
471 p1 = p2;
472
473 }
474
475 // loop through the questions on this slide
476 // just using the actual section number and slide number for the minute
477 for(int i=0; i<currentSlide.getQuestions().length; i++){
478
479 questionPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
480 questionPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
481 questionPanel.add(new JLabel("Question "+(i+1)),BorderLayout.NORTH);
482
483 // get the height of the question area
484 loc = 0;
485 numEnters = 1;
486
487 while((loc!=-1)&&(loc<currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).getQuestion().length())){
488 loc++;
489 loc = currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).getQuestion().indexOf("\n",loc);
490 numEnters++;
491 }
492
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493 tempTextArea = new JTextArea(currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).getQuestion(), numEnters, TEXTAREA WIDTH);
494
495 currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).setTextArea(tempTextArea);
496 tempTextArea.setEditable(false);
497 questionPanel.add(new JScrollPane(tempTextArea),BorderLayout.SOUTH);
498
499 p1.add(questionPanel,BorderLayout.NORTH);
500 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
501 p1.add(p2, BorderLayout.SOUTH);
502 p1 = p2;
503
504 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).isMulti()){
505
506 answersPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
507 answersPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
508 answersPanel.add(new JLabel("Please select an answer"),BorderLayout.NORTH);
509
510
511 answersPanel2 = new Panel(new GridLayout(0,1));
512 ButtonGroup group = new ButtonGroup();
513
514 for(int j=0; j<currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).getAnswers2().length; j++){
515 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getSingleAnswerWanted()){
516 tempRadioButton = new JRadioButton(currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).getAnswer2(j, false).getAnswer());
517 currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).getAnswer2(j, false).setJRadioButton(tempRadioButton);
518 tempRadioButton.setBackground(BG COLOR);
519 group.add(tempRadioButton);
520 answersPanel2.add(tempRadioButton);
521
522 }else{
523 multiAnswerPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
524
525 tempCheckBox = new JCheckBox(currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).getAnswer2(j, false).getAnswer());
526 tempCheckBox.setBackground(BG COLOR);
527 currentSlide.getQuestion(i, false).getAnswer2(j, false).setCheckBox(tempCheckBox);
528
529 multiAnswerPanel.add(tempCheckBox, BorderLayout.CENTER);
530 multiAnswerPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
531 answersPanel2.setBackground(BG COLOR);
532 answersPanel2.add(multiAnswerPanel);
533 }
534 }
535
536 answersPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
537 answersPanel.add(answersPanel2, BorderLayout.SOUTH);
538
539 p1.add(answersPanel,BorderLayout.NORTH);
540
541 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
542 p1.add(p2,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
543 p1 = p2;
544
545 }else{
546
547 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).isSimple()){
548
549 answersPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
550 answersPanel.add(new JLabel("Please type your answer in the box below:"), BorderLayout.NORTH);
551 tempTextArea = new JTextArea("",TEXTAREA SMALL HEIGHT,TEXTAREA WIDTH);
552 currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).setTextArea(tempTextArea);
553 tempTextArea.setEditable(true);
554 answersPanel.add(new JScrollPane(tempTextArea), BorderLayout.SOUTH);
555
556 p1.add(answersPanel,BorderLayout.NORTH);
557 p2 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
558 p1.add(p2,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
559 p1 = p2;
560
561 }
562 }
563
564 }
565
566 bottomPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
567
568 //add button to signal next slide
569 slideButton = new JButton("Next Slide");
570 slideButton.addActionListener(this);
571 slideButton.setSize(40,20);
572
573 buttonPanel = new Panel(new FlowLayout());
574 buttonPanel.add(slideButton);
575 bottomPanel.add(buttonPanel,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
576
577 p1.add(bottomPanel,BorderLayout.NORTH);
578 add(mainPanel, BorderLayout.NORTH);
579
580 // get the current time before we add the last thing to the screen
581 currentTime = new Date();
582
583 // set the start time of the slide and section if its the first slide
584 currentSlide.setStartTime(currentTime);
585
586 if(currentSlide==currentSection.getSlide(0)){
587 currentSection.setStartTime(currentTime);
588 }
589
590 break;
591
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592 case(POST COMMENT) :
593
594 p1 = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
595 p1.add(TITLE,BorderLayout.NORTH);
596 p1.add(new JLabel(" "), BorderLayout.CENTER);
597
598 mainPanel = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
599
600 //post-experiment comment
601 postCommentPanel = new Panel();
602 postCommentPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
603 postCommentPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
604 postCommentArea = new JTextArea("",TEXTAREA LARGE HEIGHT,TEXTAREA WIDTH);
605 postCommentArea.setEditable(false);
606 postCommentArea.setBorder(BorderFactory.createLineBorder(Color.black));
607 postCommentArea.setBackground(BG COLOR);
608 postCommentArea.setText(experiment.getPostComment().getComment());
609 postCommentPanel.add(new JScrollPane(postCommentArea), BorderLayout.CENTER);
610 mainPanel.add(postCommentPanel, BorderLayout.NORTH);
611 setBackground(BG COLOR);
612
613 // get the current time before adding the last thing to the page
614 currentTime = new Date();
615
616 buttonsPanel = new Panel(new FlowLayout());
617 buttonsPanel.setBackground(BG COLOR);
618 submitAnswersB = new JButton("Submit Answers");
619 submitAnswersB.setBackground(BG COLOR);
620 submitAnswersB.addActionListener(this);
621 buttonsPanel.add(submitAnswersB);
622
623 // check if the experimenter wants to gie them the option
624 // of not submitting their results
625 if(experiment.getParticipantChoice()){
626 dontSubmitB = new JButton("Do not submit answers");
627 dontSubmitB.setBackground(BG COLOR);
628 buttonsPanel.add(dontSubmitB);
629 dontSubmitB.addActionListener(this);
630 }
631
632 mainPanel.add(buttonsPanel, BorderLayout.SOUTH);
633
634 p1.add(mainPanel,BorderLayout.SOUTH);
635 add(p1, BorderLayout.NORTH);
636
637 experiment.getPostComment().setStartTime(currentTime);
638
639 break;
640
641 }
642
643 // this is an empty panel just to write over whatever was on the screen bfore
644 p3 = new Panel();
645 p3.setBackground(Color.white);
646
647 add(p3, BorderLayout.CENTER);
648
649 setVisible(true);
650 validate();
651
652 }
653
654
655 public boolean incrementSlide(Date currentT){
656
657 // set the end time of the previous slide
658 currentSlide.setEndTime(currentT);
659
660 // check if the current slide is the final slide
661 if((sectionNum == experiment.getSections().length-1)&&(slideNum == experiment.getSection(sectionNum, false).getSlides().length - 1)){
662
663 // record end time of the last section
664 currentSection.setEndTime(currentT);
665
666 // get rid of our references to the current slide and section
667 currentSlide = null;
668 currentSection = null;
669
670 return false;
671
672 }else{
673
674 // if its the last slide in this section
675 if(slideNum == (currentSection.getSlides().length -1)){
676
677
678 // set the previous section’s end time
679 currentSection.setEndTime(currentT);
680
681 // increment the slide
682 slideNum = 0;
683 sectionNum++;
684
685 currentSection = experiment.getSection(sectionNum, false);
686 currentSlide = currentSection.getSlide(slideNum, false);
687
688 }else{ // if its a normal slide
689
690 // increment the slide
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691 slideNum++;
692
693 currentSlide = currentSection.getSlide(slideNum, false);
694
695 }
696
697 return true;
698
699 }
700 }
701
702 // returns -1 if all the answers have been filled in correctly
703 // returns the index of the problem question otherwise
704 public int getAnswers(){
705
706 int numSelected;
707 int problemQuestion = -1;
708 int answerIndex = -1;
709 String response;
710 int[] answers;
711
712 // default initialisation array
713 answers = new int[1];
714
715 // loop through QUESTIONS
716 for(int i=0; i<currentSlide.getQuestions().length; i++){
717
718 // MULTI
719 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).isMulti()){
720
721 // choicebox
722 if(!currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getSingleAnswerWanted()){
723
724 numSelected = 0;
725
726 // loop through ANSWERS to count how many selected by participant
727 for(int j=0; j<currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getAnswers2().length; j++){
728
729 // if that answer was selected
730 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getAnswer2(j,false).getJCheckBox().isSelected()){
731 numSelected++;
732 }
733
734 }
735
736 answers = new int[numSelected];
737
738 // loop through ANSWERS to record which ones were selected by participant
739 for(int j=0, k=0; j<currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getAnswers2().length; j++){
740
741 // if that answer was selected
742 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getAnswer2(j,false).getJCheckBox().isSelected()){
743 answers[k] = currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getRealAnswerIndex(j);
744 k++;
745 }
746
747 }
748
749 }else{
750 // radiobutton - have to check one was selected
751 numSelected = 0;
752
753 // loop through ANSWERS to get which one was selected by participant
754 for(int j=0; j<currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getAnswers2().length; j++){
755
756 // if that answer was selected
757 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getAnswer2(j,false).getJRadioButton().isSelected()){
758 numSelected++;
759 answerIndex = j;
760 }
761
762 }
763 }
764
765 if(numSelected > 0){
766
767 // 1 here is the number of participants, we are only concerned with one here
768 currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).initResponses(1);
769
770 if(!currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getSingleAnswerWanted()){
771
772 currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).setResponse(0, answers);
773
774 }else{
775
776 currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).setResponse(0, currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getRealAnswerIndex(answerIndex));
777 }
778
779 }else{
780 // return the problem question that had no answer
781 problemQuestion = i;
782 return problemQuestion;
783
784 }
785
786
787 }else{
788
789 if(currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).isSimple()){
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790 response = currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).getJTextArea().getText();
791
792 response.trim();
793
794 if(response.equals("")){
795 problemQuestion = i;
796 return problemQuestion;
797 }else{
798
799 currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).initResponses(1);
800 currentSlide.getQuestion(i,false).setResponse(0, response);
801
802 }
803
804 }
805 }
806 }
807 return problemQuestion;
808 }
809 }

F.2 class Experiment
1 import java.io.*;
2 import java.util.*;
3
4 class Experiment{
5
6 private String name;
7 private String username;
8 private String password;
9 private Experimenter experimenter;
10 private Comment preComment;
11 private Comment postComment;
12 private String description;
13 private Section[] section;
14 private boolean sectionsRandom;
15 private int[] realSectionIndex;
16 private int[] randomSectionIndex;
17 private Date startTime; // this is to store the start time when there is only 1 subject
18 private Date endTime;
19 private Date[] startTimes; // this is to store the start times when there is more than 1 subject
20 private Date[] endTimes;
21 private int numSubjects;
22 private boolean giveParticipantChoice; // this is to say whether or not the participants have the choice of submitting their answers at the end of the experiment
23
24 public static final String EXPERIMENTS FILE = "experiments";
25
26 // this constructor is used to set up the smallest experiment possible
27 // it will have one section with one slide
28 // the slide will not have any questions or passage yet
29 // it is used when an experimenter is creating an experiment
30 public Experiment(Experimenter e){
31 Slide s;
32
33 experimenter = e;
34
35 section = new Section[1];
36 section[0] = new Section();
37
38 s = new Slide();
39
40 section[0].addSlideAt(0,s);
41
42 }
43
44 public Experiment(String n){
45 name = n;
46 }
47
48 public Experiment(String n, String e){
49
50 sectionsRandom = false;
51 name = n;
52 experimenter = new Experimenter(e);
53
54 }
55
56 public String getName(){
57 return name;
58 }
59
60 public void setName(String n){
61 name = n;
62 }
63
64 public String getUsername(){
65 return username;
66 }
67
68 public void setUsername(String u){
69 username = u;
70 }
71
72 public String getPassword(){
73 return password;
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74 }
75
76 public void setPassword(String p){
77 password = p;
78 }
79
80 public Experimenter getExperimenter(){
81 return experimenter;
82 }
83
84 public void setExperimenter(Experimenter e){
85 experimenter = e;
86 }
87
88 public Comment getPreComment(){
89 return preComment;
90 }
91
92 public void setPreComment(String p){
93 preComment = new Comment(p);
94 }
95
96 public Comment getPostComment(){
97 return postComment;
98 }
99
100 public void setPostComment(String p){
101 postComment = new Comment(p);
102 }
103
104 public String getDescription(){
105 return description;
106 }
107
108 public void setDescription(String d){
109 description = d;
110 }
111
112 public Section getSection(int i, boolean realIndex){
113 // the the index given is the real index of the section
114 if(realIndex){
115 return section[i];
116 }else{ // if the index given is the random index
117 return section[realSectionIndex[i]];
118 }
119 }
120
121 // only using these methods when creating an experiment
122 // add a section at a particular index
123 public void addSectionAt(int index, Section s){
124
125 if((section==null)&&(index==0)){
126 section = new Section[1];
127 section[0] = s;
128 }else{
129
130 Section[] newSections = new Section[section.length+1];
131
132 for(int i=0; (i<section.length)&&(i!=index); i++){
133 newSections[i] = section[i];
134 }
135
136 newSections[index] = s;
137
138 for(int i=index; i<section.length; i++){
139 newSections[i+1] = section[i];
140 }
141
142 section = newSections;
143 }
144 }
145
146 public Section[] getSections(){
147 return section;
148 }
149
150 public boolean getSectionsRandom(){
151 return sectionsRandom;
152 }
153
154 public void setSectionsRandom(boolean r){
155 sectionsRandom = r;
156 }
157
158 public void setParticipantChoice(boolean g){
159 giveParticipantChoice = g;
160 }
161
162 public void setNumSubjects(int n){
163 numSubjects = n;
164 }
165
166 // a method to return the total num passages in the experiment
167 public int getNumPassages(){
168
169 int result = 0;
170
171 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
172 for( int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
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173 if(section[i].getSlide(j,true).hasPassage()){
174 result++;
175 }
176 }
177 }
178 return result;
179
180 }
181
182 public void setRandomSectionIndex(int randomI, int i){
183 randomSectionIndex[randomI] = i;
184 }
185
186 public void setRealSectionIndex(int realI, int i){
187 realSectionIndex[realI] = i;
188 }
189
190 public Section getSection(int i){
191 return section[i];
192 }
193
194 public int getRealSectionIndex(int randomI){
195 return realSectionIndex[randomI];
196 }
197
198 public int getRandomSectionIndex(int realI){
199 return randomSectionIndex[realI];
200 }
201
202 // a method to set the start time
203 public void setStartTime(Date d){
204 startTime = d;
205
206 }
207
208 // a method to set the end time
209 public void setEndTime(Date d){
210 endTime = d;
211 }
212
213 // a method to return the start time
214 public Date getStartTime(){
215 return startTime;
216 }
217
218 // a method to return the end time
219 public Date getEndTime(){
220 return endTime;
221 }
222
223
224
225 public boolean getParticipantChoice(){
226 return giveParticipantChoice;
227 }
228
229 public void filesToTrash(){
230
231 Process p;
232
233 try{
234 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mkdir "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/Trash/");
235 }catch(IOException e){
236 System.out.println("Trash folder already exists");
237 }
238
239 try{
240 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mv "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+" "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsernam
241 }catch(IOException e){
242 System.out.println("Error occurred trying to change permission to response times file");
243 }
244
245 }
246
247 public int getTotalNumQs(){
248 int numQs = 0;
249
250 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
251 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
252 for(int k=0; k<section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestions().length; k++){
253 numQs++;
254 }
255 }
256 }
257
258 return numQs;
259
260 }
261
262 public void save(){
263 addToExperimentsFile();
264 createDirectory();
265 createFile();
266 createHtmlFiles();
267 }
268
269 public void update(){
270 createFile();
271 }
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272
273 public void writeResponseTimesSummary(){
274 FileConverter converter;
275 Process p;
276
277 converter = new FileConverter();
278
279 // write the new file over the old one
280 converter.writeFile(getResponseTimesSummary(), SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/responseTimesSummary");
281
282 try{
283
284 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("chmod o+r "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/responseTimesSummary");
285 }catch(IOException e){
286 System.out.println("Error occurred trying to change permission to response times file");
287 }
288 }
289
290 public void writeResponseSummary(){
291 FileConverter converter;
292 Process p;
293
294 converter = new FileConverter();
295
296 // write the new file over the old one
297 converter.writeFile(getResponseSummary(), SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/responseSummary");
298
299 try{
300
301 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("chmod o+r "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/responseSummary");
302 }catch(IOException e){
303 System.out.println("Error occurred trying to change permission to response times file");
304 }
305 }
306
307 // a method to return a string that can be written to a file
308 // to give to an experimenter to put the response times into excel
309 public String getResponseTimesSummary(){
310 String s = "";
311 long temp;
312 double numSeconds;
313 Date tempDate;
314
315 s += "Response Times Summary - The times are given in seconds. This file can be loaded into a spread sheet. The columns are delimited by comma’s and rows
316 s += "Subject ID, ";
317 s += "Instructions, ";
318
319 // loop through the sections
320 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
321
322 // loop through the slides
323 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
324 s += "Section "+(i+1)+" Slide "+(j+1)+", ";
325 }
326
327
328 }
329
330 s += "Post Comment,";
331
332 s += "\n";
333
334 // loop through the subjects
335 for(int i=0; i<numSubjects; i++){
336
337 // participant id
338 s += (i+1)+", ";
339
340 temp = preComment.getEndTime(i).getTime() - preComment.getStartTime(i).getTime();
341
342 // convert the long to a double
343 numSeconds = temp;
344 numSeconds = numSeconds / 1000;
345
346 // instructions
347 s += numSeconds+", ";
348
349 // loop through the sections
350 for(int j=0; j<section.length; j++){
351
352 // loop through the slides
353 for(int k=0; k<section[j].getSlides().length; k++){
354
355 // slides
356 temp = section[j].getSlide(k).getEndTime(i).getTime() - section[j].getSlide(k).getStartTime(i).getTime();
357
358 // convert the long to a double
359 numSeconds = temp;
360 numSeconds = numSeconds / 1000;
361
362 s += numSeconds+", ";
363 }
364
365 // section
366 temp = section[j].getEndTime(i).getTime() - section[j].getStartTime(i).getTime();
367
368 // convert the long to a double
369 numSeconds = temp;
370 numSeconds = numSeconds / 1000;
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371
372 // section time
373 //s += numSeconds+", ";
374
375 }
376
377 temp = postComment.getEndTime(i).getTime() - postComment.getStartTime(i).getTime();
378
379 // convert the long to a double
380 numSeconds = temp;
381 numSeconds = numSeconds / 1000;
382
383 // postcomment
384 s += numSeconds+", ";
385
386 temp = endTimes[i].getTime() - startTimes[i].getTime();
387
388 // convert the long to a double
389 numSeconds = temp;
390 numSeconds = numSeconds / 1000;
391
392 // new line
393 s += "\n";
394
395 }
396
397 return s;
398
399 }
400
401 // a method to return a string that can be written to a file
402 // to give to an experimenter to put the response times into excel
403 public String getResponseSummary(){
404
405 String s = "";
406 Question q;
407 int answer;
408 int[] answers;
409 boolean picked;
410
411 s += "Response Summary - This file can be loaded into a spread sheet. The columns are delimited by comma’s and rows by new lines.\n";
412
413 // loop through the sections
414 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
415
416 // loop through the slides
417 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
418
419 // loop through the questions
420 for(int k=0; k<section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestions().length; k++){
421
422 q = section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k);
423
424 s += "\n\nSection "+(i+1)+" Slide "+(j+1)+" Q "+(k+1)+": "+q.getQuestion()+"\n";
425 s += "Answers given in the form of: ";
426
427 if(q.isSimple()){
428 s += "text";
429
430 s += "\n\n";
431
432 s += "Participant ID, Answer,\n";
433
434 // loop through the particpants
435 for(int l=0; l<numSubjects; l++){
436
437 s += (l+1)+", "+q.getResponse(l).getSimpleResponse()+",\n";
438
439 }
440 }else{
441
442 s += "multiple choice";
443
444 if(q.getSingleAnswerWanted()){
445
446 s += " where multiple answers not allowed\n";
447
448 }else{
449
450 s += " where multiple answers allowed\n";
451
452 }
453
454
455 s += "\nParticipant ID, ";
456
457 // loop through the possible answers
458 for(int l=0; l<q.getAnswers2().length; l++){
459 s += q.getAnswer(l).getAnswer()+", ";
460 }
461
462 s += "\n";
463
464 // loop through the particpants
465 for(int l=0; l<numSubjects; l++){
466 s += (l+1)+", ";
467
468 if(q.getSingleAnswerWanted()){
469
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470 answer = q.getResponse(l).getMultiResponse();
471
472 // loop through the answers
473 for(int m=0; m<q.getAnswers2().length; m++){
474 // check if this answer is the one they gave
475 if(answer==m){
476 s += "1, ";
477 }else{
478 s += "0, ";
479 }
480 }
481
482 }else{
483
484 answers = q.getResponse(l).getMultiResponses();
485
486 // loop through the possible answers
487 for(int m=0; m<q.getAnswers2().length; m++){
488
489 picked = false;
490
491 // check if this answer is one of the ones they gave
492 for(int n=0; !picked && (n<answers.length); n++){
493
494 if(m==answers[n]){
495 picked = true;
496 }
497
498 }
499
500 if(picked){
501 s += "1, ";
502 }else{
503 s += "0, ";
504 }
505 }
506 }
507
508 s += "\n";
509 }
510 }
511
512
513
514 }
515
516 }
517 }
518
519 s += "\n";
520
521 return s;
522
523 }
524
525 // a method to add in a line to the experimenter’s experiments file
526 public void addToExperimentsFile(){
527 FileConverter converter;
528 String oldContent;
529 String newContent;
530 int num;
531 int begin;
532 int end;
533 String temp;
534
535 converter = new FileConverter();
536
537 oldContent = converter.fileToString(SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/experiments");
538
539 // find out how many experiments are in there already
540 begin = oldContent.indexOf("NumExperiment{") + "NumExperiment{".length();
541 end = oldContent.indexOf("}",begin);
542 temp = oldContent.substring(begin,end);
543 num = Integer.parseInt(temp);
544 num++;
545
546 newContent = "NumExperiment{"+num+"}"+"ExperimentName: {"+name+"}"+oldContent;
547
548 // write the new file over the old one
549 converter.writeFile(newContent, SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/experiments");
550
551
552 }
553
554 // a method to add in a line to the experimenter’s experiments file
555 public void addToExperimentsFile(String newOne){
556 FileConverter converter;
557 String oldContent;
558 String newContent;
559 int num;
560 int begin;
561 int end;
562 String temp;
563
564 converter = new FileConverter();
565
566 oldContent = converter.fileToString(SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/experiments");
567
568 // find out how many experiments are in there already
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569 begin = oldContent.indexOf("NumExperiment{") + "NumExperiment{".length();
570 end = oldContent.indexOf("}",begin);
571 temp = oldContent.substring(begin,end);
572 num = Integer.parseInt(temp);
573 num++;
574
575 newContent = "NumExperiment{"+num+"}"+"ExperimentName: {"+newOne+"}"+oldContent;
576
577 // write the new file over the old one
578 converter.writeFile(newContent, SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/experiments");
579
580
581 }
582
583 // a method to create the directory for the expeirment in the experimenter dircetory
584 public void createDirectory(){
585 try {
586 Process p;
587
588 /* create directory delete above when finished */
589 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mkdir "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name);
590 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("chmod o+x "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name);
591 }
592 catch (IOException e) {
593 System.out.println("Exception occurred");
594 e.printStackTrace();
595 System.exit(-1);
596 }
597 }
598
599 public void createDirectory(String newOne){
600 try {
601 Process p;
602
603 /* create directory delete above when finished */
604 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mkdir "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+newOne);
605 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("chmod o+x "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+newOne);
606
607 }
608 catch (IOException e) {
609 System.out.println("Exception occurred");
610 e.printStackTrace();
611 System.exit(-1);
612 }
613 }
614
615 // a method to create the experiment file
616 public void createFile(){
617 FileConverter converter = new FileConverter();
618
619 converter.writeFile(this.toString(),SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/experiment.data");
620
621 }
622
623 // a method to create the necessary html files
624 // i.e. Data/<experimenter>/<experiment>/preview.html
625 // Data/<experimenter>/<experiment>/participate.html
626 public void createHtmlFiles(){
627
628 FileConverter converter;
629 String viewShow;
630 String newShow;
631 String endShow;
632
633 converter = new FileConverter();
634
635 // create the viewshow file
636 viewShow = "<HTML>";
637 viewShow += "<HEAD> <TITLE>"+name+" Experiment Preview</TITLE></HEAD>";
638 viewShow += "<BODY>";
639 viewShow += "<CENTER>";
640 viewShow += "<APPLET CODE =\"NewShow.class\" codebase=\"../../..\" WIDTH = 800 HEIGHT = 2500>";
641 viewShow += "<PARAM NAME =\"Experimenter\" VALUE =\""+experimenter.getUsername()+"\">";
642 viewShow += "<PARAM NAME =\"Experiment\" VALUE =\""+name+"\">";
643 viewShow += "<PARAM NAME =\"View\" VALUE=\"nonParticipant\" >";
644 viewShow += "</APPLET>";
645 viewShow += "</CENTER>";
646 viewShow += "</BODY>";
647 viewShow += "</HTML>";
648
649 converter.writeFile(viewShow, SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/preview.html");
650
651 try{
652 Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("chmod o+r "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/preview.html");
653 }catch(IOException e){
654 System.out.println("Error occurred trying to change permission to response times file");
655 }
656
657 // create newshow
658 newShow = "<HTML>";
659 newShow += "<HEAD> <TITLE>"+name+" Experiment</TITLE></HEAD>";
660 newShow += "<BODY>";
661 newShow += "<CENTER>";
662 newShow += "<APPLET CODE =\"NewShow.class\" codebase=\"../../..\" WIDTH = 800 HEIGHT = 2500>";
663 newShow += "<PARAM NAME =\"Experimenter\" VALUE =\""+experimenter.getUsername()+"\">";
664 newShow += "<PARAM NAME =\"Experiment\" VALUE =\""+name+"\">";
665 newShow += "<PARAM NAME =\"View\" VALUE=\"participant\" >";
666 newShow += "</APPLET>";
667 newShow += "</CENTER>";
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668 newShow += "</BODY>";
669 newShow += "</HTML>";
670
671 converter.writeFile(newShow, SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/participate.html");
672
673 try{
674 Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("chmod o+r "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/participate.html");
675 }catch(IOException e){
676 System.out.println("Error occurred trying to change permission to response times file");
677 }
678
679 }
680
681 public int numSubjects(){
682 return numSubjects;
683 }
684
685 // a method to randomize the whole experiment
686 public void randomize(){
687
688 try{
689
690 if(sectionsRandom){
691 randomizeSections();
692
693 }
694
695 // loop through the sections
696 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
697
698 // randomize the slides of each section that shoudl be randomized
699 // there is no way to make the slides random in the applet yet so
700 // they will all be random till this is fixed
701 if(section[i].getSlidesRandom()){
702 section[i].randomizeSlides();
703
704 }
705
706 // loop through the slides
707 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
708
709 // randomize the questions of each slide that should be made random
710 if(section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestionsRandom()){
711
712 section[i].getSlide(j, true).randomizeQuestions();
713
714 }
715
716 // loop through each question
717 for(int k=0; k<section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestions().length; k++){
718
719 // if its a multi question thats answers should be randomized
720 if(section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestion(k, true).isMulti() && section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestion(k, true).getAnswersRandom())
721
722 section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestion(k, true).randomizeAnswers();
723
724 }
725
726 }
727
728 }
729 }
730
731 }catch(Exception e){
732 System.out.println("Error occurred!");
733 }
734
735 }
736
737 // a method to randomize the sections
738 public void randomizeSections() throws Exception{
739 LinkedList list = new LinkedList();
740 int randomI;
741 int element;
742
743 try{
744 // initialise the contents of list
745 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
746 list.addToBack(i);
747 }
748
749 realSectionIndex= new int[section.length];
750 randomSectionIndex = new int[section.length];
751
752 // remove an element at random from the list
753 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
754 randomI = (int) (Math.random()*10) % list.getSize();
755 element = list.remove(randomI);
756 randomSectionIndex[i] = element;
757 realSectionIndex[element] = i;
758 }
759
760 }catch(Exception e){
761 System.out.println("Error when handling linked list!");
762 }
763
764 }
765
766
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767 // a method to convert a response into a string
768 // so it can be passed to the server and
769 // written to a file
770 // done in the order that the experimenter entered the questions etc.
771 // i.e. not randomized order
772 public String responseToString(){
773
774 String result = "\n";
775 int[] answers;
776
777 result += "begin{response}";
778 result += "\n";
779 result += "name{"+name+"}";
780 result += "\n";
781 result += "startTime{"+startTime.getTime()+"}";
782 result += "\n";
783 result += "endTime{"+endTime.getTime()+"}";
784 result += "\n\n";
785 result += "begin{preComment}";
786 result += "\n";
787 result += "startTime{"+preComment.getStartTime().getTime()+"}";
788 result += "\n";
789 result += "endTime{"+preComment.getEndTime().getTime()+"}";
790 result += "\n";
791 result += "end{preComment}";
792 result += "\n\n";
793 result += "begin{postComment}";
794 result += "\n";
795 result += "startTime{"+postComment.getStartTime().getTime()+"}";
796 result += "\n";
797 result += "endTime{"+postComment.getEndTime().getTime()+"}";
798 result += "\n";
799 result += "end{postComment}";
800 result += "\n";
801
802 // loop through the SECTIONS
803 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
804
805 result +="\n";
806 result += "begin{section}";
807 result += "\n";
808 result += "startTime{"+section[i].getStartTime().getTime()+"}";
809 result += "\n";
810 result += "endTime{"+section[i].getEndTime().getTime()+"}";
811 result += "\n";
812 result += "randomIndex{"+randomSectionIndex[i]+"}";
813 result += "\n";
814
815 // loop throught the slides
816 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
817
818 result += "\n";
819 result += "begin{slide}";
820 result += "\n";
821 result += "startTime{"+section[i].getSlide(j,true).getStartTime().getTime()+"}";
822 result += "\n";
823 result += "endTime{"+section[i].getSlide(j,true).getEndTime().getTime()+"}";
824 result += "\n";
825 result += "randomIndex{"+section[i].getRandomSlideIndex(j)+"}";
826 result += "\n";
827
828 for(int k=0; k<section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestions().length; k++){
829
830 result += "\n";
831 result += "begin{question}";
832 result += "\n";
833 result += "type{"+section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).getType()+"}";
834 result += "\n";
835 result += "randomIndex{"+section[i].getSlide(j,true).getRandomQuestionIndex(k)+"}";
836 result += "\n";
837
838 if(section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).isMulti()){
839
840 if(section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).getSingleAnswerWanted()){
841 result += "response{"+section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).getResponse(0).getMultiResponse()+"}";
842 }else{
843 // get the answers they chose
844 answers = section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).getResponse(0).getMultiResponses();
845
846 // loop through them
847 for(int m=0; m<answers.length; m++){
848 result += "response{"+answers[m]+"}";
849 }
850 }
851 }else{
852 result += "response{"+section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).getResponse(0).getSimpleResponse()+"}";
853 }
854 result += "\n";
855
856 if(section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).isMulti()){
857
858 result += "\n";
859 result += "begin{multiAnswerOrder}";
860 result += "\n";
861
862 for(int l=0; l<section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).getAnswers2().length; l++){
863
864 result += "randomIndex{"+section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k,true).getRandomAnswerIndex(l)+"}";
865 result += "\n";
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866 }
867
868 result += "end{multiAnswerOrder}";
869 result += "\n";
870 }
871
872 result += "end{question}";
873 result += "\n";
874 }
875
876 result += "end{slide}";
877 result += "\n";
878
879 }
880
881 result += "end{section}";
882 result += "\n";
883
884 }
885
886 result += "end{response}";
887 result += "\n";
888
889 return result;
890
891 }
892
893 // this being called noRandom is just an old bit, should be called toString
894 public String toString(){
895
896 int type;
897 String result = "";
898
899 result += "\nbegin{experiment}";
900 result += "\n name{"+name+"}";
901 result += "\n username{"+username+"}";
902 result += "\n password{"+password+"}";
903 result += "\n experimenterUsername{"+experimenter.getUsername()+"}";
904 result += "\n preComment{"+preComment.getComment()+"}";
905 result += "\n postComment{"+postComment.getComment()+"}";
906 result += "\n description{"+description+"}";
907 result += "\n giveParticipantChoice{"+giveParticipantChoice+"}";
908 result += "\n numSections{"+section.length+"}";
909 result += "\n sectionsRandom{"+sectionsRandom+"}";
910
911 // loop through the sections
912 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
913
914 result += "\n begin{section}";
915 result += "\n slidesRandom{"+section[i].getSlidesRandom()+"}";
916 result += "\n numSlides{"+section[i].getSlides().length+"}";
917
918 // loop through the slides
919 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
920
921 result += "\n begin{slide}";
922 result += "\n graphic{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getGraphicFilename()+"}";
923 result += "\n passage{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getPassage()+"}";
924 result += "\n questionsRandom{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestionsRandom()+"}";
925
926 if(section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestions()== null){
927 result += "\n numQuestions{0}";
928 }else{
929 result += "\n numQuestions{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestions().length+"}";
930
931 // loop through the questions
932 for(int k=0; k<section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestions().length; k++){
933 result += "\n begin{question}";
934
935 type = section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).getType();
936
937 result += "\n type{"+type+"}";
938 result += "\n question{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).getQuestion()+"}";
939
940 if(type == Question.MULTI){
941 result += "\n numAnswers{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).getAnswers2().length+"}";
942 result += "\n answersRandom{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).getAnswersRandom()+"}";
943 result += "\n singleAnswerWanted{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).getSingleAnswerWanted()+"}";
944
945 // loop through the answers
946 for(int l=0; l<section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).getAnswers2().length; l++){
947 result += "\n answer{"+section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).getAnswer(l).getAnswer()+"}";
948 }
949 }
950
951 result += "\n end{question}";
952 }
953
954 }
955
956 result += "\n end{slide}";
957 }
958
959 result += "\n end{section}";
960
961 }
962
963 result += "\nend{experiment}";
964
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965 return result;
966
967 }
968
969 // a method to find out how many people have participated in the exp. so far
970 // can only be called on server side, since it accesses files
971 public int getNumSubjects(){
972 String resultsList;
973 int numResults = 0;
974 FileConverter converter = new FileConverter();
975 int index;
976 int oldIndex;
977
978 // get a list of all the results files
979 resultsList = converter.fileToString(SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/subjects");
980
981 if(resultsList.equals(FileConverter.NO FILE)){
982 numSubjects = 0;
983 return 0;
984 }else{
985 // count the number of result files
986 index = resultsList.indexOf(".res",0);
987
988 while(index!=-1){
989 numResults++;
990 oldIndex = index;
991 index = resultsList.indexOf(".res",oldIndex+1);
992 }
993 numSubjects = numResults;
994 return numResults;
995 }
996
997
998 }
999
1000 public void deleteResults(){
1001 Process p;
1002
1003 try{
1004
1005 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mkdir "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/oldResults");
1006
1007 // move the subjects file also
1008 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mv "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/subjects "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experiment
1009
1010 // move all the results files
1011 for(int i=0; i<numSubjects; i++){
1012 p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("mv "+SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/"+name+" "+(i+1)+".res "+SertestMan.DATA DI
1013 }
1014
1015 }catch(IOException e){
1016 System.out.println("Error occurred trying to change permission to response times file");
1017 }
1018
1019 }
1020
1021 // returns true if a copy was made with the given name otherwise returns false
1022 public void createCopy(String newName){
1023
1024 String oldName = name;
1025
1026 // temporarily change the name of the experiment to the new name
1027 setName(newName);
1028
1029 // save the experiment
1030 save();
1031
1032 // change the name back
1033 setName(oldName);
1034
1035 }
1036
1037 // a method that constructs an experiment from
1038 // a string, i.e. the new version of the expeirment file
1039 public void constructFromString(String f){
1040 int begin;
1041 int end;
1042 int numSections;
1043 int numSlides;
1044 int numQuestions;
1045 int numAnswers;
1046 int qType;
1047 String temp;
1048 int t;
1049
1050 begin = f.indexOf("name{") + "name{".length();
1051 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1052 name = f.substring(begin,end);
1053
1054 begin = f.indexOf("username{",end) + "username{".length();
1055 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1056 username = f.substring(begin,end);
1057
1058 begin = f.indexOf("password{",end) + "password{".length();
1059 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1060 password = f.substring(begin,end);
1061
1062 begin = f.indexOf("experimenterUsername{",end) + "experimenterUsername{".length();
1063 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
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1064 experimenter = new Experimenter(f.substring(begin,end));
1065
1066 begin = f.indexOf("preComment{",end) + "preComment{".length();
1067 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1068 preComment = new Comment(f.substring(begin,end));
1069
1070 begin = f.indexOf("postComment{",end) + "postComment{".length();
1071 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1072 postComment = new Comment(f.substring(begin,end));
1073
1074 begin = f.indexOf("description{",end) + "description{".length();
1075 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1076 description = f.substring(begin,end);
1077
1078 begin = f.indexOf("giveParticipantChoice{",end) + "giveParticipantChoice{".length();
1079 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1080 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1081
1082 if(temp.equals("true")){
1083 giveParticipantChoice = true;
1084
1085 }else{
1086 giveParticipantChoice = false;
1087
1088 }
1089
1090 begin = f.indexOf("numSections{",end) + "numSections{".length();
1091 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1092 numSections = Integer.parseInt(f.substring(begin,end));
1093
1094 // create the sections array
1095 section = new Section[numSections];
1096
1097 // initialise the arrays to store the section indexes
1098 realSectionIndex = new int[section.length];
1099 randomSectionIndex = new int[section.length];
1100
1101 // default values
1102 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
1103 realSectionIndex[i] = i;
1104 randomSectionIndex[i] = i;
1105 }
1106
1107 begin = f.indexOf("sectionsRandom{",end) + "sectionsRandom{".length();
1108 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1109
1110 if(f.substring(begin,end).equals("true")){
1111 sectionsRandom = true;
1112 }else{
1113 sectionsRandom = false;
1114 }
1115
1116 // loop through each section
1117 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
1118
1119 // create the current section
1120 section[i] = new Section();
1121
1122 begin = f.indexOf("begin{section}",end) + "begin{section}".length();
1123
1124 begin = f.indexOf("slidesRandom{",begin) + "slidesRandom{".length();
1125 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1126 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1127
1128 if(temp.equals("true")){
1129 section[i].setSlidesRandom(true);
1130 }else{
1131 section[i].setSlidesRandom(false);
1132 }
1133
1134 begin = f.indexOf("numSlides{",end) + "numSlides{".length();
1135 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1136 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1137
1138 numSlides = Integer.parseInt(temp);
1139
1140 section[i].initSlides(numSlides);
1141
1142 // loop through each slide
1143 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
1144 begin = f.indexOf("begin{slide}",end) + "begin{slide}".length();
1145
1146 t = f.indexOf("graphic{",begin);
1147
1148 // if this slide contains the passage tag
1149 if(t !=-1){
1150 begin = f.indexOf("graphic{",begin) + "graphic{".length();
1151 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1152 section[i].getSlide(j).setGraphicFilename(f.substring(begin,end));
1153 }
1154
1155 begin = f.indexOf("passage{",begin) + "passage{".length();
1156 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1157 section[i].getSlide(j).setPassage(f.substring(begin,end));
1158
1159 begin = f.indexOf("questionsRandom{",end) + "questionsRandom{".length();
1160 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1161 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1162
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1163 if(temp.equals("true")){
1164 section[i].getSlide(j).setQuestionsRandom(true);
1165 }else{
1166 section[i].getSlide(j).setQuestionsRandom(false);
1167 }
1168
1169 begin = f.indexOf("numQuestions{",end) + "numQuestions{".length();
1170 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1171 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1172
1173 numQuestions = Integer.parseInt(temp);
1174
1175 section[i].getSlide(j).initQuestions(numQuestions);
1176
1177 // loop through each question
1178 for(int k=0; k<section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestions().length; k++){
1179 begin = f.indexOf("begin{question}",end) + "begin{question}".length();
1180
1181 begin = f.indexOf("type{",begin) + "type{".length();
1182 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1183 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1184
1185 qType = Integer.parseInt(temp);
1186
1187 // set the type of the question
1188 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).setType(qType);
1189
1190 begin = f.indexOf("question{",end) + "question{".length();
1191 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1192 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1193
1194 // set the question
1195 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).setQuestion(temp);
1196
1197 // if its a multiple choice question
1198 if(section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).isMulti()){
1199
1200 begin = f.indexOf("numAnswers{",end) + "numAnswers{".length();
1201 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1202 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1203
1204 numAnswers = Integer.parseInt(temp);
1205
1206 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).initAnswers(numAnswers);
1207
1208 begin = f.indexOf("answersRandom{",end) + "answersRandom{".length();
1209 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1210 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1211
1212 if(temp.equals("true")){
1213 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).setAnswersRandom(true);
1214 }else{
1215 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).setAnswersRandom(false);
1216 }
1217
1218 // check if the file has singleAnswerWanted tag
1219 // some older files wont have this
1220 if(f.indexOf("singleAnswerWanted{",end)!=-1){
1221 begin = f.indexOf("singleAnswerWanted{",end) + "singleAnswerWanted{".length();
1222 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1223 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1224
1225 if(temp.equals("true")){
1226 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).setSingleAnswerWanted(true);
1227 }else{
1228 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).setSingleAnswerWanted(false);
1229 }
1230 }else{
1231 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).setSingleAnswerWanted(true);
1232 }
1233
1234 // get the answers
1235 for(int l=0; l<section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).getAnswers2().length; l++){
1236 begin = f.indexOf("answer{",end) + "answer{".length();
1237 end = f.indexOf("}",begin);
1238 temp = f.substring(begin,end);
1239
1240
1241 section[i].getSlide(j).getQuestion(k).setAnswer2(l,temp);
1242
1243 }
1244
1245 }
1246 }
1247
1248 }
1249
1250 }
1251
1252 }
1253
1254
1255 // a method to get all the information from the results files
1256 public String[] getResultFiles(){
1257 String[] resFile;
1258 FileConverter converter = new FileConverter();
1259
1260 resFile = new String[numSubjects];
1261
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1262 // open each subject file
1263 for(int i=1; i<=numSubjects; i++){
1264
1265 resFile[i-1] = converter.fileToString(SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/"+name+" "+i+".res");
1266
1267 }
1268 return resFile;
1269
1270 }
1271
1272 public void addResults(String[] resFile){
1273 int begin=0;
1274 int end=0;
1275 long temp;
1276 int multiResponse;
1277 String simpleResponse;
1278 int numAnswers;
1279 int start;
1280 String sub;
1281 int[] answers;
1282
1283 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
1284
1285 section[i].initTimes(numSubjects);
1286
1287 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
1288 for(int k=0; k<section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestions().length; k++){
1289
1290
1291 // initialise the responses
1292 section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestion(k, true).initResponses(numSubjects);
1293
1294 }
1295 }
1296 }
1297
1298
1299 // initialise the start times and end times
1300 startTimes = new Date[numSubjects];
1301 endTimes = new Date[numSubjects];
1302 preComment.initTimes(numSubjects);
1303 postComment.initTimes(numSubjects);
1304
1305
1306 // loop through the result files
1307 for(int h=0; h<numSubjects; h++){
1308
1309 // get the start time of the experiment
1310 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("begin{response}");
1311 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("startTime{", begin) + "startTime{".length();
1312 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}",begin);
1313 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1314 startTimes[h] = new Date(temp);
1315
1316 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("endTime{", end) + "endTime{".length();
1317 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1318 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1319 endTimes[h] = new Date(temp);
1320
1321 end = resFile[h].indexOf("begin{preComment}", end);
1322 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("startTime{", end) + "startTime{".length();
1323 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1324 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1325 preComment.setStartTime(h, new Date(temp));
1326
1327 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("endTime{", end) + "endTime{".length();
1328 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1329 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1330 preComment.setEndTime(h, new Date(temp));
1331
1332 end = resFile[h].indexOf("begin{postComment}", end);
1333 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("startTime{", end) + "startTime{".length();
1334 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1335 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1336 postComment.setStartTime(h, new Date(temp));
1337
1338 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("endTime{", end) + "endTime{".length();
1339 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1340 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1341 postComment.setEndTime(h, new Date(temp));
1342
1343 for(int i=0; i<section.length; i++){
1344
1345 end = resFile[h].indexOf("begin{section}", end);
1346 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("startTime{", end) + "startTime{".length();
1347 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1348 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1349 section[i].setStartTime(h, new Date(temp));
1350
1351 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("endTime{", end) + "endTime{".length();
1352 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1353 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1354 section[i].setEndTime(h, new Date(temp));
1355
1356 // this is where we will have to do the random index of sections
1357
1358
1359 // loop through the slides
1360 for(int j=0; j<section[i].getSlides().length; j++){
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1361
1362 if(h==0){
1363 section[i].getSlide(j).initTimes(numSubjects);
1364 }
1365
1366 end = resFile[h].indexOf("begin{slide}", end);
1367 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("startTime{", end) + "startTime{".length();
1368 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1369 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1370 section[i].getSlide(j, true).setStartTime(h, new Date(temp));
1371
1372 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("endTime{", end) + "endTime{".length();
1373 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1374 temp = (new Long(resFile[h].substring(begin,end))).longValue();
1375 section[i].getSlide(j, true).setEndTime(h, new Date(temp));
1376
1377 // this is where you put the random index bit
1378
1379 // loop through the questions
1380 for(int k=0; k<section[i].getSlide(j,true).getQuestions().length; k++){
1381
1382 // this is where we will have to deal with the random index
1383
1384 end = resFile[h].indexOf("begin{question}", end);
1385 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("response{", end) + "response{".length();
1386 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}", begin);
1387
1388
1389
1390 if(section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestion(k, true).isMulti()){
1391
1392 if(section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestion(k, true).getSingleAnswerWanted()){
1393 multiResponse = Integer.parseInt(resFile[h].substring(begin,end));
1394 section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestion(k, true).setResponse(h,multiResponse);
1395 }else{
1396
1397 // count num answers selected by participant
1398 numAnswers =1;
1399 start = end;
1400 sub = resFile[h].substring((end+1), resFile[h].indexOf("end{question}",end));
1401 start = 0;
1402
1403
1404 // you were here - was looping here but you changed it to sub instead of resfile[]
1405 while(sub.indexOf("response{",start)!=-1){
1406
1407 numAnswers++;
1408 start = sub.indexOf("}",start) + 1;
1409
1410 }
1411
1412 // create array to store these answers
1413 answers = new int[numAnswers];
1414
1415 answers[0] = Integer.parseInt(resFile[h].substring(begin,end));
1416
1417 for(int x=1; x<answers.length; x++){
1418 begin = resFile[h].indexOf("response{",end) + "response{".length();
1419 end = resFile[h].indexOf("}",begin);
1420 answers[x] = Integer.parseInt(resFile[h].substring(begin,end));
1421
1422 }
1423
1424
1425 section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestion(k, true).setResponse(h,answers);
1426 }
1427 }else{
1428
1429 simpleResponse = resFile[h].substring(begin,end);
1430 section[i].getSlide(j, true).getQuestion(k, true).setResponse(h,simpleResponse);
1431
1432 }
1433
1434
1435 }
1436 }
1437 }
1438 }
1439 }
1440
1441 }
1442

F.3 class Section
1 import java.util.*;
2
3 class Section{
4
5 private Slide[] slide;
6 private boolean slidesRandom;
7 private int[] randomSlideIndex;
8 private int[] realSlideIndex;
9 private Date startTime;
10 private Date endTime;
11 private Date[] startTimes;
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12 private Date[] endTimes;
13
14 public Section(){
15
16 slidesRandom = false;
17
18 }
19
20 public Slide getSlide(int i){
21 return slide[i];
22 }
23
24 public void initTimes(int numSubjects){
25 startTimes = new Date[numSubjects];
26 endTimes = new Date[numSubjects];
27 }
28
29 public void setStartTime(int i, Date d){
30 startTimes[i] = d;
31 }
32
33 public Date getStartTime(int i){
34 return startTimes[i];
35 }
36 public void setEndTime(int i, Date d){
37 endTimes[i] = d;
38 }
39
40 public Date getEndTime(int i){
41 return endTimes[i];
42 }
43
44 // only use this when creating an expeimrent
45 public void addSlideAt(int index, Slide s){
46
47 if((slide == null)&&(index==0)){
48
49 slide = new Slide[1];
50 slide[0] = s;
51 }else{
52
53 Slide[] newSlides = new Slide[slide.length+1];
54
55 for(int i=0; (i<slide.length)&&(i!=index); i++){
56 newSlides[i] = slide[i];
57 }
58
59 newSlides[index] = s;
60
61 for(int i=index; i<slide.length; i++){
62
63 newSlides[i+1] = slide[i];
64 }
65
66 slide = newSlides;
67 }
68 }
69
70 public int getRealSlideIndex(int randomI){
71 return realSlideIndex[randomI];
72 }
73
74 public int getRandomSlideIndex(int realI){
75 return randomSlideIndex[realI];
76 }
77
78 public boolean getSlidesRandom(){
79 return slidesRandom;
80 }
81
82 public void setRandom(){
83 slidesRandom = true;
84 }
85
86 public void setSlidesRandom(boolean r){
87 slidesRandom = r;
88 }
89
90 public void initSlides(int n){
91 slide = new Slide[n];
92 realSlideIndex = new int[slide.length];
93 randomSlideIndex = new int[slide.length];
94
95 for(int i=0; i<slide.length; i++){
96 slide[i] = new Slide();
97 realSlideIndex[i] = i;
98 randomSlideIndex[i] = i;
99 }
100
101 }
102
103 public void setSlide(int i, Slide s){
104 slide[i] = s;
105 }
106
107 public void setSlides(Slide[] s){
108 slide = s;
109 }
110
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111 public Slide[] getSlides(){
112 return slide;
113 }
114
115 // a method to set the start time
116 public void setStartTime(Date d){
117 startTime = d;
118 }
119
120 // a method to set the end time
121 public void setEndTime(Date d){
122 endTime = d;
123 }
124
125 // a method to return the start time
126 public Date getStartTime(){
127 return startTime;
128 }
129
130 // a method to return the end time
131 public Date getEndTime(){
132 return endTime;
133 }
134
135 public Slide getSlide(int i, boolean realIndex){
136 // the the index given is the real index of the slide
137 if(realIndex){
138 return slide[i];
139 }else{ // if the index given is the random index
140 return slide[realSlideIndex[i]];
141 }
142 }
143
144 // a method to randomize the slides
145 public void randomizeSlides() throws Exception{
146 LinkedList list = new LinkedList();
147 int randomI;
148 int element;
149
150 try{
151 // initialise the contents of list
152 for(int i=0; i<slide.length; i++){
153 list.addToBack(i);
154 }
155
156 realSlideIndex= new int[slide.length];
157 randomSlideIndex = new int[slide.length];
158
159 // remove an element at random from the list
160 // and record with the two index arrays
161 for(int i=0; i<slide.length; i++){
162 randomI = (int) (Math.random()*10) % list.getSize();
163 element = list.remove(randomI);
164
165 randomSlideIndex[i] = element;
166 realSlideIndex[element] = i;
167 }
168
169 }catch(Exception e){
170 System.out.println("Error when handling linked list!");
171 }
172
173 }
174
175 }

F.4 class Slide
1 import java.util.*;
2
3 class Slide{
4
5 private Question[] question;
6 private String passage;
7 private boolean questionsRandom;
8 private int[] realQuestionIndex;
9 private int[] randomQuestionIndex;
10 private Date startTime;
11 private Date endTime;
12 private Date[] startTimes;
13 private Date[] endTimes;
14 private String graphicFilename;
15
16 public static final String NO PASSAGE = "xxx";
17
18 public Slide(){
19
20 questionsRandom = false;
21 passage = NO PASSAGE;
22
23 }
24
25 public boolean hasGraphic(){
26 boolean result = false;
27
28 if((graphicFilename!=null)&&(!graphicFilename.equals("null"))){
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29 result = true;
30 }
31 return result;
32 }
33
34 public String getGraphicFilename(){
35 return graphicFilename;
36 }
37
38 public void setGraphicFilename(String f){
39 graphicFilename = f;
40 }
41
42 public void deleteQuestionAt(int index){
43
44 Question[] newQs = new Question[question.length-1];
45
46 // check if there is only one question
47 if((index==0)&&(question.length==1)){
48 question = null;
49 questionsRandom = false;
50 }else{
51
52 for(int i=0; (i<newQs.length)&&(i!=index); i++){
53 newQs[i] = question[i];
54 }
55
56 for(int i=index; i<newQs.length; i++){
57 newQs[i] = question[i+1];
58 }
59
60 }
61
62 question = newQs;
63
64 }
65
66 public void initTimes(int numSubjects){
67 startTimes = new Date[numSubjects];
68 endTimes = new Date[numSubjects];
69 }
70
71 public void setStartTime(int i, Date d){
72 startTimes[i] = d;
73 }
74
75 public Date getStartTime(int i){
76 return startTimes[i];
77 }
78
79 public void setEndTime(int i, Date d){
80 endTimes[i] = d;
81 }
82
83 public Date getEndTime(int i){
84 return endTimes[i];
85 }
86
87 public void addQuestionAt(int index, Question q){
88
89 if((index ==0)&&(question==null)){
90
91 question = new Question[1];
92 question[0] = q;
93 }else{
94
95 Question[] newQs = new Question[question.length+1];
96
97 for(int i=0; (i<question.length)&&(i!=index); i++){
98 newQs[i] = question[i];
99 }
100
101 newQs[index] = q;
102
103 for(int i=index; i<question.length; i++){
104
105 newQs[i+1] = question[i];
106 }
107
108 question = newQs;
109 }
110 }
111
112 public void setPassage(String p){
113 passage = p;
114 }
115
116 public String getPassage(){
117 return passage;
118 }
119
120 public boolean hasPassage(){
121 return !passage.equals(NO PASSAGE);
122 }
123
124 public int getRandomQuestionIndex(int realI){
125 return randomQuestionIndex[realI];
126 }
127
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128 public void setRandom(){
129 questionsRandom = true;
130 }
131
132 public void setQuestionsRandom(boolean r){
133 questionsRandom = r;
134 }
135
136 public void initQuestions(int n){
137 question = new Question[n];
138 realQuestionIndex = new int[question.length];
139 randomQuestionIndex = new int[question.length];
140
141 // initialise arrays
142 for(int i=0; i<question.length; i++){
143 question[i] = new Question();
144 realQuestionIndex[i] = i;
145 randomQuestionIndex[i] = i;
146 }
147 }
148
149 public boolean getQuestionsRandom(){
150 return questionsRandom;
151 }
152
153 public void setQuestion(int i, String q){
154 question[i] = new Question(q);
155 }
156
157 public void setQuestions(Question[] q){
158 question = q;
159 }
160
161 public Question getQuestion(int i){
162 return question[i];
163 }
164
165 public Question getQuestion(int i, boolean realIndex){
166 // the the index given is the real index of the question
167 if(realIndex){
168 return question[i];
169 }else{ // if the index given is the random index
170 return question[realQuestionIndex[i]];
171 }
172 }
173
174 public Question[] getQuestions(){
175 return question;
176 }
177
178 // a method to set the start time
179 public void setStartTime(Date d){
180 startTime = d;
181 }
182
183 // a method to set the end time
184 public void setEndTime(Date d){
185 endTime = d;
186 }
187
188 // a method to return the start time
189 public Date getStartTime(){
190 return startTime;
191 }
192
193 // a method to return the end time
194 public Date getEndTime(){
195 return endTime;
196 }
197
198 // a method to randomize the questions
199 public void randomizeQuestions(){
200 LinkedList list = new LinkedList();
201 int randomI;
202 int element;
203
204 try{
205 // initialise the contents of list
206 for(int i=0; i<question.length; i++){
207 list.addToBack(i);
208
209 }
210
211 realQuestionIndex= new int[question.length];
212 randomQuestionIndex = new int[question.length];
213
214
215 // remove an element at random from the list
216 for(int i=0; i<question.length; i++){
217 randomI = (int) (Math.random()*10) % list.getSize();
218
219 element = list.remove(randomI);
220
221 randomQuestionIndex[i] = element;
222
223 realQuestionIndex[element] = i;
224
225 }
226
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227
228 }catch(Exception e){
229 System.out.println("Error when handling linked list!");
230 }
231
232 }
233
234
235 }
236
237

F.5 class Question
1 import java.util.*;
2 import java.awt.*;
3 import javax.swing.*;
4
5 class Question{
6
7 private String question;
8 private int type;
9 private Answer[] answers; // get rid of String answers eventually
10 private Response[] response;
11 private boolean answersRandom; // only a multichoice question can be randomized
12 private int[] realAnswerIndex;
13 private int[] randomAnswerIndex;
14 private boolean singleAnswerWanted;
15
16 private JButton viewResultsButton; // view results button
17 private JButton insertAnswerButton; // insert answer button
18 private JButton deleteAnswerButton;
19 private JTextArea inputQuestionArea; // creating and editing a slide
20 private Checkbox answersRandomCheckbox; // this is for asking if the answers are randomized
21 private Checkbox numAnswersCheckbox; // this is for asking if the participant should give one or more answers
22
23 public static final int SIMPLE = 0; // where the participant is given a Textarea to answer
24 public static final int MULTI = 1; // where the participant can select an answer or answers from a selection
25
26 public Question(){
27 answersRandom = false;
28 singleAnswerWanted = true;
29 }
30
31 public Question(String q){
32
33 answersRandom = false;
34 question = q;
35 singleAnswerWanted = true;
36
37 }
38
39 public boolean getSingleAnswerWanted(){
40 return singleAnswerWanted;
41 }
42
43 public void setSingleAnswerWanted(boolean s){
44 singleAnswerWanted = s;
45 }
46
47 public void initAnswers(int n){
48 answers = new Answer[n];
49 realAnswerIndex = new int[answers.length];
50 randomAnswerIndex = new int[answers.length];
51
52 // initialise arrays
53 for(int i=0; i<answers.length; i++){
54 realAnswerIndex[i] = i;
55 randomAnswerIndex[i] = i;
56 }
57 }
58
59 public void setQuestion(String s){
60 question = s;
61 }
62
63 public void setCheckbox(Checkbox c){
64 answersRandomCheckbox = c;
65 }
66
67 public Checkbox getCheckbox(){
68 return answersRandomCheckbox;
69 }
70
71 public void setNumAnswersCheckbox(Checkbox c){
72 numAnswersCheckbox = c;
73 }
74
75 public Checkbox getNumAnswersCheckbox(){
76 return numAnswersCheckbox;
77 }
78
79 public JButton getDeleteAnswerButton(){
80 return deleteAnswerButton;
81 }
82
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83 public void setDeleteAnswerButton(JButton b){
84 deleteAnswerButton = b;
85 }
86
87 public void addAnswerAt2(int index, String a){
88
89 if((answers == null)&&(index==0)){
90
91 answers = new Answer[1];
92 answers[0] = new Answer(a);
93 type = MULTI;
94
95 }else{
96
97 Answer[] newAs = new Answer[answers.length+1];
98
99 for(int i=0; (i<answers.length)&&(i!=index); i++){
100 newAs[i] = answers[i];
101 }
102
103 newAs[index] = new Answer(a);
104
105 for(int i=index; i<answers.length; i++){
106
107 newAs[i+1] = answers[i];
108 }
109
110 answers = newAs;
111 }
112 }
113
114 public void deleteAnswerAt(int index){
115
116
117 // check if it is changed back to a simple question
118 if((index==0)&&(answers.length==1)){
119
120 answers = null;
121 type = SIMPLE;
122
123 }else{
124
125 Answer[] newAs = new Answer[answers.length-1];
126
127 // copy over the first part of the array
128 for(int i=0; (i<newAs.length)&&(i!=index); i++){
129 newAs[i] = answers[i];
130 }
131
132 // copy over the rest
133 for(int i=index; i<newAs.length; i++){
134 newAs[i] = answers[i+1];
135 }
136
137 answers = newAs;
138
139 }
140
141 }
142
143 public void setButton(String s){
144 viewResultsButton = new JButton(s);
145 }
146
147 public JButton getButton(){
148 return viewResultsButton;
149 }
150
151 public void setEditButton(JButton b){
152 insertAnswerButton = b;
153 }
154
155 public JButton getEditButton(){
156 return insertAnswerButton;
157 }
158
159 public void setTextArea(JTextArea t){
160 inputQuestionArea = t;
161 }
162
163 public JTextArea getJTextArea(){
164 return inputQuestionArea;
165 }
166
167 public int getRealAnswerIndex(int randomI){
168 return realAnswerIndex[randomI];
169 }
170
171 public int getRandomAnswerIndex(int realI){
172 return randomAnswerIndex[realI];
173 }
174
175 public void setAnswer2(int i, String s){
176 answers[i] = new Answer(s);
177 }
178
179 public void setUpAnswers(int n){
180
181 answers = new Answer[n];
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182
183 }
184
185 public void setAnswersRandom(boolean r){
186 answersRandom = r;
187 }
188
189 public String getQuestion(){
190 return question;
191 }
192
193 public int getType(){
194 return type;
195 }
196
197 public Answer getAnswer(int i){
198 return answers[i];
199 }
200
201 public Answer[] getAnswers2(){
202 return answers;
203 }
204
205 public Answer getAnswer2(int i, boolean realIndex){
206 if(realIndex){
207 return answers[i];
208 }else{
209 return answers[realAnswerIndex[i]];
210 }
211 }
212
213 public boolean getAnswersRandom(){
214 return answersRandom;
215 }
216
217 public boolean isSimple(){
218
219 if(type == SIMPLE){
220 return true;
221 }else{
222 return false;
223 }
224 }
225
226 public boolean isMulti(){
227
228 if(type == MULTI){
229 return true;
230 }else{
231 return false;
232 }
233 }
234
235 public void setRandom(){
236
237 if(isMulti()){
238 answersRandom = true;
239 }
240
241 }
242
243 public void initResponses(int numSubjects){
244 response = new Response[numSubjects];
245 }
246
247 public void setResponse(int subjectIndex, int responseIndex){
248
249 if((type == MULTI)&&singleAnswerWanted){
250 response[subjectIndex] = new Response(responseIndex);
251 }
252 }
253
254 public void setResponse(int subjectIndex, String answer){
255 if(type == SIMPLE){
256 response[subjectIndex] = new Response(answer);
257 }
258
259 }
260
261 public boolean subjectChoseAnswer(int subjectIndex, int answerIndex){
262 boolean result;
263
264 result = false;
265
266 if((type==MULTI)&&singleAnswerWanted){
267
268 if(response[subjectIndex].getMultiResponse()==answerIndex){
269 result = true;
270 }
271
272 }else{
273
274 // loop through the answers to find the answerindex
275 for(int i=0; (i<response[subjectIndex].getMultiResponses().length)&&!result; i++){
276
277 if(response[subjectIndex].getMultiResponse(i)==answerIndex){
278 result = true;
279 }
280 }
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281
282 }
283 return result;
284
285 }
286
287 public void setResponse(int subjectIndex, int[] answerIndexes){
288
289 if((type == MULTI)&&!singleAnswerWanted){
290 response[subjectIndex] = new Response(answerIndexes);
291 }
292
293 }
294
295 public Response getResponse(int i){
296 return response[i];
297 }
298
299 public Response[] getResponses(){
300 return response;
301 }
302
303 public void setType(int t){
304 type = t;
305 }
306
307 // a method to randomize the answers of a multichoice question
308 public void randomizeAnswers(){
309
310 LinkedList list = new LinkedList();
311 int randomI;
312 int element;
313
314 try{
315 // initialise the contents of list
316 for(int i=0; i<answers.length; i++){
317 list.addToBack(i);
318
319 }
320
321 realAnswerIndex= new int[answers.length];
322 randomAnswerIndex = new int[answers.length];
323
324
325 // remove an element at random from the list
326 for(int i=0; i<answers.length; i++){
327 randomI = (int) (Math.random()*10) % list.getSize();
328
329 element = list.remove(randomI);
330
331
332 randomAnswerIndex[i] = element;
333
334
335 realAnswerIndex[element] = i;
336
337
338 }
339
340
341 }catch(Exception e){
342 System.out.println("Error when handling linked list!");
343 }
344
345 }
346
347 }

F.6 class Answer
1 import javax.swing.*;
2
3 class Answer{
4
5 private String answer;
6
7 private JTextField answerInputField;
8 private JCheckBox answerCheckBox;
9 private JRadioButton answerRadioButton;
10
11 public Answer(String a){
12 answer = a;
13 }
14
15 public String getAnswer(){
16 return answer;
17 }
18
19 public void setAnswer(String a){
20 answer = a;
21 }
22
23 public JTextField getJTextField(){
24 return answerInputField;
25 }
26
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27 public void setJTextField(JTextField t){
28 answerInputField = t;
29 }
30
31 public void setCheckBox(JCheckBox c){
32 answerCheckBox = c;
33 }
34
35 public JCheckBox getJCheckBox(){
36 return answerCheckBox;
37 }
38
39 public void setJRadioButton(JRadioButton b){
40 answerRadioButton = b;
41 }
42
43 public JRadioButton getJRadioButton(){
44 return answerRadioButton;
45 }
46
47 }

F.7 class Response
1 class Response{
2
3 private String simpleResponse;
4 private int multiResponse;
5 private int[] multiResponses;
6
7 public Response(String r){
8 simpleResponse = r;
9 }
10
11 public Response(int r){
12 multiResponse = r;
13 }
14
15 public Response(int[] r){
16 multiResponses = r;
17 }
18
19 public int getMultiResponse(){
20
21 return multiResponse;
22 }
23
24 public String getSimpleResponse(){
25
26 return simpleResponse;
27 }
28
29 public int[] getMultiResponses(){
30 return multiResponses;
31 }
32
33 public int getMultiResponse(int i){
34 return multiResponses[i];
35 }
36
37 }

F.8 class Comment
1 import java.util.Date;
2
3 class Comment{
4
5 private String comment;
6 private Date startTime;
7 private Date endTime;
8 private Date[] startTimes;
9 private Date[] endTimes;
10
11 public Comment(String c){
12 comment = c;
13 }
14
15 public void initTimes(int numSubjects){
16 startTimes = new Date[numSubjects];
17 endTimes = new Date[numSubjects];
18 }
19
20 public String getComment(){
21 return comment;
22 }
23
24 public Date getStartTime(){
25 return startTime;
26 }
27
28 public Date getStartTime(int i){
29 return startTimes[i];
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30 }
31
32 public void setStartTime(int i, Date d){
33 startTimes[i] = d;
34 }
35
36 public Date getEndTime(int i){
37 return endTimes[i];
38 }
39
40 public void setEndTime(int i, Date d){
41 endTimes[i] = d;
42 }
43
44 public Date getEndTime(){
45 return endTime;
46 }
47
48 public void setComment(String c){
49 comment = c;
50 }
51
52 public void setStartTime(Date s){
53 startTime = s;
54
55 }
56
57 public void setEndTime(Date e){
58 endTime = e;
59 }
60 }

F.9 class Experimenter
1 import java.io.*;
2
3 class Experimenter{
4
5 private String name;
6 private String username;
7 private String password;
8 private Experiment[] experiment;
9
10 public Experimenter(String u){
11 username = u;
12 }
13
14 public String getUsername(){
15 return username;
16 }
17
18 public void deleteExperiment(String n){
19
20 Experiment[] newEs = new Experiment[experiment.length-1];
21
22 for(int i=0, j=0; ((i<experiment.length) && (j<newEs.length)); i++){
23
24 if(!experiment[i].getName().equals(n)){
25 newEs[j] = experiment[i];
26
27 j++;
28
29 }
30
31 }
32 experiment = newEs;
33
34 }
35
36 public void writeExperimentsFile(){
37
38 FileConverter converter = new FileConverter();
39 String content = "";
40
41 for(int i=experiment.length; i>0; i--){
42 content = content+"NumExperiment{"+i+"}ExperimentName: {"+experiment[i-1].getName()+"}\n";
43 }
44
45 content = content+"NumExperiment{0}";
46
47 converter.writeFile(content, SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+username+"/experiments");
48
49 }
50
51 public void add(Experiment e){
52
53 if(experiment != null){
54 Experiment[] newExps = new Experiment[experiment.length+1];
55
56 // add the new experiment to the start of the array
57 newExps[0] = e;
58
59 // add the rest to the end
60 for(int i=0; i<experiment.length; i++){
61 newExps[i+1] = experiment[i];
62 }
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63
64 experiment = newExps;
65 }else{
66 experiment = new Experiment[1];
67 experiment[0] = e;
68 }
69 }
70
71 // a method that returns true if the experimenter already has an
72 // experiment by the inputted name, otherwise it reutrns false
73 public boolean hasExperiment(String experimentName){
74 // loop thought the experiments to see if the names match
75 for(int i=0; i<experiment.length; i++){
76 if(experiment[i].getName().equals(experimentName)){
77 return true;
78 }
79 }
80 return false;
81 }
82
83 public void addExperiment(String expName){
84
85 Experiment newOne = new Experiment(expName);
86 Experiment[] newEs = new Experiment[experiment.length+1];
87 newEs[0] = newOne;
88
89 // loop through the experiments that were already there to copy them over
90 for(int i=0; i<experiment.length; i++){
91 newEs[i+1] = experiment[i];
92 }
93
94 experiment = newEs;
95
96 }
97
98 public Experiment getExperiment(int i){
99 return experiment[i];
100 }
101
102 public Experiment[] getExperiments(){
103 return experiment;
104 }
105
106 public void setUpExperimentNames(String fileContent){
107
108 int start;
109 int end;
110 int numExperiments;
111 String expName;
112
113 // set the experiment names
114 start = fileContent.indexOf("NumExperiment{") + "NumExperiment{".length();
115 end = fileContent.indexOf("}",start);
116
117 numExperiments = Integer.parseInt(fileContent.substring(start,end));
118
119 experiment = new Experiment[numExperiments];
120
121 for(int i=0; i<experiment.length; i++){
122 start = fileContent.indexOf("ExperimentName: {",end) + "ExperimentName: {".length();
123 end = fileContent.indexOf("}",start);
124 expName = fileContent.substring(start,end);
125
126 experiment[i]= new Experiment(expName);
127
128 }
129
130 }
131
132
133 }

F.10 class Experimenter
1 import java.io.*;
2
3 class Group{
4
5 private String name;
6 private String username;
7 private String password;
8 private Experimenter experimenter;
9 private Experiment[] experiment;
10
11 public Group(String n, Experimenter e){
12
13 name = n;
14 experimenter = e;
15
16 loadExperimentData();
17
18 }
19
20 public String getUsername(){
21 return username;
22 }
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23
24 public String getPassword(){
25 return password;
26 }
27
28 public void loadExperimentData(){
29 FileConverter converter= new FileConverter();
30 String file="";
31 int numExperiments;
32 int begin;
33 int end;
34
35 // open group file
36 file = converter.fileToString(SertestMan.DATA DIRECTORY+experimenter.getUsername()+"/"+name+"/group.data");
37
38 begin = file.indexOf("username{") + ("username{").length();
39 end = file.indexOf("}",begin);
40
41 username = file.substring(begin,end);
42
43 begin = file.indexOf("password{") + ("password{").length();
44 end = file.indexOf("}",begin);
45
46 password = file.substring(begin,end);
47
48 begin = file.indexOf("numMembers{") + ("numMembers{").length();
49 end = file.indexOf("}",begin);
50
51 numExperiments = Integer.parseInt(file.substring(begin,end));
52
53 // create a new array of experiments
54 experiment = new Experiment[numExperiments];
55
56 for(int i=0; i<experiment.length; i++){
57 begin = file.indexOf("member{",end) + "member{".length();
58 end = file.indexOf("}",begin);
59
60 experiment[i] = new Experiment(file.substring(begin,end));
61 }
62 }
63
64 public Experiment selectExperimentAtRandom(){
65
66 int randomI;
67
68 // generate a random number between 0 and length -1
69 randomI = (int) (Math.random()*10) % experiment.length;
70
71 return experiment[randomI];
72
73 }
74
75 }


